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A bstract 

A Spa is defined as a bathing establishment which used thermal-mineral sprïng 

water for therapeutic purposes. Although the topics of bathing and medicine in the 

Roman world have received considerable attention, thermal-mineral spas have remained 

inadequately studied. Recent research acknowledges the importance of spas, but generaily 

excludes any detailed discussion of the institution. More than thirty spas are known to 

have existed in Italy alone together with over a hundred more throughout the Roman 

provinces. Knowledge of many of these is preserved only in the literary record. Further 

information about other sites has also been brought to light through inscriptions and 

archaeological investigation. By using a wide range of evidence, including ancient 

literary sources, inscriptions, and archaeological material, 1 have provided a clarification 

of the nature of Roman heaiing spas in their original context. 

In the introduction, 1 provide a definition of a Spa and relevant archaeological 

background. Because of the importance springs had as the most critical feature of Spa, 

the first chapter sets out the information known about the use of thermal-mineral springs. 

The second chapter discusses the origins of Spa bathing. Chapter three focuses entirely 

on the setting and architecture of spas. One of the difficulties encountered in a study of 

spas is distinguishing a healing establishment from ordinary bathing complexes. A close 

anaiysis of the design of spas rnakes this possible. The fourth chapter discusses the 

interpretation of Baiae and its function as a place of healing. Both the literary evidence 

and the archaeological evidence illustrate Baiae's curative potential. Chapter five 

highlights the various methods available for using the waters. Chapters six and seven are 



concemed especially with social historical issues: clientele, ownership, and economics. 

The eighth chapter appraises the cult activity at healing spas. 

Thermal-mineral spas were an important aspect of Roman medicine and society. 

They cornprised only one of several choices of medical treatement for Romans. Yet, the 

many frequent references to the curative powers of spas in the texts and the many 

elaborately built establishments suggests that spas were regarded highly for their ability 

to restore heaIth. 
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Introduction 

Healing spas formed an important component of health and hygiene in the Roman 

world. Their early use and development was related to the growing interest in bathing 

and medicine in the first centuries of the Roman empire. Spas provided a new method 

for improving health which combined the cornforts of the bath with innovative treatrnents 

based on rational and logical medicine. Spa bathing had connections with the general 

trend towards hydrotherapy. As an easily accessible alternative to the harsh remedies 

sometimes prescribed by doctors or even by folk-cures, the use of hot and cold waters in 

ba th  becarne a popular option for restonng health. The treatments found in spas were 

aimed at specific needs and focused especiaily on the thermal-minerai springs. At a Spa, 

a visitor could partake of the restoraîive measures available by bathing in or drinking the 

waters of a spring. A belief in the effectiveness of the water lay at the centre of the use 

of thermal-mineral springs for healing. 

PrewÔus Spa Batbing SctroIarsh;O 

In recent years, there has been an increasing amount of research into the nature 

and function of Roman baths. In addition to numerous articles and papers about particular 

issues and topics, several general studies about Roman bathing have also appeared.' 

 o or annuai bibliographies on bathing, see Hubemis Manderscheid Baloearia 1-4, no.2 
( 1 99 3 - 1 996). A lso, Hub ertus Man derschei d, Bibiiographik nun r0misheo Bade weseo 
(Munich, 1988); Janet DeLaine, "Recent research on Roman baths," AU 1 (1 988): 1 1-32; 
Janet DeLaine, "Roman Baths and Bathing," R A  6 (1993): 348-358. 

The main bath typology was originally established by D. Krencker, Die trierer 



These include Nielsen's detailed catalogue and discussion and the more theme-onented 

research by Yegiil.' Other contributions to the understanding of baths include the survey 

studies by Heinz and Brodner.' 

Despite this interest in Roman baths, healing spas have received inadequate 

attention. Research into spas generally has been uneven and has concentrated especially 

on the better known sites such as Baiae, Bath, and Badenweiler.' Some general work has 

been carried out, in particular by Yegiil and Jackson, both of whom have made substantial 

contributions «, the interpretation of spasS Other useful studies include Houston's b ief  

survey of the spas located in Campania, Brodner's short catalogue of spas, and Grenier's 

compilation of spas in ~ a u l . ~  A number of studies have also appeared which centre on 

Kaisedenneo (Augsburg, 1929). A recent article which rejects some of the bath types 
is found in: Ch. M. Ternes, "Typologie des installations thermales en Gaule Belgique et 
en Germanie," in Chevallier 1992, 10 1 - 1 16. 

'Inge Nielsen, Tbezmae et Baloea (Aarhus, 1 990); Fi kret Y egül, Barbs and Batbing 
in CIassicaal Antiquity (New York, 1992). 

3 Werner Heinz, Rümische Tbemen. Badeweseo und Badeluxus im rüxnischen Reich 
(Munich, 1983); Enka Brodner, Die romiscben Themen uad das mt&e Badwesea 
(Darmstadt, 1983). 

'Baiae: see chapter 4; Bath: B. Cunliffe, Roman Bath Discovered(London, 1984); B. 
Cunliffe and P. Davenport, The Temple o f  Sulis Minerva at Bat% vols. 1 and 2 (Oxford, 
1985); Badenweiler: H. Mylius, Die rhisctreo HeilLaemeo von Badeoweiler (Berlin, 
1936). 

' ~ e g ù l  1992, 92-127; Ralph Jackson, "Waters and Spas in the Classical World," in 
Roy Porter (ed.), The Medical History o f  Waters aod S'as (London, 1990), 1-13. 

6 ~ . ~ .  Houston, "The other spas of Ancient Campania," in R.M. Wiihelm & H. Jones, 
(eds.), The Two Wurfds o f  Lbe Poet: New Perspectives on Vergd@eîroit, 1992): 356-3 70; 
Brodner, 161 -1 79; A. Grenier, Maouel dXrcht!ologie Gallo-Romaine. Quatneme partie, 
(Paris, 1960). 



particular themes related to vas, including the role of water and springs. Gasperini's 

article on the Etniscans and hot springs provides a detailed examination of many 

important sites in ~truria.' The recent publication of a conference on water, health, and 

disease in the Greek world highlights the important role of the spnngs in spas.' Di 

Capua's assessrnent of the role of water and bathing in Roman medicine is also usefuL9 

Thermal-minera1 spring bathing has had a long history in both Europe and North 

Amenca. A widespread interest in springs and hydrotherapeutic treatment, continuing 

from the Middle Ages up to the present, has contributed to the scholarship on Spa bathing 

in antiquity. Proponents of Spa bathing used ancient sources (especially Galen) to 

legitimize medical practices from the sixteenth century, and created facilities to use 

thermal-mineral springs.IO The construction of many new bathing establishments led to 

7 L. Gasperini, "Gli Etruschi e le sorgenti termali," in ElNna Meridonaie. Cmoscenza, 
consemazione, fiizione, A ni del Con vegno (Viterbe, 29/30 novembre- l dicem bre 1986) 
(Rome, 1988): 27-3 5. 

'R. Ginouvès, A.M. Guimier Sorbets, J. Jouanna, L. Villard (ed.), L'eau, la santé et 
/a maladie daos /e monde grec (Athens, 1994). 

'F. Di Capua, L 'r'droterapia ai tempidell'I'mpero rommo, Quaderni dell'hpero, Istituto 
di studi romani 10-1 1 (1 940): 3-60. 

'Tor recent publications on the history of thermal-minerd bathing, see: Susan 
Cayleff, Wash andBe Healed(Philadelphia, 1987); J. Donegan, Hydropatbiic Higbway ro 
Healtbi (New York, 1986); V. Knzek, "History of Baineotherapy," in S. Licht (ed.), 
Medical Hydrology (Baltimore, 1963). A. Croutier's Thking tbe Waters (New York, 
1992) provides a non-academic approach to the subject. 

Some sense of the deveIopment of the Spa in Europe can be found in the 
following: R. Palmer "'In this our lightye and leamed tyme.': Italian ba th  in the era of 
the Renaissance," in Poner 1990, 14-22; L. Brockliss, "The development of the Spa in 
seventeenth-century France," in Porter 1990,23047; C. Hamlin, "Chemistry, medicine and 
the legitimization of English spas, 1740-1 840," in Porter 1990, 67-8 1 ; C.D. Fonseca (ed.), 
La città temale e il suo femton'o (Boario Terme, 1 986). 
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the discovery of several ancient spa sites where archaeological remains made it clear that 

the thermal-mineral springs had also been used by the Romans." Observations pertaining 

to the post-Roman development of spas has had an impact on the modern interpretations 

of ancient spas. 

Pupose of t4e C m n f  Study 

Although there has clearly been some recent progress in the scholarship about 

healing spas in Itaiy, there is no complete study of the thermal-mineral establishments in 

the secondary literature on bathing. Nielsen did not include spas in her discussion of 

baths and offered the following comment: "Another subject worthy of study is the Spa 

institution. ... but as thermal baths serve a different purpose and, for that reason among 

others, have a different architectural form, 1 have found it reasonable to exclude hem 

from further discu~sion."'~ Yegiil devotes an entire chapter of his recent book to thermo- 

mineral spnngs and a further appendix on baths and medicine. Yet, he chooses a limited 

number of sites Iocated throughout the Roman Empire in his efforts to illustrate the 

overall development of healing spas. Many questions about the design and operation of 

Roman spas have yet to be answered or even considered. The identification of baths that 

functioned as spas has relied Iargely on the presence of thermal-mineral springs. While 

this may be an accurate criterion with which to appraise the function of some baths, there 

""It is almost certain that nearly dl the spas known today were frequented in the 
Roman penod." Jean-Pierre Adam, Roman Buildig (Bloomington, 1994), 275. 
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are other important features which have not been systematicdly analyzed. Moreover, 

there has not been a detailed assessrnent of the literary evidence, either in its own context 

or in light of the archaeological remains. In generd, there has been a tendency to 

consider each Spa in an individual context rather than as part of a larger development. 

This study is airned at clarifying many aspects of Roman healing spas in Italy. 

By using a wide range of evidence, including ancient literary sources and archaeological 

remains, 1 aim to provide a clear analysis of the development and design of spas and to 

examine their social and religious function. My investigation has focused on heding spas 

during the time of Augustus through Constantine, although a few exarnples are drawn 

from late antiquity. 

Lifemy Evidence 

The written sources contain a considerable amount of information about healing 

spas. References to thermal-mineral spnngs and bathing establishments occur in texts 

of the first century B.C. and increase in frequency dunng the first and second centuries 

A.D. There are also numerous accounts of spas from the later penods of Roman history. 

1 have selected pnmarily the writers who were either based in or wrote about Italy. 

Although many of the texts have received previous scholarly attention, little attempt has 

been made to gather the written material about spas into a cohesive group which takes 

account of the historical context as  well as the type of writing. In order to understand 

fully the nature of spas as evidenced by the written sources, it is necessary to consider 

not only the penod to which a text belongs but also the purpose of the tea .  
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It 1s possible to divide the literary sources into two main groups: technicai writers 

and non-technicd writers. The first group includes the medical writers such as Celsus, 

Soranus, Galen, and Caelius Aurelianus and writers with concems of naturd science and 

philosophy such as Vitruvius, Seneca, and Pliny. It is from the technical writers that the 

clearest descriptions of the use of themai-mineral waters and heaiing spas come. The 

non-technical category of texts comprises a diverse assortment of documents. Historical 

writers, including Livy, Diodorus Siculus, and Dio Cassius, and the biographers, Suetonius 

and Plutarch, provide important accounts of many of the establishments. The Scripores 

Historie Au&us&e ( S m )  are aiso a useful source of information. The geographer Strabo 

is particularly useful because he offers the earliest systematic record of some of the main 

spas in Italy. Other important matend cornes from Cicero, Horace, and Martial. Several 

other sources, including Claudian, Sidonius Apollinaris, and Cassiodorus provide 

information about the later use of spas. Each presents various glimpses of Spa Iife in 

varying detail and with a certain arnount of b i s .  These writers, together with a great 

number of other incidental comments from other sources, are able to throw some Iight on 

the practice of Spa bathing. 

Epigtapbic EEvitlce 

Another important source of information about spas is inscriptions. Most of the 

inscriptions included here have been recovered directly at the site of a themal-mineral 

resort; a few have been found elsewhere. They are most often votive in nature, offenng 

either requests for divine intervention or thanks for aid in distress. Only a few describe 
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physical aspects of the establishment. The ancient names of some sites have been 

determined on the basis of inscnptional evidence. 

Unfortmately, as is common with inscnptional evidence, the amount of 

information that can be drawn from it is somewhat limited. In determining the types of 

visitors to a spa, the best evidence is the narne of the individual identified on an 

inscription. From the name itseif, the social status of a person can often be ascertained, 

but details about his or her life are usually beyond Our grasp. Thus, while it may be 

possible to determine whether a person is a citizen or a slave, it is nearly impossible to 

determine the reason for the visit, or even if the thermal-mineral water therapy was 

successfu1. It is also difficult to pinpoint a date for an inscription when no intrinsic 

dating evidence appears in the text. in a few cases, archaeological eviderice gives some 

indication of a date. 

The Peutzhger Table 

The Peutinger Table is one of the most useful sources of information about the 

cartography and geography of the Roman world (fig. 24-26)." Named afier its sixteendi 

century owner, Konrad Peutinger, it is a medieval copy of a map made in the founh 

cenhiry A.D. Although a number of detailed studies have appeared over the last century, 

not enough attention has been given to correlating archaeological evidence with that 

I 3 ~ o r  general studies on the Peutinger Table, see: E. Weber, Tabula Peotingeriaoa: 
Codex Vindobooerrsis 324,2 vol. (Graz, 1 976); K. Miller, Die PeuliBgersche Ta/e  reprint 
(Stuttgart, 1962); A. and M. Levi, Itioeraria picta: coatributo allu srudio della Tabula 
Peutingerima (Rome, 1967); L. Bosio, La Tabula Peul ingeha  (Rimini, 1983); H .  Gros, 
Zur Eotstehngs-Geschicbte der Tabuia Peu fingennma, (Amsterdam, 1 980, reprint). 
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known from the map. The Peutinger Table contains a great deal of information about 

b o t .  the architecture and distribution of Roman spas. One of the symbols depicted rnost 

prominently is a "birds-eye" view of a square building with a central, open couriyard 

filled in with blue colouring which represents water. The front of the building is shown 

with one or more entrance doors flanked by two towers. On the structure's ieft side, there 

is a series of openings which probably represent an enclosed portico or colonnade. Of 

the 52 examples of this symbol, 28 are labelled with a form of the word aqrrae, suggesting 

their function as baths. Several of the names given are also known from literary texts 

which give further evidence about their use. Although the symbol is found throughout 

the Peutinger Table, fifteen are located in Italy alone. Of these, six can with reasonable 

certainty be identified with known archaeological remains: Aquae Tauri, Aquae Statiellae, 

Aquae Cutiliae, Aquae Passens, Aquae Apollinares, and Aquae Aponi (indicated as Fons 

Timavi on the map). The archaeological and literary evidence indicates that these 

symbols do not represent ordinary bath buildings and instead should be recognized as 

healing spas. 

Important questions about the Peutinger Table concem its ongin and date.'" 

There are some features which support its first cenniry A.D. origin. These include the 

presence of cities destroyed by Vesuvius' eruption. There are also details which suggest 

a fourth cenntry date. For example, the use of the name Constantinople cm not have 

I4There is some controversy about the dating of the map. For a summary of the 
proposed arguments for assigning a date from the age of Augustus to the period of 
Juçtinian, see Levi, 21-23; 0. Dilke, Greek aod Roman Maps (London, l985), 1 13-1 20; 
Bosio, 149- 162. 
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occurred before A.D. 324, the year of the founding of the city. It has been pomtlated that 

the map is a compilation which was created in the 4th cenniry based on an earlier source. 

The evidence of spas in Italy seems to confirm this." 

The function of the Peutinger Table has also been at the centre of discu~sion.'~ 

It is clear that spas were considered important enough to be featured prominently on the 

Peutinger Table. As a road map, the labelling of important spas would have been very 

useful to travellers. But they were not, as Levi has suggested, merely "stop-over" places 

in the way that pnvate villas or maosiones were frequented by voyagers." Their 

placement at the ends of roads as ofien as dong routes between towns does not support 

this view. Instead, the Peutinger Table served, among other things, as a guide for those 

wishing specifically to visit particular spas, presumably with the intent of taking 

advantage of the healing benefits of the spnng waters! 

Archaeolog-~cal Background 

More than twenty spas known from literary evidence have been identified 

archaeologically in Italy. The identification of many of these sites has been based on 

epigraphic evidence. Some of the sites have been tentatively located on the basis of 

- - -  

lSSee Appendix 2 for fuxther discussion of this. 

I 6 ~ o r  its role in civilian travelling, see Dilke, 1 15; as part of the cursuspcibiic~s~ see 
Levi and Levi, 97-1 24. 

"On voyages for health and cures, see R. Chevallier, Voyages et deplacemenfi dms 
l'empire romah (Paris, 1988), 322-325. 
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evidence from the Peutinger Table.I9 Three archaeological sites (Agnano, Ponte di Nona, 

Valchetta Baths) not aneaed in the sources can also been identified as spas because of 

the presence of thermal-mineral springs. 

In rnany cases, detailed information about the archaeological features of the spas 

has been limited. Those sites which were the location of renewed interest in thermal- 

minera1 bathing have ofien been inadequately analyzed and modem or continued use has 

resulted in a poor state of preservation of the ancient buildings. Furthemore, at the tum 

of the century, the systematic recording of archaeological remains had not fully 

developed. Although some bath buildings were the focus of extensive excavation, 

including places such as Teanum Sidicinum, Aquae Aponi, and Aquae Vescinae, 

insufficient publication of the findings has made further analysis difficult. 

For the purposes of this study, 1 have concentrated on the most substantialty 

excavated and best published Spa sites. When possible and reasonable, 1 have used the 

ancient name to refer to the Spa. The modem location of each ancient Spa narne is also 

indicated. Two different sites, however, at Vicarello and the Bagni di Stigliano, both had 

the narne Aquae Apollinares. In order to limit confusion, 1 have referred to each of these 

only by their modem name. Relevant bibliography for al1 sites is found in the Catalogue. 

The best known spa resort is the hillside complex at Baiae. Mauiri began renewed 

research in 1941 on the great bathing establishments and his interpretation of his 

discovenes has given rise to much subsequent debate. In spite of this scholarly attention, 

"A number of spas which appear on the Peutinger Table are not recorded elsewhere. 
See Appendix 2. 



many questions remain about the nature and function of many of the structures. There 

are other archaeological remains in the area as well which took advantage of the abundant 

naturai resources of thermal-minerd waters. 

Several other sites in Campania were excavated in the late 19th or early 20th 

~entury. '~  At Agnano (located between Pozzuoli and Naples), a large bathing 

establishment dependent on the heat of naturd s t e m  was excavated in 1898 and 19 1 1. 

A report of the work carried out was published in 1912 by Macchioro. He argued that 

this was the site of Thermae Angulanae, referred to in a sixth centuiy document." A few 

miles southeast of the city of Teanum Sidicinum (modem Teano) a bath building in close 

proximity to mineral spnngs was investigated in 1907 by Gàbrici. A large cornplex was 

reveaied which Houston believes was the location of a spring called Acidula by Pliny 

(HN 31.5). Another complex identified as a Spa is Terme di Suio, near Castelforte. 

During the construction of a new Spa hotel, rescue excavations carried out by Fulvio 

between 1877 and 1892 uncovered a large bathing establishment. T wo inscriptions give 

the name of Aquae Vescinae. 

In the region to the north of Rome a number of other spas have also been 

excavated. These include the site known as Aquae Tauri, a large establishment four 

kilometres north-east of Civitavecchia. The excavators, Mengarelli and later Bastianelli, 

published the site extensively after excavations began in 1919. Their work has revealed 

''A preliminary investigation of the Spa sites in Carnpania was carried out by G.W. 
Houston, 3 5 6-3 70. 

21Gregory the Great Dial. 4.40: i n k r e a v  ï v a  E ~ Ç  ~à &ppà rà &novo&opeva 
' ~ y  Aawv andeôv  ho6aerott. 



an elaborate bathing complex 

Trajanic and Hadrianic periods 

12 

with two main phases of construction belonging to the 

At Aquae Caeretanae, in the Piano di Carlotta south-west 

7 

1. 

of Civitavecchia, excavations conducted by Cosentino began in 1988 and brought to light 

two main rooms of a large spa facility. At the small village of Vicarello, near Lake 

Bracciano, dunng construction of a modem spa in the last century a portion of an ancient 

spa was found. Inscriptions show that objects recovered from a hot spring were votives 

dedicated to Apollo, Aesculapius, the Nymphs, and Silvanus. Although various Roman 

structures have been found, only a small portion of the ancient Spa was uncovered. 

Another spa, now called the Bagni di Shgliano, was located near the modem road 

between Manliana and Tolfa Here, excavations which began in 1970 uncovered a 

temple-bath complex. The Spa establishment which exists today continues to use 

structures which have their origins in the earlier Roman buildings. 

Several other important sites are located throughout M y .  In 1959, near Veii in 

the valley of the Torrente Valchetta, a rescue operation was conducted on a bath building 

exposed by erosion from the river. These baths, known as the Valchetta Baths, were 

revealed as an elaborate stnicture which evidently made extensive use of the hot springs 

in the area. At Terme di Cotilia, research on a large complex located near Cinaducale 

has been can-ied out sporadically since 1969. The site has traditionally been identified 

as Aquae Cutiliae, a locale associated with Vespasian. Recent excavations have cast 

some doubt on the heaiing purpose of the structure because it is thought that the building 

corresponds more to a villa than a Spa However, there are features which make it quite 

likely that this complex had a curative function. 
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Near Padua, in the town of Montegrotto Terme, the Roman structures of the area 

initially received attention in the 17th century. At the time, severai bathing structures 

were described, but little detailed record was kept. Renewed archaeological 

investigation, carried out in 1965, revealed extensive Roman remains which have been 

identified as Aquae Aponi. As at Baiae, the Spa of Aquae Aponi seems to have consisted 

of severai different bathing facilities. The baths of San Calogero were excavated by 

Cavallier and Bemabo Brea on the island of Lipari. A number of bathing rooms in direct 

association with a themai-minera1 spring have been unearthed. The excavators have 

identified this complex with that descnbed by Diodorus Siculus (5.10) and mentioned by 

Strabo (6-2.10). Current excavations at Chianciano Terme are revealing a bathing centre 

which made use of an abundantly flowing spring. David Soren, director of the project, 

has recently suggested that this might be the Clusine Springs referred to by Horace (Ep. 

1.15). 

There are, in addition to these places, several other spas for which limited 

archaeological information is available: 

1) A number of votive reliefs with inscriptions have been found on the island of 

Aenaria, now known as Ischia. That a Spa was located on the island is quite likely, given 

the nature of the springs (and spas) still found there today. Unfortunately, no clear 

thermal-mineral bathing complex has yet corne to light. 

2) On the Coast near Mondragone, recent survey work by Paul Arthur has revealed 

the probable location of Aquae Sinuessanae, although no structures have been clearly 

identified which may have been part of a bathing complex. 
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3) At Aquae Albulae, eight kilometres West of Tivoli, several inscriptions have 

confirmed the location of the ancient Spa A structure which may be part of the baths 

related to the Spa is still visible today. 

4) At Acqui in Liguria, during construction of a modem spa in 1913, a large 

Roman pool was discovered which may have formed part of the spa known as Aquae 

Statiellae in antiquity. Even today, the region has several hot springs. At Ieast one of 

these seems to have been near the remains of a Roman pool. There was a second circular 

marble-lined pool in the immediate vicinity of themal ~prings. '~ 

5 )  Aquae Calidae ad Vetulonios, reported by Pliny (HNZ. 106.227) as having fish 

living in the spring water, has possibly been located near the town of Castiglione della 

Pescaia. On the western side of Poggetti Vecchi (formerly Poggetti Giugglioli) is a 

thermal-minerai spring. In 1960, Mazzolai reported that fish lived in these spnngs and 

he speculated that this was the same place as described by Pliny. Recent developments 

of the spring for imgation have uncovered a tile pavement, an opus caementicium wall, 

and several ceramic vases. Fragments of marble, now re-used in a nearby villa, also came 

from this site. 

Definition of a Spa 

A Spa is a bathing establishment which made use of naturally-occurring mineral 

''G. Carducci, "Acqui," EAA 1 (1958): 46. No other record of the discovery seems 
to have been made available. 
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waters.') The main function of a bath-complex of this kind was to provide access to the 

spring waters for therapeutic purposes. The naturai springs usually supplied hot water, 

but it was also possible for cold spring-water to feed the pools of the baths. A bath-house 

which received its water supply from a nearby spring may be considered a spa if one or 

more of the following occur: 1) the spring is wami and mineral, although in a few cases 

the spring could be cold; 2) there is sufficient archaeological evidence to suggest a 

healing function; 3) an ancient source identifies the site as a heaiing establishment. Spas 

were a variation on regular bathing establishment which entailed a different architecture 

appropriate to their specific health function. 

')I disagree with Houston's definition of a Spa (347): "a 'spa' is any site where we 
find evidence indicating the use by the Romans of naturally occurring minera1 or thermal 
water(s) for therapeutic purposes," because this allows any undeveloped or minimally- 
developed spnng to be considered a Spa. 



Chapter 1 

Thermal-Mineral Springs 

The essentiai component of a spa was a supply of thermal-mineral spring water. 

Water from either a single outlet or multiple spnngs formed the basis for dl activity at 

healing spas. It is therefore appropriate and necessary to consider the nature of springs 

selected for use in them. Springs, especially those which had hot water or strong odours 

and tastes, were often regarded as a mystenous phenomenon and, in tum, provoked a 

variety of responses. Springs, on the one hand, were considered with a ceriain amount 

of reverence and were usuaily associated with nymphs or gods with healing capabilities.' 

On the other hand, a rational expianation of thermal-mineral springs developed as well. 

Wnters of natural science or philosophy were especially interested in demonmating that 

the seemingly strange behaviour of springs followed clearly understood pnnciples. This 

led to many descriptions and classifications of types of springs and their properties. The 

various explanations of origins and qualities of spnngs had an influence on the 

development of spas. Some establishments gained prominence for having water that was 

particularly suited for treating certain ailments. 

Because of the significance springs had in the functioning of spas, this chapter 

focuses on the thermal-mineral water itselt It is divided into four sections: 1) 

terminology for words which refer to springs and spas in the Roman period; 2) 

'See Chapter 8. 
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explmations for the ongins and causes of springs; 3) classification of thermal-mineral 

springs found at spas; 4) applications of thermal-mineral waters for specific disorders. 

Termiooio~ of S ' g s  

The Latin words normally used to indicate a thermal-mineral spnng are foos and 

aquae.' In Greek, spnngs at spas are alrnost aiways ~à Wara, the equivalent of aquae.' 

In many of the Greek phrases, an adjective is attached to the noun to give a more specific 

meaning. Thus, phrases such as rà M a ~ a  e~ppà, rà S a r a  cpappaira and, ~à Siam 

ahxpufi, occur in the texts.' Caelius Aurelianus, translating from Greek into Latin, also 

uses a modifier to specie spring water and uses the phrase aquae naturales. The terms 

are words which are commonly used to refer to water of any sort, not specifically spnng 

w a ~ e r . ~  It is only by context and associated adjectives that it is possible to determine 

whether, in a particular instance, the subject is a thermal-mineral spnng. 

There is no clear distinction between the words used to describe the spnngs and 

those used to descnbe the spas. The word aquae can refer not only to the springs at a 

'hother  word, scatungines, is also used to mean a spring, but this seems to be more 
of geyser-type occurrence. See Livy 44.3 3 -3 .  

3 The normal terms for spring (Le. 6 icpouv&, fi nqyfi, or fi ~ p i v q )  are not normally 
used for the sources of thermal-mineral water at spas. 

4 e.g., Diodoms Siculus 4.22; Gaien De Caus. morb, (Kühn W. 18); Soranus 3.16. 

5 There are a few other words used as well, e.g., sacni l ' p b a  Batatkm.m (Tibullus 3.5); 
acidae venae f o o t ~ ' ~  (Vitruvius 8.3.1 7); 1 7 ~ s  Parsenk and vada Pboebi (MartiaI 6.42); 
latex (CIaudian Car. Min. 26.14 and Cassiodorus V z  2.39.2) 
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spa, but to the actual spa itself: so that it is sometimes obscure which is meant. There 

is less confusion in the Greek texts because the writers tended to refer to a spa by name 

and to identify specific types of springs available at a spa.' That the word aquae 

sometimes became part of the narne of the Spa is apparent in Strabo's reference to 

'A~ouawranç lAa t  (5.1.1 1 ), known in Latin as Aquae Statiellae (Pliny HN 3 1.2). The 

double meaning of the vocabulary for designating spas and spnngs underlines the 

importance of thermal-mineral waters for the operation of a heding establishment. 

Despite the lack of clarity in terminology, some patterns regarding the vocabulary 

of spnngs at spas are evident. Locations could be designated as aquae. Thus, when 

indicating spa locations, the texts refer to Aquae Albulae, Aquae Auguriae, Aquae 

Cutiliae, Aquae Nepesinae, Aquae Aponi, Aquae Sinuessanae, and Aquae Tauri. But if 

particular springs were referred to, it was likely that the term fom would be used.' 

Sometimes after a location becarne known specifically as either foosor aque, it retained 

that designation. In a few cases, however, the terms are interchanged, but for the rnost 

- - 

6 e-g., Aquae Sinuessanae: Livy 22.13.13; Pliny HN 3 1.4; Tacitus Am.  12.66, Hist. 
1.72; Aquae Albulae: PIiny HN 3 1.6; Aquae Aponi: Pliny HN 2.106.227; Aquae 
Cumanae: Livy 4 1.16.3. 

'eg. Gaien De me&. med (Kcihn X.536); Strabo 5.2.3; Dio Cassius 66.17.1. 

' h s  Clusinus (Horace Ep. 1.15); foos C'itumnus (Pliny Ep. 88.); fontes Leucogaei 
(Pliny HN 3 1.8); fontes Araxi (Pliny HN 18.29.1 14); fontes Sumbniinanun (Celsus 
4.12.7). 
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part the designations remained con~tant .~ Some flexibility must have been possible as 

there is considerable overlap between the two words. l0 

Very often the word whether it is aquae, footes, or sà Masa, appears in the 

plural. Varro explains that the use of a plural came about because there were oflen 

numerous spnngs in one area which were beneficial for various diseases. He dso 

indicates that there was no corresponding singular for the term aquae caldae (hot 

springs)." It seems that there is indeed tmth in Varro's expianation. Many of the spas 

relied on several springs for thermal-mineral water rather than a single source." This 

tendency, then, is reflected in the plural noun. Thus the springs at Baiae and Albula are 

almost always referred to as aquae, since there were many sources of thermal-minerai 

water in both regions.13 

Roman Explimarioos for tbe Ongns of Spnbgs 

9 Cutiliae was known sometimes as fms (Celsus 4.12.7) but more regularly as aquae 
(Pliny H N  3 1.6; Caelius Aurelianus Chrom 3.1.10; 3.2.45; 5.4.77). Similady, Pliny 
refers to both Aquae Pafavr'aae ( E N  2.106.227) and Fontes Pat;avifti ( H N  3 1.32) when 
referring to the Spa near Padua (otherwise known as Aquae Aponi). 

"Consider, for example, Vitmvius' phrases fontes ex aqua cafida (2.6.4) and Eootes 
dulcis aquae (8.3.1) where it is clear that the words are interdependent on each other. 
Also, despite the more common use of aquae, Ovid does refer to the calidi fontes when 
mentioning Baiae (Met. 15.713). 

"varro Ling. 9.69; 41.68. 

12~his  is notably different from an aqueduct, called aqua in the singular, perhaps in 
recognition that there was a single source of water (although this was not always the case) 
or that it acted as a single line of supply. 

"~ropertius 1.11.30; Caelius Aurelianus C h .  3.1.10. 
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Some Roman naturai philosophers, including Lucretius, Pliny, and Seneca, were 

interested in explaining the phenomenon of springs, especiaily those which were thermal- 

mineral. Their various theories provide explanations about the origins of springs and their 

mineral properties. Vitnivius, Plutarch, and Dio Cassius offer less systematic accounts 

about springs and the naturd heating of water, and many others describe the occurrence 

of springs in passing. Such interpretations of the behaviour of springs are one aspect of 

a larger attempt to explain natural events in practical, rational tems. 

In the final book of De r e m  oatura, Lucretius addresses the marvel of springs? 

He first describes a spring in Egypt at the temple of Ammon which flowed with cold 

water during the day and hot water at night and argues that the change in temperature of 

the spring water is due to the condition of the soil surrounding the spring and the natural 

heat parîicles f o n d  near it. When the soil is chilled by the night air, it squeezes out heat 

particles into the water, making it warm. The reverse effect is caused by the warmth of 

the sun. The sun's rays relax and Io~sen the soil, causing the heat particles to disperse 

into the earth radier than into the water. He also repons a cold spring which caused 

objects to catch fire when placed near it. In this case, there are not enough natural heat 

particles to warrn the water; but when they are gathered together on an object placed 

nearby, the heat groups together and catches fire. Although he did not have a thorough 

knowledge of many aspects of the naturai world, Lucretius attempts to describe the natural 
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events which he saw in a logical and practical manner. In accordance with his Epicurean 

ideas, Lucretius aims to explain the events in strictly atomist terms." 

Given his interest in explaining natural phenornena, it is somewhat surprising that 

Lucretius did not comment at length on the wonders of the area around Baiae. He was 

however aware of the many hot sulphurous springs there and amibutes the deadly effects 

of their fumes on birds flying overhead to the many particles present in the earth, some 

beneficid and some harmful, which are expelled from the earth into the air.16 

Vitruvius shows a good deal more interest in the occurrence of thermal-minerai 

spnngs.17 He devotes an entire chapter of Book Eight to discussing their different 

properties. The reasons for such a large section on spnngs are outlined in the preface to 

the book. He believes that water was an essentid element for living and deserved a 

thorough treatment; this included the methods of finding water, the special qualities of 

springs, and how to use and test water.I8 His account is a practical, rational discussion 

rnixed with a generous amount of legend and unfounded claims. 

To begin with, he States that the natural state of water is cold; this is most 

effectively proven by the demonmation that water which is heated quickly becomes 

cooler. If water had a natural state of being hot, then it could remain heated without any 

 or a recent discussion of Lucretius' Epicureanism and its impact on his explanations 
of natural events, see Roger French, Aocient Natural History (London, 1 994), 1 5 1 - 16 1. 

"On the date of Vitruvius, see B. Baldwin, "The Date, Identity, and Career of 
Vimivius," Latomus 49 (1990): 423-434. 
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extemal force.I9 He also theonzes as to how some springs become hot without impairing 

the flavour of the water. He suggeas that certain minerais naturally present in the 

ground, e.g., sulphur, bitumen, or alum, heated the earth. This caused vapores to nse to 

the surface. Any fresh water which came into contact with the nsing heat from the soil 

would then become hot itself? Ground water heated in this way retained a good and 

wholesome taste and flavour and, at the same time, obtained curative properties. 

Vitruvius therefom attributes the curative nature of parîicular springs to the 

minerals in the soil by which the water was heated. However, in some cases, spring 

water acquired a bad flavour and taste. This could happen when the water either came 

into direct contact with minerals in the soil or passed through heated soil very far below 

the surface". By the time such water reached the surface, damage was inflicted on the 

taste and smell of the cooled-off water, aithough it might d l  have beneficial properties. 

Cold springs which had the appearance of boiling were the result of water colliding with 

fire underground; the force of the impact generated a violent rush of air which pushed the 

water up to the surface of the ground." 

In the Quaestiones Naturales, Seneca begins his study of water by quoting three 

passages about the origins of springs2) A single line from Ovid implies a simple 

'%tnivius 8.2.9. 

*%tnivius 8.3.1; 8.3.4. 

Z'Vitruvius 8.2.8; 8.3.2. 

"Vitruvius 8.3.2. 

"~eneca  QNat 3.1.1. 
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explanation of water coming from a Two lines taken from Virgil suggest a more 

complicated situation with many sources of water altogether forming a bursting sea? The 

final quotation, taken from Lucilius Junior, refers to the abiiity of springs to move around 

in unaccountable ways. Seneca then elaborates on various types of water. A large pomon 

of his discussion concentrates on the water that cornes from a spring, using the term 

aquae. 

He believes the world to be composed of four elements ( e h ,  air, firs, and water) 

and that water is part of the continual process of creation and desmi~tion.'~ Water exists 

in veins underground and follows regular cycles of coming forth and receding. Springs, 

then, are capable of having regular cycles, and as a form of water can be created from any 

one of the elements." Seneca questions Theophrastus' theory that springs dry up when 

land is not cu~tivated.'~ 

As to the nature of hot and cold springs, Seneca considers whether springs are 

naturdly hot or become heated?' He provides two explanations as  to why water 

underground is able to become hot. Using Empedocles as a source, he describes fires 

'4Quoted from Ovid Met. 3.407. 

Z5Quoted from Virgil Aen. 1.245-246. 

%eneca QNat. 3.10.1. For a comment on the Stoic view conceming the 
changeability of the elements, see G.E.R Lloyd, Greek Science AAer An'srotle (New 
York, 1973), 28. 

"Seneca QNat 3.1 5- 1 6.  

"Seneca QNat. 3.1 1.5. 

"~eneca QNat. 3.1.2. 
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which exist below the surface of the e h .  Water passes over the fires and is heated." 

Another theory is more closely related to that expounded earlier by Vitnivius: that 

minerals heat the ground and water passing through the place is aiso heated; but whereas 

in Vitruvius' account, water could retain its purity in this circumstance, Seneca writes that 

water takes on a different taste and odour from its contact with the minerals." As proof 

of the heating ability of minerals, he notes that water poured on quick-lime will boiL3' 

Pliny the Elder says surpnsingly little about the origin of springs. He is far more 

concerned with the characteristics of various springs and, as in the rest of the 

Encyclopedia, does not attempt systematically to separate information known by folklore 

from that known by empincal evidence.)' He has a concept of different types of springs, 

but is not interested in why the springs have acquired their particular qualities or even 

why those qualities seem to have beneficial properiies. Thus he obsentes that many 

spnngs are wondrous because of their boiling temperatures, but he does not attempt to 

delve any deeper to understand why springs are hot.34 

Other writers also had ideas about the heating of spring water. Ovid's description 

of a boiling reaction between a mixture of water and sulphur suggests that he believed 

'O~eneca QNat. 3 X l .  

' '~eneca QNat. 3.20.1. 

'%eneca QNat. 3 -24.4. 

13See French 1994, 196-255. 

j4pliny IIN 2.106.227. 
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spring water could be heated in this way? Dio Cassius has some notion of how springs 

are heated, but his explanation is far from scientific. He says that at Baiae the springs 

result from a mixhire of cold water and hot fire.36 Plutarch rejects the theory that springs 

are caused by the pressure created by digging into the ground. He is more inclined to 

believe that water continually exists in places wder  the earth's surface and that springs 

occur when the water is tapped.)' Claudian, in the fifih century, offers several different 

explanations for the heating of the Aponus, including the theory that cold water fdls into 

veins of sulphur and cornes forth hot." 

Roman Ciàssificaa'oas of memai-Mineral Spnbgs 

The differences between various types of water were another aspect of thermal- 

mineral springs which had importance for the Roman writers. Springs at spas were 

classified according to their temperature, srnell, and taste." They were also categorized 

by the perceived effects on health. Only the very broadest distinctions were discemible; 

subtleties or combinations of minerd contents were not usudly taken into account. 

The primary b a i s  for ciassifiing springs was their temperature. Temperature was 

viewed as an important factor in the effectiveness of thermal-mineral therapy. Springs 

350vid Fast. 1.267. 

3 6 ~ i o  Cassius 48.5 1.1-5. 

3 7 ~ l ~ t a r ~ h  Aem. Paul. 14.2. 

3gClaudian Car. MM 26.67-78. 

"Seneca QNat. 3.2. 
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were often known for being cold (figidus) or hot (calidus). Many of the waters at 

various spas were known for having waters at a cooler temperature. These included 

Albula, Cutiliae, Sumbnwiurn, and Teanum ~idicinum.~' The extremely cold waters at 

Cutiliae were descnbed as gelidis~imae.~' There is also a recommendation for the use 

of cold springs with alum or i r o d 2  

Hot or warm springs also appear with frequency in the texts. This is not 

particularly surprising as the phenornenon of a hot spring would have attracted attention, 

and many spas were known for their warm springs. Baiae was of course most recognized 

for its heated waters. Many other places also had outlets of hot springs, including 

Aenaria (Pithecussae), Aquae Caeretanae, the Ciceronian Spring, Cumae, the baths of the 

Liparians, Neapolis, Aquae Passeris, Aquae Aponi, Puteoli, Aquae Senanae, Aquae 

Sinuessanae, Aquae Tauri, and Aquae ~ e s e v i n a e . ~ ~  Although Albula was normally 

considered to have cold spring water, Suetonius relates that Augustus used hot water as 

part of his cure.44 

'OCaelius Aurelianus C h .  2.1.48; 5.2.40; Celsus 4.12.7; Pliny HN 3 1.5; Strabo 
5.3.1 ; 5.3.1 1 Suetonius Vesp. 24; Vitruvius 8.3 -2; 8.3 S.  

42 Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 4.1-1. 

43e.g., Caelius Aurelianus Ciron. 2.1.48; Cicero A a  1.16; Diodorus Siculus 4.22.1 ; 
5.10.1; Galen De trem. (Kuhn W . 6 0 0 ) ;  Desm. tue. (Kiihn VI.423); Josephus AJ18.248; 
Lucretius 6.747; Ovid Met. 1 5 -71 3 ; Pliny H N 3  1 -2-3; Rutilius Namatianus 1 -249; Seneca 
QNaf. 3.1.2; Strabo 5.2.3; 5.2.9; 5.3.6; 5.4.5-6; 5.4.7; 5.4.9; Suetonius Nero 31.3; Varro 
Ling. 9.69; Vitnivius 2.6.4; 8.3.4. 

44 Suetonius Aug. 82.2. 
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The minerals present in the spring water aiso had importance. Very few texts refer 

to the full range of types of thermal-mineral springs. Among the medical writers, only 

Caelius Aurelianus and Galen make regular reference to the possible types of springs and 

their variations." Pliny, Seneca, and Vitnivius each report a number of different springs. 

Vitnivius and Pliny also classi& many springs according to their mineral content. Seven 

types of spring amacted the attention of the writers who were concemed with the waters 

found at healing establishments. From the variation in their accounts, it is apparent that 

the classification of thermal-minerai waters at spas was not systematic. This may have 

occurred for at least two different reasons. The first is that it is very difficult to analyze 

the minerai content of ~prings. '~ Most of the classification must have been done on the 

ba i s  of rather crude observations. These would have included smell, taste, appearance, 

and mineral deposit build-up. This would explain the number of spas for which there are 

conflicting reports about the type of springs available. The technical problem of 

identieing the dissolved minerals restricted the ability to discem subtle variations in the 

chemical content of the water. Even if the Romans had been able to separate out the 

minerals in the water, a fully developed mineralogical systern did not exist for classi&ing 

45~lthough Caelius Aurelianus referred to particular types of thermal-mineral springs, 
Soranus only referred to naturai waters in general. This may be indicative of information 
added by Caelius Aurelianus as a later translator of Soranus. 

4 6 ~ o r  the difficulties encountered in analysis of thermal-mineral spring water in spas 
from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, see Noel Coley, "Cure with Care," Medical 
History 23 (1 979): 191-214; and Noel Coley, "Physicians and the chernical analyis of 
mineral waters in eighteenth-century England," Medical History 26 (1 982): 123- 144. 
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them." The second reason for the discrepancies in accounts of the springs may stem from 

the fact that there may often have been multiple springs at any single spa Archaeological 

research at places such as Baiae and Aquae Aponi has made it clear that a Spa did not 

necessarily exist as  a single bathing establishment. A Spa could make use of many 

springs in order to provide therapy for a wider range of diseases and ailrnents. 

The most commonly identified sprkgs were sulphurous. In Latin, the mineral in 

the springs was called scilfùr, sulpbur, or su@w. The adjective used to descnbe the water 

could be sulfuatus, sulfirreus, or s~~ifiuosus. Galen uses the Greek term 0e106qç. Galen 

in particular often refers to sulphur springs, sometimes regarding them as advantageous 

and other times finding them injunous. The waters at Albula and Aponus were 

considered by sorne as being sulphur springs. The name "Albula," related to the word 

albus (white), may refer to the minerd deposits at the spnngs." The waters at Baiae 

which commanded the most attention were those which were sulphurous. Two other 

locations, Araxus and Lake Vadimon, although not actually developed as spas, were 

known for the healing capabilibes of their sulphur ~ p r i n g s . ~ ~  

 o or ancient interest in rnineralogy, see J.F. Healy, "Mineralogy and Metals," in 
Roger French and Frank Greenaway, ed. Science in tae Eady R o m  Empire: P h y  îhe 
Elder, his Sources and Influence (London, l986), 1 1 1 - 146; and J. Healy, Mioiog and 
MetalIwgy in the Greek a d  Romm World (London, 1978). 

name Albula may also be related to this use of the word as an earlier name of 
the Tiber river. For the appearance of sulphur springs: Seneca QNat. 3.20.4; Martial 
1.12.2. 

"Caelius Aurelianus C h .  4.7.104; Claudian Car. Min. 26.71 -80; Galen De tremore 
(Kiihn VII.600-601); De sao. tue. (Kiihn VI.423); De simp. med (Kiihn XI.392, 393,  
387); Hipp. aph. ( K a n  XVW2.657); Hipp. epid (Kühn XVW2.155); Horace Ep. 1-15; 
Lucretius 6.747-8; Martial 1.12.2; 6.43; Pliny XN 18.29.1 14; 3 1.2; Pliny Ep. 8.20; 



h o t h e r  type of water used at thermal-mineral spas was aquae nitrosae or 

vi7pG>8q~.'O Galen frequently refers to nitrate spnngs when discussing thermal-mineral 

waters. Caelius Aurelianus also recognized this kind of spring; he considers the waters 

of Aenaria to have quditatem niûi Other places where aquae nitrome were identified 

were Baiae, Cutiliae, and Pinnae ~estinae." 

Gaien and Caelius Aurelianus also identifed alurn sprhgs (orumqpi&q~ or 

alwnen) They beiieve that Albula had alum springs, contrary to a popular belief expressed 

by Martial and Seneca that it had sulphur spnngs. There was a similar discrepancy over 

the springs at Aquae Cutiliae. Pliny and Vimivius write that they were nitrate springs but 

Caelius Aurelianus says they contained alum. Caelius Aurelianus also names two other 

sites in Italy which had aluni springs: Nepesinae and Auguriae. Alum springs were 

arnong the many found at Baiae." 

Bitumen springs were used for treatment as well. Springs containing bitumen were 

called bitzminatae or i rocpak~b6~.  Gden refers to their use and properties repeatedly. 

Seneca QNat. 3.2.1; Seneca QNat 3.20.4; Strabo 5.4.6; Vitruvius 8.3.4. 

'("Frorn the many translations of the Latin word used to describe this type of spring 
(nitrum, nitrate, nitre, soda, alkaline) it seems that there was uncertainty about what type 
of springs were really descnbed. For convenience, aquae niaosae will be used in 
refemng to nitrate springs. 

"Caelius Aurelianus C'on. 1 S. 169; 5 -4.77; Galen De m o r e  (Kiihn VII.600-60 1 ); 
D e  simp. med. (Kiihn XI.387,  392, 393) ;  Hipp. a@. (Kuhn XW2.657); Ha. epid 
(Kiihn XW2.155); Pliny HN31.2; 31.32; Vimivius 8.3.5. 

"Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 4.1.1; 5.4.77; Gaien De sao. me. (Kühn VI.423); De 
metb. med. (Kiihn X.535, 536); De s h p .  med (Kiïhn XI.393);  H'.. efi ((Kühn 
XVW2.155); Martial 1.12.2; Pliny 3 1-32; Seneca QNat. 3.2.1; Vitruvius 8.3.4. 
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At Baiae, bitumen springs could be found. Aquae Cutiliae was dso reputed to have this 

kind of spring, producing yet another inconsistency in what was thought to be at this 

spa.') 

Acid springs, described by the adjective acidzxsor g53, were also thought to cause 

healing. Vitruvius identifies two places in Italy with acid springs, Velia and Teanurn. 

Pliny records the narne of the spring at Teanum as "Aciduh," a clear reference to the 

nature of the water. A similar inference can be made for the spring called "Acidulus" in 

the t o m  of Venahm. It can be assumed that Aenaria had acid spnngs because Pliny 

groups these waters with other acid springs. Acid springs were also noted at Puteoli and 

~ a i a e . "  

Two other kinds of springs, salt and iron, were recognized by the Romans. Gaien 

includes sait springs (Ühg)  among spnngs that had benefits. Pliny indicates that salt 

(salsae) springs could be found at Baiae and that sometimes sd t  and acid could be mixed 

together in a single spring. Iron springs (fenugineae or fézratae) were mentioned only 

rarely by the Romans. Scribonius Largus refers to benefits to be had from the iron 

springs in Etruria. Seneca considers iron springs as medicinaLS5 

%alen De sao. hie. (Kiihn VI.423); D e  trem. (Kiihn W.600-601); D e  me&. med 
(Kiihn X.535, 536); Desimp. med (Kiihn XI.392, 393); Desimp. med (Kiihn XI.387); 
Hlpp. aph. (Kiihn XVII/2.657); H M .  eepi (Kiihn XW/2.155); Pliny HN31.2; 31.32; 
Vitnivius 8.3.4. 

54~ausanias 4.35.12; Pliny XN31.2; 31.5; Vitnivius 8.3.17-18. 

*'Caelius Aurelianus Chron. 4.1.1; 5.4.77; Galen D e  simp. med. (Kiihn XI.393); 
H M .  epi (Kühn XWI2.155); Pliny HN 3 1.2; Scribonius Largus 146; Seneca QNat. 
3.2.1. 
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C d v e  Propert~es of Tltenaal-Minemi Spnngs 

Roman sources frequently advise the use of cold spnngs for al1 manner of 

diseases. In some cases, especially at Cutiliae and Albulae, cold springs are 

recommended although other qualities present in the sarne waters are also recognized as 

having curative powers. Perhaps the most famous cold water treatment was Antonius 

Musa's prescription for Augustus: Suetonius relates that the cold ba th  cured Augustus' 

liver ~ondition. '~ In generd cold springs were often thought to bnng about good health. 

Strabo claims that bathing in and drinking cold spring water were beneficial for various 

diseases." As a medical writer, Celsus advocates the use of cold waters and encourages 

treatment by cold springs specificdly for stomach disorder." Pliny the Elder suggests that 

cold springs at Aquae Cutiliae help with problems of the stomach, nerves, and the entire 

body.59 He also claims that stones were helped by the cold water from the spring known 

as Acidula at Teanum Sidicinum." Caelius Aurelianus says that arthritis could be 

alleviated by using both cold and hot spnng water!' In one case, ovenise of cold water 

56~uetonius Aug. 81.1. Note that this does not involve an actual spring, but rather 
cold bathing. The success of this treatment may have led to the further belief that cold 
springs were effective. 

''Strabo 5.3.1; Strabo 5.3.11. 

5 8 Celsus 1.1.2. 

61 Caelius Aurelianus Chiron. 5.2.40. 
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led to disaster. While trying to alleviate a minor illness, Vespasian is said to have 

damaged his intestines by taking too much cold water at Cutiliae and consequently died?' 

Gaien was careful in his recommendations for using cold springs and did not advise them 

in certain cases.63 

Many benefits were believed to be derived from using hot springs. Varro says that 

hot springs are able to relieve many diseases, without giving any par t i~u la rs .~  Cures for 

specific concems such as nerves, gall-stones, or fatigued eyes were associated with hot 

springs, although for these disorden, the actual location was significant as ~ e i l . ~ '  

Although the waters at Albula were usually classified as cold, Pliny uses the t e m  

egelide, which generally means lukewarm, to describe the waters at Albula and 

considered them a good rneans for treating w o u n d ~ . ~ ~  Caelius Aurelianus descri bes them 

as  hot springs which c m  provide treatment for arthritis or for paralysis.67 

For the most pan, the texts give a fairly clear idea as to what type of spring is 

most useful for alleviating an illness. Yet there are also many general statements advising 

thermal-minerai bathing that do not indicate the exact nature of the most beneficial sort 

of spring. The majority of these are found in the translations by Caelius Aurelianus of 

64 Varro Ling. 9.69. 

65~hy ~ ~ 3 1 . 3 ;  Strabo 5.49; Suetonius Aug. 82.2. 

66Pliny MV 3 1.6. Note that the waters at Albula were also considered as cold by 
other authors. See below. 

67 Caelius Aurelianus C h .  5.2.40; 2.1.48. 
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Soranus. He prescribes usus a q u m  o a W i u m  for a number of ailments, including 

epilepsy, toothache, liver and spleen disorders, jaundice, poor body condition, inadequate 

nutrition, dropsy, and digestive dis or der^.^' By the time Caelius Aurelianus was writing 

in the fifth century A.D., it may have been unnecessary to include details at length about 

what type of waters to use because there was a wide-spread knowledge of the benefits 

of hot springs. It seems likely, in any case, that except in specific recommendations, the 

use of hot springs was implied in the suggested treatrnents. 

Sulphur waters were among the moa  commonly recognized as having curative 

properties. This rnay be in part due to the unmistakable odour of sulphur; its strong smell 

provided instant identification of a substance which had powerful associations with 

mysteries and divinities in the ancient ~ o r l d . ~ '  Sulphur spring waters were generally 

considered to be good for rnuscular rejuvenation." As a cleansing agent, sulphur was 

effective for improving skin and treating wounds." There seems to be also sorne belief 

that sulphur served to benefit bones; it both healed fractures and strengthened teeth." 

Celsus, while not directly refemng to sulphur springs, prescnbes adding sulphur to water 

68Caelius Aurelianus C h .  1.4.1 11-112; 2.4.78; 3.5.45; 3.5.74; 3.6.89; 3.7.93-94; 
3.8.1 17; 4.3.76. 

6!'For example, sulphur and its connection to lightning: Lucretius 6.2 19-222; to 
purification: Ovid Met 7.261; to Bacchic ritual: Livy, 39.13.12. 

7 ~ i t r u v i u s  8.3.4; Horace Ep. 1.15. 

"pliny Ep. 8.20. 
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and pouring it over a patient's head; this will induce sneezing in order to stop spasms." 

Soranus, as preserved in the text of Caelius Aurelianus, recommends sulphur spring water 

for treating ailments of the colon.74 

Like sulphur springs, alun and alkaiine springs were not limited to use for a single 

class of ailments. Advice on the use of both alum and alkaline springs was considerably 

less frequent than prescriptions for sulphur, yet each type of spring was considered to 

have definite curative properties. Vitruvius recommends alum springs for cases of 

paralysis and ~troke.~'  Caelius Aurelianus prescribes alum waters for diseases of the 

bladder, as well as exposing a parient to alum vapours for what may have been a skin 

disease or ~ e p r o s y ' ~  Alkaline waters are believed by Vitruvius to be helpful in curing 

tumours when taken i n t e r n a l ~ ~ ? ~  Caelius Aurelianus advises odourless alkaline waters to 

treat mania., because the lack of vapours would result in less damage to the brain." 

There is less inconsistency in the sources regarding treamient with some of the 

other types of mineral springs. Acid springs are claimed by both Vitruvius and Pliny to 

73Celsus 4.3.3. 

74~ael ius  Aurelianus C h .  4.7.104. 

7 S ~ i ~ v i ~ s  8.3.4. 

76Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 5.4.77; 4.1.1. 

77~itnivius 8.3.5. 

78~aelius Aurelianus C h .  1.5.169. 
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nd a patient of stones in the bladder." Bitumen spnngs were effective as a purge and 

could help with intemal disorders. 'O 

Although many Roman writers believed that thennal-mineral springs had curative 

properties, variations are evident in the application of the waters. According to the 

ancient sources, different ailments codd be treated by the same types of thermal-mineral 

springs. Some authors prefer merely to identie springs as medicinal without attempting 

to classi@ the diseases that could be cured by thern. In a few cases, what was considered 

as valid treatment in the earlier periods did not necessarily continue to be accepted later. 

There is also some disparity between what the medical writers and the non-specialists 

recornmend. 

- - - -- 

'?lin~ HN 3 1.5; Vitruvius 8.3.17-18. 

8%ruvius  8.3 -4; Pliny E N  3 1.3 2. 



Chapter 2 

Early Development and Distribution of Spas 

The development of bathing for both hygiene and therapy had dready occurred 

by the fifth century B.C. and recommendations for different types of bathing are 

commonly found in the Hippocratic texts.' Bathing was considered one of the means by 

which a person could both maintain and restore health.' This connection with health was 

transmitted from the Greeks to the Romans together with the institution of bathing.' 

The use of thermal-mineral springs, especially hot sulphurous ones, was known 

in the Greek world and some springs, such as those at Thermopylae and Aedepsos in 

Euboea, were known for their heding capabilities." Yet there is not much early evidence 

'See R. Ginouves, BalaoeurlCè (Paris, 1962), 21-225; M. Fontanille, "Les bains dans 
la médecine greco-romaine," in André Pelletier (ed.), La médecine en Gaule. ViIIes 
d'eaux, sanctuaires des eaux (Paris, l985), 15-24; L. Villard "Le bain dans la médecine 
hippocratique," in Ginouvès 1994, 4 1 -60; Y egül 1992, 3 52-3 5 5 .  

'See for example: Hippocratic Corpus Off 3, 4, 6 where bathing is tied into overall 
considerations of preserving health; and Hippocratic Corpus Acut. 65-68, where a Iengthy 
discourse on the merits and harms of bathing are discussed in light of attempting to treat 
specific diseases. 

'There has been much discussion about the relationship between Greek and Roman 
bathing and the way by which heated baîhing became institutionaiized. One argument 
supposes that the Greeks had already become accustomed to the practice of hot water 
bathing and transmitted this concept early on to the Romans. Another theoxy suggests 
that the development of bathing facilities which made use of natural hot spnngs in 
Campania was largely responsible for the spread of full immersion in hot water contained 
in communal pools. See DeLaine 1988, 109; Inge Nielsen, "Considerazioni sulle prime 
fasi deWevoIuzione dell'edificio termale romane," Aoalecta Romana Iostihrti Danici 14 
(1985): 104. 

4See Ginouvès 1962, 362-363. 
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for a developed interest in thermal-rnineral bathing. At many healing sanctuaries in the 

Greek world, the springs, an integral part of worship and ritual, were normally not 

thermal-mineral but tended to be fresh water, perhaps considered more effective in ritual.' 

Further proof of the overall reluctance to embrace thermal-mineral water therapy is given 

in the Hippocratic text, Airs, Waters, and Places. The author ciairns that water which 

comes from rocks. or hot springs, or passes through minerals is harmful to heaith because 

of its hardness and heat! It is therefore apparent that the Greeks did not engage 

extensively in thermal-mineral bathing, although ordinary bathing was common. 

Despite the reluctance to use mineral spnngs for therapeutic purposes in the Greek 

world, the Romans seem to have embraced it. The early use of springs is reflected in 

votive deposits at sites such as Aquae Aponi, Aquae Sinuessanae, and Chianchiano Terme 

- ail places that were later developed as spas. This chapter presents the evidence for the 

earliest use of spas in Italy. The development of these institutions fits into many of the 

concepts of Roman medicine. 

The EàrZiest Development of Spas in h i y  

'See Ginouvès 1994, 237-246; G. Argoud "L'utilisation médicale de l'eau en Grèce 
et le plan des sanctuaires d'Asclépios," in Archéologie et médecine VIlémes Reacoolrcs 
internationales d'arcbtologie et d'oistoie d'Antibes, 23, 24, 25 octobre 1986 
(Juan-les-Pins, 1987), 53 1-536. 

6Hippocratic Corpus Aer. 7.48-57; Also, see, J. Jouanna, "L'eau, la santé e la maladie 
dans le traité des ars, eaux, lieux," in Ginouvès 1994, 25-40. 



Livy records the earliest mention of a site later known as a spa when he reports 

that the waters from the hot spring at Caere (aquas Caeretes) flowed with blood.' He 

does not mention any healing capacities of the water, but this suggests that the spring was 

well-known by the time of the Hannibalic invasions. He also describes the devastation 

of the war in 2 17 B.C. which reached Aquae Sinuessanae (ad  aquas ~ i o u e s s m a s ) - ~  These 

citations shed littie light on the actual early use of the sites as spas. Although there is 

a clear reference to the hot springs at Caere, Livy offers no indication of a medical or 

restorative use of the waters. Sirnilady at Sinuessa, the narne as cited suggests the 

presence of springs, but littie futher information can be obtained. 

Plutarch records that in 209 B.C., Marcellus, having suffered severe losses after 

engaging in battle with Hannibal, retreated to Campania and passed the summer restoring 

the soldiers at sinuessa.' He does not indicate that the soldiers took part in healing 

activities at a developed facility or even at a thermal-mineral spring. Indeed, if the five 

thousand wounded men were to receive treatxnent at a single institution, this would 

suggest a fairiy developed establishment, for which there is no other evidence at such an 

7 Ovid's description of Aesculapius' Legendary joumey from Epidauros to Rome in 293 
B.C. might also be considered as an early attestation. (Ovid Met 15.622ff.) When a 
deadly plague stnick, after consultation of the Sibylline Books, the healing god 
Aesculapius was brought to Rome in the fonn of a snake. The calidi fontes which were 
encountered dong the way (15.713) must refer to the springs of Baiae. However, this 
should not be construed as anything more than mythological narration. The fact that Ovid 
mentions the hot spnngs of Baiae as  part of Aesculapius' voyage may be merely 
understood as an allusion to the development of the area during Augustan times. 

On the waters at Caere: Livy 21.62.5; 22.1.10; 22.36.7. 
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early date. It may be that the area was simply considered beneficid for rest and 

relaxation and that individuals could take advantage of whatever resources were available. 

Although Plutarch closely follows Livy for this penod, he alters the destination 

of the troops.1° Livy says that the troops went to Bruttii. The choice of Sinuessa by 

Plutarch as the place to which the injured retired seems to be deliberate. By the time he 

wrote, Aquae Sinuessanae had developed into a well-known Spa. It could be that he 

chose to insert a location known in his own time into an historic context. The end result 

is that this reference probably gives more information about Aquae Sinuessanae dunng 

the second century A.D. than during the earIier penod. 

Livy identifies Aquae Cumanae as the place where, in 176 B.C., the consul Cn. 

Cornelius Scipio Hispallus sought relief for aching limbs resuiting from a fall. He did 

not reach the springs for treatrnent, but died at the town of Cumae." This is the only 

mention of Aquae Cumanae and it has generally been accepted that the narne refers to the 

springs in the Baiae region." It is not clear whether the consul was seeking a particular 

developed facility or whether he simply hoped for the curative powers of the springs, but 

his visit is unlikeiy to have been unique." 

''cf. Livy 27.15.1. 

'kg. ,  John DIAms, Romaos on the Bay ofap/es (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1970), 
3; Amedeo Mauin, The PhIegraean Fields (Rome, 1969, translation and reprint of 1 Campi 
FIegre~; Rome, 1958, 2nd ed.), 66; M. Borriello and A. D'Ambrosio, Baiae-Miserrum. 
Forma Iraliae regio / vulumen XIV (Florence, 1979), 18. 

'3D'Arrns argues that there was an increased Roman presence in Cumae, evidenced 
in particular by a change of official language from Oscan to Latin in 180 B.C. See, 
D'Arms 1970, 3-5. 
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Another important source of information about the early development of spas 

cornes from a Republican inscription from Aquae Aponi. The inscription names Q. 

Marcius P. f. Ser(gia) Rex. Pliny narnes a Q. Marcius Rex as the urban praetor of Rome 

(144 B.C.) who was responsible for repairing the Aqua Marcia.14 The interpretation of 

the inscnption is not entirely clear, but the phrase tu viator vde ad aquas indicates that 

the activity of Q. Marcius P. f. Ser(gia) Rex was related to the spa at Aquae Aponi. The 

text of the inscription uses several early forms, including se; for si and Ziberei for Ziben; 

identieing it as an early example. If this is the same individuai identified by Pliny, this 

would suggest a mid-second century B.C. date for the inscription. This would then 

provide testimony to an early phase of development at the Spa. 

The RoZe of Spa Bat&ing In Roman Medicine 

The practice of hydrotherapy , which involved various activities and methods of 

applying water at baths of any kind, early on became part of Roman medicine, and can 

be distinguished from the use of mineral spring water applied for therapeutic purposes. 

There is no question that hydrotherapy which took place in ordinaiy ba th  fonned a larger 

portion of medical treatment than any curative use of thermal-mineral springs." The 

"~ l iny  HN3 1-41, Also named by Fronhnus 1.7; Pliny HN36.12  1; Plutarch Cono1. 
1.1 (named as Koiwg Mapinoi). See also Münzer, Paully-Wissowa 28, ser. 1 (Stuttgart, 
1930) s.v. Q. Marcius Rex (no. go), 1582-1583. 

"A number of studies have been carried out on the interaction between bathing and 
heaith. See, for example, most recentiy, G. Fagan, Batbing in Public in tbe Roman Worid 
(Ann Arbor, forthcorning), 128-1 55. (I am grateful to Dr. Fagan for providing me with 
an advance copy of the relevant chapter of his work.) Also, see F. Yegül 1992, 352- 
355.  A. Garzya, "L'eau dans la littérature médicale de l'antiquité tardive," in Ginouvès 
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question of the spread of bathing and hydrotherapy in general, at least in the city of 

Rome, has been demonstrated to be largely the result of the promulgation of its positive 

benefits by Asclepiades of ~i thynia? Although the practice of hydrotherapy certainly 

had an important role in the development of Roman bathing, the effect it had on the use 

of spas needs to be analyzed more closely. If Asclepiades' influence was felt in the 

beginning of the first century B.C., it becomes necessary to reconcile the apparent 

disparity in time between the spread of the use of baths for health and the practice of Spa 

bathing which had already occurred at Aquae Cumanae and possibly at Aquae Aponi and 

Aquae Sinuessanae. 1 would argue that the popularity of hydrotherapy is, in a sense, a 

separate development from that of the spas. This is not to Say that spa-bathing did not 

benefit from the wide-spread acceptance of medical treatment at baths. In fact, during the 

early Empire, the increased number of spas in Italy demonstrates that this method had 

become acceptable to the populace. 

The differences between spa-bathing and ordinary hydrotherapy are most visible 

in the eariier stages of development. Spa-bathing, at its very core, relied on the use of 

1994, 109-1 19; C. D'Amato, "Terme e cure termali nell'antica Roma," in Terne Romane 
e vita quofidima (Rome, 1988), 10-16; F. Di Capua, L?bkotenpiia ai tempi MYmpero 
romano (Rome, 1940); R. Jackson 1990, 3-4. 

On the use of baths for other types of medical procedures, see Ernst Künzl, 
"Romische Themen ais Spitaler?," RB (1989-1990): 147-1 52. W. Heinz, "Antike 
Balneologie in Spathellenistischer und romischer zeit. Zur rnedizinischen Wirkung 
romischer Bader," AAR W 2.3 7.3 (1 W6), 24 1 1 ff. 

16 See G. Fagan, forthcoming, 140-1 55. For the main primary source on Asclepiades, 
see Pliny HN26.12-20. It is important to note, however, that the role of Asclepiades 
should not be over-emphasized to include the use of spas or even beyond the fashionable 
world of Rome. 



spnng water. It was not, as in regular bath therapies reportedly given by Asclepiades, the 

result of using hot or cold b a h .  The benefits achieved at a spa relied on the actud 

perceived properties of the water - more so than on the activity of bathing. The 

traditionai ideas of Roman medicine as found in the texts of Cato and the elder Pliny 

relied largely on folk remedies and cures which encouraged household self-sufficiency." 

The influx of Greek doctors such as Asclepiades, Themison, and Charmis, and medicd 

ideas was a marked contrast to this and was initially viewed with distrust." Yet, as with 

other aspects of Greek intellectual thought, the Romans were able to find in it some 

things of interest - especially those which were useful or pra~t ical . '~  The most effective 

method of coming to terms with the S o n g  Greek influence was to bend it into something 

recognizably ~ o m a n . ' ~  Thus, Greek medical ideas of hydrotherapy as exemplified by the 

Hippocratic texts were modified as the Romans developed facilities to make use of spnng 

water. This resulted in a combination of Greek theory about alterations in the state of 

"various remedies: Cato 123, 126, 127. Attitudes to medicine: Pliny HN 29.1 5-23. 
See also Jerry Stannard, "Medicinal plants and folk remedies in Pliny, Historia ~ahrralis," 
History md Phlosophy of tbe Life Scieoces 4 (1 982): 3-23. For general views on the 
medical schools, see Fabio Stok, "Le scuole mediche nella tradizione enciclopedica 
latin&" in Philippe Mudry and Jackie Pigeaud (ed.), Les dcoles mddicales a Rome 
(Geneva, 1991), 83-93. 

18 John Scarborough, Roman Medicioe (Lundon, 1969), 56; R. Jackson 1988, 10. For 
Pliny's view on foreign doctors and their entry into Rome, see Pliny HN 29.6-13. 

I9See V. Nutton, "The P e d s  of Patriotism: Pliny and Roman Medicine," in French 
and Greenaway 1986, 30-58, esp. 37-40; Jackson 1988, 10; French 1994, 149-195. 

20 n i e  question of the development of a distinctly Roman medicine which initially 
displayed reserve in accepting the new Greek ideas, see Philippe Mudry, "Réflexions sur 
la médecine romaine," Gesnems 47 (1 990): 13 3 - 148. 



the bodily humours with more tangible, practical concems of discemible properties of 

thermal - minerai water. 

The medical writers themselves advocate the use of thermal-minerai waters and 

they serve as the best indicators of the value placed in spas. As proponents of the 

Methodist sect of medicine, Soranus and Caelius Aurelianus frequently recommend Spa 

bathing. This is not surprising for a school of doctors who were generaily renowned for 

therapies which emphasized pleasant remedies." Other writers with medical expertise are 

more limited in their exhortations to use thermal-mineral waters. Celsus prefers to 

recommend bathing in general and limits the use of particular spnng waters to only a few 

instances." Scribonius Largus advises using hot spring water only a single tirne." Galen, 

"On the Methodist school, see L. Edelstein, "The Methodists," Owsei Ternkin and C. 
LiIian Temkin (ed.), Ancient Mediciize (Baltimore, 1967), 173- 19 1 ; Jackie Pigeaud, "Les 
fondements théoriques du méthodisme," in Mudry and Pigeaud, 8-50. 

The main edition for Caelius Aurelianus remains that of LE. Drabkin (ed. and 
t r a m  ), Caelius Aurelianus. On Acu te Diseases aod ûn Chrooic Diseases (Chicago, 1 9 5 0). 
Another edition has recently appeared: Gerhard Bendz (ed.), Caelius A weiimus, Akute 
Kaokbeiten. Chronische Krmkheiten (Berlin, 1990). The main edition for Soranus 
continues to be Joannes Ilberg (ed.), Sotaoi G p e c i o m  Lihi IV (Leipzig, 1927) 
(Corpus medicomm graeconun IV). The first volume of a new edition is currently under 
preparation: Paul Burgière, Danielle Gourevitch, and Yves Malinas (ed. and trans.), 
S m u s  dEpbèse. M'adie des femmes. vol. 1 (Paris, 1988). The English translation of 
Owsei Temkin continues to be influentid: 0. Temkin, S r n u s '  Gpecology (Baltimore, 
1956). 
n.b. For many of the medical writers, I have provided information conceming 
bibliography and editions, as these texts are not generally as well known as others from 
the Imperial Latin period. 

22Celsus' text is readily available in the Loeb series: W.G. Spencer, Cekus. De 
Medicina (Cambridge, 1935). 

"The edition of this recently discovered manuscript is: Sergio Sconocchia (ed.), 
Scn'bonii Largi Compositiooes (Leipzig, 1 983). Useful commentary includes: Edmund 
D. Pellegrino and Alice A. Pellegrino, "Humanism and Ethics in Roman Medicine: 
Translation and Commentary on a Text of Scribonius Largus," Literamre aodMediche 



too, is somewhat cautious in prescribing spa visits and themal-minerd water use. He is 

aware sf the potential h m  caused by springs as well as their benefits and therefore tends 

to advise bathing and water in general rather than any specific location and type of 

~pring.~ '  

For those medicai writers who recommend or prescribe this kind of treatment, such 

advice offers strong evidence of a belief in the powers of thermal-minerai bathing. 

Because so much of a doctor's livelihood rested on his reputation, it is likely that a useful 

and effective means to a cure would be sought and advi~ed.'~ In other words, the 

recornmendation for thermal-minerai spa bathing would only occur when there was a 

strong belief that it would be useful, or at the least, not hannful. 

Another aspect in the relationship of spas with Roman medicine involves the 

backdrop of religious belief which existed at spas. The curative power of spnngs had 

long been recognized - a concept which had ongins in the belief in the divinities 

associated with springs? Although there seems to have been some cult activity in the 

7 (1988): 22-38; Sergio Sconocchia, "Le problème des sectes médicales à Rome," in 
Mudry and Pigeaud, 13 7- 147. 

2 4 M o ~  of Galen's writings extant in Greek are available in the monumental nineteenth 
century edition: Karl Gottlob Kühn, Opera omnia Cfaudii Galeni 22 vols. (Leipzig, 182 1 - 
33). Editions of rnany texts in languages other than Greek are too numerous to include 
here, but severd have appeared as volumes in the Corpus Mediconun Graeconun senes. 
The scholarship on Galen is immense. For the most recent English translations, 
commentary, and bibliography see P.N. Singer, Galeo. Sefected Wurks (Oxford, 1997). 

=On the role of the doctor, see Ludwig Edelstein, "The Professionai Ethics of the 
Greek Physican," in Temkin and Temkin, 3 19-348. 

"cf. J.H. Croon, "Hot Springs and Healing Gods," Moemosyne, S. 4, 20, (1967): 
225-246 and Chapter 8. 
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context of spas, this did not present a conflict with a treatment which was "rationaily" 

based? This dualism is one of the characteristics of Roman medicine: it wodd have 

been acceptable to seek a cure from both a doctor and a god; their functions were not 

mutually exclusive. It is, however, necessary to reiterate that although there was an 

undercurrent of religious belief at spas, the main healing activity focused on what was 

considered to be a rational use of the thermaI-mineral waters. 

Distnbuboo of Spas 

The abundance of thermal-mineral springs in Italy resulted in wide-spread 

developrnent of spas. As might be expected, the majority of spas developed in those 

regions which offered the most in natural spring reso~rces.~' On the map showing the 

location of spas, a clustering of spas is evident in the regions around Rome and Naples. 

This is primarily due to geologicai conditions which created the appropriate circum~ances 

for thermal-mineral springs. Yet, these are the areas most frequented by the wealthy 

inhabitants of Rome The problem, then, is whether the spas arose in these areas because 

"For the presence of religion and magic in rational medicine, see Ludwig Edelstein, 
"Greek Medicine in its Relation to Religion and Magic," in Temkin and Temkin, 205-246; 
Jackson 1988, 138-169. 

 o or a discussion of the regional geography and geology of Itaiy, see D.S. Walker, 
A Geograpby o f  ltay (London, 1967, 2nd edition), 95-229. The main resource on the 
springs is the C m  idrogeologic~ Centro di studio per la geologia dellïtalia Centrale 
(Rome, 1984). Alo, severai recent works have surveyed the presence of springs in 
parhcular area. In Etruria, see L. Gasperini, "Gli Etruschi e le sorgenti termali," Etruna 
Men'dionaIe (Rome, 1988), 27-35; In Campania, see B. Crova, "Le terme romane nelle 
Campania," A rri deflo VI.. Con vegoo nazionde di stona d e l l r ~ c b i t e ~ ,  Càserta 1953 
(Rome, 1956), 271-288. 
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of the presence of individuals seeking their benefits or whether visitors came because of 

the attractions of thermal-mineral water treatrnents. This is, of course, a difficult question 

to resolve. It is, however, necessary to take into account the fact that these places are 

those best known from both the ancient literary sources and from modem archaeological 

investigations. It is possible that the picture created is a somewhat distorted view of spas 

in Italy. Thus, because the written sources represent aimost exclusively the upper classes 

and their movements in relation to Rome and because archaeologicai work has focused 

on some of the more central areas of Italy, spas which lay beyond this range may not yet 

have corne to light. The evidence of Peutinger Table further suggests that the information 

about the distribution of spas rnay be somewhat biased. The presence of several spas on 

the map which are not known frorn elsewhere provides one of the more convincing 

indications that spas outside of the socialiy significant sphere of Rome may have existed. 

In particular, the Spa at Aquae Angae, located in southern Italy, is found outside of the 

normal geographic areas descnbed in the literature. In addition, there are other springs 

and sanctuaries which were known for their healthful properties in the south; it would not 

be surprising to find that some of these also had associated spa.~. '~ 

29See, for example, H. Dilthey, "Sorgenti Acque Luoghi Sacri in Basilicata," Attivita 
Archeologia in Basilcata 1964-1977. Scritti in onore di Dinu Adamestemu (Matera, 
1980), 539-560. 



Chapter 3 

The Archaeology and Setting of Spas 

Because the design of a thermal-mineral centre is closely related to its use, a study 

of the archaeological evidence is necessary to provide a more complete understanding of 

the development and function of a spa Although extensive work has been done on the 

architectural f o m  of ordinary baths, little detailed investigation has been camied out on 

the design of spas as a variation on nomai b a h .  Distinguishing between the two cm 

be difficult as many features of each tend to overlap. One of the problems encountered 

in a study of the establishments in Itaiy is that liale aîtention has been given to outlining 

the key characteristics that belong to the context and architecture of a spa.' The problem 

of differentiating between spas and ba th  is further compounded because regular bathing 

establishments also played a role in heaith concems. 

This chapter focuses on the architecturai design and components of Spa complexes. 

By identifiing significant features, it is possible both to clarify the function of a thermal- 

minera1 centre and to distinguish between an ordinary badiing establishment and a spa. 

In general, one of the main archaeological features used for identi&ing a bath as a Spa 

has been the presence of thermal-mineral springs. Some spas have been recognized 

'Grenier's important catalogue of spas in Gad provides an overview of many of their 
characteristics. His concluding comments, however, are focused more on the nature of 
the spnng waters used than on a detailed analysis of the architectural f o m  which is found 
in the spas in Gad.  See Grenier, 468-473. 
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entirely on the basis of thermal-mineral springs in the vicinity of bathing buildings.' 

While the importance of the springs cannot be overestimated, other features were also 

cnticai to the function of a Spa. The most important of these was the presence of various 

facilities designed for the use of thermal-minera1 waters. These comprised many different 

types of pools and basins. Other features related to the design of a spa include the setting 

of an establishment as well as the availability of springs in the area Differences in 

location and resources created great variaiion in the manner in which healing complexes 

were designed, but al1 spas had the aim of maximizing the availability of cure brought 

about by thermal-mineral spnng water treatment. Within the frarnework of the overall 

purpose of restoring health, different stages of development could occur.' In general, 

however, the formulation of a typological analysis for these buildings is a difficult task 

because the architectural layout was suited to the requirements of healing and, as a result, 

'The interpretations of the bath buildings at Agnano, Chianciano Terme, San Calogero 
and Teanum Sidicinurn in Italy seem to have corne about this way. As well, Djebel Oust 
in Tunisia, a site lacking known literary reference, has been identified as a Spa without 
clearly stated reasons beyond the presence of thermal-mineral springs. For Djebel Oust, 
see M. Fendn, "Evolution chronologique et stylistique d'un ensemble de mosaiques dans 
une station termale a Djebel Oun (Tunisie)," in La mosBj4Ue gdco-romane, CoIIoques 
internationaux CNRS, Pan$ 1963, Paris, 1965, 157-1 73; M. Fendri, "Djebel Oust," EAA 
suppl. (Rome, 1 WO), 283-286. 

'Yegül has identified three stages of development of themai-mineral sites: 1) a simple 
pool with very few architectural features fed by a spring; 2) a more elaborate structure 
with a central pool-hdl as its focus; 3) an integrated building which had both natural and 
artificially heated elements. Yegül suggests that a site might either progress through each 
stage or remain at a particular phase of development. It should be emphasized that these 
stages are not considered as distinct types. See Yegül 1992, 1 10-1 1 1. 
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had a wide variety of design. These needs were primarily dictated by uncontrollable 

factors, i.e. the thermal-mineral spring water." 

Setûbg and SurmuodrBgs 

Because an abundant supply of water was critical to the operation of the facilities, 

the location of a healing Spa is, in the first place, dependent on the presence of thermal- 

mineral springs. Another important consideration is the generai healthfulness of the site. 

Vimivius recommends choosing a heaithy spot with a spring for al1 gods but especially 

for those connected to healing when planning a new temple.' It is not surprising, in 

accordance with Vitruvius' suggestions, that spas tend to be well-situated. Many spas are 

in surroundings which have favourable conditions and spectacular views. One of the most 

popular choices of locations seems to have been places where a view of water was 

possible. Not only does the water provide a pleasant view, it would have also frequentiy 

furnished a cooler (and presumably heaithier) climate. Such a panorama was central to the 

complex at Baiae where the orientation of many buildings, especially the upper porticoes 

and smaiIer chambers, is directed towards the sea. It seems likely that a similar 

arrangement could have been found at Aquae Sinuessanae, a Spa also built in close 

'A similar observation can be made for the design of Spa establishments in Gad: 
"Piscines, baignoires, passages, salles de repos, apodyteria, sont chaque fois groupés d'une 
façon qui semble fantaisiste mais le problème, dont nous ne pouvons rendre compte, était 
pour l'architecte, d'amener l'eau à une température voulue et sans doute différent, à chaque 
piscine et aux multiples baignoires. II ne semble pas y avoir eu de règle et il ne pouvait 
guère en exister." Grenier, 469. 
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proximity to the sea. The complex at Aquae Tauri is also situated in a locale which 

provides a great vantage point over the sea  The spa at Vicarello was placed on a hi11 

overlooking Lake Bracciano. As at Aquae Tauri, there is some distance between the body 

of water and the establishment but the location of each Spa was certainly chosen with the 

view in mind. 

Another possibility for the setting of a spa seems to have been one which, rather 

than having a water view, was chosen for the general ambience and climate. Thus, Aquae 

Cutiliae is found in the midst of the mountains of central Italy. Because the location is 

at a relatively high altitude, it would have remained refreshing even in the honest summer 

weather. As well, the landscape is impressive for its overail beauty. The choice of 

location for Aquae Vescinae, placed in the Garigliano Valley, could not have been made 

without some consideration given for the naturally attractive environment of the area. 

There are also a number of spas which had neither a water view nor an obviously 

ariking setting. Their location mua have been determined almost entirely on the 

presence of the required thermal-mineral spnngs with scarcely any regard for the environs. 

Aquae Caeretanae, built on a small plateau beneath some low hills, and the Bagni di 

Stigiiano beside a Stream at the bottom of a srnail valley, are both placed reasonably 

favourably in terms of the beauty of the landscape. But neither would have received the 

benefits of sea breezes or mountain air. A similar situation would have been found at 

severai other spas, including the complexes at Agnano, Teanum Sidicinum, Aquae 

Albulae, and Chianciano Terme. Likewise, Aquae Aponi is not placed in the surrounding 
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hills, but at the foot of the Colli Euganei. This was apparently the most advantageous 

place for the use of the spnngs and little thought was given for the surrounding landscape. 

Traftsport of nenaal-Mioeral Water 

One of the essentiai requirements for developing a Spa was establishing a method 

of using the resources provided by the thermal-minerai water. Pools filled with hot water 

were at times cut directly into the rock surrounding the spnngs. Some of the earliest 

exploitations of thermal sources originated by placing a stmcture directly over the springs. 

This seems to have been the case at Baiae, described by Celsus as making use of the 

s t e m  directly .6 

When it was impracticai to make direct use of the spring at a site, thermal-mineral 

water could be transported through a piping system for use within the cornplex. This is 

known from the literary record as well as from archaeology. Consider, for example, 

Nero's efforts to bring al1 the waters of Baiae together to a single pool and to have water 

flowing from Albula into the Domus ~urea . '  Such a hydraulic system was maintained 

7 Suetonius Nero 3 1.2-3. On the project at Baiae, see D'Arms 1970, 98-99, who 
believes that a series of g l a s  flasks depicting scenes of Baiae confirm Nero's building of 
the large pool. Three Basks show topographical details of Baiae includmg architecturai 
features and oyster breeding beds. Two of the three vessels which illustrate Baiae clearly 
a large colomaded building. The inscriptions on each indicate that this is Nero's pool. 
The first, found originally in the suburbs of Rome in the catacombs and now located in 
the National Museum in Warsaw, has the following inscription: (on the top) MEMORIAE. 
FELICISSIMAE. FILIAE. (on the body) STAGNV. NERONIS. OSTRIARIA. ST AGNV. 
SILVA. BAIAE ... FAROS. The scene and inscription on the second is more obscure 
due to heavy lime deposit. The inscription reads: STAGNV NERONIS BAI ... RIP ... AE. 
For descriptions of the flasks, see K.S. Painter, "Roman flasks with scenes of Baiae and 



at Aquae Tauri. Springs which originated in the northem area of the complex were piped 

into at least two rooms. The pipes comecting the water sources to the basins were 

mostly of lead, although the excavators mention at least some terracotta piping.' In some 

cases, the distance covered by the piping could be quite considerable. At San Calogero 

(fig. 12, at l), roughly-made stone channels buried under the ground brought hot water 

from a natural source about 650 metres from the thermal establishment. At the thermal 

complex at Montegrotto Terme (fig. 11, at D), little indication is given in the publication 

concerning the transport of thermal waters from the closest spring loceted at least 150 

metres from the building. Yet, a complicated hydraulic system formed a network 

throughout the structure, with at least three pipes or channels leading in the direction of 

the spring; it may safely be assumed, then, that the water from the source was brought 

by these chmnels to the building.' The carved stone conduits at Aquae Caeretanae were 

also able to bring water to the baths from a distance? 

Puteoli," /ouma/ of Giass Smdies 17 (1 975 j: 54-67. For detailed discussion of the scenes 
on the flasks and their relation to known topographical features, see Steven E. Ostrow, 
"The Topography of Puteoli and Baiae on the Eight Glass Flasks." Pureoli 3 (1979): 77- 
140. 

'~ l though the use of lead pipes was quite common in baths, they mua have been 
considered especially necessary for transport of thermal-minera1 water. Perhaps lead pipes 
provided better conduits and were more able to handle the combination of pressure from 
the springs, the hot temperatures, and the minerals in the water. See A. Trevor Hodge, 
Roman Aqueducts aod Waîer Supply (London, 1991). 1 13-1 17, 154, 308. 

On the use of Iead and ceramic pipes in general, see Vitnivius 8.6. 

Tuciano Lazzaro, Fons Apooi. Abmo e Motltegrotto oell'mtichità (Abano Terme, 
Padua, 1981), 128. 

'Vhe stone-carved conduits are visible at the entrance to the site. 
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In some cases, as at Vicarello or the complex at San Calogero (fig. 12, at 2), a 

collecting basin for the spring water formed an integrd part of the complex. This type 

of layout is well-known from the development of the inegular-shaped natural basin or 

Sacred Spring formed at Aquae Sulis (modem Bath)." The Italian examples may have 

corresponded closely to what is evident at Bath. At Vicarello, a well (1.4 m diameter, 

4.0 m depth) was formed in the volcanic rock where the hot water gushed up." This well 

received limited development, having a partidly covered vaulted roof and steps down into 

the pool. The exact function of the steps remains unclear. One suggestion is that they 

served to allow individuals to reach the spring waters for bathing. l 3  However, it is certain 

that the spring supplied the nearby rectanguiar pool. In this case, it seems that the basin 

around the well was a deposit for votive offerings. This practice would have been similar 

to that at the Sacred Spring at Bath. 

At San Calogero (fig. 12, at 2), an irregularly shaped basin was built into a cliff 

dong one side and constructed out of large blocks around the remaining perimeter. The 

sire of the pool was approximately 5.0 m in diameter and 4.0 m in depth. It appears to 

have rernained unroofed. Hot water was channelled in from the thermal spnng and 

collected in this basin. Again, as in the preceding exampis, it is not clear whether the 

intent of this pool was to provide a place for visitors to reach the water or to act as a kind 

I I  Cunliffe and Davenport, 1985. 

''A plan of the ancient baths at Vicarello has not been published. 

 archi hi, "Le Acque Apollinari e la ioro stipe," La Cidtà Cattofica, a. III ,  vol. VIII, 
(1852): 469. (quoted in A.M. Colini, "La stipe delle acque salutari di Vicarello," 
Rendiconti della Pootificia Accademia Romaoa di Archeologia 60 [ 1 9681: 40). 
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of reservoir of spnng water. Although the basin is probably pre-Roman, use of the site 

continued until a much Iater date.14 

The Vaichetta Baths in Veii (fig. 16) also had a basin which apparently collected 

water from the nearby hot spnngs. The main basin and its two reservoirs remained 

essentially undeveloped. These three features were cut into the bedrock near the hot 

spnngs on the eastem side of the excavated area. The two smaller basins have been 

determined to be tanks or reservoin for the thermal water; the largest of the three (4.80 

metres diameter) is considered the main basin and may have been used to provide direct 

access to the thermal-mineral water for bathers. These basins belong to the earliest 

development of the site and remained open-air. 

Batbs wit6 Tbemal-Mneral Spn'gs in Close Prmiimiiy 

One of the earliest complexes where a connection between bathing facilities and 

therrnai-minerai springs may be postulated is Ponte di Nona. At this site, located on the 

Via Praenestina east of Rome, excavations in 1975-1976 by T.W. Potter brought to light 

a Republican healing sanct~ary. '~  A small bath-house and other buildings were located 

l4The chronology of the basin remains unclear due to the lack of datable ceramics 
from excavation, although it is likely that use continued through the Roman period, dong 
with the other buildings of the complex. It has been suggested that the basin pre-dates 
the Roman use of the site. Cavalier's interpretation of the early date of the structure 
presumably relies on the building technique and the placement of the channels used to 
supply the pool with water from the spring. See, Madeleine Cavalier, "Les thermes de 
San Caiogero à l'époque grecque et romaine," in Ginouvès 1994, 184. 

"Tim W. Potter, "A Republican healing sanctuary at Ponte di Nona near Rome and 
the classicd iradition of votive medicine," Journal of  îhe Brilisb ArchaeoIogicaI 
Association 13 8 (1 985): 23-47; Tim W. Potter, Una stipe votiva da Ponte di Nooa, 
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nearby the sanctuary area. Although there is no direct evidence to confirm it, it may have 

been the case that the baths were supplied by water from the magnesium springs in the 

area The likelihood of this is increased by the large number of votive deposits recovered 

which were clearly related to the healing function of the spring. 

The Valchetta Baths (fig. 16) were supplied by natural hot springs, yet the 

excavators did not link the site to any known Spa functions." ï he  excavated complex 

included two hypocausted rooms, a furnace, and a complicated system of providing access 

to the thermal-minerd springs. Opus reticuatzm facing on the walls suggested an early 

Imperia1 date for the first phases of the baths. The presence of brickwork and some 

fragments of terra sigilllata cbiara embedded in a plaster surface suggest a major 

reconstruction dunng the second century. The earliest use of the baths seems to have 

relied on the naturai hot spnngs over which the building was constructed and on those 

which were collected in the nearby circular basin. Because of the juxtaposition of the 

baths with thermal-mineral springs, it is probable that the Valchetta Baths had a Spa 

function. 

A similar situation is found at the b a t h  of Teanum Sidicinum (fig. 13). Here, the 

excavator was aware of nearby springs and of their thermal-mineral nature. Yet, no 

(Rome, 1989). 

1 6The presence of the Springs has not gone unnoticed. Yegül includes these b a h  in 
his chapter on thenno-mineral bathing. As he rightly identifies many of the more 
important spas in this chapter, it seems likely that he also conceived of the Valchetta 
Baths as belonging to this category. See Yegùl 1992, 116-1 17. 
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evidence or suggestion is given that the baths were in fact supplied by the springs. Only 

two rooms can be identified with some degree of certain@ as having a bathing function: 

1) an elaborately decorated hall (A) containing a 6.50 rn x 4.20 rn basin (B) with a depth 

of 1.30 m; and 2) a small heated room (C). The first room was identified by the 

excavators as a figidhim, the second as a lacooicum. It seems likely that the complex 

functioned as a Spa because of the presence of the mineral springs. The bath was most 

probably placed in this particular locale to take advantage of the properties of the spring. 

It is possible that this is the site called Acidula by Pliny and identified by Caelius 

Aurelianus as being good for curing stones." 

Architectura/ Features 

Rooms for immersion andfor swimming 

The most charactenstic architectural feature of a spa is the presence of pools and 

pool-halls for using thermal-mineral waters. Nearly al1 spas had at least one large pool 

supplied by thermal-mineral waters.18 The dimensions and shape of both the pool and the 

pool-hall Vary but the most common form was rectangular. These poois, while certainly 

reiated to those found in regular baths, have features that are specific to the function of 

the spas. 

"~l iny says that the spring is located about four miles from the town (HN3 1 S). The 
excavated baths lie outside of the town. See Houston 1992, 3 63. 

"~egi i l  1992, 1 10- 1 1 1, identifies these pool halls as characteristic of spas. 
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At Aquae Taun (fig. 15), a number of rooms contain pools which should be 

considered typical of the type of pool-hall found at spas. One of the most prominent 

rooms is located in the no& area of the site (Room B, see fig. 21). The overall 

dimensions of the room are 14.25 m x 10.12 m. It contains a rectangular pool that 

measures 11 30 m x 6.40 m with of depth of 1.30 m. Two sets of steps provide access 

to the pool (not shown in fig. 15): four smail steps are Iocated in the middle of the south 

end of the pool (visible in fig. 21), three larger steps are found dong the length of the 

north side. A bench measuring 40 cm high and 40 cm wide was placed around the walls 

at the bottom of the pool. At the north end of the room is a srnail apse. This apse was 

a major focus of the room, serving as the outlet for thermal-mineral water brought in 

through Iead piping and having a niche which probably had a shrine dedicated to 

divinities associated with the spnng. The hydraulic system through which the hot spring 

water flowed was located underneath the floor of the room. One fragment of pipe which 

was recovered has an internd diameter of 10 cm. Origindy, columns surrounded the 

entire pool; these were iater replaced on the e s t  side by square piers that may have 

supported a concrete barre1 vault roof. There is only a narrow walking surface between 

the colurnns and the walls of the room. Eight small marble-lined basins were placed 

between the columns and piers. The basins were 1 .O3 m x 0.45 m with a depth of 60 cm. 

Each was connected to the main pool by a small pipe which served as a drain for die 

srnailer tubs. The function of these small tubs is not clear, but they may have been used 

for individual bathing. Alternatively, they may have been part of a system of adding 
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water to the main pool in an effort to achieve a pressured or showering flow of water.19 

The pool itself, including the walls and bench, was covered with white marble, while the 

overall decoration of the room was an elaborate arrangement of black and white mosaic 

floor, giallo antico marble revetment on the walls combined with a socle of white marble 

and a comice of red plaster, and piers also revetted in marble at the bottom and stucco 

at the top. 

Another hall in the same complex also conforms to the normal plan of pools found 

at spas. Room C is completely dominated by a large rectangular pool, centrally placed 

(fig. 18). The room measures 11.70 m x 23 m. The pool is 9.30 m x 20.20 m with a 

depth of 1.17 m. Five stairs on the western side permit entry in the pool while a bench 

with a height of 40 cm is located at the bottom of the pool dong the three remaining 

sides. Instead of a single apse at one end, a series of nine altemating rectangular and 

semicircular niches surrounds the room. Hot water was supplied from the spring by two 

large lead pipes (diameter approx. 35 cm) placed in the floor of the pool. The room was 

roofed by a cross vault. A well-preserved tripartite glazed window in the upper wall on 

the east side of the room provided light (fig. 19). Similar windows were found in the 

north and south walls. Just as in the other !arge pool hall at the complex, the entire pool 

was covered with white marble, traces of which still remain in situ. Dabng of the 

'The size and shape of the tubs recall the Greek hip-baths as found at Gortys or 
Megara Hyblaea which have an Italian counterpart in the public baths at Gela, the early 
phase of the Stabian Baths in Pompeii, and the baths at Tolve. In these baths, it was 
common to have water poured over the bather; perhaps this should be considered for the 
Aquae Tauri tubs. For the relationship of Greek baths and early Roman baths, see Janet 
DeLaine, "Some Observations on the Transition from Greek to Roman Baths in 
Hellenistic Italy," Medite~~anem Archaeohgy 2 (1989): 11 1-125. 
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built moaly in opus quasi-retkufahim and is therefore dated to the 1st c. B.C., although 

renovations to the pool-hall may be ~ a d r i a n i c . ~ ~  The pool-hall on the east side is 

conmcted  in opus testaceum and is considered a later 2nd c. A.D. addition." 

The pool halls at Aquae Caeretanae (fig. 4) have severai features similar to those 

found at Aquae Tauri. Two large rooms comprise the main area of the complex: 1) a 

long, single-apsed room with a central pool and 2) a rectangular pool room adjoining the 

first on the west side. The relative proportions of the apsidal room (22.30 m x 12.50 m) 

and its pool (ca. 20.0 m x 7.0 m)" are similar to those of Rooms B and C at Aquae 

Tauri. However, at Aquae Caeretanae the design of the pool mirrored the shape of the 

apsidal hall, ending in a semi-circle at the short southem side. On the straight side of the 

pool, four smaller steps facilitated access into the water. Along the remaining sides, three 

large steps lined the pool; these were too large to function easily as steps and must have 

served p n m d y  as benches. Water from a centrally-placed lead pipe may have been used 

to fi11 the pool, although there is evidence that different hydraulic systerns were used 

'('Masonry and building technique can, at bea, only provide rough guidelines as 
evidence for dating. For the origin and diffusion of opus reticuatzm, see Mario Torelli, 
"Innovations in Roman construction technique between the fim centuty B.C. and the first 
century A.D.," Studies io tbe Rommizatioo of ltaly (Edmonton, 1995), 2 13-245. Also, 
J.P. Adam, Roman Building (Bloomington, 1994), 125-1 57. 

2'Hadrianic brickstamps: see R Mengarelli, "Civitavecchia. Scavi eseguiti nelle 
"Terme Traiane" ne1 temtono di Civitavecchia," NSc 16 (1 9 19): 2 13 -2 16; R. Mengarelli, 
"Civitavecchia. Scavi eseguiti ne1 1922 nelle Terme Taurine O Trajane," NSc 20 (1923): 
348. 

"The published dimensions of the pool are in fact 10.0 m x 7.0 m; this must be an 
error and 1 have adjusted the measurements according to the size indicated by the plan. 
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throughout the history of the cornplex. Twelve piers, six on each side, were placed dong 

the length of the pool forming a narrow portico. Lead pipes with bronze fittings 

protruded from each pier and provided fresh cold water for mixing with the thermal- 

mineral water. This created a drarnatic effect of pounng water. Another pipe located in 

the floor of the pool may have brought cold mineral water in to mix with the hot water 

from the spnng. Although the exact roofing system is not clear, wooden bearns and tile 

fragments with mortar were recovered from the interior of the pool. It may be the case 

that this pooi was an open-air pooi with a partid tile covenng around the colonnade. 

White marble revetment covered the bnckwork of the entire room and the floor was made 

of mostly black-and-white mosaic although some coloured tesserae also suggea that a 

polychrome mosaic may have existed as well. 

The second pool room was placed at a right angle to the larger apsidal hail. A 

single small entrance way provided access between the two rooms, although two other 

doors were blocked off, presumably at the time of the construction of the second pool. 

As in most spas, the pool itself (10.70 m x 5.40 m) takes up most of the surface area of 

the room (13 m x 7.40 m). Around al1 sides of the pool was a senes of steps which 

served both as access and as a bench. Three pipes supplied the pool with hot mineral 

water, cold minera1 water, and cold fresh water. Two were made of lead; the third was 

a cerarnic pipe. The excavators have not reported any evidence for roofing, but it is 

likely that the entire space was covered, as the span is not very large and could have been 

enclosed with ease. Just as at Aquae Tauri, dating of the baths has been determined in 

large part by building technique. The use of OPUS reticulahun in several wails and opus 
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spicatum for floor surfaces (below later marble paving) has suggested an early Imperid 

date. 

At Aquae Vescinae (fig. 3) an abundance of thermal-mineral Springs with different 

properties facilitated the development of an elaborate complex. The main pool hall (1) 

is located to the east of the main atrium (2). In the center of this room, measunng 16.50 

m x 9.80 m, a pool with a length of 11.60 rn and a width of approximately 5.0 m was 

situated. Four steps surrounded the entire pool. The room was Iined with marble. Water 

entered by means of a pipe located in the bottom of the pool. A door on the south wall 

of the room provided e n q  to another pool room. This room was srnaller and was 

occupied almost entirely by a marble-lined basin, measuring 6.80 m x 4.25 m. Along the 

north side of the pool, three neps were placed to enable access. The arrangement of the 

two rooms recalls that of both Aquae Tauri and Aquae Caeretanae. 

Another large hall was found on the north-east end of the complex (3). Although 

the room itself is rectangular, the pool has an irregular plan. At the far end of the room, 

seven small basins were constnicted. These were possibly intended for individual use. 

It is difficult to determine whether any of these halls was roofed, but given the relative 

thickness of the walls (approx. 1.5 m), it is likely that some kind of vaulting provided 

covering. Dating of the site remains conjectural. The spnngs at the baths were probably 

known to Pliny the Elder." The building technique included opus hcen'zm for the 

retaining wall on one side of the complex and opus reticulahrm for a circula sweating 

room (descnbed below). Although neither building method is clearly datable, it is 
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possible that they could have existed together in the Iate first century. In any case, the 

locale was known in the third century, as several inscriptions atte~t. '~ 

Several of the bathing complexes known in the area of Aquae Aponi can be 

described as typicai in their overall pool hall plan. Unfominately, due to the poor state 

of preservation, it is dificult to be precise about the archaeological remains of these 

rooms. It is, however, clear that they have many recognizable Spa features. In the the 

town of Montegrotto Terme (fig. 1 1 a), two rooms of the main bathing complex have large 

rectangular halls with thermal pools. One pool (A) measures 26.0 m x 14.0 m and was 

situated in a room with an apse on one of the shon sides. The other pool (B) measures 

37.5 m x 16.0 rn and echoes the double-apsed shape of the room in which it was built. 

In the corners of each of the pools, small steps were placed. Both of the rooms were 

covered with marble revetment; much of which was removed from the site during the 

1700's. Spring water must have been transponed through Iead pipes, fragments of which 

were found in the 1965 excavations. An elaborate system of hydraulics (D), including 

water supply and drainage, formed part of the complex. The presence of opus 

caementicium and opus reticuiatirm suggests a Late Republican or early Augustan phase 

of development. This was followed by restoration and enlargement of the site in the 

Antonine period, as is indicated by masonry in opus l'atencim, and by the discovery of 

two lead pipes with the name Arria Fadilla, the mother of Antoninus ~ ius . "  A possible 

"G~ulio Giglioli, "Note archeologiche su1 Latium Novum," Ausunia 4 (191 1): 49-50 
= A E  1914, 2 17; Paul Arthur, Romans in Nortbem Campadia (London, 199 l ) ,  105, no. 
2; A E  1982, 153; 1989, 144, 145. 
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rebuilding occurred during the reign of Theoderic, as suggested by a letter of Cassiodorus 

( Var: 9.6). 

Another bathing complex located at the foot of the Colle Montagnone to the West 

consisted of two pools fed by thermal-minera1 springs (fig. 1 lb).26 One of the pools was 

constnicted in brick and mesures 26.70 m x 8.60 m. One of the short sides ends in an 

apse and the opposite end has four neps. A bench lines the interior of the pool. The 

entire room may perhaps have been covered with marble. Lead piping conducts water 

directly into the pool from a spring known as "Lastra". Fifty metres away, a second 

rectangular pool was found. This pool was srnaller and deeper and was connected to the 

first by a long channel. 

Two exarnples of baths which have a circular plan are also known in this region. 

The first is located at the foot of Colle Montagnone to the north-east and must have been 

part of a much larger cornplex." The basin was constructed of Stone quarried from a 

nearby hi11." To judge by coins found in its vicinity, the small pool could not have been 

built until after Tiberius and its use may have extended through the whole Roman period. 

Various types of coloured marble revetment and glass mosaic tesserae were recovered 

from the area. Although the site has been long known, little work or investigation has 

26~el le  anriche terme di Montegrotto, Cinà di Montegrotto Terme, Soprintendenza 
Archeologica per il Veneto (Montegrotto Terme, 1997), 22-25. For the two pools 
supplied by water from the "Lastra" spring and the circular pool at the foot of Colle 
Montagnone, detailed pians have not been published. 

28Virtually no details about the architecture of this pool are reported and it is no 
longer visible. It is described by Lazzaro as a "grande bagno" and part of a large 
complex which apparently covered an area of 160 x 46 feet. 
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been done to provide basic information on the pool itself. Yet its nearness to a thermal- 

minerai spring and its shape are factors which lead to the identification of the bath as one 

of the healing establishments in the region. 

The second round bath in the same area is pari of the main thermal complex at 

Montegrotto Terme (fig. I la, C). Situated between the two large rectangular pool halls, 

a smdler circular chamber contained a round pool. The diameter of the marble-covered 

pool is 12.0 m and there are stairs on one side for entry. The published plan is unclear 

as to how water entered the room, but it is probable that the pool was connected to the 

overall network of piping through the complex. 

The large room at San Cdogero (fig. 12, 3) fits in well with the interpretation of 

the site as a heaiing centre and with the general pattern of pools at healing spas. A pool 

is located in the centre of a large room (9.30 m x 4.20 m). The pool was built so that it 

would directly receive thermal-mineral waters; a grotto with a spring is located in close 

proxirnity and would have provided extremely hot water. This hot water flowed in with 

a miking rush, perhaps achieving a similar effect to that at Aquae Caeretanae. Entry to 

the pool was made possible by four steps surrounding the entire structure; just as in other 

cases, these steps would have also served as a place for sitting. The entire room may 

have been covered with a timber roof, fragments of which have been found. Large slabs 

pave the bottom of the pool. The use of the hot spnngs in the area continued for a long 

duration. Ponery from the 4th-3rd c. B.C. has been found in a channel dug to provide 

access to the springs. n i e  construction of the large hot pool in opus quadratum with 

walls of opus incertum is not suficient to date the structure accurately, but it is likely that 
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it belongs to the early Imperia1 period. Coins of the 4th century A.D. fowid in a 

destruction level provide an end-date for the establishment. 

The large pool at Terme di Cotilia (fig. 14, A and 22) provides strong suppon for 

the belief that this location was in fact the site of Aquae Cutiliae. The pool measures 60 

m x 24 rn and is situated in the centre of a large tenace. Along the northem and western 

sides, a façade (B) consisting of a senes of rectangular and apsidal niches is preserved, 

in some places up to a height of 5 m. A complicated hydraulic system which made use 

of thermal-mineral waters supplied water to the complex. These stmctures have been 

s h o w  to be part of an elaborate nymphaeum (C). The pool itself is accessible by means 

of at least four small double staircases consisting of five steps each (fig. 23). The depth 

of the pool is 1.80 m. There was no evidence for a bench dong the sides of the pool. 

During excavation of the pool, fragments of marble revetment and marble columns were 

found. Although it is not clear how water entered the structure, a drain built underneath 

the steps is visible on the east side. Building technique of opus incertum and opus 

quaiira- together with ceramic and glass finds places the structure in the early Imperid 

period. Afi-ican Red Slip lamps from the fourth century provide a cut-off date for the use 

of the complex. 

In some cases, the presence of a large central pool provides the main indication 

of a site's function. The minimal amount of archaeological evidence available for the 

Roman structures at Vicarello restricts what c m  be said about buildings on the site. Yet 

it is apparent from the mid-19th century description provided by G. Marchi that a large 

rectangular pool was visible in association with a well which made use of thermal-mineral 
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waters. A further example of this type of room is found at Aquae Statiellae (fig. 1). 

Despite limited excavation of the site, enough was done to make a generai plan of a room 

which had a large rectangular pool measunng 17.5 m x 10.5 m. Three aeps on al1 sides 

of the structure provided access. The pool was constnicted in opus signinum covered 

with marble veneer, fragments of which still exist in place. Excavation inside the pool 

recovered brick tile and additional marble fragments including more revetment, a comice, 

part of a capital, and pieces of floral decoration. At Aquae Albulae, the remains of a 

large rectangular pool confirm the use of the springs in antiquity (fig. 17). Finally, at 

Chianciano Terme a large pool measunng 40 rn x 25 m has been excavated. Spring water 

continues to fil1 this pool. The size of the pool and the presence of a spring give support 

to the possibility that the buildings recently discovered are part of a thermal-mineral 

bathing c~rnplex. '~ 

The presence of a large pool hall which contained a pool for thermal-mineral water 

is a very significant feature of a Spa site." The large dimensions of the main pool halls 

'Qetailed information about this site awaits future publication by David Soren who 
has generously provided me with his current interpretations. His findings were recently 
reported at the Annual Meeting of the Archaeological Institute of America, Chicago, 
December 1997, in a paper entitled "Archaeological Excavations at Chianciano Terme." 

'"The symbol used on the Peutinger Table underlines the importance of immersion 
bathing at spas. The illustrator of the Map intended the vignette to be understood as a 
spa, and in order to do so, used the most characteristic and recognizable feature of a Spa 
as a representation of the entire establishment. The square courtyard is therefore an image 
of the main pool hail found at the majority of spas. The blue colouring in the centre of 
the courtyard represents the large immersion pool filled with thermal-mineral water, an 
absolutely essential component of a Spa bath. See Appendix 2. 
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highlight the importance thermal-mineral bathing had for therapeutic measures. The most 

common form for these pools is either rectangular or apsidal, but round pools offered a 

variation on the traditional ~hape .~ '  Often, as at Aquae Tauri or Aquae Caeretanae, a 

greater feeiing of grandeur was created by a substantial colonnade. The size and capacity 

of these rooms facilitated the most advantageous use of the hot springs which were 

essentiai to the purposes of a Spa. The display of water pouring or gushing in was perhaps 

intended as much to impress as to provide therapeutic treatment. The centraiity of these 

halls is further emphasized by the quality of decoration and ornament. Elaborate marble 

veneer and mosaics not only served practical fwictions but also were an indication of 

luxury and cornfort. Other decorative elements, including the many niches and apses 

which may have contained sculpture, the stucco and paint work, and the worked marble 

comices and columns, ail added to this opulent atmosphere. 

While there is not clear evidence about the roofing of many of the large pool halls, 

it seems likely that some of them were enclosed while others remained open. This seems 

likely especially in light of Caelius Aurelianus' advice. He says one should avoid 

swimming in open air in order to prevent a chill, the implication being that the choice 

of a closed pool is appropriate. (1.1.42) Yet, Caelius Aurelianus' advice also suggests that 

open air pools were available; he recommends swimming and sun-bathing with the head 

covered to avoid a bum (1.4.11 1). 

3 ' ~ n  Gaul, at l e s t  25% of the sites identified by Grenier 1960 have a large round 
pool. These include Evaux, Néris, Bourbon-Lancy, and Les Fontaines Salées. Also to 
be mentioned is Sanxay. See A. Grenier, ManueId'krchdoIogiegailo-romaine. Quatriéme 
p m e  (Paris, 1960). Another comparison cm also be made with the round pool at Djebel 
Oust in Tunisia. 
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There are other features in these pool halls which had a function in a thermal- 

mineral complex. Steps which lined the intenor of the pool often provided access to the 

water. It seems likely that the placement of steps in spas influenced the designs of 

normal bathing pools. In Italy, pools which are heated artificiaily comrnonly have such 

arrangements.)' It is clear that the function of the pool affected the arrangement of the 

steps. Whether the pool contains thermal-minerai water or simply heated water, the steps 

are designed to create comfon and pleasure. A series of steps around the edge provides 

both unhindered access and an easily reached place for sitting and soaking. Three or even 

four steps make it possible for the bather to Vary his or her position or the depth of the 

water in which he or she is immersed. 

Benches and ledges allowed a place for sitting in the water in order to facilitate 

soaking and long-term immersion. These should be considered as a regular feature in 

spas and are found in spas outside ~ t a l ~ . ~ '  Benches of this kind allowed a bather to relax 

while undergoing hydrotherapeutic treatment in much the same way as steps. 

Smaller tubs, presumably for individual use, were clsarly intended to provide a 

variety of treatments with the thermal-minerai water. In addition to the large communal 

3'cf Suburban Baths at Herculaeum (Nielsen 1990, 7, Cat. 39), 3 seps  al1 the way 
around the calidapiscioa; Velia, Vignale Baths (Nielsen 1990, 9, Cat. 52) steps at one end 
of the calida piscion, Small baths in Villa Adriana, Tivoli (Nielsen 1990, 9, Cat. 5 5 )  steps 
on three sides of the calidapiscinq Bagni di Nerone (Massaciuccoli, near Pisa) (Nielsen 
1990, 10, Cat. 61), steps around three sides of the calida pisciq Heliocaminus Baths in 
Villa Adriana, Tivoli (Nielsen 1990, 9, Cat. 56) ,  comer steps in the oaatio. 

')The thermal-mineral pool at Gafsa in Tunisia, with steps in only one comer, displays 
traces of a Stone bench attached to three sides of the walls. The pool has not been fully 
published and my information results from persona1 observation dunng a visit in 1995. 
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ba th  found at spas, either rectangular or round, other baths were sornetimes available to 

accommodate individual needs. In some cases, these more private baths are essentially 

indistinguishable from the tubs normaily expected at a bathing establishment. Thus, at 

Baiae, many small tubs which would have contained hot spnng water are placed 

throughout the various bathing facilities in the excavated portion of the hi11 complex. 

Likewise, at Aquae Tauri, smaller pools are found both in the main pool halls and in 

entirely separate rooms. The irregularly shaped pool hall at Aquae Vescinae had a 

number of smaller basins as well. A similar arrangement is not unknown in Spa 

architecture of other regions. At the spa in Amélie-les-Bains in Gad, twelve small 

chambers with individual basins surround the large central rectangular pool, and, in 

Tunisia, at the little published site of Djebel Oust, a series of small rooms with tubs 

surrounds the main pool While the design of these rooms affords considerably 

more privacy that at Aquae Taun, the overall purpose is the same - to provide facilities 

necessary for ail possible treatments related to thermal-mineral water. 

Rooms designed for sweating 

Another feature of a Spa which should be highlighted is the presence of charnbers 

designed specifically for sweating. Although these rooms were also commonly found in 

ordinary b a h ,  the method of heating in spas often relied on natural resources rather than 

artificial heat. Rooms of this type could be heated either by using hot spring water 

directly or by tapping into a spring and transporting the steam itself. Shafts were dug 

34~méIie-les-~ains: Grenier, 409. Djebel Oust: Fendri 1965. 



deeply into the ground to reach the hot spnngs and steam." The steam could either be 

used directly to create a vapour bath or indirectly to heat a room by passing the hot steam 

through the wdls or under the floor. Vitnivius, Dio Cassius, Seneca, and Cassiodorus 

each provide descriptions of this method of heating a room by means of natural resources 

resulting from exploitation of hot ~ p r i n g s . ~ ~  

h example of a room which made use of thermal-mineral spring water to induce 

sweating is found at Aquae Taun (fig. 15 and 20). Room W, identified as a laconicum 

by the excavators, is a circular room with a central round pool. The room measures 6.50 

m in diameter and contains a small pool 3.05 m in diameter. The pool has six steps 

leading into it with a marble-covered bench (44 cm high) around the interior wail of the 

pool. Thermal water flowed in from a lead pipe and drained out through another pipe 

placed at the bottom of the basin. Another bench, made of travertine, was placed arowid 

the wails of the room at a height of 40 cm. The room was origindly decorated with light 

blue plaster, traces of which have been found. According to the excavators, this smdl 

charnber was roofed with a vault. 

. . .- . - - - 

"~ielsen 1990, 21. The system of heating a room by passing hot water under a floor 
in an arrangement similar to the standard hypocaust system is also possible. However, the 
hot water would have to have had a very high temperature to be effective. See A. 
Grenier, 408 for a concise discussion of the possibility of using hot water in this manner 
at Aix-les-Bains. Also, very hot water is still employed to heat a room at modem spa 
facilities in Italy. At the Bagni di Stigliano, the "grotta" is a senes of underground 
ancient roorns which are still in use and which are entirely heated by water nsing from 
a sulphur spnng. The temperature of the water is 59°C and the temperature of the room 
is maintained at 49°C. 

36Caççiodoms Var. 9.6.5; Dio Cassius 48.51-1-5; Seneca QNat. 3.24.3; Vitruvius 
2.6.2. 
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At San Calogero (fig. 12, at 4), the so-cailed tholos seems to have served a similar 

function to the room found at the Aquae Taun. A small domed structure (4.2 metres at 

base) which was originally round in shape received a supply of hot mineral water from 

a system of pipes and channels. The building seems to have been a sweating room for 

the baths; channelled-in thermal water which ran around half of the interior circumference 

of the chamber provided stearn. A square basin (S), possibly built in the Roman period, 

occupied the centre of the roorn; this feature rnay have been used for mud baths, although 

the explanation of this function is not altogether clear, and it may in fact have been 

another pool containing thermal-mineral water. 

Only a brief mention of the circular room at Aquae Vescinae (fig. 3, at 4) is 

possible as the chamber was not excavated fully. The room was thought to be a 

"caiidàn'um" by Giglioli, a belief apparently held entirely because of the shape of the 

room. It was nearly 8.0 m in diameter and was almost certainly vaulted. To judge from 

its circular shape, this room rnay have been a sweating room. If the room was in fact a 

hot room, it is, unfortunately, impossible to ascertain the method of heating it as there is 

no mention in the archaeological report of either a comection to a hot water spring or of 

a hypocaust. 

Another method of creating a sweating room at a spa was to heat a room by 

means of stearn or vapours given off from a hot spring or volcanic gases. This was the 

manner of heating found at the thermal b a t h  of Agnano (fig. 2) .  Two rooms in the 

complex have been identified as naturally heated. On the wall of the semicircular Room 

E, a large round hole in the wall provided an entq point for hot vapour into the room. 
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Hot vapour seems to have also circulated under the floor. In Room F, a circular roorn, 

hot air flowed only beneath the pavement. It appears that the first room provided a moi3 

or dry stem-bath while the second room supplied dry heat done.)' 

A small Roman room located at the Terme di Suio near Castelforte is another 

exarnple of this system of heating." The walls of the room are constructed in brick-work. 

The room is round with a diameter of approximately 2.50 m and a height of 

approximately 4.00 m. The roof is complete, vaulted, and has a few outlets for 

ventilation, but the consmiction suggests that it almost certainly belongs to a later phase, 

probably replacing an early vault. In the centre of the "floor" a small outlet (6 cm 

diameter) provided an opening for vapours to p a s  This vapour probably circulated under 

a floor which is no longer preserved; traces of a floor support are evident 8 cm above the 

bottom of the room. At 50 cm from the bottom, fragments of a Iedge which may have 

supponed a bench are preserved. Two niches in the walls may have held decorative 

elements for the roorn. 

"The same practice continues today at Agnano, where the modem establishment of 
S. Germano is renowned for its chambers of natural dry heat created by volcanic gaseous 
emissions. The vapours piped into the Stufe di S. Germano create an intense heat, with 
temperatures ranging between 40" C and 70" C. 

"The small structure is located on the property of the modem spa, Tenne Caraccioio 
Forte. 1 happened upon it during a visit to the village and, to the best of my knowledge, 
the site has not been published. During recent work to locate a new hot sulphur spring 
for the modem spa, nurnerous Roman columns were discovered. Earlier building activity 
had produced a 4th-6th century African Red Slip lamp and a small amphora. This 
evidence confirms that the site was used in the Roman period. 



Some of the rooms descnbed above have been been identified by excavators and 

scholars in terms which are regularly applied to ordinary bath buildings. These include 

laconica or caldana. There is also a tendency to cal1 sweating rooms sudatona. 

According to Nielsen, a laconicm was a small, round charnber with a centrally-placed 

heat source.39 Its function was to provide dry heat for sweating, although steam could be 

produced by pouring water on the centrai fire. On the other hand, Nielsen identifies a 

sudatonkm as a room heated by its own praefimizim with a hypocaust system. The 

function was the same as that of a laconicum. She rejects the notion that a laconicum 

was a dry-air bath and a sudatorium was a steam bath." Nielsen also points out that a 

steam-bath could be achieved in a caIdkiium" and that if a pool was present in a room 

such as a hconicum, it would, by definition, become a c a / d ' .  In contrast to this, 

Yegül believes that there is no real distinction between the two types of sweat-rooms and 

that the discussion which h a  arisen on the topic is actually one about vocabulary rather 

than f~nction.~' 

39 See Nielsen 1990, 158- 160; cf. Vitruvius 5.10.5. 

4 ' ~ t  seems unlikely that a s t em bath could be taken in a so-called caldarium or heated 
pool hall at a Spa because typically the room which contained a thermal-mineral pool was 
too large a space to create such an effect. 

4'Yegu1 1992, 383-389. For further discussion on this problem, see N.G.R Brundren 
and C. S. Simpson, "Innovation and the Baths of Agrippa," Ar6enaeum 85.1 (1997): 222; 
DeLaine 1993, 3 5 3 .  
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The need for a cautious approach in bath terminology is particularly apparent in 

discussions of sweating rooms in spasU3 The terminology established for ordinary bathing 

(even if it is generally acceptable) is ofien not appropriate for describing spa facilities. 

The small circular room at Aquae Taun makes this evident. In this case, the heat source, 

a pool, is centrally placed. The thermal water, however, differs greatly from the typical 

heat source found in a Iaconicum which is usually a brazier, fireplace, or hot Stones. 

Furthemore, 1 am not convinced by Nielsen's argument that a pool placed in a sweating 

room creates a ca1d~u.m; dthough this is the situation at Aquae Taun, the form of both 

the pool and the room seems to indicate a function unique to healing spas. It seems 

likely that a small circular room with a hot pool could have had two purposes: as a s t e m  

room and as a hot thermal bath. No terminology from the witten sources has corne to 

light which is appropriate to a room with this function. It seems necessary to avoid 

using the general bathing vocabulary, itself fraught with misunderstandings and 

misapplications even when discussing ordinary b a h .  It is therefore specially appropriate 

to avoid using Latin (or Greek) words to describe the rooms or features of a spa. 

While not al1 Spa establishments have clear evidence for sweating rooms dependent 

on natural hot springs, it is clear that their use formed part of the therapy expected to be 

available at one of these centres. The use of springs or vapours to heat a room to 

sufficiently high temperatures was part of the desired treatment. These sweating rooms 

are recognizable both by their generally circular plans and by the supply of hot water or 

43See R. Rebuffat, "Vocabulaire Thermal," in M Lenoir, ed., Les Themes Romaios 
(Rome, 1991), 1-32. 
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aeam. Although the form of the chambers does not differ significantly from rooms 

identified with the same function in ordinary baths, the method of heating was central to 

their heding purposes. ï h e  minerals present in the spring water itself were considered 

to be part of the curative process. These rooms throw light on several texts which 

describe the use of naturai s t e m  or vapours as part of the healing procedures.'* Such 

sweating rooms combine an architecturai form usually comected with the perceived 

healthful benefits of sweating and a heating systern designed to take advantage of the 

medicinal effects of the thermal-mineral waters. 

Addition of Artificially Heated Elements 

In zddition to bathing facilities which made use of naturally heated spnng water, 

a number of spas also had artificially heated rooms. These rooms are sometimes later 

additions to the original core of the structure and functioned alongside the already-present 

thermal baths. 

At Aquae Taun (fig. 15), an extension to the 1st c. B.C. bath complex was carried 

out during the Trajanic per i~d .~ '  One of the main purposes of the additions must have 

been to create a bathing suite which operated according to established patterns of bathing. 

The result was a series of rooms, placed in parallel rows, which follow more typical bath- 

building plans. After passing from the entrance of the complex through a number of 

rooms (entrance: 7,6), a hypocausted room heated by two furnaces was reached (5). Two 

44 e.g., Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 3.5.73; 3.8.1 12; Galen 

45 Brick-stamps dated to this period: See above footnote 

De sao. me. (Kühn, VI.423). 
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other heated rooms were available as well: (4) and (8)? (8) did not have a directly 

associated furnace and may have been kept at a lower temperature. It did, however, have 

a smail plunge-bath with fresh-water which may have been heated by a fumace in a 

service room (S). Another fresh-water pool (P) was available as well and unlike most of 

the other rooms of the complex, was almost certainly open-air. Other rooms which may 

have served as places for resting, changing, or anointing were also provided (1, 2, 3). 

Another period of renovation and enlargement occurred in Hadrianic years, but changes 

at this time focused on the thermal-mineral pool halls. 

The earlier stage of the Valchetta Baths (fig. 16) relied entirely on the ~prings.'~ 

This phase was followed by later modifications which created a hypocaust systern. A hot 

room, called a caldankm by the excavators, complete with at Ieast one plunge bath, was 

heated in typical fashion with a floor suspended on piers by hot air from a fumace. A 

second room, the "îepid'Um," was also added. This may have had two b a h ,  one in each 

apse. The Iater changes most likely belong to the Antonine penod. 

At Agnano (fig. 2), aithough the thermal-mineral resources played an important 

role in the operation of the baths, artificial heat also was needed. It appears that the main 

core of the bath complex was constnicted in the Hadnanic period. This included the 

46Yegü1 1992, 1 15 misidentifies this room as a Hgidan'um, as suggested in the 1923 
publication by Mengarelli (324). The subsequent 1933 publication (406) by Bastianelli, 
of a hypocausted floor, rnakes it clear that the room was heated. 

"The use of the circular basins which collected water from the hot springs has been 
linked to the remains of the earlier structure. A late Augustan or Tiberian date has been 
offered for the onginal building. This has been determined largely on building technique 
and historical circumstances. See G.B.D. Jones, "Veii: the Valchetta Baths ('Bagni della 
Regina')," PBSR 27 (1 960): 68-69. 
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figiidaum C and its two basins, and several heated rooms @, E, F, G, H, L, M). A 

series of additionai rooms which probably functioned as various changing rooms and 

rooms for annointing, was added later. The only room in the complex which was heated 

directly by a furnace was H, a rectangular room with an apse at one end. The remaining 

heated chambers (D, E, F, G, L, M) were heated by nahird s t e m  emitted from the earth. 

A similar arrangement seems to have occurred at Aquae Vescinae (fig. 3). In 

addition to the rooms containing themal-mineral pools, a series of rooms on the north- 

west side of the building have been identified as a hypocausted calid&ium (5) with a 

praefùraium, a tepidmanrua (6) with two basins and a hypocaust, and a figidarim (7). 

Two other sites can be added to this inventory of artificially heated bathing rooms, both 

of which, to my knowledge, have not been fully published. At Aquae Caeretanae, 1 

noted the presence of a senes of artificially heated rooms complete with a fumace and 

flue-tiles lining the walls (location s h o w  at A in fig. 4). At the complex of Aquae 

Cutiliae, there appears to be a small bathing suite, possibly a heated room, to the north- 

east of the main buildings (beyond the area s h o w  on fig. 14). 

The conversion from bathing complexes which relied on nahirally hot water to 

those which had a combination of naniral and artificial heat signified an important 

development in spas. Yegül remarks that "the appearance of artificially heated bathing 

facilities in an unheated bathing establishment may reflect a change in taste in bathing 
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during the early second century afier Christ, in favor of higher temperatures."48 It also 

seems apparent that hotter ba th  were able to be achieved with the advent of the 

standardized hypocaust ~ystern.~' Yet, it is not the case at spas that the earlier thermal- 

minerai facilities went out of use. Instead, there is a continuation of interest in the natural 

resources provided by the thermal-minera1 springs. The presence of ordinary bathing 

rooms together with thermal-mineral baths indicates that the use of actual spring waters 

for bathing had as much to do with the properties of the water itself as with the practice 

of hydrotherapy. While different facilities couid be made available in spas, it dways 

remained the case that the water was the most important aspect of treatment. The 

addition of artificially heated baths is part of the growing interest in bathing and the wider 

acceptance of hydrotherapeutic methods. 

There has also been discussion about the role thermal baths had in the general 

development of artificidly heated bathing for the ~ornans.~ '  It is likely, as Nielsen points 

out, that the presence of large warm baths in the thermal spas influenced the development 

of similar baths in other contexts. In normal bath buildings, primarily due to economic 

"on the transition frorn Greek to Roman preferences and methods of bathing, see 
DeLaine 1989; Nielsen 1 985. 

'"Nielsen 1990, 48; DeLaine 1989, 122-123; Bice Crova, "Le terme romane nelle 
Campania," in Ani dello 8. Cmvegoo nazimale di storia dell'arcbitettura, Caserta, 195.3 
(Rome, 1956): 271-288; 1. Sgobbo, "Terme Flegree ed origine delle terme romane," in 
A tti del I Cung~esso nazionale di studi Romani I 1929 (Rome, 1 929), 283 -3 28. 
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concerns, hot or even warm pools tend to be small." As the practice of spa bathing took 

hold and spread, some interest in building large heated pools seems to have also 

developed. There are examples of large artificially heated pools. but these are, on the 

whole, rather rare and tend to be restncted to lwurious  establishment^.'^ These baths 

represent an effort to re-create some of the effects of the naturally heated water by means 

of artificially heated water, although the full healing scope of spas could not be entirely 

imi tated. 

Gened Design Considerations 

It is evident that many different options were available to those seeking care at 

themal-mineral centres. These were provided by the rnultiplicity of baths available and 

by the other types of roorns included in the complexes. In order to facilitate a certain 

flexibility in the use of the rooms, spas were not designed according to patterns of layout 

and traffic flow. Rather than adhering strictly to the normal order of bathing, i-e. a hot 

bath followed by a transition to a warm space or bath and finishing with a refreshing cold 

bath, movement through rooms in a spa could be varied according to the desires and 

"~ea t ing  water is an expensive endeavour, both in tenns of supply for wood to 
operate the fumace and space which needed to be given over to this purpose. On the 
costs of fuel and operating baths, cf. H. Blyth, "Economics of Public Baths," Balnearia 
2, no. 3 (1995): 2-4. 

"~hese pools were heated by means of a hypocauçt. cf. the Vignale Baths at Velia, 
Suburban Baths at Herculaneum, Small Baths in Villa Adriana at Tivoli, and Bagni di 
Nerone at Massiciuccoli. For catalogue references of these bath  in Nielsen, see above 
footnote 32. 
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needs of the user." Adaptability in a Spa was largely accomplished by having severai 

means of communication between parts of the compiex. 

The clearest exarnple of this type of versatility is found at Aquae Taun (fig. 15). 

The earlier pool hall (B) in the western Trajanic core of the establishment was accessible 

from different directions. To the south, a door led to another chamber (F) with a mosaic- 

lined pool; to the west, Room D with a smaller pool was reached by a small corridor; and 

finally, when the later Hadrianic addition (C) was added to the east, communication 

between the large halls (B and C) was easily facilitated by the many openings between 

the columns and pillars. It is also worth noting that the thermal baths could be used 

either in conjunction with or independently from the later bathing-suite. The architecture 

did not dictate the way a visitor was rneant to use the baths. A similar arrangement was 

available at Aquae Vescinae where a visitor could rnake a choice of pools according to 

need rather than following through a set pattern. Just as at Aquae Taun, either the natural 

or the artificial ba th  could be used as needed. 

WhiIe the goal of creating an architecturai plan that could respond to al1 types of 

therapeutic needs was certainly important, other factors influenced the layout of a 

complex. The location of the actual thermal-mineral springs used to provide treatment 

was a significant factor in detennining the plan of the bath. The organization of a Spa 

centred on the need to have at least one large hot water pool hall as the primary feature. 

S 3 ~ h i s  "normal" order of bathing could also receive endless variation. The manner 
in which an individuai proceeded through the baths did not rely on a set path, yet the 
design tended to follow certain patterns. See Yegül 1992, 38, for ways to go through the 
b a h ;  Brodner 1983, 3 8, for a diagram of bath designs based on Krencker 1929. 
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Other pools had different roles, perhaps with varying temperatures and water. Some may 

even have used water channelled off from the main pool. This may have been the case 

at the complex at Montegrotto Terme or even at Aquae Caeretanae. This means that the 

placement of the pools had to be arranged so as to obtain effects from the water which 

are mon desirable, without much regard to the order in which they fall? 

In general, the architecture of the spas corresponds directly to the manner in which 

the bath  were used. A great degree of freedom was provided, allowing whatever 

facilities were needed for treatment to be available. As the focus of the spas was on the 

resources of the thermal-mineral spnngs, the main aim of the design was to create access 

to the waters. This led to an architecturai type that can clearly be seen as related to 

normal bath buildings, but with variations as necessary. For each spa an architectural 

design emerged that was suited to the uses of the thermal-mineral waters. 

54 The sarne sort of disorganized layout occurs in Gaul: "Ce qui frappe dans ces 
thermes d'Aix-les-Bains et semble s'être produit égaiement a Aix-en-Provence, c'est la 
multiplication des piscines qui, évidemment, utilisaient l'eau chaude naturelle mais dont 
on n'aperçoit pas une dimibution logique." Grenier, 408. 



Chapter 4 

The Archaeology of Baiae 

The archaeological record of Baiae is without a doubt the most extensive among 

the material relating to Roman healing spas.' The area around Baiae has been the subject 

of scrutiny for centuries, not least because of the continued use of the thermal-mineral 

springs for bathing through the Middle ~ g e s . '  The work carried out during the 1 s t  fifty 

years has brought further attention to the physical remains of what was one of the best 

known places in the Roman world for leisurely and health-giving activities. 

The most significant feature of the region is the area known as the Hillside 

Complex (fig. 5) where Maiun's excavations revealed the remains of thermal-minerai spas 

located on the eastem dope of a steep incline overlooking the Bay of Naples. His work 

opened up a great deal of controversy and discussion about the ownership and function 

of the complicated buildings. Scholars have argued ever since about whether the many 

separate clusters of rooms and halls were intrnded for public, private, or imperial bathing. 

At the Hillside Complex, there are several distinguishable areas which made use 

of the natural hot springs: the Southem Baths (fig. 8-10), the Hadrianic Building (fig. IO), 

'For the extensive bibliography on Baiae, see Yegiil 1992, 437, no. 1 1; and Paolo 
Amalfitano, Giuseppe Carnodeca and Maura Medn, eds. I Campi FIegrei (Naples, 1990), 
329, 333 (= Amalfitano 1990). 

am or a summary of the many accounts about Baiae since the eighth century, see M. 
Borriello and A. D'Ambrosio, Baise-Misenum. Forma IIalrae regio I volumen XW 
(Florence, 1979), 15-17. Also, see E. Pontien, "Baia ne1 medioevo," in 1 Campi Fiegrri 
oell' archeoIogia e oella stonk. Rendicooti dei Lincei 3 3 (Rome, 1 977), 3 77-409. 
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and the Thermae of Sosandra (fig. 10). There are aiso the well-known dorned buildings, 

the Baths of Venus (fig. 7), the Baths of Mercury (fig. 6), and the Baths of Diana (fig. 

5). Beyond the zone of the Hillside Complex, a number of other archaeological remains 

have provided evidence for the use of thermal-mineral springs in the region.' These 

include the Baths of Apollo, the "Stufe di Nerone," and other bath buildings datable to 

the Roman period. As a result of the research carried out in recent years, it is possible 

to place the stnictures known in the Baian region into the wider contea o; the 

architecture of spas.' 

At least three separate small bathing suites make up the area of the Southem 

Baths, indicated with Arabic numerals 1-3 on the main plan (fig. 5). Some of these baths 

have been the subject of recent midy. In general, any interpretation of the rooms is 

' ~ o s t  recently compiled in Bomello and dfAmbrosio 1979; also see Crova 1956,277- 
285. 

4 ~ ~ o  recent publications have provided a basis for description of the archaeological 
remains at the Hillside Cornplex. In his recent comprehensive article, Yegül provides a 
commendable interpretation of the relationship and function of these buildings and 
provides a synthesis of many points of dispute. Amalfitano provides a more descriptive 
account of the site. See Fikret Yegül, "The Thermo-Minerai Complex at Baiae," Arr 
Buliebn 78 no. 1 (1996): 93-1 10; Amalfitano 1990, 184-237. Also, Alexander McKay, 
"Pleasure Domes at Baiae," Studia Pompeha & CiksFsica 2 (1988), 155-172. 

 malfi fi ta no 1990, 223-225 (although the description of the rooms is dificuit to 
understand because of an inadvertent lack of labelling in the plan); P.E. Auberson, 
"Etudes sur les 'Thermes de Vénus' à Baies," R e n d h t i  deiiXccademia di Arcbeoiogia, 
Lettere e Belle Arti-Napoli39 (Naples, 1964): 167-178; Amedeo Maiuri, The Phiegraean 
Fields (Rome, 1969); 76; Yegül 1992, 10 1 - 1 02; Y egiil 1 996, 140- 142. 
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difficult, because of their intercomected nature and the many modifications, repairs, and 

restorations carried out in both antiquity and modem times. Not only has an 

understanding of the architecture in this area proved eiusive, but there is insufficient 

evidence to warrant definite conclusions about the dating of the construction of the units 

or of later changes made to them. An analysis of building technique, in particular the use 

of opus reticulahua, is generally inadequate as this method of masoFry had a long penod 

of use.6 Some sense of dating can however be gained from the architectural layout of 

the suites. The b a h ,  arranged in a regular and linear manner, are in design mon similar 

to complexes which belong to the Republican or early Imperial baths in Campania.' 

Each of the bathing suites had a similar design of a small domed rotunda with a 

series of attached rectangular rooms. The different units, although independent in 

operation, were joined together by various passageways, stairs, and courtyards. The 

placement of the suites on the hillside is fairly irregular as the location of the thermal- 

minerai springs determined the layout. A senes of conduits supplied naturai s t e m  from 

underground hot springs which in tum heated rooms with hypocausts as well as basins 

or pools with water.' 

%ee Chapter 3, footnote 20. 

7 for a few examples, cf. Cales (Nielsen 1990, 7, Cat. 35) 90-70 B.C.; Herculaneum, 
Forum Baths (Nielsen 1990, 7, Cat. 38), Early Augustan; Pompeii, Forum baths (Nielsen 
1990, 7, Cat. 42), Sullan, then rebuilt in the Augustan period, and again in the later A.D. 
3 -4th centuries. 

' ~ h e  evidence for this is the lack of a furnace. The absence of any burning on the 
hollow ceramic columns which supported the floor is also suggestive of the use of natural 
vapours for heating. For the underground network of channels and tunnels providing 
access to the hot springs, see R.F. Paget, "The Great Antrum at Baiae: A Preliminary 
Report," P m  35 (1967): 102-1 12. 
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in Bath 1 (fig. 8), at ieast two rooms were heated by natural stem.' Water was 

heated by contact with naturd aeam in a room at the south end of the building (G) and 

then transported to three small basins in Room F. A circular room (E) with an intact 

vault complete with a central opening (or oculus) is located west of room D which lies 

next to the room with the heated baths. Its floor is elevated and supported by piers under 

which hot stearn could pas .  The vapours were channeled directly into the chamber from 

a conduit leading from an underground spring. Room C was also heated, afier a later 

modification. It contained a heated semi-circular pool. Room B, rectangular with a smdl 

niche on the West side, had a barre1 vault. It may have been an entrance room to the 

complex and provided access to either Room C or Room A. Later changes included the 

addition of Room A which contained two semicircular pools for cold water bathing. This 

suite may have been one of the firçt ba th  on the siope as there seems to have originally 

been a moderately-sized courtyard to the West of the building. The area was subsequently 

reduced by the building of another bath suite, Bath 2, lower down the dope. 

Bath 2 (fig. 9) is located on the rniddle level of the hillside and consists of two 

levels of building.'' The poor state of preservation makes interpretation difficult. 

Auberson believed that it was made up of two suites of baths with a number of service 

chambers on the lower levels. This view has been followed most recently by Amalfitano. 

Yegül, on the contrary, has suggested that the lower level of rooms in fact comprised a 

full suite of baths. His assessrnent is based on the presence of five rooms connected to 

ghese  bath are the sarne as Yegül's Bath B and Amalfitano's Piccole Terme. 

'0Bat.h 2 = Yegül, C and C' = Amalfitano, Terme del livello intermedio. 



an octagonal room, some of which were directly served by conduits which carried natural 

s t e m .  This is an arrangement which "would have been well-suited to the needs of 

curative bathing."" 1 am unable to corne to a satisfxtory conclusion about the design of 

the area. but it seems that the lower chambers were not in fact designed as bath as they 

lack architectural features or fixtures that wouid facilitate such a function. It is more 

likely that the rooms served as substmctures or service chambers for the bathing suite 

above. 

The upper levels, on the other hand, have severd features which confirm that this 

was a bath establishment. After passing through an entrance hall (A), the visitor entered 

a large room with niches in each comer (B)." The room was octagonal with a domed 

roof. It opened to a moderately-sized unheated pool (C). Another rectangular room 

attached to the west of this pool must have been a figidàrium. It had altemating 

semicircular and rectangular niches dong the long walls, presumably for holding staniary. 

To the south of these rooms are the heated chambers E and F. Beside these rooms was 

another large heated roorn @). Although the physicai remains are not subaantial, there 

is some evidence to suggest that hot pools were available in this room. This entire 

building seems to have been heated by ~atural  hot vapours dimibuted through vents 

12Modern reconstructions have made it extremely dificult to interpret the layout of 
the original structures. The wail at the east side of A is a later addition and the original 
plan probably allowed for direct access between A and B. That Room B onginally 
contained four niches may be detennined on the presence of one completely preserved 
example in the no&-west corner and a second in the south-west comer which has been 
re-built as a wall. A syrnmetricai design of the room, likely because of its circular shape, 
would require two more niches on the opposite sides. 
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originating in the large octagonai room at the very south end of the building (G). This 

roorn has been called a Iaconicum and probably did function as a sweating chamber. It 

almost certainly was domed. 

The lowea level of this complicated network of structures is Bath 3 (fig. IO).') 

The complex above, Bath 2, is supported in part by the walls of the lower bath. Three 

of the rooms constitute the main part of the bath facility and have been known since the 

eighteenth century as the Stanze di Venere. Room 1 is a square, heated room with a 

cloister vault. Room II is a rectangular apsidal hall and was barrel-vaulted. It too may 

have been heated. The third room was circular and domed and must have been a 

sweating room. These three rooms were converted into cistems. The dating of the 

rooms is based largely on the still-preserved stucco decoration and the use of opus 

reficuiahun. The stylistic evidence of the stucco suggests an Augustan date! 

Hadn'mic ~ui ldïog" 

To the south of these three baths and on the same level as Bath 3, is a large 

rectangular structure, the Hadrianic Building (fig. 1 O)! This area included a long portico, 

marked with Arabic numeral 1, (c. 70 m) which ended on the no& side in an apsidal 

"~ath 3 = Yegül D = Amalfitano, Terme di livello inferiore. 

''R Ling, "The Stanze di Venere at Baiae," Arcbeologia 1 O6 (1 979): 33-60. 

te mal fi ta no, 229-23 1 ; Maiuri l969,76; Yegül 1992, 102- i 03 ; Yegül 1996, 142- 144; 
G. de Angelis d'Ossat, "L'architettura delle terme di Baia," in I Campi Flegrei 1977, 252- 
256. 

16~adrianic Building = Yegül, Hadrianic Natatonum = Amalfitano, complesso temale 
adrianeo. 
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room, perhaps a dining room (2). The main area consists of a carefully planned and 

executed group of rooms which centred on a large apsidai room containing a pool (3). 

The apse originaily contained eight niches with fountains; these were later reduced to 

three large niches. The large apsidal pool was heated by means of a hypocaust to allow 

the flow of hot vapour. Three rectangular roorns lay to the east of the apsidal space (4, 

5, 6). The middle one (5) originally opened ont0 the pool; it was later closed off by a 

wall. On either side of the central pool were two large groin-vaulted rooms (7 and 8). 

These had raised floors for heating by natural steam. A Hadnanic date has been 

suggested based on the architectectural plan and use of space. 

T h e m e  of ~osaodta'~ 

Another large development is located to north of the South Bath,  covenng an 

area of approximately 50 m x 100 m. This area is known as the Thermae of Sosandra 

(fig. 10) because a statue of Aphrodite Sosandra was discovered inside it." Three 

different levels comprise the entire building: 1) an upper terrace with a colonnade opening 

towards the sea (A); 2) a large hemicycle structure with eleven adjacent rooms behind a 

cuMng arcade on the middle level (B); 3 j  an immense pool (34.80 m x 28.60 m) with 

an overlooking portico on ail four sides at the lowest level (C). The upper tenace seems 

 malfi fi ta no 1990, 209-2 17; de Angelis dtOssat 1977, 23 8-242; Cairoli Fulvio 
Giuliani, "Note suli'architemira nei Campi Flegrei," in / Campi FIegrei 1977, 365-375. 
Maiuri 1969, 73-76; Italo Sgobbo, "1 nuclei monumentali delle terme romane di Baia per 
la prima volta nconosciuti," in Ani del' Congresso oazluoaie di sludi Rommi 1 1934 
(Bologna, 1935), 301-302; Yegül 1992, 103-105; Yegül 1996, 144-146. 

" ~ e  Cdeziooi  del Museo Nazionale diNapoli, 1.2 (Naples, 1989), 100, no. 26. 
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to have been residential and had rooms with stucco and mosaic decoration. Access to 

Bath 1 was possible fiom this area. The interpretation of the hemicycle has remained 

problematic. Maiun viewed it as a Theatre-Nymphaeum, designed for engaging in aquatic 

entertainment while Giuliani interpreted the structure as a villa Yegiil supporîs the idea 

that the exedra was pan of a "water-theater" and supplies the so-called "Tomb of 

Agrippina" as a nearby parallel. He argues that a facility of this kind would be 

appropriate for the recreational lifestyle at ~a i ae . "  A large circular pool (approx. 6 m 

in diameter and equipped with three steps on one side) placed centrally in the tenace of 

the hemicycle was connected by charnels to an underground ~ ~ r i n ~ . ' ~  The large 

rectangular pool was fed by another sulphureous spring located at the bottom of the hill." 

This structure was most probably a swimming pool, and took advantage of the thermal- 

minerai waters which were collected in ample quantity." The architectural plan of the 

entire structure is very cohesive and organized. Its exact date is uncertain. The building 

technique and style of some of the stucco decoration suggen that it was built at some 

time between the eariy Augustan and Neronian period.13 

'%aiUri 1969, 74; Giuliani 1977, 374; Yegül 1996, 45. For the Tomb of Agrippina, 
see Bomello and d1Ambrosio 1979, 102- 103. 

'('The villa of Anguiilara Sabazia has a sirnilar arrangement of a hemicycle of 82.0 
rn with basins which collected spring water. See H. Mielsch, La Villa Romana (Florence, 
1990). 52 who compares this structure to the Thermae of Sosandra. On the villa, see 
Robeno Vighi, "Anguillara SabaDa," M c  ser. 7, vol. 1 (1940): 398-41 9. 

37 --As a pool for staging water-battles, see de Angelis d'Ossat 1977, 243; as an "open- 
air cistem," see Yegül 1996, 145. 
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Although the cornplex is lacking in features nonnally associated with bathing, its 

function as a facility designed to use the abundant thermal-mineral waters is clear. The 

combination of two spring-fed pools and the senes of small rooms, functioning perhaps 

as changing or resting rooms, would have provided good means for using the water. 

The so-called Baths (or Temple) of Mercury (fig. 6) are located on the lowest level 

of the baths at the north side of the Hillside ~ornplex.~ '  Three distinct periods of building 

are evident. The oldest, and most conspicious, is the extensive dorned hall (A). The 

dome spanned a diarneter of 21.5 m and had a central opening in the apex a s  well as four 

windows in the curved surface. Maiun argued that the dome was Augustan because it 

was made with agglomerate of tufa rubble rather than brick or masonry. Whether it is 

actually so is unclear; in any case, it has features characteristic of the early Imperia1 

penod but before the second half of the first century A.D? Engravings of the 18th 

century show that inside the hall four niches were placed diagonally opposite each other. 

The main entrance was on the eastem side of the room. Opposite it there was a 

rectangular niche connected to the outlet of a hot spnng located underneath the hillside. 

It has been supposed that a large circulas pool occupied the hall but this is not certain 

''~rnalfitano 1990, 205-209; de Angelis d'Ossat 1977, 234-23 8; Maiun 1969, 77-80; 
Yegül 1992, 106-108. 

"n.b. The plan of the Baths of Mercury in fig. 5 (from Maiuri 1969) is a somewhat 
enhanced analysis of the archaeological evidence. In particular, the circular room is more 
fragmentary than suggested on the plan. 
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since the room has not been excavated and is currently filled with water to just below the 

top of the small niches. The decorative elements, which would have included marble 

veneer on the walls and miccowork, are no longer preserved. 

A senes of four more rooms is f o n d  to the south of the domed hall. The first is 

a long rectangular barrel-vaulted room with an apse at the west end (B). The vault was 

covered with mosaic and had an opening for light. The next room to the south is smaller, 

but also had a barre1 vault (C). The walls were decorated with stucco; this was later 

covered with marble veneer. A third room had a circular plan and a segmented vault (D). 

Like other small circdar rooms, this may have functioned as a sweating room. At the 

south end of the unit, a square room with a cross-vault had a senes of niches dong the 

wdls (E). 

T O the West of the apsidal barrel-vaulted hall was another small suite of b a h .  

This small suite rnay have been associated with the Villa of the Ambulatio, a terraced 

structure rising up to the south and west of the Baths of ~e rcu ry . "  This is likely, as the 

smalt unit of bathing rooms is closer to the terraced area than to the rooms directly 

associated with the rotunda. Altematively, there may have been some means of access 

available leading frorn the space which is iocated below the last tenace of the Villa and 

to the south of the last room of the Ba th  of Mercury. There is now a modern point of 

entry from the apse of the barrel-vaulted room. This bathing suite comprises five smdl 

chambers. Two of the rooms display features which are clearly sirni1a.r to those of the 

South Baths. The north-west room had an octagonal design and was covered with a 
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segmented vault; its plan suggests that it was a sweating room (3) . The room to the 

south of the octagonal chamber was rectangular and cross-vaulted (2). A semicircular 

niche containing a pool with seps  from the entrance was placed at one end of the roorn. 

A third larger rectangular cross-vaulted room had an opening lined with white mosaic 

from which hot spring water fiowed (5). 

Batbs of venu?' 

Another structure at the Hillside Complex which may have had a bathing function 

is the so-called Baths (or Temple) of Venus (fig. 7). This is now separated frorn the rest 

of the Hillside Complex by modem development but it was originally conceived as part 

of the entire assemblage. Its most obvious feature was another large rotunda. The 

interior was circular with four evenly spaced large niches. A main entrance door was 

Iocated on the east side, facing the sea. In order to offer a view such as could be found 

in the complexes built higher into the hillside, a walkway was placed in the upper levels 

of the rotunda, providing a view from the large windows opening from the top of the 

walls. An "umbrella" vault spanned a diameter of 26.3 metres. To the south of this large 

hall there were several rectangdar barrel-vaulted chambers. At the south-west corner of 

the hall there existed a pavilion, an intricately-designed unit of curvilinear chambers. A 

so ai un 1969, 80-83; A. Maiun, "Terme di Baia, scavi, restaun e lavon di 
sistemazione," BoIlefino dXrte 36 (1951): 359-364. 1. Sgobbo 1935, 302-304; G. de 
Angelis dlOssat, "II 'Tempio di Venere' a Baia," BuIIetino della Commissione 
Archeologica C u m d e  di Roma 12 ( 1  941): 123-13 1; F. Rakob, "Litus Beatae Veneris 
Aureum. Untersuchungen am Yenustempel' in Baiae," R6mMin 68 (1961): 114-149; 
Bomello and dlAmbrosio 1979, 76; Yegül 1992, 108-109; de Angelis dlOssat 1977,243- 
256. 
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second century A D .  date has been suggested for this establishment, based largely on the 

innovative design of the vault and the plan of the pavilion. The function of this complex 

is not clear. There is no evidence to show that it was used as a bath. To judge by the 

combination of a large circular hail with a series of associated roorns, it is likely that it 

served a similar purpose to the large bathing hall of the Baths of ~ e r c u r y . ' ~  

Baths of ~ i m d *  

The third of the domed rotundas at Baiae is located north of the main area of the 

Hillside Complex. Although much of the main domed hall and mon of the adjoining 

rooms are now buried, it is likely that this series of rooms also served a bathing function. 

The rotunda is sirnilar to that of the Baths of Apollo with a circular plan on the interior 

and an octagonal exterior. The diameter of the interior is 29.50 m and is characterized 

by a series of altemating rectangular and semi-circular niches. Eight windows are placed 

above the niches; five of these are preserved on the remaining portion of the hail. The 

construction is a combination of tufa blocks as facing for concrete and opus vinatirm. 

The dome is made of concrete faced with brick and it is not hemisphe~cal but instead is 

slightly "egg-shaped." Although approximately half the building is no longer preserved, 

neariy half of the dome itself is intact to the top. Although it has been postulated by de 

Angelis dOssat that this particdar building was part of a Severan complex, it would seem 

- -  - -  

'% has also been considered a nymphaeum. See Sgobbo 1977, 292. 

3%dauiri 1969, 83; de Angelis d'Ossat 1977, 256-26 1 ; Amalfitano 1990, 23 1-232; 
Yegül 1992, 109. 
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more likely that it functioned in the same manner as the other large rotundas. 

Furthemore, Mauiri's observation that this hall was built close to the hillside in order to 

take advantage easily of the natwal hot springs seems quite likely. 

B&S of APOIIC?' 

The last of the large rotundas in the Baian region which seems to have been a bath 

is found on the shore of Lake Avemus. The Baths (or Temple) of Apollo had a hall 

which was octagonal on the exterior and circular in the intenor. ï h e  building had two 

floors. The lower had four semicircular and four rectangular niches. The upper level had 

four large windows placed near the curve of the dome. There may have been a walkway 

around the upper level as well, just as in the Ba th  of Venus. The span of the dome 

measured 36 metres, second only to the Pantheon. There may have been a large circular 

pool fed by the many hot springs in the area or even by the waters of the lake. The hall 

has been assigned a mid-second century date based on its building technique and 

architectural f o m .  

There are also several other structures attached to the large rotunda. A hall with 

one apsidal end was placed at the back of the building. It had openings which face the 

hi11 and rnay have allowed natural heat from the fumaroles to enter. Another small 

circular room with a vault having a small opening was also placed next to the large hall. 

Three openings for the entry of naturd heat suggest strongly that this was a sweating 

"Maiuri 1969, 153-156; de Angelis dt0ssat 1941, 123; Rakob 1961, 133-149; 
Amalfitano 1990, 173; Yegül 1992, 109- 1 10. 
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room. A sketch of the building from before the 1538 volcanic eruption shows seven 

rooms attached to the large rotunda; unfomuiately, the eruption destroyed many of these 

roorn~.~' 

SMe di' ~ e r o n d ~  

The so-called Stufe di Nerone is Iocated on the Coast to the north of the Hillside 

Complex (no plan available). This elaborate bathing complex consisted of at l e s t  three 

separate levels of facilities. The first was at sea-level and had a gallery which opened 

into the hi11 where there were outlets of extremely hot spring water. There were also 

rooms built in opus reticuflah~ and opus iatencium which may have been pools for 

bathing. The second level must have been at Street level and was used for steam-bathing; 

it had outlets for the rising of vapours from the thermal-mineral spnngs of the lower level. 

The third level was about ten meters above Street level. A series of underground comdors 

leading for approximately fifty meters into the hillside eventually reached an area where 

the hot spring water gathered into a basin. This was the source for both the hot water and 

the natural vapours necessary for the operation of the b a h .  It h a  been suggested that 

the original core of the structure belonged to the Augustan period with later additions. 

"~omel lo  and dlAmbrosio l979,41-42; Amalfitano 1990, 180-1 8 1; Maiuri 1969,63- 
64; YegüI 1992, 94-96. 
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There are many other ruins associated with bathing in the region around ~a iae ."  

Given the numerous hot spnngs and volcanic activity in the area, it is not inconceivable 

that some of these exarnples had thermal-mineral bathing facilities. ui most cases, the 

archaeologicai evidence is minimal, making an accurate assessment of the nature or date 

of a site nearly impossible. Only three of the many structures had a clear indication that 

thermal-minerd springs formed a part of the activity. 

Two circular basins, around 150 m south-west of Lake Lucrinus, were noted at the 

end of the eighteenth century. They were supplied by water from a deep spring at a 

temperature of 60° C. The pools were thought to be fisheries and to be part of one of the 

many villas which rose up dunng the Auguaan period around the Lake. As the 

temperature of the water would be too hot for fish, it is more likely that they served as 

collecting basins for thermal-mineral water intended to be used for Spa bathing. This 

 r rom Borriello and D'Ambrosio 1979, Catalogued Items referring to Bathing: 

(38) bathing rooms - near the P. Epitaffio, minimal remains of wdls. 
(3 8-4 1) bathing establishments - between Lake Lucrinus and P. Epitaffio, 
six b a t h  known from later sources, none are datable to the Roman period 
(43-44) bathing rooms - between Lake Lucrinus and P. Epitaffio, arcades 
of opus reticuahrm and latencium. 
(54)  bathing rooms - 200 m north of P. Epitafio, four vaulted rooms, 
traces of two other rooms. 
(59) bathing rooms - near the so-called Temple of Diana, remains of a pool 
and rooms. 

(43) between P. Epitaffio and Tritoli Hill, with inscription: C Poppaei 
Aug(ustae) I ( i be~ ]  Hemeb's. 
(45) in area of the Stufe di Nerone, with inscription: a) P(ubli) Octa(vii) 
Lutaii QuintiIim(i) c. v.; b)  Q(uinti) Pumponi(I:, Materno c )  Saec/ans 
Aug(usti) I(ibertusA d) Saecul(arih e) Nooiae Aotr'st(iae). 
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possiblility does not excude an association with a villa as it is likely that private 

establishments made use of spnng waters for therapeutic purposes.'' 

Several rooms constnicted in opus retkdatum located near the Coast by the Stufe 

di Nerone may have belonged to another bath building. At least three rooms are 

identifiable, one having a series of niches dong one side. An early note relates that there 

were mins of a pool. The most important feature is a channel leading underground to a 

thermal-mineral spnng. It has been suggested that this structure may have been the 

Balneum Sylvani mentioned by Ammianus Marcellinus (28.4.19) when he describes the 

decadent bathing activities of wealthy at ~ a i a e . ' ~  

Two halls excavated into the tufa of the hi11 were found near the Castel10 di Baia. 

Each room had ten basins and stone-carved beds (probably added later). In one of the 

rooms, a conduit connected to a fountain placed at one end of the hall supplied water for 

each basin. In the other room, an opening led to an underground channel cut into the 

tufa. An account of the rooms frorn 1812 says that one room had hot vapour and the 

other was cool and moist. It is not known to what penod these structures belong; no 

archaeological remains are preserved today, although other buildings nearby are datable 

to the first century A.D." 

35~orie110 and D'Ambrosio 1979, 36, cat. no. 3; On private ownership of thermal- 
mineral springs, see Chapter 7. 

36~omel lo  and D'Ambrosio 1979, 36-38, cat. no. 4. 

37~orriello and D'Ambrosio 1979, 88-89, cat. no. 56. 
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Although Baiae ranked highly arnong spas of the ancient world, it is perhaps 

surpnsing that the architecture of Baiae, while making use of thermal-mineral resources, 

is not obviously related to that of other spas. In the thermal-minerd establishments of 

Baiae there are no large rectangular pools, benches, or neps. Apart frorn the rectangular 

pool in the Thermae of Sosandra, there is little evidence of large communal pools such 

as are f o n d  at spas elsewhere. The large rotundas are presumed to have contained such 

pools, but there is as yet no archaeological evidence to confirm this and bradyseismic 

activity has made the original floor levels inaccessible in recent tirnes. It would appear 

that despite the abundance of thermal-minera1 springs, there was little use of the water for 

actual bathing. Instead, there seems to be a much greater interest in hamessing the 

curative powers of the natural s t e m  created from the springs. The many elaborare 

underground tunnels and conduits designed to transport hot vapours into sweating rooms 

attest to this. The use of naturai s t e m  for sweating is a feature found at other spas. 

It seems that the Spa bathing at Baiae, despite its great renom, did not greatly 

influence the architectural development of spas at other places. What Baiae seems to 

have offered is a great deal of innovation resulting from having a good aupply of naturai 

resources. This included not only the many hot springs, but also building material (e.g. 

tufa and porzolana) with which to achieve new successes in design. Thus, the 

development of the hypocaust heating system, perhaps the baloeaepedes, the invention 

of which is attributed by literary tradition to Sergius Orata," could have easily come 

- -- - 

"e.g. Pliny MV9.168; Valerius Maximus 9.1.1; Macrobius Sa~.3.15.1-3. On Sergius 
Orata's role in the development of the hypocaust, see Garrett G. Fagan, "Sergius Orata: 
Inventor of the Hypocaust?" Pooeoix 50 (1996): 56-66. 



about where an abundance of natural steam and the creative thinking of an entrepreneurid 

oyster farmer existed t ~ g e t h e r . ~ ~  

It remains problematic trying to untangle the pnvate and public features of the 

Hillside Cornplex. This is a question of both ownership and use. Previous discussion 

about the complex has revolved largely around the architecturai design of the buildings. 

Various arguments have ranged from the baths functioning as one large thermal-mineral 

bathing establishment to an irnperial palace to a collection of pnvate villas and bathsPO 

Recent scholarship, however, has suggested that attempts at interpreting the use of space 

and buildings at Baiae as public or private are misleading or incon~lusive.~' Distinctions 

between pnvate and public use were not always obvious and could sometimes be 

intentionally bl~rred.~'  It is for these reasons that an architectural andysis of the Hillside 

Complex with regard to its public or pnvate nature must be taken with extreme caution. 

Yet despite this, some interpretation of the Hillside Complex is indeed possible. 

The Complex most likely did not function as a single establishment. The lack of unity 

"on the contribution of the baths of the Phlegraean Fields, see halo Sgobbo "Terme 
Flegree ed origine delle terme romane." in Ani  del I Congresso nazionaie di studi Romani 
1 1929 (Rome, 1929), 186-1 94; for the dwelopment and spread of the hypocaust, see 
Nielsen IWO, 20-22; DeLaine 1989, 1 1 1-125. 

'Wxture of villas and baths which were later converted into a single establishment: 
Giuliani 1977, 374-375; Imperia1 palace: A. de Franciscis, "Undemater discoveries 
Around the Bay of Naples," Archaeoiu. 20 (1 967): 2 12-2 15; Private establishment: 
Paolino M i n g e n i ,  "Le terme di Baia," in I Campi Fiegrei 1977, 279-280; Single large 
thermal bath: Sgobbo 1977. 

42See Andrew Wallace-Hadrill, Houses aod Socieîy in Pompeii and Hercuiaoeum 
(Princeton, 1 994), 1 5-3 7. 
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in the layout of the area, together with the wide range of types of facilities available 

would seem to preclude that possibility. Although there is not sufficient evidence to 

interpret the ownership of the establishments adequately, 1 would suggest that the majority 

of the bathing suites hinctioned for public use. Not only were there ample facilities for 

many visitors, but the written sources seem to allude to this possibility as well. It is well- 

known that the baths of Baiae were frequented by a wide range of classes of Roman 

society, including the imperial family, upper-class citizens, lower-class citizens, freedmen, 

and f~reigners.~) In addition, many villas belonging to wealthy individuals and families 

existed in the ares? It is likely, given the large numbers of visitors to the area, that the 

bathing establishments of the Hillside Complex were available for their use. When Cicero 

cornplained about the crowds at Baiae, he was not describing visitors spread out over the 

entire region? The image created was of an overcrowded, concentration of visitors, dl 

perhaps seeking thermal-mineral baths in one of several establishments which wouid 

already have existed in the first century B.C. on the hill. 

Although in general it is advisable to be careful in analyzing architectural form 

with respect to its function, the Hadrianic Building of the Hillside Compiex is a clear 

instance of architecture with a public function, probably imperial in nature. The 

combination of the large portico with the central apsidal hall provided a structure which 

was clearly meant for a public purpose. The apse itself was intended as a place for 

?Sec Chapter 6 and 7. 

44See DtArms 1970; J. DtArms, "Proprietari e ville nei Golfo di Napoli," in I C M  
F/egei (Rome, 1977), 347-363. 
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display. The size of the hall, with its large pool and the niches in the wdls, presumably 

for aaniary, provided a sense of grandeur expected in an imperid setting. Furthemore, 

the centrality of the pool was made even more apparent by Room 5 (fig. 10) which 

onginaily was separated from the hall by a colonnade. This afTorded an unobstnicted 

view of whatever activities might be occumng in the pool. 

In general, however, many questions about the nature of thermal-mineral bathing 

at Baiae remain unanswered. Much remains to be learned about the architectural design 

and function of the existing archaeologicai sites. Little help is available from written 

sources, despite the great frequency of mention in the texts. This is partly because there 

is little actual description in the texts with which to correlate the archaeologicai 

evidence? Despite these difficulties, the archaeological picture together with the literary 

record confirm that Baiae's importance as a healing spa and a resort was unequalled. 

4qegül's recent work with the text of Peter of Eboli, De Balneis Puteolànis, is an 
important attempt to overcome this problem. However. it remains somewhat difficult to 
accept that this early 13th century manuscnpt can be utilized as an accurate account of 
the Roman bath at Baiae. See in panicular, Yegül 1996, 148-1 55. 



Chapter 5 

Applications o f  Thermal-Minera1 Water 

A good deal of information about the methods of use of thermal-mineral waters 

in spas can be fowid in the medical writers, some of whom give a clear description of 

how to engage in thermal-mineral treatment.' Soranus 1s one of the ben sources 

regarding these procedures. His methods for treating gynaecological disorders frequently 

employ thermal-minera1 bathing as part of the healing therapy. For most problems, he 

does not specify a particular spa, although he does so in some cases. Caelius Aurelianus, 

the transmitter of Soranus, also records the use of spring water. Galen does not elaborate 

at length on the benefits of spring water and bathing, but his medical advice inciudes the 

use of thermal-minerd waters. Other details about the methods employed at spas can 

also be elicited from both specidist and non-technical texts. In many cases, the 

archaeological evidence corroborates the literary testimony, furîhering our understanding 

of the way in which visitors to a Spa received their treatments. 

Because spas required the presence of thermal-mineral springs, it c m  be assumed 

that the majority of the cures effected at the health centres involved the use of w m  or 

hot waters.' The primary method of therapy seems to have involved various forms of 

'For a useful compilation of the many varieties of bathing attested rnainly in the 
literary sources, see Francesca Di Capua, L'r'droterapiia ai tempi deff'impero romano 
(Rome, 1940), 15-35. It is likely that similar techniques of water therapy were employed 
in both thermal-minera1 bathing and ordinary bathing. 1 have included those which seem 
especially appropriate in a Spa or which focus on the use of spnng water. 

' ~ e e  Chapter 2. 
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bathing which ailowed physical contact to be made between the affliction of the patient 

and the thermal-minera1 spring water. It is difficult, however, to determine the methods 

of bathing used. Only a few of the literary sources include any details about using the 

water, and the vocabulary they use to describe bathing routines at spas is often irnprecise. 

Neverdieless, a good sense of the methods used can be gained by considenng both the 

diseases treated and the terminology used to indicate a particular method. In a few cases, 

the nature of the problem itself implies a particular method of using the waters even if 

the text does not provide adequate information about the manner of their use. In some 

cases a variety of methods was generaily believed to be effective. Many more instances 

of thermal-mineral bathing occur in the sources than those presented here; 1 have chosen 

those which give the clearest indication of how spring water was to be applied. 

Temiitology of Spa Bathhg AcbYity 

In many of the recomrnendations for the use of spnng water, no clear direction is 

given as to how the water should be applied. Generd expressions such as  the verb q u i s  

ut; or ad aquas venir2 are often the only indication of bathing activity. In the text of 

Caelius Aurelianus, nearly half the recommendations for the use of thermal-mineral water 

are expressed by two related phrases: 1) usus aquanun nahualium or 2) utendum aquis 

natwa~ibus.~ The noun usus and the verb uti do not, in themselves, indicate a particular 

'Caelius Aurelianus Chon.: 1.1.42, 1.1.44, chronic headache; 1 -4.1 1 1 - 1 12, epilepsy ; 
1 S. 169, mania; 2.1.48, paralysis; 2.3.70, earache; 3.1.10, asthma; 3.2.45, gas and 
cramps; 3.4.54, liver and spleen disorders; 3 -6.89, cachexia; 4.7.104, colon disorders; 
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way of applying the waters. Although it is tempting to interpret this method as an 

ordinary act of bathing (Le. immersing oneself in a pool of water), it is more likely that 

a combination of methods is implied. This is made clearer by the advice to use certain 

water by both washing with it and drinking it.' 

Three other examples of the word usus do little to clarie the exact meaning of the 

word. Cicero uses the phrase aquis calids uterenturto describe the treatment appropnate 

for il1 persons at ~ a i a e . ~  Suetonius relates that Vespasian was injured by crebemino 

fngidae aquae usu at Cutiliae, but leaves it unclear what method injured the emperor.' 

Varro claims that the use of hot springs was beneficial for treating various diseases; his 

use of the word usus, however, does not imply any technicai method of use.' 

In sorne cases in which the verb uriis used to describe bathing, it is followed by 

a more precise definition of what is required. Celsus prescnbes the use of ba th  with 

natural waters as much as possible for paralysis (utendum est iispoiissimum), and clearly 

States that they should be used by s~ i rnming .~  Suetonius describes how Augustus used 

the baths of Albulan water brought to him sitting in a wooden tub and splashing.10 

5.10.126, intemal abscesses. 

'Caelius Aurelianus C h .  3 - 2 . 6 .  

6Cicero C M  frag. 19. 

7 Suetonius Vesp. 24. 

* V m  Ling. 9.69. 

'Celsus 3 -27.1 E. 

10 Suetonius Aug. 82.2. 
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A few terms are moderately more helpful. Words reiated to lavare are often used 

to indicate bathing, especially in a non-medicai context. However, in the context of spas, 

the word appears infrequently. Florus twice uses the terni to describe activity in spas, but 

does not specie the procedures used." Rutilius Namatianus refers to the indecisive 

bather (Lvanfem) at Aquae Tauri.12 It should probably be assumed tiat in each case of 

this word, a general immersion and washing procedure, such as would be expected for 

ordinary bathing, is implied. This is supported by Columella's use of the term Iavare as 

a synomym for mersare in reference to dipping cattle in a stream in order to cure certain 

ailments. l3 

Another verb found severai times in the context of using thermal-minerai waters 

is fovere, normally meaning "to warm." in rnedicai terminology, the word can be more 

specific and means to wash or foment with water or a concoction." In the context of 

spas, fovere means to warm by using thermal-mineral water. Spnng water, when applied, 

had the ability to warm up parts of the body. With this word, Vitruvius describes the 

heating effects of alum spnng water as it passes into the pores of the body." Seneca 

indicates that it was possible to heat the interior of the body by dnnking thermal-minerai 

- 

"~lorus  An&. Lat. 108, 110. 

1 '> -Rutilius Namatianus 1.253. 

'3Coiumella 2.21.3. 

I4eg. Celsus 1.3.5; 1.5; Pliny HN 32.34.106. 

15~itruvius 8.3.4. 
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water.16 Marcid, describing the scandalous behaviour of Laevina, uses the phrase Baianis 

saepe fovetzr aquis. The verb is ciearly intended to draw upon both the general meaning, 

"to warm," and the technical sense of taking the waters at a spa.17 Caelius Aurelianus 

uses the phrases foveodum caput and fervntiore aqua foveodiaegrotaotes. to specie 

the method of application of spnng water.'' 

Immezsioo Batbiog 

As is evident from the preceding discussion, it is dificult to determine exactiy 

what method of bathing is prescnbed by a particuiar text. When the use of thermal- 

mineral waters is recommended without specific advice for a method of application, the 

procedure most frequently implied must have been bathing, whereby a bather sirnply sat 

in a pool filled with spnng water. Immersion bathing must have been so common that 

it was scarcely necessary to specifi its use. It is therefore difficuit to find clear reference 

to it in the texts. The archaeological evidence provides some insight as the great number 

of pools with depths of approximately 1.5 m attest to its frequency.Ig In general, words 

such as lavare, fovere, and ndi unless otherwise specified shouid be considered to refer 

to immersion bathing. 

17 Martial 1.62. fovere can also mean "to cherish or caress," alluding to the improper 
behaviour conducted by Laevina On Martial's attitude's towards women, see J. Sullivan, 
Md&: the unexpected cI'sic (New York, 1991), 197-207. 

18 Caelius Aurelianus Chron, 2.7.109; 3 3.73. 

"See Chapter 3. 
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S&m?~ng, Simhg, and Sbowenbg 

Some alternatives to simple immersion bathing were possible. One method 

employed was sitting in the watere2' At Aquae Sinuessanae, this was believed to cure 

hystena in women. As hysteria was believed to originate in the womb, it is reasonable 

to suppose that immersing the problematic area as directly as possible would be 

beneficial. Cures could be effected at Aquae Cutiliae by the same method. Celsus, in 

contrast to popular opinion, prescribes standing in cold spnngs (Cutiliae and Sumbruvium) 

to treat the paralysis of a stomach that will not accept food." It is not clear, however, 

whether Celsus is advocating standing still in a pool of spring water at a certain depth or 

standing under a strearn of water in much the same way as Caelius Aurelianus described 

treatment of an earache by showering. A similar vagueness is apparent in Horace's 

recommendation to seek a cure by putting one's head and stomach under the CIusine 

spring." As both Aquae Cutiliae and the Clusine Spring had deveioped Spa bathing 

facilities, either option would have been possible. 

Showenng or pouring water on a specific affiicted part is prescribed for several 

different ailments in the texts of Caelius Aurelianus. These include chronic headache, 

paralysis, earache, diseases of the esophagus, and colon dis or der^.^^ Water that is applied 

in this way need not be thermal-mineral water. However, because the suggestion for 

"Caelius Aurelianus C h .  5.4.77; Martial 1 1 -7; Strabo 5.3.1. 

"Celsus 4.12.7. 

"Horace Ep. 1.159. 

"Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 1.42, 46, 99; 2.48; 2.70; 3.10, 45; 4.1.1 03. 
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showering is usudly made just prior to or immediately following a clear recommendation 

for the use of spring waters, it is more than likely that the properties of thermal-minera1 

waters were considered specially effective for these purposes. 

Swrinming 

Physical activity in thermal-mineral waters was not a procedure which seerns to 

have been widely recognized as effective. Cicero refers to swimming (natatus) at Baiae, 

but does not give any suggestion that this is part of medicai treatment? Celsus advises 

swimming in sea or spnng water as a way of relieving pardysis." He also indicates that 

stomach disorders can be helped by swimming in cold water rather than using a bath 

which might be hot. He does not specifically identi& spring water as  the only effective 

water for treatment in this case, but as he imrnediately afterwards recommends the waters 

from Cutiliae and Sumbruvium as being useful, it may be assumed that cold spnng waters 

were acceptable for this cure.26 Tibullus also mentions swimming in Etniscan çprings as 

a means of recovering health apparently because of the benefits of the spring water itself 

rather than the activity in the water." There is an overdl reluctance to recommend a use 

of waters which might involve exertion; the preferred methods of therapy seem to have 

involved gently submitting the entire body to the substances found in the waters. 

24 Cicero F m .  9 - 2 5  

2SCelsus 3.27.1. 

26Celsus 4.12.7. 

2 7 ~ i b u ~ ~ u s  3.5. 
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One exception to this is found in Caelius Aureiianus who frequently recommends 

swimming in spnng waters for those patients who are in the recovery stages of 

~ea tment .~ '  The word natario seerns to indicate full immersion in spring waters with a 

vigorous type of In one case, Caelius Aurelianus expands on the advice of 

Celsus and, as a treatment for pardysis, recommends swimming. The patient is not only 

supported by the water itself but is also assisted by attaching inflated bladders to the 

affiicted ~irnbs.~' Swimming could dso  be done in the sea and it can be inferred that the 

benefit was believed to come as much from the exercise itself as from the type of water 

used. 

Dnnking spring water was a major activity at spas. The water functioned as either 

a purge or an emollient for many intemal ailments. Thermal-mineral water of al1 kinds 

could be consumed and this method was advocated by many writers who refer to waters 

from panicular locations as having healthful advantages. These include the waters from 

Aquae Sinuessanae, Aquae Taun, Aquae Cutiliae, and Aquae ~lbulae." In the case of 

Cutiliae, drinking and bathing together formed the entire cure. This may have been the 

"Caelius Aurelianus Chron. 3.7.93; 3.8.1 17; 4.1.1; 4.3.76; 5.11.134-135; 5.4.77. 

' m a t  the Romans engaged in swimming is known from references to swimming in 
the Tiber River in Rome as well as Pliny's description of getting more exercise in the 
outside pool because it was bigger. See Juvenal 8.265; Pliny 5.6. 

"Martial 1 1.82; Rutilius Namatianus 1.249-254; Strabo 5.3.1; 5.3.1 1; Pliny HN 
3 1-32; 3 1.6; Suetonius Vesp. 24; Dio Cassius 53.30.4. 
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case with other springs as well. There seems to have been some confusion about the 

exact method of treatment with the Albulan waters as prescribed for Augustus. Both 

sitting in and drinking the water are recorded; it seems likely that both rnethods were 

considered valid. Vitruvius identifies specific types of springs which, when consumed, 

were thought to be especially effective at curing intemal disorders. These included 

bitumen, alkaline, and acid ~ p r i n g s . ~ ~  Seneca recommends drinking thermal-mineral water 

to relieve intemal pain and to alleviate problems of the lungs and b o w e ~ s . ~ ~  Pliny 

advocates drinking spring water as an effective remedy and identifies Cutiliae and several 

other places known for acidic waters." He also wams against excessive dnnking of 

sulphur water3' 

In contrast to these frequent recommendations for drinking spring water, Caelius 

Aurelianus rarely advises it. Only two disorders clearly indicate that dnnking thermal- 

mineral waters is useful. In addition to taking a shower with spring water, drinking the 

water from Cutiliae and Nepesinae is a cure for diseases of the esophagus and ~rarnps. '~ 

Water containing salt or nitrum when consumed is good for treating bladder Stones or 

~cabies .~ '  

3'Vstnivius 8.3.4; 8.3.17-18. 

"Seneca QNat. 3.1.2. 

34Pliny X N 3 1 . 5 ;  31.6; 31.8; 31.32. 

"Pliny XN29.5.10; 31.31. 

36Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 3 . U S .  

37CaeIius Aurelianus Chon. 5.4.77. 
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Unlike the various routines of bathing which can be perceived to bring about 

relaxation and a physical change, the drinking of spring water would not have produced 

any immediately visible effect. Often, the spring water would have had a bad taste 

because of its hi& mineral content. Drinking was probably conceived in much the same 

way as bathing in spring water was understood. In order to affect the particular afliicted 

part, contact needed to be made between the problem and the curative element. By 

ingesting water, a direct physicai comection was made between the water and the internai 

disorder. Drinking spring waters seems to have been thought to cure disorders inside the 

body rather than problems which afnicted aspects of the mechanical functioning of the 

body. 

Rinsing 

Spring water also served to cure disorders of the eyes, usually by nnsing the eye. 

Infusing weak eyes with drops of water from the spring at Cicero's villa at Cumae is 

reported to have proven curative." Seneca recommends using certain spring waters for 

healing e y e ~ . ) ~  It seems likely that he is advising rinsing afflicted eyes with water. 

Caelius Aurelianus indicates that a toothache can be treated by rinsing the mouth 

with spring water." Pliny identifies the spnngs at Araxus as able to strengthen teeth; the 

- - - - - - 

''Pliny H2V 3 1.3; 3 1.8. 

3gSeneca QNat. 3.1.2. 

4 0  Caelius Aurelianus Cbro~~. 2.4.78. 
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method was probably rinsing the rnouth with spring water? Although none of these 

examples are specifically reiated to thermal-mineral waters from spas, it is likely that 

similar remedies were sought at the healing establishments. 

In addition to the use of the water itself at spas, the benefits of sweating brought 

on by the s t e m  produced by hot spnngs were also well-known. Celsus recommends 

vapour treatment from naturai neam at Baiae." The benefits denved from the hot springs 

were also noted by Vimivius and ~liny." Accordmg to Caelius Aurelianus, sweating 

caused by s t e m  produced from nahirai springs is useful for treating the liver and spleen, 

jaundice, and d r o p ~ y ' ' ~  Claudian clearly indicates an order of therapy as he notes that the 

sick, after having been weakened by sweating, visited a pool." Although late, this 

passage is one of the rare iiterary glimpses of the actual processes which rnay have 

occurred in spas. 

4'Pliny HN 18.29.1 14. 

4'Celsus 2.17.1 ; 3 -2 1.6. 

43Vitruvius 2.6.2; Pliny HN 3 1 .M. 

44Caelius Aurelianus C h .  3.4.54; 3 5 7 3 ;  3.8.1 12. 

45Claudian Cann. Mih. 26.65. 
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Sometimes it is possible to construe a more precise method of use than simply 

bathing by the nature of the ailment being treated. Caelius Aurelianus does not actually 

prescnbe drinking the waters from Teanum or Aenaria, yet this must have been the 

treatment required to treat relieving internai abscesses." Sirnilarly, faster relief for an 

earache probably would have been procured by pouring water around the ear rather than 

dnnking or bathing in spring water." That wounds are believed in particular to be aided 

by the Albulan waters and the leucogaei footes, a spring located between Puteoli and 

Neapolis, suggeas an extemal application, perhaps in the form of a soak or wash, much 

in the way that Augustus used the waterse4' Vitruvius says that alurn springs are useful 

because they wann the body through the pores and are able to cure paraiy~is.'~ He aiso 

recornmends sulphur spnngs in order to rid the body of poisonous humours.50 Although 

he does not specie the method, it should be assumed that he intends an invalid to bathe 

in the waters. This can be inferred because he refers to the heating effect of the water 

on the muscles as well as the ability of the water to enter through the skin or pores. 

j6cae1ius Aurelianus C h .  5.10.126. 

47~aelius Aurelianus C6roo. 2.3 JO. This is further demonstrated by the advice given 
to place the head under a shower of water and to treat the ears with dropax. However, 
as the aim of the treatment is to rid the body of overall disorders, it is possible that the 
effects of bathing in spring water were also considered effective even in a localized 
infinnity such as an earache. 
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Amhae~Io~Çal Cor~oborafioo of Metbods of Water Use 

As spas were variations on regular bathing establishments, it is not surprising that 

bathing activity played such a significant role in spa treatment. The presence of large 

pools helps to clarify some of the unclear teminology of bathing methods. As the pools 

were such a centrai feature in a spa establishment, it is likely that therapies focused on 

the possibilities of nearly complete immersion. The large pools were especially suited to 

immersion therapy as they were generaily 1.2 to 1.5 meters in depth. The importance 

of this method of therapy resulted in the need for facilities which were large enough to 

serve the clients. Spas such as Aquae Tauri, Aquae Caeretanae, and the baths at San 

Calogero are architecturally focused on the large rectangular pools. 

There is archaeologicai support for the methods of both standing and sitting in the 

waters. Benches and steps located at the sides of many of the large rectangular pools 

were ided for allowing the process of soaking in the water without requiring a user to 

become completely wet. The bench in the smaller rectangular pool at Aquae Tauri 

enabled the bather to spend a long but non-strenuous period of time in the waters. At 

spas like Aquae Statiellae and Aquae Apollinares, steps which allowed access into the 

pools may have functioned in a similar manner. There are also smaller pools that would 

have been adequate for a single person. These are designed to dlow an individud to sit 

in fairly deep water in much the same way as in the earlier hip-baths. Pools of this kind 

are found at Aquae Vescinae. 

Swimming, although not a preferred method of treatrnent according to the literary 

sources, may have had a somewhat larger role in thermal-mineral usage than the written 



evidence suggests. The large pools, aimed primarily at providmg adequate means for 

immersion, would have also sufficed to allow a fair amount of physical exercise in the 

form of swimming. Exercise formed part of the Roman idea of regimen and health" and 

as such, would have played some role in Spa treatrnents. The pools are not deep enough 

or long enough to suggen that the swimming was anything more than gentle controlled 

activity . 

Another method of using the waters finds confirmation in the archaeologicai record 

in Italy . At Aquae Caeretanae and the baths at San Caiogero, water was discharged from 

pipes that were accessible to an individual who might have tried to direct its flow on an 

afflicted part of the body. This suits Caelius Aurelianus' description of playing a Stream 

of water on an injured area. 

Archaeological evidence for drinking at baths is provided by some of the finds 

associated with spas. Among these are the many silver vessels that were recovered as 

votive offenngs from the spring at ~icarello." The g l a s  flasks with scenes of Baiae (fig. 

5 5 )  and Poauoli may have been used for dnnking spring water or even for taking away 

a small a~nount.'~ These objects, like the many small cups from ~ a t h ~ '  and the numerous 

5 1 See Ralph Jackson, Doctors and Diserises in the Roman Empire (London, l988), 32- 
34. 

s2~ntonia  Maria Colini, "La stipe delle acque salutari di Vicarello," Rendiconti della 
Pontificia A ccademia Romana di Arcbeologia 60 ( t 968): 3 5-60. 

')on these flasks, see Chapter 3, footnote 7. That these vessels served as souvenirs 
is suggested by locations in which they were found. Their find-spots include a grave at 
Piombino (ancient Populonia), the catacombs outside of Rome, a tomb in Ampurias, 
Spain, a mine (possibly a burial) at Odemira, Portugal, in the via dei Vigili at Ostia, 
Tunisia, and a site in Bootham, York. 
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dnnking vessels from Aquae ~elveticae,~'  could have been used for consurning thermal- 

mineral waters at a spa They 

wouId have 

water? 

The 

beeen particularly 

practice of using 

may have d s o  have been souvenirs of visits and as such, 

appropriate for a treatment which centred on dnnking the 

vapours from natural hot springs as part of the heding 

process 1s confirmed by the presence of chambers which functioned as sweating rooms. 

In Baiae, rooms have been found cut directly into the hills above the bathing 

establishment which would have met the requirements for dry heat sweating. At Aquae 

Taun, the srnail circular chamber with a central pool allowed sweat to be elicited from 

the hot temperature of both the water and the air. A similar arrangement is found at San 

Caiogero. 

Overall, the architectural and physical evidence for the use of spas supports the 

literary information. The architecture of Italian spas was designed for the adaptability and 

variation that were essential in determining the appropriate course of action for a visitor 

at a thermal-mineral centre. Unlike ordinary bathing routines, Spa bathing was based on 

multiple possibilities of using the waters. This leads to different treatments for similar 

or the same disorders as well as to identicd treatrnents for varying problems; the 

"M. Henig et al. "The small objects," in Cunliffe 1985, 5-36. 

"AE 1893, no. 59; A E  1966, no. 61 0; A E  1980, no. 621. 

560rher artifacts which point to the practice of dnnking spring water include a silver 
vesse1 from Castro Urdiales in Spain (fig. 27), decorated with a scene depicting spring 
water being bottled, transponed, and consumed; and a silver handle from Northumberland 
which shows spring water being poured into a cup and consumed. See F. Baratte, "La 
coupe en argent de Castro Urdiales," in Chevallier 1990, 43-54; Ralph Jackson, "Waters 
and Spas in the Classical World," in Porter 1990, 12. 
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recommendations of Caelius Aurelianus especially demonstrate this. A consequence of  

this aspect of healing by using thermal-mineral waters is that at any single spa, a wide 

range of facilities needed to be available to fulfill the needs of a client or visitor. 



Chapter 6 

The Clientele at Spas 

Drawing upon literary evidence, inscriptions, and archaeological remains, this 

chapter clarifies the nature of the clientele who visited these institutions.' The main 

sources of information are the texts of the Latin and Greek authors and the relevant 

epigraphic material. Four separate groups of users can be identified: 1) the emperors; 2) 

the upper strata of Roman society, including the senatorial, equestrian, and decurid 

classes, and freedmen with exceptional wealth; 3) the familia C a e s e  4) the lower strata, 

including the free-born, freedmen, and slaves.' Because of the varying nature of 

information available for the different classes in Roman society, this chapter is divided 

into three sections. The first presents information largely drawn from the literary material 

and accordingly is concemed mostly with the upper classes. The second section focuses 

almost entirely on the epigraphic evidence and presents a discussion of the range of 

visitors present at spaç. 

1 For the users of spas, see Yegül 1996, 137-138; Jackson I W O ,  5-7; Houston 1992, 
367; Di Capua 1940, 54-57; McKay 1988, 155-157. 

 o or the social system of the Early Empire, see Géza Alfoldy, The Social Hist0r-y of 
Rome (London, 1985), 95-156; also, Peter Gamsey and Richard Sdler, The Roman 
EmprTe (London, 1987), 107-125. 



PART ONE 

Baiae as a U&2g ResoH fi Emperors 

The interest of the emperors in die area of Baiae was considerable, as D'Arms' still 

unequalled survey of their propemes and building activity a t t e ~ s . ~  The emperors, together 

with the weaithy of Roman society, keenly desired the attractions of the area and they 

sought respite in the pleasant and peaceful climate in their many Iuxunous estates. 

Although the area around Baiae remained a popular spot for the emperors, its function as 

a place to recover health seems to have been compromised by its very indulgent and 

Ieisurely atmosphere.'l Yet one of the compelling reasons for visiting the area must have 

been the possibility of obtaining improved health from the resources of the hot springs.' 

Although this is not clearly stated in the texts, the fact that the emperors tended to visit 

Baiae in times of of ill-health makes it quite likely. Of the following examples, only 

Tiberius and Hadrian had clear motivation for seeking the curative powers of the baths; 

Gaius, Nero, and Marcus Aurelius each seem to have used thermalminerai b a h ,  but the 

reasons for doing so may have had as much to do with leisure as with health. 

 o or a review of imperial activity on the Bay of Naples, see D'Arms 1970, 72-1 15. 

'On the degenerate behaviour at Baiae: Cicero, Cael. 15.35; Propertius 1.1 1 ; Seneca 
Ep 5 1; Martial 1.62. D'Arms suggests that Augustus' disapproval of L. Vicinius' visit to 
his daughter Julia at Baiae was due to his disdain of the loose conduct at the resort rather 
than the actual visit. See D'Arrns 1970, 77 no. 22 and 23. 

'On the multi-function of Baiae as a resort, see, Yegiil 1996, 160 who writes: "Baiae, 
with its miId dimate, verdant vegetation, and seaside attractions, combined the elements 
of a hydro-therapeutic center with those of a recreational one." Also, di Capua 1940, 
139-140. 
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Tiberius died at the former villa of L. Lucullus in A.D. 3? in Mi~enum.~  This is 

one of the villas built by C. Marius who was known to have visited the Baian region with 

hopes of restonng his health. Tiberius' death there is somewhat surprising. Tacitus 

reports that Tibenus, after moving around, settled at this villa. Suetonius, however, says 

that he tried to retum to Capreae, but storms and poor hedth prevented him from rnaking 

the voyage.' It seems probable that when his condition weakened, he chose this particular 

villa in the hope of finding better health from the nearby hot springs. 

Gaius is not reponed explicity to have used the thermal-minerai spas of Baiae, but 

he certainly frequented the area. His most famous exploit in the region was the 

construction of a bridge made of boats which stretched across the water from Baiae to 

~uteoli.' He also spent leisurely time in the many impenai estates of the ares.' Josephus 

gives an account of Gaius at Baiae. In his description, he emphasizes the impenal 

residences and the natural curative hot bath. Because of Josephus' choice of detail, the 

impression created is that the emperor was present at the reson in part to use the baths." 

Suetonius relates that Nero had a great interest in the hot springs of Baiae; in an 

attempt to hamess the reçources of the thermal-minera1 waters, he began construction of 

an enonnous covered and colonnaded piscina that was to extend from Misenum to Lake 

6~lutarch Marcellus 34.2; Phaedrus 2.5.18; Tacitus Am. 6.50.2. 

'~uetonius 7%. 73.1. 

'Suetonius Gaius 19.2; Dio Cassius 59.17.5. 

'Suetonius Gaius 37.2; Philo Leg. ad Gaium 29.185-1 86. 

10~osephus A/ 18.248-249. 
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 vern nus." Aithough the enterprise has probably been exaggerated, its existence is 

confirmed by the representation of a st?goum Neronis on g las  flasks which show details 

of the topography of the region." Nero must have been well acquainted with the benefits 

of thermal-mineral water since he was also eager to have Albulan sulphur water flowing 

in his ba th  in his palace in Rome." Presumably the large piscina (or slagnum) which 

the emperor planned was designed to make available the beneficid spring water. 

Hadrian, increasingly debilitated by a lingering disease, is reported to have left 

Rome and later died while in Baiae." Although he may have chosen Baiae as his 

destination because the impenal villa there guaranteed a cornfortable place to spend his 

final moments, it seems more likely that he continued to maintain some hope of recovery 

and believed that it might be acquired in the resort. 

From the letters of Fronto, we know that Marcus Aurelius spent at least some time 

at Baiae. The emperor does not appear to have particularly enjoyed it, refemng to his 

stay in hoc diuhlrno Lrlxilabyriod5 Fronto himself also visited Baiae and claimed that 

the natural heating arrangements at the Spa were superior to any artificial system of 

I I  Suetonius Nero 3 1.2. 

' 2 ~ ' ~ r m s  1970, 98-99; for the flasks, see Chapter 3 footnote 7. 

13Suetonius Nero 3 1.2. 

I4SHA Hakim 24.1-25.7; Aoton. Pius 5.1; Mm.. Antm. 6.2. 

"~ronto 1 -4. 
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bathing.16 In neither case is any suggestion given that the resori functioned in a curative 

role, yet Fronto certainly took advantage of the pleasure of the baths. 

7i5e Ernpero.~ at Spas Utber tbao Barae 

According to Suetonius, Augustus made regular use of water from the Albulan 

spnngs for his muscles.17 The relief obtained from the spnng water, together with 

Antonius Musa's success at treating the emperor with cold water, helped to ensure that 

thennal-mineral water therapy became a widely accepted form of cure." Confirmation 

of this is found in Horace who cornplains that because of the obvious benefits of the new 

type of treatment, the farniliar hot springs of Baiae were no longer as desired as 

previously. He larnents that new spas must now be found." 

One of the places which attracted Augustus' anention was the source of the river 

Clitumnus. The sacred Stream was especidly celebrated for its white sacrificial cattle." 

"Suetonius Aug. 82.2. 

I81t interesting to note that Dio Cassius recounts that when Marcellus, Augustus' 
nephew and apparent heir, was given the sarne treatrnent by Antonius Musa, he did not 
recover and shortly afterward died. Clearly, the success obtained for Augustus 
outweighed any incredulity that there might have been for this type of therapy . See Dio 
Cassius 53.30.4. 

Marcellus died in 23 B.C. while at Baiae, probably in the imperial villa of Octavia, 
his mother, sister to Augustus. See Propertius 3.18 and D'Arms 1970, 77. 

'Qorace Ep. 1.15. 

'vergil Georg 2.146; Propertius 2.19.25; Statius Sil. 1.4.128 
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Pliny the Younger reporis that Augustus presented the area to the people of Hispellum." 

According to his letter, the town then provided bathing facilities and lodgings free of 

charge to visitors. A number of dwellings were located dong the river's banks. 

Suetonius records that Caligula visited the spring in A.D. 39? Although Clitumnus was 

not specificaily known for its healing capacities, the presence of springs, baths, and 

lodgings together with a number of shnnes dedicated to a variety of divinities points to 

the possible use of the area as a ~ p a . ' ~  

In addition to Nero's building endeavours at Baiae, Suetonius reports that he tried 

to supply the Domus Aurea at Rome with water brought frorn the springs of ~ l b u l a ?  

It is not clear how the water reached Rome, but the transport of spring water by wagon 

is known frorn a silver cup from Castro Urdiales in Spain (see fig. 27)." Altematively, 

it may have been transported by a still-unidentified aqueduct. 

Vespasian was accustomed to spend his summers in the region of Cutiliae and 

Reate, the land of his birth? In A.D. 79, he became il1 in Campania. Rather than seek 

out Baiae or Aquae Sinuessanae, he retumed to Rome. He then travelled to his villa and 

"~l iny says that the site is known for the prophetic powers of the god of the river 
Clitumnus. (Ep. 8.8) This kind of dual function of oracle and healing powers is also seen 
in the waters of Aponus which were famous for the powers of the oracle present there. 
See Suetonius Tib. 14. 

'4Suetonius Nero 3 1.2. 

"Baratte 1990. 

'6Suetonius Vesp. 24. 
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sought relief by using the cold waters of Aquae Cutiliae, a similar treatment to that which 

had previously proved successful for Augustus. Suetonius and Dio Cassius imply that 

Vespasian used spnng waters routinely to alleviate the discornfort of gout." On this 

occasion, the spnngs did not afford a cure and too much cold water is said to have 

damaged Vespasian's intestines. He was suddenly taken by a fit of diarrhoea and died 

standing, held up by those around him. Titus died in the same place as ~espasian. '~  

Plutarch says that he too was victim to a misuse of bathing.'g 

Another Spa which benefitted from irnperial benefaction was Aquae Taun. This 

Spa must have been developed before A.D. 79 since Pliny the Elder mentions the 

Aquenses cognomine Taun'ni in his lin of sites in ~truria." It was approximately three 

kilometres no&-east of the port town of Centumcellae, where an elaborate harbour was 

constructed on Trajan's orders in A.D 106-107, at which time the Spa was probably 

eaended as well." This is supported by the discovery of a brick stamp at the baths 

marked with Port(us) ~rai(ani)." Further architectural modifications occurred during 

"Suetonius Vesp. 24; Dio Cassius 66.17. On Vespasian's death, see B.W. Jones, The 
Emperor Titus (London, I984), 1 14, 154- 155. 

Josephus reports that Vespasian visited a Spa near Judea, in the town Ammathus. 
(Josephus BJ 4.1 1) On thermal ba th  in the texts of Josephus, see Samuel Konek, 
Medicine and Hygiene in tbe Works o f  Fla vius Josephus (Lei den, 1 994)- 1 3 6- 1 3 7. 

"Dio Cassius 66.26; Suetonius Titus 1 1. 

'9~uetonius Titus 11; Dio Cassius 66.26; Plutarch De ruen. san. 3 .  

"Pliny Ep. 6.3 1 

''Brick stamp from the b a h :  crescent-shaped: Port@) Trai(ani). See Chapter 3, 
footnote 21. 
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Hadnan's reign - perhaps one of many building projects the emperor promoted in cities 

of ~taly . '~  An incident involving Commodus occurred at Centumcellae. The twelve year 

old future emperor is reponed to have ordered his baîhkeeper to be burned in the fwnace 

of the bath because the water was too cool.'" Although it is possible that this episode 

may have occurred at the imperial villa near Centumcellae, it may be the case that the 

b a h  referred to are those at the spa cornplex." 

In late antiquity, Aquae Aponi took on a greater importance for King ~ h e o d e n c . ~ ~  

Cassiodorus wrote a letter on the king's behalf to the architect Aloisius regarding 

renovations to the bath-buildings.37 Because Theoderic's coun was located in Ravenna 

rather than Rome, the spas of central Italy could no longer conveniently serve the king's 

needs. He may have been interested in establishing a resort based on thermal-mineral 

ba th  within a close range, in much the same fashion as emperors had earlier promoted 

Baiae, Aquae Albulae, Aquae Cutiliae, and Aquae Tauri. 

3 3 On Hadrian's interest in civic building, see Mary Boatwright, "Hadrian and Italian 
Cities," Chiron 19 ( I  989): 235-271. 

"on the imperid villa at Centumcellae, see Pliny Ep. 6.31. Whether the baths of 
Aquae Tauri are the same as the imperial villa is not clear. In support of this view, see 
Werner Heinz, "Die Terme Taurine von Civitavecchia - ein romisches Heilbad," Antike 
Wek 17, no.4 (1986): 25. Rejecting this, see Mario Torelli, "Civitavecchia 
(Centumcellae)," EAA (Rome, 1973), 233- 234. 

' m e  thermal-minerd waters were known variously as fons Aponi. Aquae Aponi or 
AquaePatavr'aae. eg.  Piiny HN2.103.227; Martial 6.42; Suetonius Ti&. 14.3; Avitus Aalb. 
Lat. 36. 

3 7 Cassiodorus V z  2.39. See Appendix 4. 
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n e  Upper Chses at Baiàe and tbe Smomdr'iog Area 

The earliest recorded owner of a luxury villa in the Baian region was C. Marius, 

who possessed an estate near ~isenurn." It seems entirely likely that he made use of the 

hot springs in the area In 88 B.C., towards the end of his career, when he was 

attempting to gain command of the campaign against Mithridates, his opponents urged 

hirn to go to Baiae to restore his failing health. Their intent was to diminish his 

reputation by emphasizing his infirmity as well as to get him out of the ~ a y . ' ~  We also 

know that on at least one occasion, he travelled in a weakened state from Naples to Baiae, 

where he was presumably hoping to recover from i~l-heal th .~~ 

Cicero owned two villas close to Baiae, one at Cumae and the other at Puteoli." 

He owned a third villa at Pompeii and travelled between this city and the other two by 

boat." He also had a villapusiiia at Sinuessa." Owning properties in these locations was 

already considered prestigious by the first century B.C? As early as 74 B.C., Cicero 

"Cicero Qfr. 12.10. 

"Cicero Fm. 12.20. Although this lodging may have been simply a convenient stop- 
over for the wealthy landowner as he travelled between his estates, it is quite likely he 
was able to use the hot springs of the new development at Sinuessa. On the prosperity 
of Sinuessa from the early second century B.C. and the development of the Thermae 
Sinuessanae, see Paul Arthur, Romaos in Noriben Campania (London, 299 1 ), 60-62. 
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claims to have joined the visiting crowds who were present for the waters." But he 

seems not to have used the baths very often. In a letter to Atticus from July 61 B.C., 

Cicero reports that Clodius had incorrectly accused him of using the hot waters at ~ a i a e . * ~  

When he wrote to Varro in 46 B.C., he suggested that pretending to visit as a bather 

would not seem very plausible to their political opponents4' On the whole, he preferred 

to avoid the throngs of visitors who came to Baiae in the early ~urnrner.~' 

Many of the visitors to Baiae dunng the last years of the Republic may have used 

the thermal-mineral baths. Hortensius, the wealthy and prominent orator who was consul 

in 69 B.C., owned a villa at Bauli, a town located about two kilometers north of 

M i ~ e n u r n . ~ ~  Cicero remarks on his visit when he was ilLsO It seems quite likely that 

Hortensius came to his villa to denve some healthful benefits from the nearby hot spnngs, 

as  well as benefitting from the rest and relaxation of a cornfortable villa. In 49 B.C., 

Antony is criticized by Cicero for sending away a group of people waiting for an 

appointment because he wished to bathe while at Cumae." Varro, who owned a villa at 

"'Cicero Piam. 65. 

46Cicero AR. 1.16. 

"~ icero  Fm. 9.2.5. 

48~icero  Aff. 21 -40.3. 

' ~ ' ~ m s  1970, 181. 

''Cicero Att. 5.2. 

"Cicero Art. 10.13. 
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Cumae, knew about the odours of sulphur and alum springs." That he personally may 

have used them can be inferred by his phrase in usum no~tris?~ A visit to the hot 

springs may aiso have given an additional purpose to Caesar's stop in 45 B.C. at Puteoli 

and ~aiae."  

Seneca passed some time in A.D. 63 in the Campanian countryside and at some 

point, he visited Baiae, apparently spending only a single day there." He expresses 

strong opinions about the moral iaxi~ of the resort. Although he believes that there 

might be some benefits to be gained from the nahiral setting of the resort, these do not 

outweigh the overail impr~prieties.'~ He even criticites the naturally heated s t e m  baths, 

saying that sweating should be the result of hard work? Yet, in a different letter he 

clairns that the villa once owned by P. Servilius Vatia m e t o r  in 25 B.C.) had an 

advantageous location: it was close enough to use the amenities of Baiae, but far enough 

to avoid the incon~iences .~~ 

The epigrarns of Martial offer valuable insight into the use of spas during the early 

Empire. To appeal to the group of wealthy Romans for whom he wrote, he expresses 

5 2 ~ a r r o  Ling. 5-25. 

"varro Ling. 99.9. 

54~icero  Att. 13.52. 

"~eneca Ep. 5 1.1. 

%eneca Ep. 5 1.4. 

"Seneca Ep. 5 1.6. 

"~eneca Ep. 55.7. 
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strong attitudes about many aspects of life in Roman Italy. His descriptions of activities 

and people, in spite of his opinions and biases, produce an unusually complete picture of 

the upper classes of s~ciety . '~  Not surprisingly for someone associated with the nchest 

of the upper class, one of his favourite themes is life at Baiae. He presents an image of 

the luxurious and, at tirnes, infamous activities for which the resort was renowned. The 

formerly chaste Laevina often came for the Baimis aquis and, as a result, succumbed to 

the temptations of the place? Canius Rufus, a poet, fnend of Martial and fellow 

Spaniard, is thought perhaps to have gone ad aestuantis  aia as.^' Castricus, another poet, 

swims in canaque sulpoureis oympha While little indication is given that visitors 

are seeking the area for purposes of health, using the thermal-mineral baths was certainly 

a primary reason for coming to Baiae. These people are hoping for relaxation and 

pleasure, a difficult pursuit without abundant financial r e s o ~ r c e s . ~ ~  Martial himself had 

experienced the baths of Baiae and offers high praise for the beauties of the coastal 

'?or a description of Martial's attitudes to various subjects, see J.P. Sullivan 1991, 
159-169. 

%artid 1.62; see P. Howell, A Conzmentary on Book One of tbe EH-s of 
Mahal (London, l98O), 253-257. 

"Manial 1.59; see Howell 1990, 245-249. 
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resoxt? Yet he was not enticed enough by the pleasures to wish to stay longer than a 

brief visit and, later, rejects Baiae completely as a desirable spot to live? 

The themai baths of Baiae continued to be used by upper-class Romans in late 

antiquity. Symmachus' visits to Baiae were frequent and are often mentioned in his 

lettersa In a letter from A.D. 396, Symmachus writes that although he is enjoying his 

visit at his villa in Bauli, he is not engaging in the normal activities of a sojoum there, 

which include fiequeotaiio b a l n e a r ~ m . ~ ~  Earlier, in 375, he had been concerned about the 

increase of noise at Baiae from crowds and had left for Naple~.~' 

In late antiquity, Baiae's fame reached far and wide. In the fourth century, 

Ausonius compares Baiae to the pleasure of the waters of the Moselle Eunapius 

proclairns that the bath of Gadara in Syria c m  only be cornpared with those at ~aiae.'' 

Sidonius Apollinaris holds Baiae up as the standard by which to compare ba th  at 

64Martial 1 1-80; see N.M. Kay, Martial Book XI (London, l985), 236-23 8. 

65~a r t i a l  4.57; 6.43. 

66 Symmachus Ep. 1.7; 1.8; 1.48; 2.17; 7-72-73. The main edition for Symmachus 1s 
Otto Seeck, Q. Aureiii Symmacbi, Berlin, 1961 (Moncuneo& Germmiae Historia t. 6 ) .  

67 Symmachus Ep. 8.23.3. On the properties of Symmachus at Baiae and surrounding 
towns, see DfArms 1970, 226-229. 

68 Symmachus Ep. 1.3.3. 

7%unapius Vit. Soph. 26. For the ba th  of Hammat Gader, see Y. Hirschfeld and G. 
Solar "Excavations at Harnmat Gader," IEJ 3 1 (1 98 1): 197-2 19. 

" Sidonius Apollinaris Carni. 1 8.12. 
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Still later, in the early sixth century, Cassiodorus records a letter from King 

Athaiaric to a high-ranking officiai who requested a leave of absence to go to Baiae to 

restore his healthR The letter outlines the vimes of the resort, especially emphasizing 

the good climate and works of nature. A person will become salubrior from using the 

baths, especiaily because they are heated n a t ~ r a l l ~ . ' ~  

TIie L/pper CZàsses at Spas Otber &&an Bmae 

Several other spas are attested in the written record. One which was certainiy 

important to the imperial family is Aquae Sinuessanae. According to Dio Cassius, 

Agrippina sent Narcissus, the imponant and favoured freedman of Claudius, to Campania 

to treat his gout by taking the waters." This action allowed her to carry out her plans of 

poisoning the emperor. Tacitus offers a slightly different version and reports that 

Narcissus, suffering anxiety, sought out the gentle climate and healthful waters at 

7'Cassiodorus Var. 9.6. 

' ) ~n  fact, this delight in Baiae continued well into the Middle Ages. De Balneis 
Puteolaois, written by Peter of Eboli, describes the many establishments available for 
various ailments in the Baian area The text makes it quite clear that vast numbers of 
people had an interest in visiting Baiae, even up to the time when the thermal-mineral 
springs were destroyed by seismic activity in the mid-sixteenth century. Furthemore, the 
illustrations preserved on the manuscripts show many people engaged collectively in 
thermal-minera1 bathing. As very little indication of social rank (pnmarily because 
everyone undressed) is evident in the drawings, it appears that the sense of class and 
social order played little of a role. For more on the manuscript tradition and the 
drawings, see Raymond Clark, "Peter of Eboli, 'De Balneis Puteolanis': Manuscripts from 
the Aragonese Scriptorium in Naples," Traditio 45 (1 989- 1 990): 3 80-3 89; and Y egül 
1996, 148-1 55. 

7 4 ~ i o  Cassius 6 1.34.4. 
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Sinuessa." Another incident at Aquae Sinuessanae involving the impenal family occurred 

in A.D. 69. After Nero's death, Tigellinus, who had been appointed praetonan prefect 

in 62, fled to his estates apudSiouessaoas aqus When confronted by a rnessenger sent 

by Otho, Tigellinus immechately comrnitted suicide.76 

In his epigrams, Martid identifies Aquae Sinuessanae as a location where visitors, 

most of whom seem to have been wealthy upper-cIass Romans, displayed immoral or 

outrageous behaviour. He encourages an unfaithful wife, Paula, to visit the springs with 

the excuse of needing a cure for h~steria. '~ Because this ailment was also believed to be 

cured by sexual intercourse, Martial's suggestion reinforces a suspicion of the adulteress' 

lewd behaviour. The advice that she should go alone to the baths to escape her ever- 

present husband seems to imply that mixed bathing in thermal-minerai spas did not take 

place, despite the Elder Pliny's comment that men and women both frequented the bath  

at Sinues~a.~' On another occasion, an overly intoxicated Philostratus dies after falling 

down a flight of stairs. This happened on his retum from an evening party at the waters 

of ~inuessa.~' Martial implies that his excessive behaviour Ied to fatality, a condition 

which might have been avoided by a more judicious use of the waters. 

7S~acitus A m .  12.66 

761acitus Hist. 1.72; Plutarch Otbo 2.3. 

77~ar t ia l  1 1.7; see Kay 1985, 76-8 1, 222-223. 

  lin^ HN 3 1.4. For women and mixed bathing, see R Ward, "Women in Roman 
Battis," HTR 85 no. 2 (1992): 125-147; E.W. Merten, Bider undBadegepflogenbeiten h 
der Darstelluog der Histona Augusta (Bonn, 1983), 79-1 00. 

'%fartial 1 1.8 2; see Kay 1985, 240-24 1 . 
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Rutilius Namatianus describes the pleasures of the hot springs at Aquae Tauri in 

a poem about the prefect's journey from Rome to Gaui in A.D. 417." No suggestion is 

given that Rutilius is il1 in any way except perhaps from exhaustion from travelling. As 

a high-ranking official, he belonged to the world of the upper-class who found satisfaction 

in bathing with hot spring water. 

PART TWO 

me hscnpb'oos 

Because the literary texts are so heavily biased towards the upper strata of society, 

the inscriptional evidence is especiaily important for illustrating the activities of the lower 

classes at spas. Nearly d l  of the individuals identified at spas are known from dedicatory 

votive inscriptions; a few are related to the building of public works. Only a smail 

number of funerary inscriptions are included. This is not altogether surprising as it would 

have not been appropriate to adveRise the ill-fate of a visitor at a place where healing was 

specifically promoted." From the epigraphic evidence, then, it would appear that spas 

enjoyed remarkable success. Such an interpretation should, however, be treated with 

'%utilius Narnatianus 1.249-276. On the poet, see Barry Baldwin, An Ao&logy of 
Later Latln Literatwe (Amsterdam, l987), 267-268. 

" ~ h e  lack of funerary inscriptions is, however, surprising in that the majority of texts 
are furnished by tombstones. On this see Richard P. Sdler and Brent D. Shaw, 
"Tombstones and Roman family relations in the Priiicipate: civilians, soldiers and slaves," 
ms 74 (1984): 124-156. On the generai pattern of the increased use of inscriptions, see 
R. MacMullen, "The epigraphic habit in the Roman Empire," A P h  103 (1982): 233-246; 
Elizabeth A. Meyer, "Explaining the epigraphic habit in the Roman Empire: the evidence 
of the epitaphs," LRS 80 (1 990): 74-96. 
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caution. The absence of funerary inscriptions, while partially explainable in terms of 

circurnstances, may d s o  refiect a bias in the actuai sampling of inscriptions. In order to 

identiQ an inscription as being related to a sp4 it must either 1) name the relevant 

location or divinity or 2) have been found either in the spa or at l e s t  in veiy close 

proximity. Because funerary inscriptions are generally dedicated to chthonic gods (dis 

manibus) rather than to those of heaiing, and because the burial area would presumably 

not be adjacent to the spa, the likelihood of identifying an inscription which was in fact 

related to a Spa would not be very high." This means that if, Say, a visitor failed to 

recover from an illness and died a? a spa, there would be little possibility of knowing that 

he had been there from an inscription recording his death. 

Not al1 spas are represented by epigraphic evidence; even some of those which 

have been excavated have yielded no inscriptions which may clearly be Iinked to Spa 

activity. These include Aquae Cutiliae, Baiae, and Puteoli. Additionally, the inscriptions 

do not necessarily represent a full cross-section of the clientele at spas; only those 

individuals who had particular reason to make a dedication or who had suffkient financial 

resources are apparent. A further caution should be made as well regarding the 

identification of some individuals by their names on inscriptions. In several cases, where 

no onornastic indicators are evident (e.g. no filiation or indication of slave status) or other 

information is lacking, a tentative assessrnent of the social status of a person has been 

attempted. Because of the inconsistency of narning practices, these individuals (especially 

"On the location of burials, see the standard work, J.M.C. Toynbee, Deat& aodBunal 
in the Romm Wurfd (London, 1971), 74-1 00. 
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free-bom foreigners in Italy and slaves) cannot be attributed with certainty to particular 

a social class. 

Despite these difficutties, a great deal of information can of course be drawn from 

the epigraphic material. 1 do not propose to carry out a full epigraphic study on the 

inscnptions collected, as this would be well beyond the scope of the current research. 

Instead, an analysis of the kinds of people who are represented on the inscriptions will 

shed much light on the users of spas. This section, then, will focus on questions of social 

status and ongins, gender, and occupation. 

The Familia Caesan's 

It has already been dernonstrated that members of the familia CaesanS frequented 

spas as we know from the literary evidence conceming Narcissus at Aquae Sinuessanae 

in particular.83 As he was a significant character in the impenal household, it is not 

unusual to find him in the literary record of events of the first century A.D. There are, 

however, a number of other individuals that belonged to the familia Caesaris who are 

known to have visited spas. Most of these narnes belong to freedrnen, but there is also 

a representation of people who were still in the service of the emperor. Many of the 

individuais are among the highest ranking of the imperial administration and their status 

as freedmen rather than slave must have allowed them to take these positions. 

83See above footnote 74. 
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At Aquae Albulae, [CIeladus Aug(usti) /(iberfus) made a dedication to the 

divinities of the ~pring. '~ This may be the same freedman whom Suetonius says that 

Augustus treated with honours." It is possible that the inscription should be restored as 

[Cleladus Aug(ustae) (Iuliae) I(ibertu~).'~ If this is the case, this dates the inscription to 

after A.D. 14 whe Livia was adopted into the Julian family and given the title "Augusta." 

This did not occur until the death of Augustus and was stipulated in his ~ i i 1 . ' ~  

An inscription from a votive relief found at Aenaria provides another example of 

a manumission by the wife of the emperor. The text of the name reads: Argenne 

Poppaeae Augustae Augusti liberta.'' In this case, Argenne is the freedwoman of Poppea 

Sabina, the wife of Nero, and of the emperor himself. This would date the inscription to 

sometime after A.D. 63, the year in which Poppaea received the title "Augusta" follcwing 

her marrîage to the ernper~r. '~ Joint manumission which is indicated by both the emperor 

and an associated woman is known from other early imperid examples, inciuding one 

naming Tibenus and his mother Livia as Julia ~ u g u s t a . ~ ~  

8s~uetonius Aug 67: panonus dominusque non minus sevems quam faciijs et 
cfemens, muitos Iibertomm in bonore et usu maximo babuit, ut Licinum et Celadiun 
aliosque. (cf. CIL 6. 8909; 14.3524) 

'%f. CIL 14.3524 

"~acitus Ano. 1.8.2. See P.R.C. Weaver, Familia Caesars(Cambndge, 1972), 24 no. 
1, 28-29, 62-63. 

CIL 10.6787. 

9 0 ~ I L  6.4770. On joint ownership and manumission of slaves, see Weaver, 58-72. 
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From Aquae Sinuessanae cornes an inscription dedicated by three freed~nen.~' One 

of them, Amemptus / Caes(aRs) L, belongs to the group of imperial freedmen. The use 

of the form "Caesaris 1." indicates that the event of manumission occurred at an early date 

as the formula seems to have dropped almost entirely out of use by the Flavians. The 

date of the inscription is A.D. 71. This would mean that Amemptus would mon likely 

have been freed under Nero or Claudi~s.~"at he chose to use the term "Caesan'S' is 

not in fact significant as either this or Augusti were applied interchangeably at that time. 

As for the status of the other two narnes (Orciviae Phoebes et mudini lib.) which appear 

on the inscription, it can only be assumed that they too enjoyed a certain amount of 

prestige. Both Phoebes and Rhodinus were manumitted by a woman with the gens 

Orcivius. 

Another inscription recovered from Aquae Albulae records the wife of a high- 

ranking freedman of the emperor: U ' i a  A tbeoais / Gl'ti A ug(usti) / lib(ezt9 ab episfu/lis 

uxorg3 The use of the gentilicium Ulpia rnakes it likely that she was a freedwoman of 

"CIL 10.4734 = ILS 3868. 

''~f Amemptus had been freed any ear .lier, he would likely have been in at least his 
sixties at the time of the dedication of the inscription. That he survived to such an old 
age is unlikely, as the average mortality rate fell well below 60. See Weaver 103, for the 
average age of an Imperid slave at the time of manumission who puts it at nomally over 
30 years of age. For a recent appraisd of the mortality rate, see 1. Morris, Deam-Rihial 
and Social Sa~cture and Cfossicd Aotiquity (Cambridge, 1 992), 72-8 1. 

Another well-known Amemptus 1. is known from a funerary altar now located in 
the Louvre. In this case, he was the freedman of Livia. See Toybee 1971, 266. 

14.3909 = ILS 3892. An aitemate reading of the description provides the 
following: U@ia Albenais / M(BTCLIS) Ulpi Aug(ustzi) / lib(erti) ab epistu/lis uxor ( from 
roscr. h l .  5 9 5 )  
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Trajan, although it is necessary to maintain the possibility that she was in fact free-b~rn.~' 

The husband, Gfyptus Aug. lib., is probably the same person recorded on another 

inscription as Gl'izis Aug. llb. pproc. which would indicate the high status he had 

~btained.~ '  Even without this additionai information, his position as indicated on the 

inscription from Aquae Albulae is one of high status? 

At Aquae Tauri, an altar (fig. 53) was found which was dedicated by a freedman 

of Hadnan, ' ~ h c ~ ~ i & 6 q ~ . ~ '  The inscription indicates the position of the freedman as &ni 

~ o i ~ ô v q ,  or a c~biculo..~' Alcibiades was a well-known freedman of Hadrian's and is 

attested in several other inscriptions. His full name was P. Aelius ~ I c i b i a d e s . ~ ~  His 

presence as a close associate of the emperor may confirm the continuing interest Hadrian 

had in the Spa following Trajan's renovations. 

Two other members of the f d i i a  Caesmis are known from an inscription 

dedi cated genio A quanun Vesci~mm: Aotonius et Eugeoes  se^ dispemtores. l w  The 

dedication made on behalf of Geta and Caracalla and their mother Julia Augusta (= Julia 

- 

"Sec Weaver, 129-133. 

9 S ~ 1 ~  6.37763b = ILS 9025. 

% DE S.V. epistui' no. 4; On the position see Weaver, 259-266. 

"SEG 2.529. Cited by Weaver, 82. 

For further information on holders of this position, see, J. Michiels, "Les 
Cu&icularii des empereurs romains d'Auguste à Dioclétian," M&e Belge 6 ( 1  902): 364- 
387. 

"cf. CIG 2947 = ILS 8857; SEC 1.44 1. Stein, "P. Aelius Alcibiades, 134," PIR' 1 . 1  
(Berlin, 1933), 20; Rhoden, "Aelius, 19," RE 1, ser. 1 (Stuttgart, l893), 490. 

' M ~ ~  1914, no. 217. 
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Domna) can be dated to between A.D. 209 to 21 1. The two dedicants were among the 

highest in the ranks of imperial administration. Dirpensatores, in charge of disbursing and 

handling large surns of money, had a great deal of resp~nsibilty.'~' Weaver demonstrates 

that the normal age of appointment to the position would have been during the thirties and 

manumission occurred correspondmgly Iater, probably no earlier than in the forties, at 

which time higher freedrnan posts could be acquired.lo2 That Antonius and Eugenes are 

still servisuggests that they were between thirty and forty years of age. Arthur suggests 

that this inscription also indicates that Aquae Vescinae had become part of the imperial 

panimonium by this time.lo3 It is possible, however, that the dispensatores did not make 

their dedication as a state function, but rather as a persond act of devotion. Their 

presence does, in any case, hint at an imperial interest in the Spa. 

There are two other inscriptions from spas which identiS, members of the familia 

Caesaris, but neither is securely datable. The first, recovered from Aquae Caeretanae, 

names FIorentious Aug(usti s e r n ~ ) . ' ~ ~  Florentinus is certainly a known name, but it 

reveals linle about the indi~idual.'~' As far as Florentinus' status. al1 that cm be 

established with certainty is that he was an imperid slave. Tumolesi suggests that the 

style of the Ietters on the inscription recdls that of w-riting found on wdls at Pompeii, 

- - 

'''DE SV. dispensator 1920-1923. 

'02weaver, 225-226. 

"'~rthur, 58. 

'04Cosentino and Tumolesi 1989, 105-1 12 = AE 1989, no. 305. 

'051. Kajanto, The Latin Cogoomina (Helsinki, l96S), 189, 223. 
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thus giving a date in the early imperiai period. This seems to me to be rather weak 

evidence for dating the inscription as the mediums are so clearly different. As there are, 

however, no other intrinsic points on which to assign a date, and because an early 

imperid date corresponds to the information Strabo records about the site, her suggestion, 

in the end, seems plausible. In addition, it is possible, j u a  as can be inferred from other 

inscriptions demonstrating the presence of the famifia Caesanj at spas, that the emperor 

may have had some interest in this Spa. 

The lm inscription that was made by a member of the imperial family as a 

freedman was dedi cated ApolIitli sancto by Eros A ug(usf$lib(ertus) pruc(umtor) and was 

found at the Bagni di Stigliano.'" In this case, the individual chose not to take the 

oomeo of the emperor. This is not altogether surprising; over one out of every three 

Imperia1 freedrnen omit their oomen on in~criptions.'~' Although this might not be 

unusual, it does present difficulties in trying to determine a date for the dedication. The 

position of procurator, however, offers more information at least about the individuai, for 

the emperor appointed men to these offices who belonged to either the equestrian or 

freedman classes. In the case of a freedman, obtaining the office could not be expected 

until at l e s t  ten to fifteen years d e r  manumission, and it was the highest rank arnong 

the Augusti liberti:'08 It is iikely, then, that Eros Aug. lib. was at least in his mid-forties 

when he acquired his position. 

'ObGasperini 35, no. 27. 

'07weaver, 3 7-40. 

'Ogweaver, 267-28 1. 
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Roman cidzens 

The next group of inscriptions represent Roman citizens who made use of various 

spas. Severai of them are known from other contexts and others are able to be identified 

more specifically with a limited arnount of certainty from the titles used in their names. 

What is clear from these inscriptions is that a wide range of individuals was present at 

spas and that they fa11 into several different categones. n i e  first people described are 

those from a small group of individuals about whom there is additional information 

known, either from titles and positions in the given inscription or from other sources. 

Then follows those individuals who have indicators that identie them as part of the 

military. Lastly, there are a number of names recorded for which there is virtudly no 

other information other than what can be gleaned from the inscription itself. 

The earliest inscriptional evidence for an important personnage with a connection 

to a spa is Q. Martius P. f Sergia Rex from an inscription recovered at Aquae ~ p o n i . ' ' ~  

As his identification has already been d iscu~sed , '~~  it will suffice to comment that 

aithough Q. Marcius seems to have been associated with the early period of development 

at Aquae Aponi, it is difficult to clarih his real interest in the Spa. 

Another figure named in an inscription from Aquae Aponi 1s C CIueotius C f 

Romul(ia) Proculus Ateste aedilis duum(vir) quaesfor aeran' bis pontifex. " ' Although the 

gens is not very well attested in Venetia, it is documented in two inscriptions from 

'09CIL 1.2172. 

"OSee Chapter 2, page 40. 

"'CIL 5.2785. 
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Verona and ~rescia .  "' The mon important of C. Cluentius titles are included on his 

dedication (Aedilis, Duumvir, Quaestoraem; pontifex [twice])and they show that he was 

an important locaI magistrate. 

A third inscription from Aquae Aponi names Q. Magunus Q. lr Fab(ia) Ferox 

lusor epidixibus et cetaes I II II' in grege Vetwrtwràna q u e  et l~ltlionin2~"~ The gens 

Magurius is known elsewhere in Venetia It is considered in origin to be Celtic, 

undoubtediy reflecting Q. Magurius' background. The exact nature of the titles present 

in the inscnption is unclear, but as a lusor epidixibus he seems to have exceiled at some 

manner of performance, perhaps in drama or oratory.ll4 Just as with Q. Marcius, Q. 

Magurius' exact reason for interest in the Spa is not certain. The remainder of the text, 

although sornewhat obscure, does, however, indicate that he may have contnbuted to some 

aspect of construction and development at the spa."' 

Part of an inscnption from Aquae Albulae reads: C IuIius Sp. f f:.limus / 

ProcuIus Sacerdos / Marri() D(eum) M(agaae) id(aeae)." Reg arding C . 1 ul i us' nam e, 

little cm be said. Proculus is the mon common cognomen denved from a praenomen."' 

I l 4  A lusor is a player or one who 
kni6~i{q, rneaning a display, exhibition, 

p 1 ay S. Epidixis CO m es 
or even a declamation. 

from the Greek term 

"'cf. ILS 5202 for suggestions on interpretation of the end of the text. 

"6CIL 14.3534. 

"'~ajanto, 40, 176. 
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His role as  priest of the Great Mother confirms he is a Roman citizen. The cult is 

attested throughout Italy, although not always evenly in location and tirne.'" 

An inscription found at Lambaesis dedicated to the waters at Aquae Sinuessanae 

names the entire family of an important offkiia T. Caunius Pns[cus] / leg(atus) A ug(rsti) 

pr(o)lpr(aetore) co(tl)s(uI). des(i&atus) c m  vera uxore et Firmno et P k c a  fiiiis.' l9 The 

reconstruction of the text is certain as a very similar inscription from Africa also narnes 

T. Caunius ~ r i s c u s . ~ ~ ~  The date of his consulship is A.D. 186. It is unlikely that as 

Iegatus AugustiT. Cawiius would have been able to travel to Aquae Sinuessanae and it 

is therefore more probable that he visited the spa at an earlier period and perhaps even 

came from the region. 

At Aquae Caeretanae, L. PootiIius L. t Duurus made a dedication to the divinity 

of the spring."' He is identified as a signifer or standard-bearer."' The occurrence of 

Pontilius as a gens is rather rare."' Another feature of his name is the spelling of Durus 

"'A second inscription from Aquae Albulae is dedicated to the Isis (loscr. hl. 592). 
For a detailed overview of the cult of the Great Mother, see Robert Turcan, The Cults of 
îbe Romm Empire (Oxford, 1 W2), 28-74. 

'"ILS 3 843. Groag, "T. Caunius Pnscus, 590,"  PI^ 2 (Berlin, 1 936), 133. 

'*'cosentino and Tumolesi 1989. 1 10-1 12. 

1 2 2 ~ a n n  Le Bohec, The Imperia/ Roman Amy (London, 1994), 49. 

' "~i lhelm Schulze, Zur Gescbicte IateinischerE~ennamen (Berlin, 1966). 21 2, 455. 
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with a double wwel (Duurus) in order to mark a long "u". This is a mark of an Osco- 

Urnbrian diale~t ."~ On the basis of this and on paieographic grounds, the inscription can 

be dated to the first haif of first century B.C. 

Another individual who specifically names Aquae Caeretanae is identified on an 

inscription found in AmeIia (Perugia) : P. Scn'bonius / Proculus (cenrurio) cuh(ortJ's) / VI 

~ig(lm).).'~~ The vigiles were formed by Augustus in A.D. 6 and initially were only 

open to freedmen.'26 In A.D. 24 Tibenus offered Roman citizenship to anyone who 

would join. A.D. Duff comments that there is a much higher proportion of iogenui to 

libeni from inscriptions of the Early Empire. Paleographicaily the inscription is datable 

to the first half of the first century. This would suggest that P. Scribonius should be 

considered as a free-bom Roman. 

An inscription found at in the town of Abano, near Aquae Aponi, names L. 

Pactum[e]ius Ferox miles legionis XIIII vetemus as the dedicant to the waters at 

~ ~ o n i . " '  The gens is uncornmon in the region and is only known from a single 

inscription from ~quileia."' L. Pactumeius indicated that he was a veteran of leg. X M .  

whîch was one of the iegions formed under Octavian. It is possible that the reason for the 

12'~E 1992, no. 599. 

lZ60n the vigiles, see P.K. Baillie Reynolds, The Vigiles of lmpenkl Rome (Oxford, 
1926); A.M. Duff, Freedmeo in the Early Rumm Empire (Oxford, l928), 140-1 42; Le 
Bohec, 22-23 ; Graham Webster, 7Be Roman Impenki A m y  (Totowa, New Jersey, 198 5 
3rd. ed), 154. 
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inclusion of the indicator of his veteran status is to show that he was fulfilling a promise 

made earlier while stiil a soldier. Another veteran from the same legion is known to 

have been at  teste.'*' These veterans together with othen from leg. XXI, following the 

battle of Octavian at Actium, were settled in  teste."' The movements of this legion in 

the Early Empire generally fluctuated between the provinces of Pannonia and Germany, 

although there was a penod when it was stationed in Bntain and for a brief time, it was 

called to Italy; but it would appear that L. Pactumeius was settled iong before these 

changes.13' 

Another soldier together with a friend is known from an inscription found in 

Bumum, Dalmatia which names Aquae Statiellae: L. Cassius L. f / Trom(entina) 

Marti/aIlis mmil(es) /eg(ioois) X l  C(laudiae) p(iae) f(ide1is) and P. ~ lp (us ) . '  ."' L. Cassi us 

was a soidier of leg. XXl, originally founded under Caesar in 58 B.C. The addition of the 

title Claudia Pia Fidelis indicates that the date of the inscription must be after A.D. 42, 

the year in which recognition was granted for the legion's loyalty dunng the revolt of 

Camillus Scnbonianus at the garrison of ~afrnatia. '~'  

"Osorne of the soldiers from leg. XI added the title Actiacus to their name in 
recognition of their battle. (cf. ILS 2336; CIL 5.890, 2389, 2839; ILS 2243) See 
Lawrence Keppie, The Makiog of tbe Roman Amy (London, l984), 130. 

"%ee H.M.D. Parker, The Roman Legioos (Cambridge, 1 928, reprint 1 97 1 ), 1 1 8- 168. 
Also Webster who outlines the movements of the amy throughout his book. 
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C Cassius / Sevems / missus ex pr(aetorio) / speculator is kno wn from Aquae 

~poni."" Although the gens Cassius is known widely in the region, this is the only 

appearance of it specifically at the baths. The position of speculator in the Roman army 

and its development is well-attested in inscriptions."' A speculafor ex praetorio was 

specifically attached to the Praetorian Guard in ~ 0 r n e . I ) ~  C. Cassius, having served his 

required sixteen years, had already retired (missus) at the time of his dedi~ation.'~' 

Probable Iggeoui 

In addition to the individuais for whom some further identity can be reconstnicted, 

there are a number of narnes only known from inscriptions. In these cases, the presence 

of al1 three elements of the name is used as an indicator of a male's free-born Roman 

 statu^.'^^ This may Iead to some false identifications as the status indicators of freedmen 

in particular and occasionaily of individuals of servile origin could sometimes be omitted, 

but on the whole, this has proven to be a reliable way of assessing the names. ï h e  other 

group of names which can only be considered as probably belonging to this category is 

of women. It is especially difficult to determine the status of women for two reasons: 1) 

"'Sec Le Bohec, 51 for a synopsis of this. 

136Marcel Duny, Les cohortesprdtonieooes (Paris, 1938) 108-1 10 

137 J.B. Campbell, The Emperor and rbe Roman A m y  (Oxford, 1984), 110; A. 
Passerini, Le coorti pretozie (Rome, 1939, reprint 1969), 1 26 which discusses another 
specuiator who had retired but was recalled to service (CIL 6.32597). 

138 See J. Sandys, Lath Ep~&apby(London, 1927, reprinted 1974). 208, who says: "As 

a general rule, al1 free-bom Romans had three names." 
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from an early date, the praenornen was almost always d r ~ ~ ~ e d ; ' ~ ~  2) their starus indicators 

do not occur in this collection of inscriptions. Because of this, 1 have included women 

with two narnes as most Iikely belonging to this group of iogcoui 

At Aenaria, eight men and one woman fdl into this group.'" Of these eight men, 

only two show clear filiation.14' But, as the praenomina of the men in the remaining six 

cases belong to the standard group of names used by Roman citizens, it is likely that they 

are correctly assigned. Having said this, it is necessary to point out that severai names 

reflect an ongin which is different from their current status. In partïcular, L. Rantius L. 

f. Tro(mentina). may be of a Greek ancestry as his name is repeated in Greek on the same 

in~cnption.'~' M. Octavius Alexander also has a cogoomeo which is diçtinctly Greek.lJ3 

This, together with the use of Octavius for a nomen strongly suggests a seMle ongin. 

A foreign ongin is also reflected in the name of P. Dasirnius R i ~ e a . ' ~ ~  

"%enet Salway, "What's in a narne? A survey of Roman onornastic practice from c. 
700 B.C. to A.D. 700," JZS 84 (1994): 125. 

"%fales: C. Metilus AAlmus(CIL 10.6786; M. Vernus Cratens (CiL 10.6788); A. 
Aviaoius Cilo (CIL 10.6791); P. Dasimius Risea (CIL. 10.6794); Sex. Fabius C f Vol. 
Gemelius (CIL 1 0.6795); M. Octavius Alexander (CIL 1 0. 6796); L. Rantius L. f Tro. 
(CIL 10.6797). Female: Fuha Heruis (CIL 10.6790). 

I 4 ' ~ I L  10.6795 and CIL 10,6798. 
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A dedicant by fbe narne of C. Llmbreius Lavicao[us] is attested at Aquae Albulae 

and he is unidentifiable beyond the information given in his in~cription.'~' C. Claudius/ 

Ti f Quirflia) / Sevems also is known from the spa? A third male, Cossoni~s Italus, 

is also known from an inscription at Aquae Alb~lae.'~' 

The area around Aquae Aponi has produced a large number of inscriptions in total. 

Of those which can be posihvely associated with Spa activity and which offer no M e r  

information, six men and one woman may be ciassified as Roman citizens."' Two of the 

gentes are attested elsewhere in the region. These are Titius at Padua and Trebius at 

~qui l iea ." '~  The sole woman, dthough displaying filiation in her narne, indicates her low- 

class background by her cognomen, Chreste. 

At Aquae Statiellae, an inscription dedicated by Q. Salwirs Germanius was 

f o ~ n d . ' ~ *  To judge by his cognomen, the dedicant may have originated in Germania."' 

Another inscription naming Q. Vettius M. f Amabil's Trom(eafina) presents one of the 

14 '~ale:  C. Acutius îZ f Matunrs (CIL 5.2783); C [TIibus f Cf ( C E  5.2789); 
C. Trebius C. f: Fimus (CIL 5.2790); L. Saufeius C. f: Sca. (CIL. 5.3 1 O 1 ); Q. Fabiu[s] 
/ Nicepborf"s](CIL 5.8990); C. Lollius Grahrs (CIL 5.8117.10). Female: Velleia P. f: 
Chreste (CIL 5.2792). 

I4'cf. CIL 5.2840, 2929. 

lS'~or geographical cogoomitla, see Kajanto, 43-52.  
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few examples of a dedication carried out d e r  the death of the individual."' In this case, 

it is the heredes who carried out the deceased's wishes ex testameofo. The indicated tribe, 

Tromentina. has a somewhat unusal abbreviation, using the first four letters rather than 

the standard three. It would appear that Q. Vettius rnay have originated in northem Italy, 

the location of his ancestral tribe, and that he ended his life in the province of 

Tarraconensis, in the city of Caesaraugusta where the inscription was found. This may 

explain the four letter abbreviation, as it may be that a local stone-cutter was unfamiliar 

with the narne. At any rate, Q. Vettius felt that he had sometime in his life been served 

well enough by the waters at Aquae Statiellae to warrant a dedication to them. 

The last group of inscriptions to consider in this grouping cornes from the 

collection of nearly fifty precious objects placed in the sacred spnng at ~ icare l lo . "~  Of 

the fourteen objects which have inscriptions, one has already been commented on,"' four 

are inscribed with an itinerary from Gades to  orne,"^ three are too obscure to analyze,1'6 

and the remaining six cm only tentatively be identified. Only one person, Q. Licinius 

~ e p s , " '  has al1 three elements of the narne and it rnay be the case that there is a 

'"A.M. Colini, "La stipe delle acque salutari di Vicarello," Rendicootidella Pooritca 
Accademia Romana di Archeologia 60 (1968): 50-56. 

'"CIL 1 1.3 28 1-3284. See J. Heurgon, "Le date des gobelets de Vicarello," Revue des 
Etudes Anciennes 54 (1952): 39-50. 
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connection between this Nepos and the better known Cornelius ~ e p o s . l ~ ~  The name, Q. 

Cassius I a n ~ m U s ' ~ ~  almost cenainly belonged to a free-bom male as a much smaller 

percentage of occurrences of the narne are for slaves or freedmen.16' The narne of 

Ci(audius) sevenBod6' indicates a gens that may be denved fiom the imperial family 

and may be in fact the name of an imperiai freedman. But in the absence of other aatus 

markers, it is impossible to detennine this with certainty.16' The last male is a Q. 

M w d i ~ s . ' ~ ~  Once again, it is difficult to interpret this narne. The names of the three 

women are not any clearer than those of the men.'" It is possible that al1 three are free- 

bom Romans, although Minucia Zosime has a cognomen which appears Greek in origin 

and Gavia Rhodine's cognornen may fall into the category of geographic cognomina. In 

both cases, then, the cognomina may reflect a foreign ancestry. 

Freedmen 

The number of freedmen present at spas, other than those in the familia Caesaris, 

was not very high. In fact, only ten appear out of the entire collection of inscriptions 

15'~issowa, "Cornelius, 275" RE 7, ser. 1 (Stuttgart, 1 gOO), 1408- 141 7. 

'6%ajanto, 219. The narne laauarius was the most popular of the calendric 
cognomina. 

CIL 1 1.3285. 
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pertaining to spas. Three corne from Aquae Aponi and Aquae Statiellae and one each 

from Aquae Caeretanae, Aquae Albulae, and Aquae Pisanae.16' The ninth is known from 

 ena aria? Of these individuals little can be said. In the case of A. Iunius Macrinor(um) 

Nigellus, it would appear diat he was manumitted from a situation of shared ownership. 

The exampie of the dedication at Aquae Statiellae by the three freedmen to the genius of 

their unnarned patron is also noteworthy. Except for the individual from Aenaria, the 

remaining names do not display any peculiar aspects and fa11 into the group of the 

enormous numbers of freedmen dunng the Empire. 

An dedicant on a votive relief from Aenaria has been reconstnicted as [Fuuvius 

~eitus..'~' This might be the same as M. Fulvius Leitus M. libertus who is known from 

another inscription on an altar.16' This may aiso be the sarne person identified as a 

libertus of M. Fulvius Gillus known from CIL 9.4776 and consul in A.D. 76. A Leitus 

is repeatedly referred to by Martial and it is conceivable that his character is the same as 

the individual in the inscriptions.'" The inscription identifying the consul was found in 

16'~quae Aponi: A. lunius M a c h o r 0  I. Nigellus (CIL 5.2786); M. Terentius M. 
f. Secundus (CIL 5.2788); L. Octavius L. I. Hiilano (Lanaro, 161); Aquae Statiellae: 
Thilus, T W o ,  Agathio 1. (CIL 5.7505); Aquae Caeretanae: L. GavilÏ..s L. 1. Aescinus 
(Colonna, 442); Aquae Albulae: [He-mes M m ( i i ) I .  (lnscr. IItal. 591); Aquae Pisanae: 
iu/s M. f. Eros (CIL 11.1418); 

16'cYL 10.6789. Leiva Petersen, "Leitus, 139," PIR' 5.1 (Berlin, 1970), 25. 
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the town of Forum Novum in Latium and it seems evident that he chose Aenaria for a Spa 

as it was within moderate travelling distance. 

Mèdcal Professionals 

In her discussion conceming the status of doctors, Treggiari points out that during 

the Republic and the Early Empire, doctors at Rome were more likely to be enfranchised 

foreigners or freedmen.'" It was unlikely that a physician wodd be a free-bom citizen. 

This is demonstrated by the professions of Asclepiades of Bithynia or M. Artonus 

Asclepiades probably from Smyma who was the doctor of 0ctavian.17' A slave doctor 

who was successful could hope to obtain freedom and this is certainly known in several 

cases, including the famous Antonius Musa and his brother Euphorbus, and less renowned 

examples such as C. Hostius C. 1. ~arnphilus.'~' She further notes that as the practice 

of medicine became more established in Rome, the likelihood of a doctor being free-born 

increased. 

The four doctors known from inscriptions at the spas in Italy, then, can be 

assessed with this overall developrnent of the profession in mind. The first, from the 

collection of votive reliefs from Aenaria, names M ~ v i n n q  ia~ph hahinvog as the 

dedicant to the nymphs and ~ p o l l o . " ~  As Mommsen pointed out, the epithet haiinîvg 

170~usan Treggiari, R o m  Freedmen d h g  the Late Republic (Oxford. 1969), 129- 
132. 

I7'pliny 26.12-20; Plutarch Bmt 41; cf. CIG 3285; 2283. 

17'Cassius Dio 53.30; Horace Ep. 1.15.3; CIL 1.1319. 
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implies that this doctor practiced his art in the Transpadane are* that is in the area 

beyond the Po river. This would mean that the physician had travelled far to reach 

Aenaria. Menippos may be identified as  a slave as he lacks al1 indication of status, but 

he must have been a successful doctor who was able to offer a dedication. The relief has 

been dated on the b a i s  of its style to the first century A.D.'" If this is the case, this is 

evidence that the practice of using enslaved doctors continued into the first cenhiry. 

Two other narnes known from Aenaria have been reasonabty identified as doctors: 

Aur(eiius) Mun/.us and Num(enus) ~ab/us . '~ '  Both individuals are lacking clear status 

indicators. The name Aurelius is the most common in late antiquity arnong free~fmen."~ 

The trend of attaching an imperiai nomen to elevate one's status as a freedman even if the 

emperor was no? involved in the slave's manumission is evident as early as Hadrian. The 

frequency of this practice would make it quite likely that Aurelius Monnus was a 

freedrnan. The same rnay be mie for Numenus Fabus. This is even more probable 

because the votive relief on which the inscription is carved has been dated to the third 

century A.D. They have been assumed 

frequently used to indicate a student 

inscription .'77 

to be doctors' names since the term afumous is 

of medicd knowledge, as in the following 

"%'CIL 10.6792. Forti 1951, 185-186. 

176 On the use of Aurelius as a status indicator, see Salway, 137- 140. 

IT70n the use of the word alumnus, see H.S. Nielsen, "Alumnus: a term of relation 
denoting quasi-adoption," Class. e Med'oeval38 (1 987): 14 1 - 158. Also, DE S.V. alumnus 
437-440. cf. CIL 12.725. 
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Another doctor is named in a funerary inscription found in the vicinity of Aquae 

Caeretanae. A dedi cation Dis Maoiaus / Diodoto / Tarn* fil(uss) / medico / Tyaoensi ex 

/ CappaducÏa appears at the spa"' His tombstone was put up by Cbanous, identified as 

an dumous. In this case, Diodotos is certainly of foreign origin but he does not appear 

to be a slave. The alumnus, Charinus, is probably a student of Diodotos and can be 

assumed to have aiso been in the medical profession. The inscription belongs to the third 

century A.D. 

In none of these examples is there a clear suggestion of the role the doctor rnight 

have had at a particular Spa. It is worth noting, however, that the presence of doctors at 

spas confimis the idea that spas were considered to be beneficial in essentially rational 

medicine. The dedications to the appropnate gods which were offered also demonstrate 

that the role of the doctor and the role of the god could exist together. 

Sla ves 

The evidence for slaves at spas is very thin indeed. Only two inscriptions can be 

considered to represent slaves and one of these is only tentatively so. In both cases, 1 

have assumed a slave status since only a single narne is given and no other aatus 

indicators or onornastic clues are evident. The first is found on a votive relief from 

Aenaria which names Capeha as a dedicant ~ympbis.'~~ Forti suggests that the relief 

1 7 8 ~ E  1989, no. 307. 

' 7 9 ~ ~ ~  10.6793. 
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reveds stylistic characteristics which belong to the Flavian period."O n i e  second, from 

Aquae Aponi and in very rough letters, names Adepns as making an offering Apolfini18' 

General Obsemaooos on Gender ami Statrrs 

In the discussion and interpretation of these inscnptions many points have already 

been made, including the wide range of social classes which are represented. There are 

two further issues which warrant comment. The first concerns the distribution of gender 

among the inscriptions and the second, the evidence for long-distance travels to reach 

spas. 

It is clear that there is an overwhelming male representation in the inscnptions 

recovered from the spas. Out of the sixty-five individual examples discussed, only eight 

dedications were made by women. This is not altogether surprising in a social world 

Iargely dominated by men."' But there is a definite presence of women which cannot go 

unnoticed. This, together with Martial's comment about Paula's activity at spas and the 

frequent recommendations of Soranus to use mineral spring water to relieve 

gynaecological disorders, reveals that women were arnong the regular visitors to spas.lg3 

ta9  -For example, see some of the fundamental studies on women in antiquity, J.P.V.D. 
Balsdon, Rom= Womeo (New York, 1962); Sarah B. Pomeroy, Goddesses, Wbores, 
Wives, and Shves (New York, 1975); M.B. Fant and M.R. Lefkowitz, Womeo's Li& in 
Greece and Rome (Baltimore, 1982). 

r artid id 11.7. Soranus 1.56; 3.16; 3.28; 3.32; 3.38; 3.44. 
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This is not unexpected in that women certainly used ordinary baths and must also have 

been participants at spa -bah  treatment~."~ 

Another issue that is brought to light largely fiom the evidence of the inscriptions 

is the question of a person travelling to reach a Spa. A number of examples which name 

a parricular Spa were recovered from locations far corn the spa itself. These include one 

found in Perugia which narnes Aquae ~aeretanae,"' one from Verona which is dedicated 

A ~ O D O , " ~  one from Lambaesis for the waters at Aquae ~inuessanae,"' one from 

Caesaraugusta, Tarraconensis to the gods at Aquae Statiel~ae,'~' and one from Dalmatia 

also dedicated A p i s  ~ l a b e ~ i ' s . ' . " ~  Although in moa cases the exact chronology and 

circumstances of the visit to the Spa are not evident, the inscription's location may provide 

some clue that the dedicant had travelled to a spa. 

Other evidence suggests that a joumey for treatment of a Spa would not be out of 

the ordinary, perhaps the most revealing of which is the distribution of the g l a s  flasks 

representing Baiae and Puteoli. Each of the flasks was found in a location which is a 

significant distance from the two t o m s  and several were recovered from t o r n b ~ . ' ~ ~  These 

I g S ~ E  1992, no. 599. 

lg%ased on the catalogue by K.S. Painter 1975, 1 have iisted those of which the 
findspot is known: a grave at Piombino (Cat. 1); the catacombs at Rome (Cat. 2); 
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treatment or as a souvenir of the visit. Baiae of 
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curative water, either for continuing 

course was the best known Spa in 

antiquity and it is to be expected that people came from afar to obtain its healing benefits. 

But it would appear that a similar pattern of movement can be associated with some of 

the other spas. For example, an offenng found in a healing sanctuary in Northen Italy 

was dedicated to the waters at Aquae Sulis (Bath) by a Roman ~ f f i c e r ' ~ '  and it may be 

that the dedication made by T. Caunius Priscus to the waters of Aquae Sinuessanae 

known from the inscription from Lambaesis rnay also have been the fulfilment of an 

earlier vow. "' 
Although there are examples of voyages having been undertaken to reach a spa, 

for most people this would have been out of the question and a local Spa would have 

sufficed. This can be demonstrated by several inscriptions from Aquae Aponi which 

show that the individuals did not corne far away, confirming that there was a tendency 

to use a spa that was nearby rather than travel a very long distance for treatment. 

In sum, 1 would suggest that members of al1 strata of society were regular users 

of spas. Although both the inscriptional and literary evidence evokes a picture in which 

well-known or upper class visitors predominate, it is also possible to see that spas were 

Ampurias, Spain (Cat. 3); possible a burial at the Odemira mine, Portugal (Cat. 4) Ostia, 
in via dei Vigili (Cat. 6); Tunisia (Cat. 7); Cologne (Cat. 8); Bootharn, York (Cat. 9). 

"'Eberhard Sauer, "An inscription from northem Italy, the Roman temple complex 
in Bath and Minerva as a healing goddess in Gallo-Roman religion," Oxford Journal of 
Arcbaeo/ogy 15, no. 1 (1996): 63-93. 

Ig2T. Caunius Priscus' dedication may have been offered at Lambaesis because it had 
a renowned temple to Aesculapius. See M. Janon, "Recherches à Larnbése," Aobquités 
A fiicahes 7 (1 973): 193-254. 
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used by ordinary people including iogcoui, liberni and even, albeit infrequently, slaves. 

Some spas, such as Aquae Albulae, seem to have attracted more upper-class visitors, 

whiie others, such as Aquae Aponi and Aenaria, catered to a wide range of people. This 

may be the result of more than one facility having been developed in a single region to 

accommodate the visitors, in the way that Baiae seems to have operated. It is conceivabie 

that different bath buildings in an area would have been intended to serve different groups 

of people. Cicero's remarks about joining in with "those who had come for the waters," 

would suggest that he did not ordinarily rnix c m  plurimis et lautissimk (Cicero Pimc. 

65), because if he did so he would not have commented upon the situation. This would 

suggest that he normally might have made use of different facilities. But there is also 

evidence to indicate that at least some spas were specifically frequented by the less 

prominent members of Roman society. Thus, at Vicarello, virtually none of the dedicants 

is known eisewhere. This is not to Say that they did not have wealth; to judge by the 

quality of the offenngs, some must have had considerable financial resources. Also, at 

Aquae Caeretanae, there is a significant presence of miiitary personnel as well as a 

member of the familia CaesanS. Given the relative proximity of the Spa to Rome, it is 

conceivable that this particular spa served a particular group of society. With the ongoing 

development of spas, the full range of social classes may have continued to make use of 

spas, and Claudian's poem ( C m .  Min 26.95-100) reveals that, in the early fiflh century, 

the facilities were open to al1 who required healing and that aid was given free of charge. 

Ir is thus clear that the spa establishments were open to a wide range of classes, including 

both the wealthy and the poor. 



Chapter 7 

The Economics of Spas 

The issue of ownership and finances of spas is central to the institution of spa 

bathing. Economic factors afYected the physicai development of a spa and the people 

associated with it. Current discussion of the economics of ordinary baths is of some 

assistance when considering spas in phcu la r ,  for it seems quite probable that spas 

operated on the same economic pnnciples as ordinary baths.' Just as regular baths could 

be both publicly and pnvately owned, so presumably could spas. The financial 

administration of spas seems to have varied as widely as that of ordinary baths which 

were operated by means of various combinations of imperial contribution, private 

donation, public expense, and payment by individuais. Thus, on the one hand, some spas 

seem to have been maintained as low-cost institutions accessible by al1 levels of Roman 

society in much the sarne way as the imperial hennae. On the other hand, however, there 

is strong evidence to suggest that ownership of thermal-minera1 healing springs and 

bathing facilities could be profitable. The profit margin may have been the result of 

either user-fees or of Iarger-scale business schemes involving leasing of property or even 

selling of institutions. This chapter discusses some of the economic aspects of a spa, 

including imperial benefaction, public contibutions and financial benefits, pnvate 

ownership, and individuai expenses and fees. 

' ~ i e l s en  1990, 119-135; Yegül 1992, 43-47; H. Meusel, Die Vewafh~rg und 
Finamienmg der 6ffentlicben Bider zur r6miscbea K'seneit (Kôln, 1 960); Merten 1 9 8 3, 
3-5 8. That spas and baths operated similarly, see Houston, 364-366. 



It is clear that the imperiai family had a major role in the activity at several spas. 

The presence of the emperors had a significant impact at Baiae, Aquae Tauri, Aquae 

Cutiliae, Aquae Sinuessanae, and Aquae ~poni . '  Not only did the ernperor bnng prestige 

to a locale, he aiso may have contributed financiaily to a spa, especially for building 

projects.' In most cases, when an emperor paid for building at a spa, he himself must 

have had an interest in using its facilities? 

The evidence for the role of an emperor in building activity at spas, however, is 

fairly thin. Suetonius' account of Nero's building of the piscina for d l  the thermal-mineral 

waters at Baiae makes it clear that the ernperor had a direct financial role in the project; 

this is one of several exarnples given which shows how Nero squandered not only his 

own fortunes, but those of the empire.' 

At Aquae Tauri, a brick-stamp with Port(us) Traraai) indicates that the building 

of Trajan's port occurred at the same tirne as the construction of the b a h 6  In many 

circumstances, the presence of an emperor's name on a brick would have no econornic 

'See Chapter 6 on the imperial presence at spas. 

3 On euergetism, see Paul Veyne, Bread and Circuses (London, 1 99O), 3 6 1 -3 66. For 
some general comments on the building activity of the emperors, see Kathryn Lomas, 
Romm ltaly (London, 1996), 11 1-1 19. On Hadnan's interest in building in Italy, see 
Boatwright 1989. On imperial beaeficia, see R. Saller, Personal Patronage under tbe 
E d y  Empire (Cambridge, 1982), 41-78. 

See Nielsen 1990, 1 19-120 for the question of impenai funding of bath-construction. 
Also, Veyne 1990, 36 1-3 66.  

'Suetonius Nero 30-3 1. 
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implications beyond the imperial ownenhip of brick-yards.7 However, because it is 

known that Trajan was personally responsible for the harbour, the use of materiai from 

it strongly suggests that he was dso involved in the development of the bath-building.' 

ïhree lead pipes from Aquae Aponi bearing the name Arria Fadilla, the mother 

of Antoninus Pius, support the possibility that she may have been involved in the 

development of the ~ p a . ~  

The site of Aquae Vescinae also benefitted from imperid finances. Several 

inscriptions on limestone plaques record that the Severans financed the consmiction of a 

road from the coastal city of Mintumae to Aquae Vescinae between A.D. 200 and 209.1° 

It connected to the Via Appia which ran dong the coast and presumably provided easier 

access to the spa Iocated in the valley of the Garigliano River." The Spa must have been 

frequented by some of the famifia Caesaris, for two servi dispensa fores made an o ffering 

to the geoius of the waters in the early third century." 

7 See T. Helen, Organizatron of  Roman Bnck P . c a o n  lo tbe First and Second 
Centunes A D .  (Helsinki, 1 975). 

'Pliny Ep. 6.3 1. 

9 CIL 5.81 17; Lazzaro 1981, 214-216; R. Bloch, 1 bolLi Iatenii e la stona ediiizia 
romana (Rome, 1947), 20. 

' O A E  1914, 217; A E  1982, 153; A E  1989, 144-145; A h u r  1991, 105, no. 2. 
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A letter of Cassiodorus clearly indicates the economic role a d e r  played in the 

finances of Aquae Aponi in late antiquity.13 ïheoderic, writing to his architect, 

expresses his interest in restonng the baths at Aponus to their former glory in order to 

manifest his own regal powers. Theoderic wants his architect to determine the cost of the 

endeavour and was not unwilling to pay whatever was necessary in order to create a good 

image." 

Ciwc h v o h e n t  

A municipality could pay for the operation of a spa in much the same way as the 

citizens of a town rnight be expected to finance its own baths." As already indicated, 

Hispellum was responsible for providing ba th  and accommodations at the source of the 

Clitumnus. These facilities were paid for out of public funds and were available to the 

public at no con to individuals. We have no indication of the amount of money that 

"Cassiodorus Var. 9.6. See Appendix 4. 

"In the same vein, King Thrasamundus was praised by the poet Felix for having 
constructed Spa facilities in North Africa which were open to the public: Hoc uoo rex 
fecit opus Thrasamuodus in anno, / incfita daos popufis munen, tempodus. /hic senibus 
floreas vihiis renovatur mhelis, hic fèssos artus viva fa vacm fi vent. (Felix Anth. Lat., 
202) (King Thrasamundus accomplished this work in one year, giving glorious gifts to 
the people in the times. Here flounshing strength is renewed in old gasping men, fresh 
baths wash tired limbs.) 

For a thorough examination of the development of spas and baths as acts of 
euergetism in North Afnca, see M. Chalon et al. "Memorabile Factum," in Aobquités 
AHcahes 2 1 (1 985): 207-262. 

Theoderic's interest in building and restoration occurs following a period of decline 
in Italy and reflects an increase of wealth at the end of the fifui century. See, John 
Moorhead, Toeoderic in 1 . y  (Oxford, 199 1), 13 5-  13 8. 

%ee Nielsen 1990, 120. 
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would have been required to operate the facilities. However, as the temple dedicated to 

the god Clitumnus was littered with oracular responses, and a number of smaller shrines 

were present, it seems that the location was frequented by a aeady stream of visitors.16 

The expense required to operate appropnate lodgings and a bath which may have 

functioned, at l e s t  in part, as a spa, was undoubtedly considerable." The t o m  probably 

did not make a profit from its efforts, but was under obligation to maintain the baths and 

Iodgings, presumably under the terms of the arrangement by which Augustus had 

transfened the land. 

At Teanum Sidicinum, an inscription records the pice  paid for a bath-building, 

the Baloeum Cfodimum, together with its buildings.'' The excavator suggested that it 

referred to the Spa baths located just outside of the city.Ig The city paid the sum of 

60,000 sesterces, collected by the payment of the pecuoia Augustaikm of six citizens for 

the baths. This amount is apparently arnong the Iowest paid for a bath in Italy so it is 

possible that the baths were either in poor condition or quite small." 

I6pliny Ep. 8.8. 

"For a discussion on the range of the costs of operating a bath, see Nielsen 1990, 
122-125. 

''CIL 10.4792=KS 5677: s-c. baloeum Ciodiiaorun / emptum c m  suis aedificis / ex 
pecuoia Augusta/(ium) (sestem.um oummum miiibus sexaginta) / Q. Minuci &an. / C. 
A ugilli Sua vis / C Aiscidi Lepulis / N. Herenni Optati / M. Caedi Chjionjs / M. Ovioi 
Fausti 

'%. Gàbnci, "Teano - avansi di un grande edifizio termale dell'antico 'Teanum 
Sidicinum', scoperti in contrada Santa Croce," NSc 16 (1 908): 4 14. 

''See Richard Duncan-Jones, The E c o m y  of toe R o m  Empire (Cambridge, 1974) 
124. 



Visitors brought economic benefits to communities where spas were situated and 

their absence would have had a financial impact. In a period of relative unpopularity 

following Augustus' cold water cure by Antonius Musa, the vicus at Baiae is said to 

larnent the lack of visitors to its facilities? We may infer that there was a decline in 

both social and economic activity. The many visitors, most of whom would have had a 

certain arnount of wealth, must have contributed financially to the overall prosperity of 

Baiae. The resort as a whole must have been interested in the operations of its themai- 

mineral water faciiities because it stood to profit from their visitors. 

II 

On the island of Lipari the entire town profited from irs thermal-mineral b a h . - -  

Diodorus Siculus says that because the baths had hot water that was good for curing 

illness, the city became wealthy and well-known. He relates that the bath  were known 

for providing pleasures and entertainments." People with many different diseases 

travelled from Sicily to use them. The wealth gained from the attraction of the Spa was 

spread arnong its inhabitants. 

Attention should also be given to several recently discovered inscriptions at 
Hammat Gader in Israel which identiS the govemor Alexander (and a private citizen 
named Leon) as contributors to building activity at the Spa in the early 6th cenrury. See 
L. Di Segni and Y. Hirschfeld, "Four Greek Inscriptions from Hammat Gader from the 
Reign of Anastasius," I H 3 6  (1986): 25 1-268. 

"Horace Ep. 11.5.5-7. For a recent discussion of the role of the YTCUS, see C.R. 
Whiîtaker, "The consumer city revisited: the vicus and the city," 3 (1 990): 1 10- 1 17. 

"~iodorus  Siculus 5.10. On the economic and social organization of the island of 
Lipari, see T. Figueira, "The Lipari Islanders and their Systern of Communal Property," 
CIassical Antiqur'îy 3, no.2 (1 984): 1 79-206. 

')The dual-nature of a spa, i.e. providing cure and pleasure, is a common theme seen 
rnost readily at Baiae. 
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A similar account of prosperity of a Spa is found in Strabo's comments about 

Aquae Caeretanae. Strabo, writing at the end of the first century BK., says the spa had 

a larger population than the original town of Caere. He amibutes this development to the 

visitors who came to the springs for their cures.24 

In general, as the evidence shows, it should be inferred that the clients brought 

considerable weaith and spending power to spas which contributed to the overail wealth 

of a community. 

Pnvate Omefshp of Spriogs md and Spas 

Ownership of Springs at Baiae 

There is also evidence for the involvement of individuals in the ownership and 

operation of spas. Three passages from Iegai texts make it clear that a private individual 

could own a thermal-minera1 spring, and several different individuals are known from the 

literary sources to have possessed springs which may have functioned as s p a ~ . ' ~  The 

clearest indication of private ownership of spnngs cornes from Baiae. Much of the 

information presented here is well-known in the context of ownership of property in the 

Baian area, but it has not been generally considered in connechon with bath  used for 

Z51n~tihrtiones of Gaius 3.34 and mesta of Justinian 43.22; 43.20.13 (aithough the 
water in this case is used for imgation.) 



heding pur pose^.^^ It would appear that one of the reasons for building villas there was 

to make use of the thermal-minerai springs. 

During the SulIan proscriptions and confiscations of 81 B.C., the properties of 

many individuals were claimed for the purpose of redistribution to loyal retired 

legionaries. Plutarch comments specifically on the loss of villas, gardens and r a  M a ~ a  

Bqpà at this tirne?' Some of the most desirable properties which changed hands, 

including the estates of Marius, were located dong the Campanian coast where there were 

nurnerous thermal-mineral springs. It can be surmised that hot spnngs were a valuable 

possession at these villas." 

Sometime before 61 B.C., and probably during the Sullan confiscations, C. 

Scribonius Cuno acquired a villa which had previously belonged to ~ a r i u s . ' ~  One of the 

reasons for the purchase of the property seems to have been its spnngs. Cicero had 

previously noted that Cuno desired the waters of an Arpinum man, i.e. ~ a ~ i u s . ~ '  D'Arms 

'6D'~rrns 1970 in particular identifies the many different owners of property dong the 
Campanian coast, but he focuses on questions of villas and development, rather that the 
use of spas. 

28 For an assessrnent of the situation dong the Campanian coast, see D'Arms 1970,30. 
Other areas were also affected by Sulla's actions, including NoRhem Italy and Etruria, 
both of which also had a considerable amount of thermal-mineral activity. 

290n the transactions and ownership of the villa in question, see D'Arrns 1970, 26-29. 
The ownership of the villa, complete with its springs, is confirmed by a passage 

from Cicero: nec eoim resgexit illwn ipsum p a m u m  fibidiais suae non modo apud 
Bais esse, v e m  eas ~Psas aqrras babere, quae ce> gustu tamen AipJoatss frissent. (Chi 
frag. 20).  

30 I I  narra" ioquam IBaû-ono tuo, qui Apinatis aquas concupivit. " Cicero A 1 -1  6 .  
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suggests that this account refers to a villa owned by Maius in the Baian area That 

Marius was not of robust health is certain and he seems to have maintained several 

residences near Baiae which would allow him to partake of therapeutic treatments." The 

villa, following Curio's death, rernained in the possession of his son. 

Other private individuals owned thermal-minerai springs around Baiae. Pliny 

relates that Posides, a freedman of Claudius, gave his narne to springs which were hot 
. -- - < 

enough to cook fish." Presumably, since Posides owned other property, these springs 

were not only narned f i e r  the freedman but belonged to him." That they are described 

as being able to cook obsooia describes the extremely elevated temperature of the springs 

rather than their function. Licinius Crassus owned hot springs with healthful properties 

that flowed into the ~ e a . ) ~  Antistius Vetus was the subsequent owner of one of Cicero's 

villas, the Cumaom, located on the Coast between Lake Avernus and ~uteoli." Shonly 

afler Cicero's death, springs appeared on the property which relieved problems of the 

eyes. The poet Tullius Laurea, a freedman of Cicero, wote  about the powers of the 

springs which, because the property was originally owned by someone who was read 

- - 

"Cicero QFr. 2.10. See Chapter 6. 

"Pliny HN 3 1 S. For a discussion of the identity of this Licinius Crassus as 
contrasted with L. Licinius Crassus (cos. 9 9 ,  see D'Arrns 1970, 22. 

35~l iny HN 3 1.3. On C. Antistius Vetus, see D'Arms 1970, 1 72. 
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throughout the world, was able, by association, to restore failing sight. It is wonh noting 

that the new owner, Vetus, took great care to maintain the villa? 

In none of the examples of the private ownership of thermal-mineral springs at 

Baiae is there explicit reference to facilities for spa bathing. Yet, it can be assumed, 

especially at the villas, that baths on their premises would have used any springs if they 

were avdable. 

The Evidence frorn the Poems of F l o m  in the Anthologia Laha 

The poems of Floms, the second century poet and historian, provide an unusual 

and important view of the construction and ownership of s p a ~ . ' ~  Several of his poems 

provide descriptions of ba th  that seem to be associated with thermal-minera1 springs and 

therefore, should be considered spas. 

In one poem, Floms describes a bath flowing with sweet water (dulciffua aqua) 

and contrasts to the bath found on the Cumaean shores.j8 A verse of the poem says that 

3 7 For discussion on the identity of Floms, B. Baldwin, Later Lafin Literabre 
(Amsterdam, 1987), 8-19; B. Baldwin, "Four problems with Florus," Latomus 47 (1988): 
134-142. 

"(n.b. 1 have included the entire text and translation of Florus' spa poems because: 
1) they are not very well-known and 2) the witticisms and subtleties of meaning are best 
evidenced in the Latin.) 

Fausta n o m  domini condeos Fortuna la vacrum 
Io v h t  fessos huc propeme viae. 
Laude open5 firodi capiet sua gaudia praesul 
-es duiciffua dum recreatur aqua 
Conden fis rnottstra<n>t versus phordia oomen 
Auctoremque facit littera pnma iegi 
Lustrent pontivagi Cumani litoris antra; 



the first letter of each line of the poem spells out the name of the condeos which is 

 ilo oc al us.^^ Another verse says that the auctor is f o n d  in the first word of the poem. 

His name is Faustus. Faustus seems to have supplied the necessary land and to have 

employed Filocdus to undertake the building project on his behalf." While it is not clear 

whether the bath was open to the public or only to invited guests, it is certain that this 

facility was financed, at l e s t  in part, in private. 

Another pair of poems reveals the nature of proprietorship of a spa of a wealthy 

man (dominus) named Vita He is praised for providing a bath or spas (nova bahea and 

succinctae baiae) in the count~~side." Floms says that Vita has cleverly created a 

I~digenae placent plus mibi deliciae. (An&. Lat. 1 09) 
Auspicious Fortune building a new bath of the lord invites people weary of the road to 
hasten here. The owner of the land will receive his joys from the praise of his work, 
while the guest is refreshed by sweet-flowing water. The beginnings of the line show the 
narne of the builder and the fim word makes the owner to be read. Sea-faring travellers 
may tour the caves of the Cumaean shore; Let local delights please me more. 

3g~hiïocalus is a well-attested name dunng the Empire. See, H. Solin, Die 
griescbkcheo Personennamen in Rom 2 (Berl in, 1 98 2), 75 1 -75 2.  

A similar acrostic is found in Felix's poem about the Baths of Alianas, founded 
by Thrasamundus. (An&. Lat. 214) 

"?t is also possible that the owner and the builder were the sarne person, i.e. Faustus 
Filocdus. 

" Vïta opibus tenuis, sed parvo in caespite soliers, 
h d a v i t  gemino munere deliciàs. 

nam nova in angusto erexit balnea campot 
eduiibusque virens tètiibs bortus oiet. 

quae na- negat, c o n f e ~  industria pm's:  
V ~ X  suot divitibus quae bona pauper hbet. (Lat. An&. 168) 

Vita is limited in wealth, but resourceful in exploiting his tiny lot, he has established 
charms with a two-fold gift. For he has erected a new bath on his narrow field, and a 
flourishing garden is fragrant from edible produce growing there. What nature denies, 
industriousness provides for humble men: Rich men scarecely own the good things that 
a poor man has. 



complex which supplies the pleasures of a bathhouse and the fruits of a garden. As there 

is no direct indication of springs supplying the bath-house, the interpretation of this 

building as a spa rests on other features of the poems. The final words of the two poems, 

sumitur iode salus, together with the use of the term bais to descnbe the facility are 

significant in that they mark the baths as a spa." The position of the word as the last 

word in the poem puts an emphasis on the healthful quality of the b a h .  This Spa is 

slightly different from others already considered in that it seems to be used primarily by 

Vita himself. 

In a fourth poem, Florus celebrates Bellator for his construction of a sea-side bath- 

h o ~ s e . ~ ~  This bath seems to have been particularly aitractive as it is descnbed as 

P m a  succinctis orna vit iugera bais 
urbanos calfens fuodere Vita f Zocusf . 

hic quoque p o m i f e m  coniwxit sedulus hortum, 
qui v m u  auctorem gramine dives alat. 

rus g r -  domleu duplici h m  munere comtat: 
hinc capitur victus, sumitur inde salus. (Lat. Ani&. 169) 

Vita, knowing how to establish an elegant arnbience, has adomed his tiny little estate with 
a compact Spa. Here also the busy man added a fruit-bearing garden, which being rich 
feeds the owner with various crops. The land is grati&ing to the lord because of its two- 
fold gift: on the one hand, nourishment is obtained, on the other, health. 

4 2 ~ o r  the use of baiae as synonomous with a healing spa, cf. Sidonius Apollinaris 
5.14, where the word "baiae" does not refer to the Campanian centre, but probably to 
Aquae Calidae (Le. Vichy). Also, on a mosaic where the use of the cognomen Baiae 
describes the owners of an idyllic coastal villa setting, complete with bath buildings. cf. 
Katherine Dunbabin, The Mosacs of  Roman Norîh Afica (London, 1974), 129; 
Mohamed Yacoub, Le musée du Bardo (Tunis, 1993), 232. 

43The narne Beflator is probably the Latinized form of the Celtic Bell'toni. 
Occurrences of the name are most often found in Gaul, which suggests that this poem is 
about a Spa actually located in that region. However, I have included it in the discussion 
of the private ownenhip of spas because it is a particularly clear exarnple of this aspect 
of vas. For the narne Bellator, see Kajanto 1 965, 1 6- 1 7, 3 6 1. 

Hr'c ubi baiafum surexit bfmda vofuptas 



spleodens and pufchra. The building is located in an othemise linle developed area; it 

is not part of a t o m  or community. That these baths should be considered a spa is 

certain. The phrase baiitm.m blinda vofuptas, once again uses baia in the generic sense 

of the term and refers to the function of the building. The Spa has brought benefit and 

prosperity to the are% aithough the land, before the building of the spa, had resulted in 

Iittle profit for the owner (dominus). As a tenant of the property (locaos), Bellator 

succeeded in establishing a successful enterprise and seems to have paid for constructing 

the facilities. Jua as with other spas, it is difficult to determine whether this bath-house 

was for public or private use. However, as the poet has chosen to refer to the spnng 

itself with a first-person plural possessive adjective (oosbi foolis), it is more likely that 

this Spa was developed for public use. 

et rudibus spiendeos molibus extat opus, 
mra prius, nullum domino praestaotia quaeshm 

ouilaque tecta tulit glebuia fiugis mops. 
baec nuoc Bellator multo su6limlIr honore 

vestivit camen's balnea puicbra locans. 
p r o s -  fi<c>ta vin- naturae munera mutant, 

cum salsum sdubn' l i ~ ~ s  abundaf aqua. 
Alpbeum fama est dulcem per Tet4yos arva 

cumere nec laedi gurgitibus peiagi. 
daot simile exemplum noshi miracula footis: 

vicinum pafifihu nec sapit uoda salum. (Anth. Lat. 99) 
Here where the sweet pleasure of the Spa has arisen and a shining building stands forth 
on rough foundations; where before there were rural lands, providing no profit for the 
owner, and the little land destitute of value supported no dwellings. Now Bellator, 
distinguished by much honour, leasing these lands has adomed the beautiful baths with 
vaults. The successful deeds of the man change the gifts of nature, when the salty shore 
abounds with healthful water. There is a tradition that the sweet Alpheus runs through 
the lands of Tethys and that it is not damaged by the swirling eddies of the sea. The 
wonders of our spnng give a similar exarnple: the water meets the neighbouring sea and 
does not taste of it. 



In general, the operation of ba th  which made use of themal-minerai springs may 

have been conly. Although spas did not incur the expense of heating water, the 

technology required to obtain access to the spring water could be expensive. The 

engineering works undertaken to cut into the volcanic rock of the Phlegraean Fields at 

Baiae in order to reach the hot waters and vapours were considerable, and presurnably, 

costly." Dio Cassius comments on the high cost of the apparatus ( ~ a i a a m u a i  

nolusekîs) necessary to make both steam and water accessible for use.4s His remarks 

follow a description of Agrippa's creation of the Poms lu/ius in 37 B.C. by cutting 

channels from the Bay of Naples to Lake ~vemus . ' l ~  Given that this in itself must have 

been a major engineering feat with considerable con in labour and money, it is revealing 

that Dio found the equipment at Baiae worthy of mention as well. 

Expenses to Visitom 

Having adequate financial resources wouid have been an important feature of Iife 

at Baiae; to be without money was cause for concem. ï ha t  a visit to the resort area could 

44See Yegül 1996, 14 1-142; Paget 1967, 102- 1 12. 

4s Dio Cassius 48.5 1. Similar achievements in exploiting the thermal-mineral waters 
are also evidenced at the nearby baths of Agnano, and at San Calogero and Aquae Aponi. 
See Chapter 3, on transporting the hot water through pipes or channels over an extended 
distance. 

' 6 ~ i o  Cassius 48.50. Also, on the Portus IuIius, Strabo 5.4.5; See R. Paget, "The 
Ancient Ports of Cumae," R S  58 (1968): 152-168. 
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be expensive, at least in the first century A.D., is clear from the fact that a sportzda of one 

hundred quadrantes was considered to be in~ufficient.~' In addition to the actud costs of 

spa therapy, other expenses may have been incurred. One of the initiai expenses which 

could have been considerable was the cost of joumeying to reach a Spa. It is probable 

that the majority of visitors used spas which were within easy reach, but there is also 

evidence which suggests that travelling to a particular place was advisable. Caelius 

Aurelianus frequently encourages a long joumey, ofien to a seaside resort, in conjunction 

with a visit to a spa as a way of recuperating and restoring a patient's health." For some 

visitors to the spas, rented accommodations had to be acquired? 

4 7 Martial 1.59. In Martial's time, the normal rate for salutiones paid by a patron to 
his client was one hundred quadrantes. On the arnount of spurtulae, see Richard P. Saller, 
Personal Patronage under tbe W y  Empire (Cambridge, 1982), 128- 129; Duncan-Jones 
1974, 138-144. For a discussion of the sporrula in Juvenal and a cornparison and 
discussion of its presence in Martial, see Duncan Cloud, "The client-patron relationship: 
emblem and reality in Juvenal's first book," in Andrew Wdlace-Hadrill (ed.), Paûmage 
in Ancient Society (London, 1 989), 209-2 1 5. 

"Caelius Aurelianus Chon 1.1.42; 2.7.109; 3.1.10; 3.5.74; 3 -6.89; 3.7.93-94; 4.3.76; 
4.7.104. Also, e.g., an inscription found at the Temple of Aesculapius in Lambaesis 
which mentions Aquae Sinuessanae suggests the dedicant had travelled to the Italian Spa. 
(CIL 8.2583) 

*%r rental of lodgings, Martial 11.82. Suites of rooms which would have housed 
visitors also sometimes formed part of the entire complex. This would have been 
necessary especially at resorts which were not located in close proximity to a town or 
city. Rooms of this kind have been tentatively identified at Aquae Taun, Aquae 
Vescinae, and the hillside complex at Baiae. The heaiing spa at Djebel Oust in Tunisia 
displays a fully integrated complex of bathing facilities and lodging, complete with a 
luxurious dining room. Although there is no direct evidence conceming the cost of using 
these suites, it is hard to imagine that such facilities did not require sufficient payment. 
On Aquae Tauri: Heinz 1983; Aquae Vescinae: Fulvio 1887; Baiae: Yegül 1996; Djebel 
Oust: M. Fendn, "Djebel Oust," EAA (Rome, 1970), 283-286. 
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Furthemore, although there is linle in the evidence to confirm it, there must have 

been doctors or attendants in the establishments who could treat clients at the ~ p a s . ' ~  As 

not everyone would have required the same treatmeats or procedures, it seems hardly 

feasible to suggest that a single fee was charged to al1 clients which would cover al1 

services provided. 

In two cases it is stated clearly that the services were provided without con to the 

visitor. As we have seen, at the source of Cliturnnus, Pliny says that the bath and 

accommodation are provided to visitors free of charge by the town of ~ i s p e l l u m . ~ '  In the 

early fifth century, Claudian says that at the spnngs of Aponus (or Aquae Patavinae) the 

facilities are open to ail who require healing and that aid is given free of charge." We 

may infer from the fact that Pliny and Claudian considered it necessary to comment on 

the absence of fees that in most circumstances, there were charges to the clients. 

Despite these hints at the costs of using a spa, there is no evidence for what the 

fees may have been. This is sornewhat surprising as there is at Ieast some evidence for 

'?or doctors known from inscriptions at spas, see Chapter 6. Also, for the presence 
of doctors or surgeons in baths, see E. Künzl, "Operationsraume in romischen Themen," 
Borner Jabrbücber 186 (1986): 491 -509. 

Information conceming the aaffing of a Spa is sadly lacking in the literary record. 
It is likely that the non-medical staffing needs of a spa were similar to those of an 
ordinary bath. For an overview of the management and staff found at baths, see Nielsen 
1990, 125-131. 

"Pliny Ep. 8.8. 

"Claudian C m .  Min. 26. 
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the pnce of admission to regular bathing facilities." The costs invoived must have varied 

according to the location of the spa, the facilities available, and the treatment required. 

Some spas must have benefitted from high Levels of private patronage, just as is known 

with ordinary baths, resulting in virtually no expense for the visitors. Without such 

sponsorship, it is difficult to explain the wide class of users which are known to have 

frequented the vas. 

')~a.rtial 3.30; 8.42; Juvenal 6.445-7; Horace Sat. 1.3.137; Seneca Ep. 86.9; Juvenal 
2.152. For inscriptions related to the heating and running of public baths, see Duncan- 
Jones 1 974, 236, 2 15. Also, Nielsen 1990, 13 1 - I 34. 



Chapter 8 

Religious Activity at Spas 

One of the significant factors connibuting to the Roman use of spas was a deeply 

ernbedded religious conviction about divinities associated with healing and springs.' But 

worship and belief in the intervention of the gods was not a primary focus of a visit to 

a Spa; healing rituals were normally held at sanctuaries specifically dedicated to healing 

divinities.' The main purpose for seeking a Spa was to use the appropriate waters 

necessary for a cure - not to worship a healing god. Yet it cannot be overlooked that 

certain aspects of activity at the healing spas did have a religious content and that healing 

for the Romans, in ongin, belonged to the realm of the divine. 

Recent discussion about religion in ordinary baths has relevance to its presence in 

spas because, at a fundamental level, they had an association with the divine world.' This 

chapter presents evidence which clarifies the nature of cult and religion at spas, although 

' ~ e e  Jackson 1990, 138-169. For a discussion of the Greek cult origins, see J.H. 
Croon, "Hot Springs and Healing Gods," Mnemosyne, S. 4, 20 (1967): 225-246. For 
Etruria, see P. Aebischer, "Notes et suggestions concernant l'étude des eaux en Etrurie," 
SE6 (1932): 123-144. 

'The best known are the many sanctuaries dedicated to Aesculapius. For a listing of 
the main ones, cf. A. Walton, Asklepios, The Cuit of Lbe Greek God of Medicine 
(Chicago, reprint 1979), 1 19- 120. Also, see R. Ginouvès, "L'eau dans les sanctuaires 
médicaux," in Ginouvès 1 994, 23 7-246. 

' ~ e e  Yegül 1990, 124-1 27; Kathenne Dunbabin, "Baiarum grata voluptas: pleasures 
and dangers of the baths," PBSR 44 (1989): 7-46; Pierre Aupert, "Les thermes comme 
lieux de culte," in Lenoir 1991, 185-192; John Scheid, "Sanctuaires et thermes sous 
l'Empire," in Lenoir 199 1, 205-2 14. 
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this information is fragrnentary and ofien inconclusive. In the physical record, evidence 

for cult activity is best evidenced by votive offenngs and the presence of sculptures of 

the gods. The written evidence, including texts and inscriptions, provides further 

information about the exigence of religion in spas. 

Gifi  to tbe Gods 

Pre-Roman Votive Offerings 

Although votive offerings are one of the clearest indicators of ritual activity in 

spas, deposits of votive objects are not usually found within the confines of the spas 

themselves.' Instead, they may be located in or near a thermal-minerai spring which 

supplied the requisite water.' In order to propitiate the gods most efiectively, the gifts 

were placed directly in contact with the divinity, who sometimes took the form of the 

spring or water. 

In severai cases, deposits of votive offerings have been discovered which 

demonstrate a pre-Roman cult use at a site with a thermal-minera1 spnng. Three deposits 

found near Montegrotto Terme (Aquae Aponi) point to the early practice of votive 

'Some of the main works on votive offerings: W.H.D. Rouse, Greek votive offeriugs 
(Cambridge, 1902); L. Vagnetti, Il deposifo vobbvo de Campettia Veio (Rome, 1971); 
G. Gualandi, "Santuari e t i p i  votive dell'Etniria padana," SE 42 (1974): 37-68; M. 
Fenelli, "1 votivi anatomici di Lavinio," Archeulog~A Cfàssica 27 (1975): 232-252; Maria 
Bonghi Jovino, Deposiri votivi dEbuna (Milan, 1976); P. Pensabene et ai. Tenecotte 
Votive del Tevere. Studi Mjsceilmei 25 (Rome, 1 98 0); C . Bourgeois, Divuna 1. Divinirés 
et ex-voto du culte Gallo-Romain de l'eau (Paris, 1991). Also, see B. Ginge, "Votive 
deposits in Italy: new perspectives on old finds," /RA 6 (1993): 285-288. 

 o or a discussion of the location of votive deposits in relation to baths in Gaul, see 
Aupert 1991, 185-1 86. 
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offerings made in the context of healing springs6 Nearly four thousand clay vases, 

rnostly utilitarian in form, together with a few bronze and gold vessels which were found 

in the area where the spring waters are known to have collected, attest to religious 

activity. Several bronze figurines, including a group of small horses, were also 

discovered. The votive offerings beiong to a penod pre-dating the Roman development 

of the bathing cornplex, but their presence suggests that the later developments originated 

in cult activity. 

Comparable patterns of religious activity at a spring Ieading to the development 

of a heding spa cm be seen at other sites in Italy. At Aquae Sinuessanae, around five 

thousand statuettes are said to have been looted during the constmction of a modem hotel 

located just to the north-east of the remains of a Roman Imperia1 structure.' Although the 

date of the assemblage is not entirely certain, at least sorne of the ex-votos are believed 

to be pre-Roman. 

At Vicarello, the collection of votive offenngs, including many vases and coins, 

found in the basin around the spring, attests to cult activity in the area over a long 

period.8 While most of the objects belong to the Roman period of development of the 

baths, some indicate that the cuit began earlier. 

Anatomicd Votives 

6 ~ a u a r o ,  3 1-44; Migliolaro, 3 5 .  

8 ~ .  Künzl and S. Künd, "Aquae ApollinaresNicarelIo (italien)," in Chevallier 1992, 
273-296; Colini 1968. 
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Deposits of anatomical votive offerings are well-known from antiquity and are 

cornmonly found in healing sanctuaries from both the Etniscan and Roman periods.' 

Terracona models of the afflicted part of the body were presented to an appropriate god, 

either in supplication or in gratitude for divine intervention. By the end of the Republic, 

the practice of dedicating anatomical terracotta votives had al1 but died out in Italy. The 

thousands of anatomical votive objects from Ponte di Nona belong to the Republican 

period; traces of structures which belong to a later phase of the site occur without signs 

of matornicd votives.1° The small bronze feet and arrn which were collected in the area 

of Aquae Aponi also provide evidence for the practice of making anatomical votive 

offenngs at a healing spring which later became a spa." However, as the objects do not 

have a precise context, it is only possible to suggest that they belong to the same petiod 

of activity as is represented by the other pre-Imperia1 votive offenngs." 

The shifi away from these kinds of votive offerings represents an underlying 

change in both religious and medical beliefs. As more rationd explanations were offered 

to interpret events in the world, less credence seems to have been given to certain 

superstitious actions. Philosophies seeking definitive answers from the surrounding world 

p. Deco ufl é, La notion d'ex-voto anatomique chez /es Étrusco-~omaios (B  nixe11 es, 
1964); M. Tabanelli, Gli ex-votopolivisceraliiE~scbie Romani(Florence, 1962); M. 
Vauthey and P. Vauthey, "Les ex-voto anatomiques de la Gaule Romaine," in Pelletier 
1985, 111-117. 

"Delle aotiche terme di Mootegroîto, 54-55, 72-73. 
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were increasingly embraced and gave rise to renewed interest in Epicureanism, most 

emphatically demonstrated in literature by Lucretiust attempt to explain phenornena of al1 

types in physicai terms. By the end of the Republic, a transition had occurred in religious 

and philosophical beliefs whereby philosophies of the Greek world such as Epicureanism 

and Stoicism had been embraced and adapted to Roman needs. 

Yet, belief in magic and superstition continued and even found renewed popularity, 

albeit without officiai sanction, under the ~rnpire.') Although the main component of 

healing at spas was based on "rational" methods of hydrotherapy, there was nevertheless 

a quasi-rational element as well in the form of underlying religious belief. Doctors did 

not generally dismiss the usefulness of treatment by the gods and rationai medicine was 

able to exist side-by-side with belief in divine healing. There is evidence to suppon the 

notion that doctors advocated temple medicine as an alternative to rational procedures." 

Hippocrates himself is said to have based his medical studies on case histories recorded 

on the walls of the Temple of Asclepius at COS." It was also the case that seeking divine 

aid was viewed as necessary when other treatments failed to produce results. Another 

factor involved in asking a god for help in healing was economic. Wealthy people may 

have been able to afford doctor's fees or even to retain a slave with medical expertise. 

This luxury would not have been available to those with lower incomes, and temple 

I3~.H.W.G. Liebeschuetz, Contiouity md Cbaqge in Roman Religion (Oxford, 1979), 
1 19- 139; For a discussion of Pliny's role in the continuation of superstitious thought, see 
G.E.R. Lloyd, Science, Folklore md IdeoIogy (Cambridge, 1983), 140. 

l4pensabene 1980, 28; L. Edelstein, "Greek Medicine in its Relation to Religion and 
Magic," in Temkin and Temkin 1967, 245. 

%ee Pliny HN29.4. 
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medicine would have served the needs of the economically disadvantaged. The earlier 

practice of offering anatomicai votives corresponds to this mode1 as most of the objects 

were simple, probably inexpensive, moulded clay items, created by craftsmen for use by 

visitors to the shrines.I6 

Despite this medical duality, it cannot be denied that certain tendencies towards 

religious acrivity shified away from the earlier beliefs in cure by magic as  represented by 

the anatomical votive offerings. It seems that as doctors eamed the reputaîion of being 

skilled in treating specific disorders, there exiaed less need to ask the gods to intervene 

by means of anatomicai votives. However, it is important to note that the practice 

continued elsewhere, notably in Gad and Britain, where archaeological remains of 

anatomical offerings in Spa contexts suggest that change extended slowly throughout the 

Roman Empire. " 

Roman Votives 

A series of votive reliefs found on the island of Aenaria (Ischia) is evidence of 

cult activity at thermal-mineral springs which were specifically recognized as having 

healing properties (fig. 28-32). They date from the first century B.C. through to the fourth 

17 Gad:  Susan Deyts, "Sources sacrées, stations thermales et ex-voto de guérison en 
Gaule romaine," in Chevallier 1992, 55-61; 1. Fauduet, "Sanctuaires associés a l'eau en 
Gaule centrale," in Chevallier 1992, 199-206. Britain: M. Henig "The Smail Objects," 
in Cunliffe 1985 vol. 2, 5-36. At Bath, only one each of ivory and bronze breasts was 
found as representations of anatomical votive offerings. Henig comments: "Compared 
with other shrines associated with water, the absence of ex-votos, representing parts of 
the human body requiring cure, is striking." 
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century A.D. The similar style of many of the reliefs suggests that they are products of 

a locd workshop. The inscriptions specifically refer to the nymphs and Apollo. Forti's 

suggestion that the reliefs may have been attached to a grotto or space housing the source 

of the springs c m  be accepted only tentatively insofar as a bathing complex which would 

have served as a developed spa has not yet corne to light. 

Various images of mortals, nymphs and Apollo are depicted, engaged in acts 

which seem to be connected to the use of the renowned thermal-mineral springs on the 

island. A hydria, a vesse1 commonly used to cary water, figures prominently in some 

of the reliefs, sometimes with water flowing out (fig. 28-30). This is an appropriate 

atmbute for nymphs of springs, as the vessels represent the water from the springs. 

Another typical symbol of water is the figure of a river-god, seen reclining below the 

main scene of the relief (fig. 29b). In one relief, a nude figure, perhaps a nymph, washes 

her head in a basin which is filled with water poured from a hydria; this may be an 

indication of how thermal-mineral waters were used (fig. 3 1). One relief seems especiaily 

to focus on the healing quaiities of the thermal-mineral waters: a fernale figure draws 

water with her hands from a basin to her mouth in order to ingest it (fig. 32). The water 

may have been poured by another figure who holds a hydria. That this is a scene of 

healing is made clear by the presence of Apollo in his role as a heaiing god, who stands 

to the Iefi, holding a lyre. 

Another important collection of votive offenngs is the materid found in the spring 

and adjoining basin area at ~icarello." Republican coins were recovered from a thermal- 
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minerai spring which fed the b a h  of the Spa. Few terracottas of any type were found, 

aithough at least some anatomical votive offerings might have been expected. A large 

number of metallic vases was recovered from the spring as we11.'~ The collection includes 

four silver goblets, each marked with an itinerary from Gades (Cadiz) to Rome." The 

vases have been dated to between 7 B.C. and A.D. 47. It is quite likely that the goblets 

were made as an offenng to Apollo or any other divinity of the spring. Thirty-four other 

vases were also found: three of gold, twenty-five of silver, and six of bronze. Many of 

them are inscribed with dedications to Apollo, Nymphs, Silvanus, and Asclepius, ail 

divinities regularly associated with healing andor springs (fig. 33)." Others are decorated 

with figures or floral motifs. 

sfatuary fiom spas 

Archaeology has not produced a large sarnple of sculptural material from spas and 

many of the sites excavated have yielded little or no large-scale statuary. Several 

sculptural fragments are in too poor a state of preservation for detailed analysis. The 

following discussion focuses on sculpture recovered from seven spas: Agnano, Teanum 

Sidicinum, Aquae Vescinae, Aquae Tauri, Vicarello, Baiae, and Aquae Aponi. 

' g~o l in i  1968, 5 1 ; Colini 1979, 18. 

' O C I L  1 1.328 1-3284; O.A. W. Dilke, Greek aod Roman Maps (London, l985), 122- 
124; J. Heurgon, "Le date des gobelets de Vicarello," Revue des &des Aaciennes 54 
(1 952): 39-50. 

"See discussion below. 
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Asclepius is the most prominent as the ben known of the healing gods." Several 

fragments from Aquae Vescinae preserve his a m ,  hot, and staff with an entwined 

serpent.23 A bearded head (fig. 34) found near the hot spring at Vicarello has been 

identified as Asclepius. Two other statues from Aquae Aponi can also be interpreted as 

Asclepius. The first (fig. 35) preserves only a portion of a sndce and staff, but as t h a e  

are custornary attributes of the healing god, the identification is cenain. The second is 

more problematic and pomays a nearly-complete male (fig. 36). He wears a mantle 

around his hips falling to his legs and thrown across his left shoulder and ami. The bare 

torso and curly hair with a Iight beard is sirnilar to representations of Asclepius. It has 

been suggested that this statue pomays the god Apoous. as a divinity of the springs and 

guardian of health. Another suggestion has been that this is a local official with the 

attributes of a healing g ~ d . ~ ~  

A statue of Apollo was found in a nymphaeum associated with the baths at 

Vicarello." Apollo, in this context, must be considered in his role as a healing god. His 

representation, together with the inscriptions on the votive offenngs, makes it quite likely 

that this spa was known as Aquae Apollinares. An image of Apollo is also known from 

Baiae, where a marble head was found just to the east of the Baths of Mercury (fig. 51). 

"C. Kerény i, Asklepos. Archemal Image of tbe Physicim 's Existence (New York, 
1 959); Bernard Holtnnann LIMC 2 (Munich, 1984), S.V. Asklepios, 863-90 1. 

23~ulvio 1887, 409 (not illustrated). 

25Künd and Künd 1992, 274; L. Fabrini, "L'Apollo di Vicarello e l'inserimento del 
su0 prototipo nell'ambito della scultura antica del IVo sec010 a.C.," RomMitt. 90 (1983): 
1-33. 
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Nymphs are ais0 commonly found at spas. Their association with healing springs 

and Asclepius made hem appropriate for display. They are generdly depicted as young 

women or girls, often with hair which is fastened at the back of the head. A female head 

from Agnano may represent a nymph (fig. 38). A figure identified as a nymph recovered 

from Aquae Vescinae portrays a female wearing a m a d e  around her waist and ieaves the 

upper part of her body e~posed. '~ Her head and arms are not preserved. Three other 

female figures are also known from this Spa; one has a wreathed head.'7 It is possible 

that these three are aiso nymphs, although the state of preservation is too fragmentary to 

be conclusive. At Aquae Tauri, a marble head of a young woman was found in Room 

C which probably represents a nymph (fig. 52). The piece portrays a young girl with a 

chubby face and wavy hair arranged in a knot or bun at the rear top of her head typically 

seen in figures of nymphs2' Her identification is further supponed by her proximity to 

an altar dedicated to the nymphs (fig. 53)." 

Venus is a figure regularly found in baths and she also appears in healing spas." 

Her images would have been suitable for display in these contexts because she is 

associated with ideas of beauty and luxuxy and because of her general connections to 

-- 

'6~ulvio 1887, 410 (not illumated); aiternatively, the figure may be identified as 
Venus. 

'7~ulvio 1887, 409 (not illumated). 

 or another nymph pomait, see Brunilde Ridgway, HeZIenisfic Sculpture 1, 
(Madison, 1990), 322-325, pl. 16 la-b. 

"'For a discussion of the popularity of statues of Venus in baths, see Dunbabin 1989, 
24-25. 
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health." At Agnano, the goddess is portrayed preparing for a bath (fig. 39). She pulls 

a cloth around her lower hips; it is not clear whether she is pumng it on or taking it off. 

Her hair falls down her back, loosely tied at the nape of her neck. The Agnano statue 

bears some resemblance to the Cnidian Aphrodite and to the Capitoline Venus, especially 

in her stance and coiffeur.32 Another statue of Venus which is related to that of the 

Capitoline Venus cornes from the baths at Teanum Sidicinum (fig. 46). She is also shown 

in preparation for a bath and has placed a cloth on an object beside her. A third statue 

of the goddess was found at Agnano and has been identified as representing a Venus 

Amata (fig. 41). Standing in front of a cuiras, she is s h o w  wearing only greaves on 

her feet and a sword-strap across her breast. A small figure of Eros was originally beside 

her feet; only traces of his feet remain. In the so-called Baths of Sosandra at Baiae, there 

was a statue known as Aphrodite Sosandra (fig. 50). She wears a heavy mantle which 

is pulled across her front up to her shoulder. Her head is also covered and she wears a 

lighter garment underneath. 

Two figures from Teanum Sidicinum may be identified as Erotes. The first 

portrays the head of a small child, perhaps with something in his lips (fig. 45). The 

second is a young boy, wearing only a mantle pulled over his head (fig. 44). As Eros has 

no specific bathing or healing function, his presence may be explained as an extension 

of the representations of Venus. 

" ~ e e  W. Jayne, The Heahg Gods ofAncient Civikatiom (New York, 1962), 306. 

"Sec Martin Robertson, A Hisory of Greek Art (Cambridge, 1975), 3 90-39 1, 548- 
549; Ridgway 1990, 355-356. 
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A statue of Hermes with the infant Dionysus is known from Agnano (fig. 40)" 

The fragment preserves the torso and thighs; the end of Herrnes' staff is visible at the top 

of his right arm. A cloak pinned on his nght shoulder falls across his chest and left side. 

Dionysos, no longer preserved, would have been held in Herrnes' left arm. At Aquae 

Tauri the bearded head of a H e m  was found as well as the base on which it may have 

stood. As god of the palaestra and gymnasium, Hernies represents youth and vigour.lJ 

Perhaps his image was viewed as an inspiration to those using the Spa His role as a 

leader of souk to the Undeworld also had clear implications for those seeking health, and 

in this function Hermes can be seen to have sorne association with healing as a guardian 

of life.3' 

Dionysos is also an appropriate figure to have in a spa In his normal role as the 

god of wine and intoxication, he is the god who is capable of freeing the mind from cares 

and troubles. But Dionysos also had specific associations with healing.36 Among his 

healing abilities, Plutarch reports that his priests were able to cure by touch and by 

interpreting drearns. '' 

"The illustration in Macchioro's publication, fig. 15, shows a modem restoration of 
the sculptural group. The actual fragment in fact only preserves the torso and legs; the 
infant Dionysius, the rarn, and the lower legs are not ancient. 

"Walter Burkett, Greek Religioo (Cambridge, Massachusetts, l985), 1 58 

"For a discussion of Hermes as a heding god, see Jayne 1962, 33 1-332. 

36See Jayne 1962, 3 18. 
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Two statues of satyrs may have associations with Dionysus or with the Nymphs. 

Only the head of one is preserved from Agnano." A second cornes from Teanum 

Sidicinum and is in fragmentary condition, with only the torso and a portion of the left 

leg remaining (fig. 43). He wears a cloak fastened at the shoulder. The statue's 

attribution is based on the fluidity of the rendering of the torso, making it similar to other 

more complete examples of the s~bjec t . )~  

At Aquae Aponi, a statue of a young male has been recovered from the area of 

the thermal centre (fig. 37). The upper half of the figure is preserved and ponrays a 

plump youth with curly hair wearing a shon cloak across his right shoulder, chest, 

stomach, and back. His right arm is bent at the elbow towards his mouth. This statue 

has been identified as Harpocrates. This attribution seems to have been based on the 

body of the figure - sof?, fleshy, and plump - typical characteristics for representations of 

the gocL40 The identification as Harpocrates is also suitable for a statue found in a healing 

Spa. Harpocrates, or Homs-the-Child, is represented on several Egyptian stelai and cippi 

which have incantations against various stings or bites. He usually aands on a crocodile 

as a symbol of his ability to overcome evil  force^.^' As the son of Osiris, ruler of the 

38~acchioro 1912, 284. The original identification must have been based on the ears 
and face of the figure; only an inadequate and small image w u  ever published and the 
piece is now lost. 

"cf. Cornelius Vermeule, Greek and Romm Sculprure in America (Berkeley, 198 l), 
162-163; Ridgway 1990. pl. 159a-d. 

40 J. Cooney, "Harpocrates, the dutiful son." Cleveimd Museum of Art Bulletin 59 
(1 972): 284-290. 

J. Nunn, Ancieot Emliao Medicine (London, 1 W6), 1 07- 1 1 0. 
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afierlife, and Isis, the goddess of nurturing and abundance, his role as a god associated 

with healing is appropriate. Furthemore, the spread of Egyptian cuits, especially of Isis 

and Sarapis, would have encouraged the wonhip of Horus-the-child. 

Two other statues €rom spas may have links to the gods associated with healing. 

A sculpture of a standing youth holding a goose is known from the baths at Teanum 

Sidicinum (fig. 48). He has loose, wavy hair and is wearing nothing; the goose is held 

in his left hand. A second statue fragment represents a pyramidal composition of a boy 

and goose from Aquae Vescinae.'* The subject is known from many examples, including 

those in the Glyptothek in Munich, the Capitoline Museum and the Thermae Museum in 

Rome, and the Louvre in Paris. The subjects of both examples, although handled 

differently, are clearly related, and to judge from the style of execution and topic, are 

Roman copies of Hellenistic originals. 

Scholars have offered different interpretations of the figures in the popular 

pyramidal group. It has been suggened that the child may be Harpocrates and the goose 

may either be the sacred goose of Geb, the father of Osiris or rnay represent Osiris 

himself, normally not s h o w  in Roman art." The hairstyle provides a further connection 

to Harpocrates. He is usually shown with a side-braid of hair; the child with the goose 

has a variation of this and generally wears his hair in an exaggerated top-hot. And, as 

already indicated, the Egyptian god is ofien shown as a plump child. Another 

" ~ i ~ l i o l i  191 1, 48 (not illustrated). For a similar statue, see fig. 49. 

4 3 ~ .  Kodoff, "Harpocrates and the Sacred Goose," The Ancient W0rld3~no.3 (1  980): 
80-81. On the goose in the Roman world, see J.M.C. Toynbee, Aoimds ia Ro- AH 
md Lifi (Baltimore, reprint 1 W6), 26 1-264. 
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interpretation of the scene of a boy holding a goose is that it refers to Heracles in a mock 

epic rendering of the myth of the god battling the s n a k e ~ . ~  A third possibility is that the 

piece represents a genre scene of a childish, light-hearted subject, in which the goose is 

the pet of the child." A final suggestion is that the group pomays one of the sons of 

Asclepius overcorning the goose which symbolically represents marsh fever." I would 

suggest that none of these interpretations need be excluded. Many of the sculptures from 

the Hellenistic period offer themes which are not limited to a single idea and are able to 

conflate concepts of mythology, religion, and ordinary life into one ~ o r k . ~ '  It is likely 

that the figure of a boy holding a goose from Teanum Sidicinum, which pomays a 

slightly older youth, ailudes to similar ideas as the pyramidal group. 

The head of a bearded figure from Teanum Sidicinum probabiy represents a river 

god (fig. 47). His long beard and flowing locks of hair are suggestive of the movement 

of water. River gods appear regularly in baths." 

Only two pieces of sculpture are lacking a definite association that would make 

them clearly suitable for placement in a Spa. The fint, from Agnano, is a statue identified 

"Ridgway 1990, 232. 

4 5 ~ . J .  Pollit, Art in îbe He1Ienist.k Age (Cambridge, l984), 128-1 30. 

4 6 ~ .  Charbonneaux, La ScuIture Grecque et Romaine au Musée du Louvre (Paris, 
1963). 

47 Consider, cg., the Old Fisherman from the Capitoline Museum, Rome who 
embodies "a peculiar mixture of poetic fantasy and social realism." (Pollin 1984, 146). 
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as Ganymede (fig. 421." He leans in a relaxed pose against a tree, with his left foot 

crossed over his right. A cloak is fastened on his left shoulder and is draped down his 

back. To judge by the position of his left hand, the figure would have held a stick. A 

small winged Eros stands at his feet; he is a substitute for the eagle normally placed with 

figures of Ganyrnede as a symbol representing Zeus. A second sculptural fragment is 

preserved from Aquae Tauri, consisting of the lower porrion of a barefoot figure wearing 

a full-length chiton (fig. 54). It is unknown what the complete statue pomayed. 

Some sense of the placement of these statues can be gained from the architecture 

of the buildings. At Aquae Tauri (fig. 15), at the east end of Room C, an elaborate 

arrangement was created with the intention of providing a shrine-like space composed of 

a large niche for a statue. Similarly, at Aquae Vescinae, at the rear of the atrium (fig. 3, 

room 2), a large central niche fianked by two smaller ones al1 could have held statues, 

fragments of which were recovered dunng excavations. Two of the statues (Venus 

Amata and Ganymede) from Agnano were placed in niches around the pool of the cold 

room (fig. 2, room C). The other two (Hermes with infant Dionysius and Bathing Venus) 

were placed dong the West wall of the sarne r~o rn . ' ~  At T eanum Sidicinum, room D (fig. 

13) was the most elaborately decorated. At the rear absidal wall three statuary niches 

'This identification was made by the exacavator Macchioro and has been recently 
repeated by Amalfitano 1990, 67. A reappraisal of the statue, however, is necessary and 
it surely must be identified as a copy of Skopas' Pothos, well-known in antiquity to judge 
by the numerous versions of it preserved. An exact identification of the Pothos figure 
awaits further scholarship, although it has been noted that it is "Eros-like (or even 
Hermaphroditic) in appearance" by Ridgway. Good discussion and recent bibiiography on 
the Pothos is available in Ridgway 87, 103-104. 
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were placed, with the central larger one placed 1.90 m above the level of the floor; two 

flanking ones were placed 2.10 m above the floor. In a comparable manner, at Baiae, 

each of the large round thermal-mineral pool halls which articulated by a series of ta11 

niches must have been designed to hold statues. 

Large-scale statues of many gods had a place in spas, both as a decorative element 

and as an implicit reference to the divinities associated with bathing and heaith. Statues 

of deities were aiso frequently found in ordinary bathing establishments, yet it is likely 

that in these contexts the cult association was secondary to the purposes of decoration." 

It appears that images of gods were integrai to creating the appropriate spa atomsphere. 

But as most major deities had healing powers, the existence of these powers should not 

be taken as the sole reason for their representation in the spas. 

Wntîen Evidence 

Inscriptions 

Another source of information about the religious nature of spas is provided by 

inscriptions on offerings made to divinities associated with the establishment. The 

majority of these inscriptions are dedicatcry. AIthough many identi@ spas by narne, 

" " ~ h e n  the gods (such as Aesculapius and Hygieia, or Herrnes, Hercules, and 
Aphrodite) were admitted into this profane worid, they were chosen because of their 
traditionai association with the subject of health, hygiene, physical prowess, and beauty." 
Yegiil 1992, 124425. 

On sculpture in baths, see H. Manderscheid, Die Skulpturenausstaîizmg der 
kaiseneitiichetl Thennenmhgeeo (Berlin, 1981); M. Manin, "Free-standing sculptures 
from the Baths of Caracalla," A3A 87 (1983): 347-84; C. Gasparri, "Sculture provenienti 
dalle Terme di Caracalla e di DioclePano," RivIszArcb s.3 (1983-1984): 6-7, 133-50. 



relatively few are directly related to aspects of worship and cult. Several inscriptions 

occur on the precious objects from Aenaria and Vicarello which have dready been 

discussed as votive offenngs. The common phrase votrun soivitimplies that the dedicant 

received a benefit believed to have been brought about by the resources of a divinity. 

The most common reference to diinities is to nymphs." They are commonly 

associated with water and springs, making their presence appropriate at  bath^.'^ 

Dedications to nymphs are found not only at spa sites, but also at hot springs which were 

known for their healing capabilities but which may have remained undeveloped." Ritual 

activity which focused on the worship of the nymphs of a thermal-mineral spring is one 

aspect of the development of spnngs into spas. 

In a few cases, an unspecified nymph is the recipient of a dedication. This is the 

case at Aquae Sinuessanae where an inscription is dedicated oymp6is sanct(is) oovis 

reperts,," at Aquae Tauri where the dedication on an altar is wpqaîs (fig. 53),56 and 

 or nymphs in Itdy, see Fritz Heichelheim, RE ser. 1, 34 (Stuttgart, 1937), S.V. 

Nymphai (Kuhttitten), 1568-1 569; For a summary of the Greek evidence about nymphs 
which distinguishes between those of spnngs and those of forests, see T. Gantz, Ear/y 
Greek Mytb (Baltimore, 1993), 139- 143; Also, J. Toutain, Les cuites paiens 1 (Rome, 
1967), 380-384; L. Deschamps, "Varron, les lymphes et les nymphes," in Hommages i 
Robert ScbiIiing (Paris, 1 9 8 3 ) : 6 7- 8 3. 

"eg . at Forum Tkaiàni; Nppfhis] / saiutaripus] / A elius Per[egn7/aus, proc(urator) 
A[uggg((uonrm hium ?)l /praef(ectus) pmu(inciae) S[ard(iaiae))l ( A  E 1 99 1-90 8). Al so, 
in the sarne t o m ,  two exarnples dedicated to nymphs found near a hot spnng: CIL 
10.7859; CIL 10.7860. 

Some of the common epithets for the healing role of nymphs: Medicae (CIL 
3.10595); Salutares (CIL 3.10891, 10893); Salutiferae (CE 3.1397). 



at Puteoli where an inscription is dedicated ~ y m p b i s . ~ ~  At Vicarello, there is a dedication 

de bus.^^ 

There are several instances in which a nymph is more specifically identified. On 

three of the inscriptions on the votive reliefs from Aenaria, the nymphs are named as the 

"Nitrodes Nymphae".'9 Forti suggem that the adjective refers to nitrate springs with a 

Latinized form of the Greek word, r 6  vi7pov6' It may be that other inscnptions from 

Aenaria dedicated to nymphs without an identifiing adjective should also be considered 

as refemng to the Ni trodes nymphs6' 

At Aquae Apollinares, a dedication was made N@s Domiriaois, whose epithet 

may allude to an interest the emperor Domitian had in the healing powers of the water~.~'  

Gods who were specifically recognized as having healing powers also are well- 

represented in the inscriptions from spas. Occasionally, Apollo is invoked by h i r n ~ e l f . ~ ~  

s 9 ~ I .  10.6786: Nymphis Nitrodibus; wjupaî~ N i i p o b h ;  CIL 10.6789: Nymphis 
Nitrodis; CIL 10.6790: Nymphis Nitrodiaes. 

6 ' ~ 1 ~  10.6791; CIL 10.6794; CIL 10.6795 (these examples are not discussed by 
Forti); CIL 10.6787 = Forti, tav. W . 2 ;  CIL 10.6788 = Forti, tav. IX.2; CIL 10.6793 = 
Forti, tav. VI.2; CIL 10.6796 = Forii, tav. XI. 1; CIL 10.6797 = Forti, p. 186-187; CIL 
10.6798 = Forti, IX. 1 ; CIL 10.6799 = Forti, tav. WII.2. 

63For Apollo in the guise of a healer in Gaul, see J.J. Han, "Apollo guérisseur en 
Gaule," in Pelletier 1985, 204-238. Also, T. Gantz 1993, 95-98. 



At Vicarello, there is a dedication Apoliini saoc t~ .~ '  At Bagni di Stigliano, a recent 

discovery indicates that Apollo was wonhipped at the location: here too there is a marble 

inscription Apollioi s a n c f ~ . ~ ~  At Aquae Aponi, one inscription identifies ~ p o l l o ?  

Apollo could also be invoked together with the nymphs. At Aenaria, three votive 

reliefs have dedications to Apollo and the n y r n p h ~ . ~ ~  Other reliefs have a figure of Apollo 

shown together with the nymphs, who are named in the inscription (e.g. fig. 29b)? ~t 

Vicarello, several dedications occur to Apollo and the nymphs; in one case there is a 

direct reference to health in an offenng pro salute (CI 1 1 -3 287)." 

In two cases at Vicarello, an attempt was made to include as many gods as could 

be propitiated in a single dedication. Thus, Apollo, Silvanus, the Nymphs, and, in one 

case, Asclepius were named together in the inscription." 

65Gasperini 1988, 35 no. 27. 

'Lazzaro 198 1, 145 (Apollini). Dedications at Aquae Aponi represented as A(quis) 
A@ooi). E.g., CIL 5.2783-2790. 

6 7 ~ ~  10.6786: Apollini et Nyrnphis Nitrodibus; CIL 10.6787: Apollini et Nymphis; 
Cf. 10.6788: Apollini et Nymphis. 

68CIL 10.6793 = Forti, tav. VI.2: Apollo with a lyre accompanied by three nymphs; 
CIL 10.6796 = Forti, tav. XI. 1 : Apollo with lyre accompanied by three nymphs; CIL 
10.6798 = Forti, tav. IX. 1 : Apollo with lyre and tripod accompanied by three nymphs 

6 9 C ~  1 1.3286: Apollini et Nymphis Domitianis; CIL 1 1 X87: Apollini sancto et 
Nymphis; CIL 1 1.3288: Apollini et Nymphis sanctis. 

7 0 ~ ~  11.3289: Apollini Silvano Nymphis; CIL 11.3294: Apollini Silvano Asclepio 
Nymphis. For Asclepius, see the monumental work by L. Edelstein, Asclepius 1 and 2 
(Baltimore, 1945). For discussion on the cult of Silvanus, see: Peter Dorcey, The Cult 
of SiIvanus: A Study in Roman Folk Religion (Leiden, 1992); V .  Hutchinson-Pennanen, 
"New light on the cult of Silvanus," /RA 7 (1994): 475-479, especially p. 479 which 
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At Aquae Vescinae, an inscription dedicated to Hygieia was found in the outlet 

of a thermal-minerai spring." 

A number of gods who do not necessarily have a primary role as healers are aiso 

indicated in the inscriptions. Thus, at Aquae Caeretanae, one inscription refers to Jupiter 

and another refers to Jupiter and ~ercules." A dedication M e r c d  Augustu attests to 

worship of Mercury at Aquae Statiel~ae.'~ At Aquae Statiellae a rnarbie base was found 

with an inscnption recording a dedication by three freedmen to Genio paeooi oosûi7' 

Another geoius was named in an inscription found at Aquae ~esc inae . '~  

Literary Texts 

The Iiterary sources reveal litile about the nature of cult activity or religious belief 

at spas. Few texts have any direct references to the presence of divinities at particular 

addresses Silvanus as a healing god. 

' '~ulvio 1888 and Giglioli 191 1; For a recent assessrnent of the role of the goddess 
of health, see H. Sobei, Hygieia (Darmstadt, 1990). 

7 2 ~ ~  1989.305: Iovi. A E  1992.599: Iovi 1 et Herculi ... 
P. Sabbatini Tumolesi suggests that the presence of Hercules as a healing god is wiusuai 
in Etruria (Bull. dxrch. 7 (1991): 80-82). However, Heracles as a god of hot springs is 
otherwise attested. Moreover, Livy identifies Aquae Caeretanae as having a fountain of 
Hercules. (Livy 22.1.10). 

7 3 ~ ~  1991.726 = CIL 5.7423: Mercurio/Aug(usto). In this case, Augusîus is "added 
mechanically as a standard convention." The actud worship is to Mercury. See D. 
Fishwick, The hpen'd Cult in Lbe L a h  West 2.1 (Leiden, 1991), 448-450. 

7 4 ~ E  1987.404 = CIL 5.7505: Genio /p(aû-uni) ao(os&i). 

7 5 ~ ~  1914.217: Genio Aquarum Vescinmm. 
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establishments. There are occasionai allusions to the sanctity and heaithfulness of springs, 

nymphs, or particular gods, but, on the whole, these do not provide a ciear picture of the 

religiosity of a spa. 

A lener from Seneca to Lucilius reveals the religious belief which could exist with 

respect to springs." He says that springs of hot water are worshipped as divine.'' The 

remark reveals the great appreciation he held for nature and its causes. He apparently 

sees no contradiction between the belief in the divinity of springs and his interest in 

naturai science and rational medicine. His efforts to explain the cause of thermal-mineral 

springs as part of natural science arise fiom his Stoic phil~sophy.~' 

Nymphs, in their healing capacity, are several times referred to by Martial. At the 

baths of Aquae Sinuessanae, they are identified as having a role in the healing of a visitor 

named Philostratus. Martial irnpiies that had Philostratus consumed the waters of the 

nymphs, he would not have met with such an unpleasant end.7g Two other epigrarns 

suggest that the springs of the nymphs would be beneficial for health.80 

7 6lhere are many passages which relate to the powers of healing springs in general. 
To discuss them fully would be beyond the scope of the current work. For an overview 
of Springs known from literary references, see J. R. Smith, Springs anci Wells in Greek 
and Rom= Literahrre (New York, 1922). 

77 Seneca Ep. 41.3. 

'%eneca QN3.1-16. See M. Grifin, Seneca: A Philosopher in Poliics (Oxford, 
l976), 40-42; French 1994, 166- 1 78. 
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There are a number of references to the practical function of several different 

divinities at spas. Traditionally, Heracles was the god of hot spnngs and this role is 

identified by the written sources on spas8' Livy refers to his spring at Aquae 

Caeretanae.8' Propertius says that the shores at Baiae are made by Hercules, probably 

referring to the hot spnngs present there. Diodoms Siculus also refers to Heracles' 

activity in the same area, specifically at Lake  vern nus.'^ In later sources, different gods 

emerge in the same role of heating the waters at spas. Florus says that Phoebus (or 

Apollo) heated the baths." Regianus, a poet from the Vanda1 penod who is known only 

from the Latin Anthology, says in one poem that when Love carried a light in the waters 

at Baiae, a spark fell and heated the water~.~' In another poem, the poet relates that 

Vulcan is responsible for warming the waters? Claudian also attributes the heat of the 

spnngs at Aquae Aponi to ~u1ca.n.~' 

Other general associations with divinities occur in the literary texts. The thermal- 

mineral waters at Baiae are called sacris by T i b u l l ~ s . ~ ~  They are associated with Venus 

%ee John Boardman, LIMC 4.1 (Munich, 1988) S.V. Herakles, 797. Also, G. 
Moitreux, "Hercule et le culte des sources en Lorraine," in Chevallier 1992, 67-76. 

83 Propemus 1.1 1.1-2; Diodoms Siculus 4.2 1.6. 

84~lonis Anttt. Lat. 1 1 1, 1 12. 

8s~egianus Aotb. Lat. 265. 

'6~egianus Am%. Lat. 264. 

87Claudian C m .  Min. 26.1 7- 1 8. 
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and ~ a r s . ' ~  Venus, as we have seen, was typically found in contexts of bathing and 

health. Mars also had a role as healer, but is not normaily found at baths.* It would 

appear that reference to these gods at Baiae had as much to do with their statu as lovers 

as with their association with health. Martial also refers to Phoebus, preswnably in his 

guise as a healing god, in a context which seems to refer to Aquae ~pollinares.~'  

A more explicit description of cult activity is provided by Pliny's account of the 

setting at the source of the ~ l i t u m n u s . ~ ~  The main temple is dedicated to the river god, 

Clitumnus. In addition, smaller shrines for other spring gods are present, but these lesser 

divinities are left unnarned. 

The lack of references to divinities at spas is somewhat curious. It would appear 

that in the descriptions of activity in spas, there was a much greater interest in the rational 

procedures which occurred. ï h e  few allusions to gods at spas are found dmost oniy in 

the poets, who regularly make rnythological references without clear cult implications. 

To judge from the literary record, the main activity inside the spas was one which did not 

include a direct association with the gods. 

8%fartial 1 1.80; Regianus Aotb. Lat. 266. 

%Jayne 1 962, 43 2-43 3. 

"Martial 6.42. 

''~liny Ep. 8.8. 
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General Observahons 

Given the fragrnentary nature of the evidence, a precise interpretation of the nature 

of cult activity is elusive. The worship of divinities (particularly nymphs) clearly had a 

role in the context of spas, but it seems to have been practiced primarily outside the 

actual physical space of the establishments. This is most clearly visible in the location 

of votive offerings and the inscriptions on hem,  which are generaily found in or near 

thermal-mineral springs connected to the b a h .  Because most of the sculpture found in 

spas is not particular to the function of healing, it cannot be proven to be anything other 

than decorative, despite the heding capabilities of rnany of the gods represented. The 

lack of literary references which Iink any worship of healing gods with curahve treatment 

furthers the argument against specific cult activity at the spas. 

Although spas may have had cult ongins in the worship of springs with healing 

properties, as atîested by the presence of early votive offerings, in their developed f o m  

îhey demonstrate little in the way of religious activity. The religious associations, in a 

sense, serve as a back-drop to the conviction that actual medical procedures were 

obtainable at a Spa. 



Conclusion 

The practice of using natural mineral springs for the purposes of restoring or 

gaining health led to the development of a major institution in the Roman world - the 

healing spas. More than thirty of these establishments are known to have existed in Itdy 

at the high point of their popularity, and they were available to a wide range of social 

classes. The large number of spas which dotted the countryside made it possible for 

virtually anyone to seek health from the curative waters. It is clear that spas played an 

important role in Roman medicine, and that these facilities were airned at treating many 

diflerent types of illnesses and disorders. 

Although M e  is known about the design or operation of the earliest spas, it is 

clear that they existed long before the increase in popularity of bathing which is 

documented to have occurred in the first century B.C. in Rome. The information about 

these early spas is, unfortunately, fragrnentary and it is only through a few tantalizing 

glimpses which Livy and Plutarch offer together with a small amount of inscriptional 

evidence that any image at dl emerges. 

It is not until towards end of the Republic that evidence for spas begins to appear 

more regularly. Baiae, known archaeologically to have developed by the first century 

B.C., serves as the clearest example of this. Its popularity is evident bo t .  from the many 

literary references and from the increase in building activity of the area Weaithy Romans, 

such as  Marius, Hortensius, and Varro, while staying at their luxury villas, almost 

certainly enjoyed the benefits of the thermal-minerai springs. Even Cicero, clearly 



disdainful of the crowds who frequented the spa, is nevertheless aware of the attractions 

of the resort, 

In the Augustan Age, a greater presence of spas is evident from the frequent 

literary references to the establishments. It is a clear indication of their popularity that 

they are mentioned in the writings of Vitruvius and Strabo, both of whom provide 

abundant informaiion on the distribution and characteristics of the main developments in 

spas. 

From the middle of the first century through to at least the end of the second 

century A.D., the number of spas continued to increase. Many spas, including Baiae, 

Aquae Tauri, and Aquae Caeretanae which were already ~ell-established in the Augustan 

age, underwent extensive renovations and changes during this period. Other spas such 

as Aquae Aponi, and Aquae Vescinae seem to have been developed at this time into 

complete bathing facilities which used thermal-minera1 spnngs. Incidental comments 

about specific spas become more frequent as genera! knowledge about their benefits 

becomes increasingly dispersed. Pliny the Elder compiles more material about spas than 

either Vitruvius or Strabo; he identifies over a dozen places in Italy where thermal- 

mineral waters could be used in a developed facility. Celsus recommends a number of 

places where thermal-mineral cures can be obtained. Suetonius describes how several 

different emperors used thermal-mineral waters, without explicit detail. Martial sets 

various poems in spas, perhaps assuming that their locations and reputations were well- 

known. Soranus and Galen mention the benefits of spas; but provide little additional 
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information. If any of these writers had thought that bis audience would not be familiar 

with the institutions, he might have felt it necessary to give more detail. 

It is dificult to anaiyze the status of spas in the third century because there is less 

information available from the written sources. One exception to this is Dio Cassius. He 

does not provide unnecessary topographical background when descnbing an event which 

took place at a spa, thereby suggesting that these places continued to be well-known to 

his contemporaries. 

By late antiquity, only a few spas remained prominent in Italy. Baiae's fame 

continued to reach far and wide. Not only did extremely wealthy individuals such as 

Symmachus and his friends frequent its baths, but the reputation of Baiae was such that 

other spas were compared to it.' Aquae Tauri continued to be used at least until the fiWi 

century and the baths at Aquae Aponi were even restored from a dilapidated state to their 

original splendour in the sixth centuty. 

Epigraphy and literature attest to the fact that people of al1 classes visited spas. 

There is certainly a more prominent presence of the upper classes, including the emperors, 

but this is in part due to the nature of the evidence which tends to be biased in favour of 

that part of society. In particular, the fmi1.a C'esanS and iogeoui are well-represented 

'In fact, this delight in Baiae continued well into the Middle Ages. De Balneis 
Puteolaois, written by Peter of Eboli, describes the many establishments available for 
various ailments in the Baian area. The text makes it quite clear that vast numbers of 
people had an interest in visiting Baiae, even up to the time when the thermal-mineral 
springs were demoyed by seismic activity in the mid-sixteenth century. For more on the 
manuscript tradition and the drawings, see Raymond Clark, "Peter of Eboli, 'De Balneis 
Puteolanis': Manuscnpts from the Aragonese Scriptonum in Naples," Traditio 45 
(1 989-l99O): 380-389; and Yegiil 1996, 148-1 55. 
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as visitors to spas. Freedmen were present in moderate nurnbers and only a few slaves 

are evident frorn the inscriptions. Despite the fact that the epigraphic evidence does not 

reveal many fernales, the recommendations by Soranus to use mineral waters for treating 

gynaecological disorders and Martial's observations about the activities of women at spas 

confirm that women were sometimes present at spas. Some spas, especially Aquae 

Albulae and Aquae Caeretanae, seem to have attracted particular types of clientele. Other 

locations farnous for their spas, e.g., Aquae Aponi and Baiae, appear to have had many 

different facilities available which could presumably accommodate different classes of 

visitors. 

What seems to have been central to the use of spas throughout the Roman penod 

is the continuai belief that it was principaily the mineral spring waters which facilited a 

cure. Ordinary bathing certainly was an important factor in the improvement of health 

and hygiene, but the Romans believed that the spas offered a distinct medical treatment 

for health problems. In this light, it is important to recognize Spa bathing as a specialized 

type of medical treatment. This distinguishes it from being merely a variant of ordinary 

bathing. To pinpoint the differences with respect to the archaeological evidence is no 

easy task, for by necessity the architecture in spas, which focused on bathing, was 

virtually the same as  that at ordinary baths. To be sure, as 1 have demonstrated, there are 

characteristic features found at spas which were particularly suited to the needs of mineral 

spnng bathing. But, in many cases, these same features could also be f o n d  in ordinary 

baths. The most important aspect of a spa, then, was not the architectural design of the 
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establishment, but the availability of mineral springs which were understood to be 

therapeuti c. 

Whether spa-bathing was medicaliy sound is aiso a dificuit problem to assess. 

It is hard to imagine that a trip to a spa - more often than not located in beautiful 

surroundings, generally quite luxurious and cornfortable, and focused entirely on 

answering the needs of the client - would not have resulted in improving one's health.' 

Whether a treatment using thermal-minerai waters was actually effective is less easy to 

establish, and it is hard to determine from the preserved evidence whether the spnngs 

were the actud cause of restonng heaith. In any case, the testirnony offered by the 

numerous dedicatory inscriptions, frequent recommendations by medical writers and non- 

specialists, and the existence of many thermal-mineral establishments throughout Itdy and 

the rest of the Roman world, provide an unequivocal demonmation of the important role 

spas had in Roman medicine. 

' ~ o d e r n  medical practice in some countries continues to advocate the use of 
balneology and thermal-mineral spnngs. See, for example, Y. Agishi and Y. Ohtsuka, 
Receot Progress in Medicd Baloeology d Climatology (Sapporo, 1995); S. Licht, 
Medical Hydroiogy (Baltimore, 1 963). 



Catalogue of Spas in Italy 

Although most of the entries in this catalogue can be considered fully or partially 
developed establishments, the exact nature of several locations is uncertain. 1 have not 
tried to be exhaustive; rather, 1 have sought to include the best-known spas and those 
recommended specifically by the medical writers. Springs which were generally regarded 
as beneficial but were not recommended for specific ailrnents have not been included. 

Key: A S  = ancient sources 
H = state of researcb 
B = modem bibfiography 

1) Ad Nonurn (Ponte di Nona) 
AS: d a  
H: excavation of votive deposits 
B: Potter 1985; 1989 

2) Aenaria (Ischia) 
AS: 

H: 
B: 

3) Agnano 
AS: 
H: 
B: 

4) Anxur 
AS: 
H: 
B: 

caeliuç Aurelianus C h  5.4.77; 5.10.126; Pliny H N 3  1.5; Ovid M m .  
15.71 2; Strabo 5.4.9; 
fourteen votive reliefs 
Forti 1951. 

nla 
excavation of extensive bath building 
La Forgia 1985; Macchioro 1912 

Horace Sat. 1.5.24-26; Martial 10.51.7-IO; 10.58; 5.1; 6.42 
n/a 
d a  

5 )  Aquae Albulae (in Bagni di Tivoli) 
AS: Avitus Aotb. Lat. 259; Caelius AureIianus Chon. 3.1 .IO; 2.1.48; 5.2.40; 

Galen De meth. med (Kühn X.536); De simp. med. (Kühn X.393); 
Martial 1.12.2; 4.4; Pausanias, 4.35.10; Pliny HN 3 1.6; Seneca QNat 
3.20.4; Statius Sifv. 1.3.74; Strabo 5.3.1 1; Suetonius Aug. 82.2; 
Suetonius Nero 3 1.2; Vitruvius 8.3.2 

H: excavation of bath 
B: Mari, 293 -3 1 7 



6) Aquae Angae 
AS: Tab. Peut. 
H: unidentified location 
B: Spadea 1982, 88-89; Maddoli 1982 

7) Aquae Apollinares 
see 33) 

8) Aquae Apollinares 
see 48) 

9) Aquae Aponi 1 Aponenses 
AS: Ausonius Ord Noh. Ur&. 19.159-1 62; Avitus Anth. Lat. 23; Caelius 

Aurelianus Chron. 2.1.48; Cassiodorus Var. 2.3 9; Claudian C m .  min. 
26; Martial, 1-62; 6.42; Pliny HN2.106.227; 3 1-32; Suetonius Tib. 14 

H: various excavations in area, including major bath complex 
B: DeiieaoticbetemediMon~e~o~o1997;L~01981;Migliolaro 

1956 

10) Aquae Auguriae 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus Chrom 5 -4.77 
H: unidentified location 
B: d a  

11) Aquae Caeretanae (Piano di Carlotîo, south-west of Civitavecchia) 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus Chroo. 2.1.48; Livy 22.1.10; 22.36.7; Strabo 5.2.3; 
H: recent excavations of partial bath complex 
B: Cosentino and Tumolesi 1989; Cosentino 1992; Tumolesi 1992 

12) Aquae Cdidae ad Vetulonios (Poggetti dei Giuggioli) 
AS: Pliny HN2.106.227; Tab. Peur. 
H: limited survey 
B: Cum 1978, 201-202; Piffen 1963, 345-348. 

13) Aquae Cumanae 
see 34) 

1 4) Aquae Cutiliae (near Cittaducale) 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus C h m .  3.1.10; 3.2.45; 52-40; 5.4.77; Celsus 4.12.7; 

Dio Cassius 66.17; 66.26; Dionysius of Halicamassus 1.15; Macrobius 
Sar. 1.7.28; Pliny HN2.96.209; 3.12.109; 3 1.6; 31.32; Seneca QNat. 
3.25.8; Suetonius Vesp. 24; Strabo 5.3.1 ; 

H: recent excavations of bath and villa 
B: De Palma 1985; Reggiani 1979 



15) Aquae Labanae (between Eretum and Nomenhun) 
AS: Strabo5.3.11 
H: unidentified 
B: d a  

16) Aquae Labodes 
AS: Diod. 4.78 (Thermae Selinuntiae); Strabo 6.275 (Thermae Selinuntiae); 

Tab. Peut. 
H: d a  
B: d a  

17) Aquae Nepesinae (Bagni di Gracciolo?) 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus C h .  3.2.45; 3.1.10; 5.4.77 
H: d a  
B: Gasperini 1988 

18) Aquae Passeris (near Viterbo) 
AS: Martial 6.42; Tab. Peut. 
H: n/a 
B :  Gamumnietal.,72;Gasperini1988, 30 

19) Aquae Patavinae 
see 9) 

20) Aquae Pisanae 
AS: Pliny HN 2.106.227 
H: n/a 
B: n/a 

2 1 ) Aquae Pithecussae 
see 2) 

22) Aquae Populoniae 
AS : Tab. Peut. 
H :  n/a 
B :  Pifferi 1963, 343-345. 

23) Aquae Senanae 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus Chron. 2.1.48 
H: unidentified 
B: d a  



24) Aquae Sinuessanae (near Mondragone) 
AS: Livy 22.13.10; Martial 6.42.5; 1 1-82; 11 -7; Ovid Meta. 15-71 5; Pliny 

HN 3 1.4; Plutarch Marc. 26.4; Silius Italicus 8.529; Strabo 5.3.6; 
Suetonius Tit. 1 1 ; Tacitus Am. 12.66; Hist. 1.72 

H: generai survey of area 
B: Arthur 1991, 62. 

25) Aquae Stabiae 
AS: P l i n y M 3 1 . 5  
H: excavations of extensive luxury villas 
B: Di Capua 1929; D'Orsi 1965 

26) Aquae Statiellae (Acqui) 
AS: Pliny NN3.7.49; 31.2; Strabo 5.1.1 1 
H: limited excavation 
B: Mazzini 1922; Carducci 1973 

27) Aquae Tauri (outside of Civitavecchia) 
AS: Pliny HN 3.5.8; Rutilius Namatianus 1.249-276 
H: extensive excavations of bath complex 
B: M a n i  1869; Mengarelli 1919; 1923; Bastianelli 1933; 1942; 1961; 

Heinz 1986 

28) Aquae Vescinae 
AS: n/a 
H: extensive excavations of bath building 
B: Fulvio 1888; 1896; 1887; Giglioli 191 1; Arthur 1991, 58; 105, no. 2; 

note: This may be the site of Aquae Vesevinae mentioned only a single time by 
Caelius Aurelianus in the fifth century. As no location has been satisfactorily 
identified for Aquae Vesevinae, it seems possible that an error in textual 
transmission has led to the reading of Vesevinae for Vescinae. Furthemore, 
the other places of the sarne passage cited by Caelius Aurelianus are ail found 
in Etniria It seems likely that Aquae Vesevinae was a later addition by 
Caelius Aurelianus, inserted into the translated text of Soranus. 

29) Aquae Vesevinae 
AS: Caelius Aurelianus C h .  2.1.48. 
H: d a  
B: Houston 1992, 360. 

note: Houston's theory that "somewhere on or near Mount Vesuvius, probably 
in the period after the eruption of A.D. 79, there was a natural hot spring, large 
enough to swim in" (Houston 1992, 360) seems rather fanciful. He has 



surmised a possible date based on the fact that Caelius Aurelianus is generally 
regarded as a fifth century translation of the second-century medical writing of 
Soranus. As there are no other accounts of Aquae Vesevinae, I am more 
inclined to consider that this was a spring which was exploited doser to 
Caelius Aurelianus' own time. There is also no evidence on which to assess 
the use of the water, whether it was for bathing or dnnking. 

30) Aquae Vesicariae 
AS: Scribonius Largus 146 
H: n/a 
B: d a  

3 1 ) Aquae Volaterranae 
AS: Tab. Peut. 
H: d a  
B: n/a 

32) Araxus 
AS: Pliny H N  18.29.114; 3 1.8. 
H: n/a 
B: n/a 

33) Bagni ch Stigliano (Aquae Apollinares) 
AS: n/a 
H: excavation of sanctuary area 
B: Staccoli 1983, 205-208; Gasperini 1976 

34) Baiae 
AS: Ausonius MOs. 8.341-348; Celsus 2.17.1; 3.21.6; Cicero Art. 1.16; 

2 1.403; F m .  9.2.5; 9.12; Qfi 12. IO; PImc. 65; Dio Cassius 48.5 1; 
Flonis Anth. Lat., 99; 108; 1 10; Horace Ep. 1.15; Livy 4 1.16.3; 
Lucretius 6.747-748; Martial 1.59; 1.62; 3.20; 4.57.5-10; 4.62; 6.43; 
1 1-80 Ovid Meta. 15.713; Pliny HN 3 1.2.5; 2.106.227; Plutarch Marius 
34.2; Propertius 3.18; Regianus An&. Lat. 265; SHA Hadrian 25.5-7; 
Antoninus Pius 5.1 ; Seneca Ep. 5 1.1 ; QNat. 3.24.3; Sidonius Apollinaris 
5.14; Strabo 5.4.6; Suetonius Nero, 3 1.3; Tibullus 3.5; Vitruvius 2.6.2 

H: extensive excavations of Hillside Cornplex; limited investigations 
elsewhere 

B: Amalfitano 1990; BomelIo and D'Ambrosio 1979; DtArrns 1972; De 
Angelis d'Ossat 1977, pp. 227-274; 1 Campi Flegrei oeZfXrchedogia e 
nella sfonk 1977; Maiun 195 1, 1969; Paget 1967; Yegiil 1996 



35) Cicero's Villa 
AS: Pliny H N 3  1.6; 3 1.8 
H: d a  
B: d a  

36) CIitumnus 
AS: Pliny Ep. 8.8; Propertius 2.19.25; 3.22; Statius Sdv. 1.4.128; Virgil 

Geurg. 2.146 
H: d a  
B: Gri sar 

3 7) Clusian Spring (Chianciano Terme) 
AS: Horace Ep 1.15; Virgil Aen. 10.167 
H: current excavations 
B: communiciation with David Soren, director 

38) Feronia 
see 4) 

39) Fons Timavi 
see 19) 

40) Fontes Leucogoei 
see 32) 

4 1 ) Puteoli (Pouuoli) 
AS: Varro Ling. 5.25; 9.69; Strabo 5.4.6; Pausanias 4.35.12 
H: partialbathcomplex 
B: Sommella 

42) Neapolis (Naples) 
AS: Strabo5.4.7 
H: n/a 
B: n/a 

43) Lipari 
AS: Diodorus Siculus 5.10; Strabo 6-2-10; Athenaeus 2.42.43; Martial 2.14 
H: current excavations 
B: Bernabo Brea 1994; Cavalier 1994. 

44) Sumbruvium Springs 
AS: Celsus 4.12.7 
H: unidentified 
B: n/a 



45) Teanum Sidicinum / Acidda 
AS : Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 5.1 0.1 26; Pliny HN 3 1.5; Vimivius 8.3 
H: extensive excavation of bath complex 
B: Gàbrici 1908 

46) Themae Selhuntiae 
see 16) 

47) Valchetta Baths 
AS: n/a 
H: rescue excavation of part of bath  
B: Jones 1960 

48) Viciirello, possibly Aquae Apollinares 
AS: Martid 6.42; Ta&. Peut. 
H: limited excavation bath building, villa, and nymphaeum 
B: Colini 1968; 1979; Kiinzl and Künzi 1992; Masi 1857 



M ~ P  
Distribution of Spas in Italy 

18. Aquae Vescinae (Terme di Suio) 
19. Aquae Vesevinae ( 7 )  

20.  Aquae Volaterranae ( 7 )  

21. Bagni di Stigliano 
22. Baiae 
23. Clitumnus Source 
24. Clus~an Spring (Chianciano Terme) 
25. Ponte di Nona 
26. Puteoh (Pouuoli) 
27, Ne3pohs (Naples) 
28. Liparr Island 
29. T eanum Sidicinum (Teano) 
30 Vaichena Baths 
3 1 Velia 
32 Vicarello 
33. Aquae Labodes 

1 .  Aenarta (Ischia) 
2 Agnano 
3 .  Aquae Albulae (Bagni di Tivoli) 
4 Aquae Angae (Bagni di Caronte?) 
5. Aquae Caeretanae (Piano dt Carlona) 
6 Aquae Calidae ad Vetulonios (Poggeni dei Giuggioli) 
7. Aquae Cutiliae (near Cittaducalt) 
8. Aquae Labanae (?) 
9. Aquae Nepesinae (Bagni di Gracciolo?) 
10 Aquae Passeris (near Viterbo) 
I 1 Aquae Patavinae (Montegrotco Terme) 
12. Aquae Pisanae 
t 3. Aquae Populoniae (?) (Populonia) 
14. Aquae Sinuessanae (Mondragone) 
15. Aquae Stabiae 
16. Aquae Statiellae (Acqui) 
17 Aquae Tauri (Civitavecchia) 



Figure 1 



Page 2 15 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 2, plan of Agnano, from Paolo Amalfitano, Giuseppe Carnodeca and Maura 
Meciri, eds. I Campi Ffegrei Naples, 1990. 



Figure 3 



Figure 4 



Figure 5 



Page 219 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 6,  plan of the Baths of Mercury at Baiae, and Figure 7, plan of the Baths 
of Venuse at Baiae, both from Paolo Amalfitano, Giuseppe Camodeca and Maura 
Medri, eds. I Campi Flegrei Naples, 1990. 



Figure 8 



Figure 9 



Figure 10 



Page 223 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 1 la, plan of bath complex of Montegrotto Terme, from Luciano Lazzaro, 
Fons Aponi Abaao e Montegroîto oefl 'aotichita Abano Terme, Padua, 198 1,  and 
Figure 1 lb ,  drawing of pool fed by "Lastra" spring, from Delle antkhe teme di 
Mootegrotto, Citta di Montegrotto Terme, Soprintendenza ArcheoIogica per i l  Veneto, 
ApriI 1997. 



Figure 12 



Figure 13 



Page 226 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 14, plan of Terme di Cotilia, from G. De Palma, "Terme di Cotilia" 
Archeologia Laziale 7 (1985): 185-192. 



Figure 15 



Page 228 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. 'Ihe information removed 
was Figure 16, plan of the Valchetta Baths, from G.B.D. Jones, "Veii: the Valchetta 
Baths ('Bagni della Regina')." PBSR 27 (1 960): 5 5-69. 



Page 229 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 17, plan o f  the bath at Aquae Albulae, from Zaccaria Mari, Fuma Ita/lae. 
Regio I.  Vulumen XVIl Tibur Pars Tertra Florence, 1983. 



Figure 18 

Figure 19 



Figure 20 

Figure 2 1 



Figure 23 



Page 233 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 24 and Figure 25, photos of the Peutinger Table, Segments IV and V, from 
Luciano Bosio, La Tabula PeuLiogziaoa Rimini, 1983. 



Page 234 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 26a and Figure 26b, photos of the Peuhnger Table, Segments VI and VII, 
from Luciano Bosio, La Tabula Peutiizgerima. Rimini, 1983. 



Page 235 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 27, the Castro Urdiales cup, from "Waters and Spas in the Classicai 
World." in Roy Porter, ed. The Medicai History of Waters and Spas. London, 1990. 1 -  
13, and Figure 28, relief from Aenaria, Apollo and the Nymphs, Lidia Forti, "Rilievi 
dedicati alle ninfe Nitrodi." RAANn-S. 26 (1951): 161-191. 



Page 236 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 29% votive relief from Aenaria, the Dioscuri and the Nymphs, and Figure 
29b, votive relief from Aenaria, Apollo and the Nymphs, both from Lidia Forti, 
"Riiievi dedicati alle ninfe Nitrodi." RAAN n-S. 26 ( 1  95 1): 16 1 - 19 1 .  



Page 237 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information rernoved 
was Figure 30, votive relief from Aenaria, Apollo and the Nymphs, and Figure 3 1 ,  
votive relief from Aenaria, ApoIIo and the Nymphs, both from Lidia Forti, "Rilievi 
dedicati aile ninfe Nitrodi." RAAN n.s. 26 (1 95 1): 16 1-1 9 1. 



Page 238 has been removed due to copyright restrictions. The information removed 
was Figure 32, votive relief from Aenaria, Apollo and the Nymphs, from Lidia Forti, 
"Rilievi dedicati aile ninfe Nitrodi." RAANns. 26 (195 1): 16 M W ,  and Figure 33, 
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d(edi t) 
(reading very uocer&u'a, 
possibiy indicated oame of 
dedicao& and Genius) 

Bagni di 
Stigliano 

Bagni di 

Vicarello 

Apollini sancto s a c m  1 Eros 
Aug(usti) lib(ertus) proc(urator) 

Apollini sancto Cl(audius) 
Severianus d(onum) d(edit) 

Vicarello Apollini et Nymphis 
Domitianis [ Q(uintus) Cassius 
Ianuarius d(onum) d(edit) 

Colini 
ILS 

Vicarello CIL 
ILS 

Apollini sancto et Nymphis 
voto susceplto Gavia Rhodine 
d(onum) d(edit) cdicem 
argenteum p(ro) s(a.1 ute) 

Vicarello CIL Apollini et 1 Nymphis 1 sanctis 
1 Naevia Bassilla d(onum) 
d(edi t) 

Apollini Silvano Nymphis 
Q(uintus) Licinius Nepos 
d(onum) d(edit) 

CIL Vicarello 
ILS 

Vicarello Nymphabus Minucia Zosime 
d(onum) d(edi t) 

CI' Vicarello 

Mem(oriae) Furiae Asclepiadis 

CIL Q(uintus) Murdius 
- - 

Vicarello Apollini Silvano 1 Asclepio 
Nymphis 1 sacrum 1 [Llaiatius 
Phoebus 1 Decurialis Decuriae 
Iuliae 1 Praeconiae consularis 1 
voto suscepto d(onum) d(edit) 
con 1 Phoebiano filio 



Appendix 2 
Spas on the Peutinger Table 

The Peutinger Table includes a great number of spas, many of which are known 
from literary evidence and others which are known only from the map itself (fig. 24-26). 
There are a number of spas on the Table which are known from literary sources of the 
Early Empire. Vitmvius devotes an entire chapter to the effects of thermal-mineral 
springs and mentions five places in Itdy that were developed as spas. Four of these are 
shown on the Peutinger Table; only one, Aquae Cutiliae, is depicted clearly as a spa. The 
others are indicated merely as towns. Strabo descnbes the benefits of nine spas. Of these, 
three are shown on the map: Aquae Statiellae, Aquae Cutiliae, and Aquae Albulae. The 
last does not have a typical spa symbol which may be the result of minimal space 
available in the vicinity of Rome. Pliny the Elder records over a dozen places in Italy 
where thermal-minerai springs could be used; again, only a few are found on the 
Peutinger Table. In the fifth century, Caelius Aurelianus, the transmitter of Soranus, 
recommends ten different spas. Because Soranus himself did not narne any specific spas, 
it can be inferred that those in the translation are an addition. Nearly al1 of the places 
Caelius Aurelianus describes are on the Peutinger Table, although, once again, only 
Aquae Cutiliae is clearly marked as a Spa. Other late sources mention spas which appear 
on the Map, including Aquae Tauri, described by Rutilius Namatianus, and Aquae Aponi, 
recounted by Claudian and Cassiodorus. 

There is no simple explanation for why some spas are included on the Peutinger 
Table and others are not. This is in part due to the fact that the Map is a late compilation 
of information which seems to have an origin in Augustan period. Yet, there are some 
patterns to the presence of spas. First, spas which were aiready reputable by the end of 
first century A.D. and which continued to be well-known into the fourth century, as 
suggested by their presence in the literary record, are present on the Map. These include 
Aquae Cutiliae and Aquae Statiellae. Aquae Albulae also may be included in this group, 
Secondiy, spas which were important in the Early Empire, but which later became less 
important probably were shown on the original first century version. In the later map, 
they were not considered significant enough to warrant using a Spa symbol and, instead, 
sometimes only an associated place-name was included. This seems to be the case for 
Aquae Sinuessanae, Teanum Sidicinum, and Aquae Caeretanae. The island of Aenaria 
is omitted. Surprisingly, Baiae is not show with bath buildings, but, instead, has what 
seem to be lwury villas, thus confirming its primary reputation as a pleaure resort rather 
than a healing Spa. A third group of spas consists of those which were developed dunng 
and afier the second century. These include Aquae Tauri and Aquae Apollinares. Both 
continued to be active through Late Antiquity and because of this, exist on the Map. 
Finally, there are many spas which are known only from the Peutinger Table. In some 
cases, the name is given on the Map, but in several others, no name is provided. The 
only record of Aquae Angae, Aquae Populoniae, and Aquae Volatemae is that from the 
Map. It appears that there were many more spa establishments than the literary evidence 
attests. 



n-b. The following lists occurrences of the Spa symbol in Itdy. 1 have indicated the name 
s h o w  on the Peutinger Table, the segment in which it is found, its relative position, and 
the distance given between locations. Places which are known only from the Peutinger 
Table are underlined. The second list identifies those symbols and places which have 
generally been included with the spas, but which in fact illustrate luxury or imperid 
villas. Although the general design of the building symbol is similar, it would seem that 
in fact a syrnbol showing a closed space represents a different type of building. Given 
that one of h e m  is labelled Pretonnum (for p r a e t ~ ~ m ) ,  it seems likely that these are 
actudly country estates or villas. This supposition is confirmed by the symbols used for 
both Oplontis and Baiae, places which were certainly known for their villas. 

Symbols which show spas: 
Name Seg. 
1. Aquis Tatelis m . 4  
2. ad tabema frigida IV. 1 
3.  Aauas Volaternas IV.2 
4. Aauae Po~ulanie IV.2 
S. Fonte Timavi IV.5 
6. Aquas Passaris V. 1 
7. Mindo fl. V.2 
8. Aquas tauri V.3 
9. Aquas Apollinaris V.3 
10. Aque Cutillie V.4 
1 1. Tres Tabemas VI. 1 
12. [near Terracina1 VI2  
13. Adnonurn VI.3 
14. Aaue Anee VII. 1 
15. VII.2 
16. Aquae Labodes VII. 1 

Placement 
on route 
end of road 
end of road 
on route 
end of road 
on route 
end of road 
end of road 
on route 
on route 
on route 
on route 
on route 
end of road 
end of road 
on route 

Symbols which show villas: 
N m e  Seg. Placement 
1 .  Vacanas V.3 end of road 
2. Pretorium Lauerianurn 

Nucene Apule VI.3 on route 
3. [Baiae] VI.3 end of road 
4. Invinias VI.3 end of road 
5. Syllas VI.3 on route 
6. Oplont[i]s VI3  on route 
7. ad Teglanum VI3  on route 

Distances 
27 to Berlona 
10 to Lunges 

7 to Maniliana, 33 to Ad Sextum 
14 to Tergeste 
9 to Volsinis, 11  to Forum Casi 
beyond Gravisca 
12 to Lacus et Mons Ciminus 
12 to Tarquinis, 8 to Turres 
7 to hterverio, 9 to Reate 
beyond Sublanuvio (no distance given) 
10 to Tres Tabernas 
6 to Urbanis, 6 to Casilino 
8 to Annicia 
12 to Arciade 
45 to Lilybeo, 40 to Agrigento 

9 to Arpos 
3 to Curnas 
3 to Literno 
6 to Telesie 
6 to Herclanum, 3 to Pompeis 
5 to Hola, 8 to Nuceria 



Appendix 3 
Analysis of the Belief in the Power of Sulphur Springs 

Sulphur spnngs were perhaps the most popular type of spring waters used by the 
Romans for their healing properties. An analysis of the use of sulphur as  a substance 
effectively demonstrates the way in which religious and scientific beliefs were able to be 
tied into hopes for cures brought about by sulphur hot spnngs. 

Sulphw was a widely recognized substance in the ancient world. Its striking 
yellow-green colour, even in the natural state, and its strong odour are very distinctive. 
For some, it held an association with divinity; for others, sulphur had a practical 
application for ordinary living. The smell of sulphur which followed a strïke of lightning 
was explained by Virgil as a sign fiom hpiter.' Lucretius and Seneca both offer 
explanations for the causes and results for the sarne phenemonom2 Pliny also describes 
the smell of sulphur caused by lightning and goes further in saying that lightning has a 
sulphurous nature.) Sulphur was believed to cause other naturai events including the 
heating of water.' 

Suiphur's divine or magical association is evidenced in its use for purification 
r i t ~ a l s . ~  Medea, in Ovids Metamophoses, tries to work her magic on her dying father-in- 
law, whose life she hoped to extend by puneing him with sulphur. Apuleius described 
a purification rituai of a ship which used sulphur, egg, and a torch, while Juvenal says 
that sulphur, torches, and damp laurel-branches are necessary for punGing. Pliny also 
reports that sulphcr is used in religious ceremonies for purifying houses! Other 
occurrences of the powers of sulphur are evident as  well. Ovid describes smoking, 
buming sulphur visible on the shores which Aeneas and his crew pass.' Lucretius and 
Apuleius write that the strong smell of sulphur is capable of killing men.' Finally, in 
what must have appeared as an extraordinary vision, sulphur-soaked torches are said to 

' ~ i r g i l  Aen. 2.687-700. 

'~ucretius 6.2 19-222; Seneca QNat. 2.2 1 -2. 

' ~ l i ny  HN3 5.1 74- 175, 1 1 7. See J. F. Healy, in French and Greenaway 1 986, 1 3 1 - 1 32. 

4Seneca QNaf. 3 .%A; Ovid Fd 1.2. 

 o or suiphur as  a magical agent, see: Eli Edward B h s s ,  Taboq Magic, Spink; A 
Study of Pnmirive Elements in Roman Religim (New York, 193 1), 228-229. 

60vid Met. 7.261; Apuleius 11.16.14-18; Juvenal Sat 2.157-1 58; Pliny HN 35.11 7. 

'Ovid Mer. 14.85-88. 

'~ucretius 6.806-808; Apuleius 9.27.17-2 1. 



have played a part in Bacchic ritual because of their ability to stay ablaze even when 
submersed in ~ a t e r . ~  

In contrast to these impressive aspects of sulphur, there was dso a more practical 
application which was known to the Romans. Rufus refers to suiphur as a building 
material and Cato recommends using it in a mixture to make a wine storage jar. Sulphur 
is also known as a bleaching agent, capable of hirning objects white." 

Along these practicai lines, sulphur's use as a medicinal ingredient was also 
known. Celsus generally regards sulphur as a cleansing agent which is especially good 
for the skin or for purging the interna1 parts of the body. He prescribes sulphur in many 
formulations which range from medicine for the relief of coughing to the heaiing of 
scabies. Scnbonius Largus frequently specifies sulphur as an ingredient for many 
prescriptions. Non-medical writers also wrote of the benefits of sulphur. Colurnella 
advises various concoctions with include sulphur for treatment of skin diseases on oxen 
and sheep. Pliny records sulphur as an ingredient in mixtures devised to remove freckles 
or to stop hair loss. Its wide range of application, just as with many medicinal recipes, 
suggests a belief in the powers of sulphur rather than an actual understanding of its 
physicai capabilities. " 

Sulphur was recognized as having rnany remarkable properties. It would have 
been difficult to separate a substance having such obvious powers from the supematural 
or divine. Because the Romans saw positive results from the use of sulphur, both medical 
and otherwise, it was assumed that similar effects would be brought about by the sulphur 
in rnineral springs. Pliny even comments "its potency is also seen in hot ~prings."'~ The 
underlying belief in the gods' protection and association with both sulphur and spring 
waters added much weight to the conviction that sulphur springs were a medically-sound 
means by which restored health could be gained. 

'Qufus 4.3.2; Cato 39.1 ; Apuleius 9.24.10-1 3; Martial 7.13. 

"Celsus 4.10.4; lO.28.16b; Scribonius Largus 250.2; Columella 6.3 1.2; Pliny HN 
24.186; 28.164. 



Appendix 4 
Text and Translation of Cassiodorus Var. 9.6 

A Letter from from Theodenc the King to Aloiosus the Architect 

Si  audita vetenm miracula ad laudem ciementia oostrae volumus coorioere, 
quoniam augmenta regalis gionae sunt, c m  su6 nobis nulia decrescwe quo studio 
convenit repami quod e t im  nostrrS oculis fiequenter constat offem*? delectat enim 
salurifn- Apuni memiosse potentiwn, ut iotellegas, quo desideno cupimus reficere quod 
de momonà nos& nescit exire. [Z] Caemium fontem vidimus in fonoam dolii coocavis 
h~atibus aestuantem et fomaces anbelmtim aquanun circumducto tereti Iabio n a m e  
probabiii dis~ositiofle coronatm: quae ficet more calidae nebulosos vapres exhalent, haoc 
m e n  iucundam perspiuiîatem aspectibus bumaois apenUnt, ut quivis bominum i h  
gratim desideret cootingere, eaam cum non ignoret ardere. ore plenissimo in sp6aerae 
simil~tuditle supra teminos suos aquarum dorsa hlrgescuot, d e  latex tanta quiet deffuit, 
taou quasi stabiliLae decmz  ut eum non putes crescere, nisi quia iode aiiquid nuco 
murmure sentis exire. [3] Venimt aquae per algentes meatiis lali fèrvore succensae, ut 
post recurva spatra, quae arte facta s u t  longiora, calores sint maximus reddi~ae.  o 
magisai mimdum semper iogenium, ut n a m e  firems ardorem iîa ad utilitatem bumani 
corpors temperuet, ut quod in origne dare poterar mortem, doctissime moderatum et 
delec&ttionem tz-ibueret et saiutem! iuvat videre secretwu, latices vapres igneos 
exbaiantes, amicum undis indesinenter ardorem, et caforem venire decursu n*v.; unde 
usualiter solebat exthgui merito dicunt pbiiosopbi elemeoa sibi muhUs complexionibus 
iiligari et mirabili coniungi foedemriooe, quae inter se cooûana intelleguotur vanétate 
pugnare. [4] Ecce madentem substantim vapores producere constat igoitos, quae mox 
ad thennamm aedificia decora pervenerit, illisa cautibus mda descendeas et aera sua 
quaLitate succendit et tachi fit hbilis, cum recepta fùerit in lavacns: uode non taom 
de ficima voluptas adquinntur, quantum bimda medicina con fertur. scilicet sine t o m  en to 
cura, sine honore remedia, sanitas impunita, balnea contra divems Mores corporis 
amibutp. quae idea Aponum Gfaeca lingua beneficialis nominavit antiquiias, ut causam 
mti remedii aeger coposceret, cum de tali n o h e  dubim ni1 haberet. [5' Sed inter aiia 
loci zpsius bona iihd quoque stupendum esse didicimus, quod ma fluentonun naiura 
diversis ministeriis videatur accommoda. nam profhus saxo susc@iente collisa i d d a t  
primae cellulae sudatonhm qudlitatem : deinde in solhm mitigata descendeos minaci 
d o r e  deposito suaM tempemtione moliescit: mox in vicinum producta c m  diqua 
dilatione tupueril, multo blandius iotepescit: pos&emo @so quoque tepore derelicto in 
piscinam Neronimam figida tantum efficitur, quaohm prhs ferbuisse sentim. [6] Noo 
imerito auctonk sui parf~è~pms nomen coflega est cum wffditate gemmamm, ut &sa 
quoque vihei elwnenti colore pempicca quasdm bemeotes undas quieta commo veat. sed 
ut ~psm quoque la vacrum mutdius reddereîzar, shpenda quadam conthen hie disc~plina, 
in mdam, qua vin. recremtur, si muiier descendat, incendiihr, propterea quia et ipss aitera 
exbiititio decora cohta est: scilicet ne ardenthm a4uam.m fècmdissimum locum non 
crederent habuisse, unde plwima largiretur, si uterque sexus uno muoere cornuniter 



uterehrr. [ 71 Haec perennitas aqumm intellegendd praestat indiciun per igneas tenae 
v e m  occultis meatibus iduentem imitus in auras empere  excocti fmtis imgUam 
punkitem. aam si naturae fiset iiiud incendi'umy sine Iirtentu substaoir;? non esset 
amissum: sed aquae matena sensibiiis, sicut peregnhoum confra~it igoem, sic i t e m  
o a t i w  facile recepir algorem. Praestat et aliud adiuionigeous vis i1.a medicabiiis. [8] 
nam iuxta caput fonûk scintillosi quendam sibi meatum pro vida nahrra fumavit. hinc 
desuper sella cornpusi@ quae Lumaois necessitatibus in apsidis qeciem perforahrr, aegros 
susc~pit intemo more  dimuentes: ubi dum fèssi nnimio languore consedennt, vaponk 
illus delectah recreati et lassa viscera reficiun t et mores noxia infisione iargatos vital; 
ananditare constnnguot: et quasi diquo desidrabil' cibu refecti valenriores queantprolinus 
invenin; sic medicabili substaotiae venti a sulfure quod ca& a salsedioe quod desiccat 
talia postenk non mdere hoc est grader in looga aetate peccare. [9] Quapropter antiqua 
illic aedificiom soliditas imovetur, ut sive in cuoiculs sive in &hennis fieni aliquid 
reparmdum, te debeat imminente reconsbui. v i f - l u  quoque ooxia impurtuaitate 
oasceo tia evuisis cespitibus au fem tur, ne radicum quidam capilli paulatun furgentes 
fabncarum visceRbus inseniotur et more v~pereo prolem sibi fecuaditate contnmk nuîrimt, 
uode se compago casm dismpat. [IO] Pdatiim quoque looga senectute quassatwn 
assidua repararione corrobora. spatium, quod inter aedem p u b l .  et caput i@ti fihtis 
interiacetj siiveshi asrpennitte depurga. rzüeat florenti gramine facies decora campestris: 
quin etiam ardeotis aquae fèrfili~te laetam miroque modo d m  proxime salem generet 
stenlem, aulllat panter et virores. [ï 11 Sed non his tanhrm beoeficiis Antenorea tema 
fecunda est: iitfert et alia, quae multo grandius obshlpescas. corda illa, ut ita dixerim, 
mootium in vicem secre~arry negotia contedosa discinoguot. oam si quis forte pecus 
f i a m  pilis na tivis solito more spoiiare praesumpenl, undis ardeo fibus fiequemer 
inmersurn oecesse est ut mte decoquat quam emuodare praevaleat. O vere secre~an~un 
jure reverendum, quand0 in Ois aquis non sofum sensuq sed etiam vemm constat esse 
iudicium et quod humaoa nequit altercatime dissolvi, fmtium d a m  est aequhte definiri 
loquitur iilic rach Datura, d m  iudicat, et sententiam quodam modo dicic quae perf7dim 
oegautis excludit. [[IZl Sed quis ista cooservare oeglegat, quam vis plunina teoacitate 
sotdescat: siquidem omat regnum, quod fient st'nguIaxiter toto orbe nominatum. et ideo 
pecuoia, quae e&i data est, si opus non potuent iinpiere suscephum, quantum adbuc 
expendendm esse credidenIsJ missis nobis brevibus indica bis, quia non gra varn ur 
expendere, ut taota videamur nvis moeaia custodire. 

If we wish to preserve the wonderful things of Our ancestors which we have heard 
about for the praise of our kindness, because they are augments of regal glory, since 
under Our rule nothing decreases, by what eagemess is it fimng that what happens to meet 
even our eyes frequently should be repaired? For it is delightful to remember the power 
of health-giving Aponus, so that you may understand, with what desire we wish to rebuild 
what is unable to depart from our memoty. [2] We see the blue fountain boiling into the 
form of a dolium in the concave gaps, and furnaces of steaming waters surrounded by a 
smooth lip, crowned by a probable disposition of nature. Although by custom these hot 
waters exhale steamy vapours, nevertheless they reveal a pleasant view to human visions, 
so that anyone of men would desire to touch that pleasure, even though he knows it 



bums. With a full open mouth in the likeness of a sphere, the backs of the waters swell 
up above their limits, from where the fluid rises so quietly and runs down so steadily, that 
you would not think it increases, were it not for the fact that you hear something going 
out with a noisy murmur. [3] The waters arrive through cold conduits fired by such heat, 
that after winding spaces, which are made longer by skill, they will give up the greatest 
heat.' O always to be admired talent of the master-builder, how he would temper the 
seething heat of nature in such a way for use on the human body, that what could 
originally give death, very cleverly moderated might give both delight and heaith! It is 
pleasing to see the secret, waters exhaling fiery s t e m ,  a ceaseless buming fiiend to the 
water, and heat coming from the tapping of a Stream, from where it was usuaily 
accustomed to be extinguished. The philosophers Say nghtly that the elements are joined 
by mutual combinations to themselves and are connected by a wondrous union, which are 
understood to fight among themselves with contrary variety. [4] Lo it is agreed that a wet 
substance produces fiery vapours, which then enters into the beautiful buildings of the 
baths, a Stream, having been dashed on the rocks, descending both warms the air by its 
quaiity' and becomes gentle to touch, when it has been received in the baths: from where 
not only delightful pleasure is acquired, but pleasant medicine is applied. To be sure, 
healing without anguish, remedy without horror, heaith without penalty, the baths are 
suitable for diverse pains of the body. For this reason, kindly antiquity named these baths 
Aponus in the Greek language on account of their benefits, that a sick man might know 
the cause of such a great remedy, since he would have no doubt about such a name.' [ 5 ]  
But among the other good things of this place, we have learned that this is also to be 
wondered at, that the one nature of the streams seems suited for diverse uses. For 
immediately struck from the rock suspended above, it breathes a sudatory quality upon 
the first small room, then having been made mild descending into a pool, after the 
threatening heat is removed, it becomes mild with an agreeable temperature: then 
conducted into the next pool, when from some delay it has become sluggish, it becomes 
much more pleasantly warm. [6] Finally the heat itself having been left behind, it is 

1 For a similar description of the source of the spring and the route by which it travels, 
cf. Claudian C m .  Min. 26.27-28; 45-64. 

'aera, taken here as a Greek accusative, might also be construed as a neuter accusative 
of aes. If this is the case, then the hot water is flowing through bronze pipes which 
conduct the heat out of the water. A description of the sarne process, but in reverse, so 
that cold water is heated, is f o n d  in Seneca: Facere soIemus dmcones et miliaria et 
complures formas in quibus aere tenui fisiuIas shuimus per deciive circurnda&s, ut saepe 
euodem igoem ambiens aqua per taotum fluat spath' quantum eficieodo calori sat est. 
( QNat 3.24.2)  

3 Aponus = iinovog, without pain or suffering. 



brought into a Neronian pool so cold that it seems to have boiled before.' Not 
undeservedy sharing the name of its author, it is a colleague with the greenness of 
gemstones, so that transparent with the colour of the vitreous element the still pool 
produces certain trembling waves. But so that the pool might be rendered cleaner, with 
an astonishing teaching of restraint, by which men are refreshed, if a woman goes in the 
water, she is burned, on account of which also another decorous offering was appointed 
for them; presumably so that they should not believe that the place most abundant in hot 
waters did not have the means of bestowing many advantages, if each of the sexes should 
use one establishment together.' [7] This perpetuity of water provides evidence first to 
be understood that, the running purity of the hot strearn, flowing within the fiery veins 
of the earth in hidden courses, bursts out from deep down into the breezes. For if it was 
fire by its nature, then it would not have been sent without destruction of its substance. 
But the sensitive material of water, just as it touches mange fire, thus again easily 
receives its natural coldness. [8] And this medical power has another manner of helping; 
for beside the head of the sparkling spring prudent Nature formed a certain path for itself. 
Above here a bench has been placed, which is cut for human needs in the form of an 
a ~ s e , ~  it sustains sick men flowing with intemal moisture: when men, weak from too 
much languor sit there, being revived by the delight of this vapour they both refresh their 
drooping stomachs and they dry out the humours having been confered by a harmful 
infusion with the life-giving dryness, and just as if refreshed from some desirable food, 
they were able to be found immediately stronger. Thus what heats comes from sulphur 
for medical substance, what dnes comes from salt. Not to hand such things to our 
descendants, this is to fail senously over a long penod. [9] Wherefore let that old solidity 
of the buildings be renewed, so that whether in the baths or in the channels something 
ought to have been repaired, it should be rebuilt on your insistence. Also let harmful 
bushes which have grown unsuitably, be removed with the sods having been tom away - 
so that any shoots of roots gradually swelling may not be grown in the intenor of the 

buildings and may not nourish offspnng in a snake-like manner with fecundity contrary 
to itself, as a result of which a tottenng structure may collapse. [IO] Also strengthen with 
unremitting repair the palace shaken by long old age. Clear of rough wood, the space 
which lies between the public building and the source of the heated spring. Let the 
beautiful face of the plain laugh with flounshing crops, or rather let it delight in the 

'The adjective Neronianam refers to builder of the pool with the name Neronius, 
rather than to the emperor Nero. This is made clear by the following passage referring 
to the builder. See Lazzaro 198 1, 71. 

'The language is obscure here. An alternate reading would indicate that the water is 
heated (incenditur) if a woman enters the water. The idea, in either case, is that the 
baths were not intended to be used for mixed bathing. Also, see Martial 6.42: fintes 
Apooi rudes puellis. 

T h i s  would seem to be a similar arrangement to that at Baiae, where sweating 
chambers were placed in the hillside. See Celsus 2.17.1 ; 3.2 1.6. 



fertility of the burning water; and in an astonishing way although nearby it produces 
unprofitable sait, equally it aiso nourishes green fields.' [ I l ]  But the Antenorean land8 
is rich not only from these benefits; it also bears others, which will astound you very 
much more. Those hearts of the mountains, so to speak, unravel contentious business 
instead of the judgment chambers. For if anyone should presume to strip a stolen beast 
of its naturd hairs in the usual manner, it is necessary that he boils it immersed fiequently 
in burning water, before being able to clean it. O judgement chamber which ought tnily 
to be revered by justice, since it is established that in these waters there is not only sense, 
but dso tnie judgement, and what cannot be resolve by hurnan discussion, is given to be 
defined by the equity of the springs. Silent nature speaks there, while it judges, and 
somehow it pronounces judgement, which excludes the perfidy of denial. [12] But who 
may neglect to Save these things, although he rnay be soiled very much by miserliness? 
Since he adoms the kingdom, which has been exceedingly renowned in the whole world. 
And for that reason, the money, which has been given to you, if it should not be able to 
complete the work undertaken, you will indicate to us in a brief leiter however much you 
believe still needs to be spent, because we are not unwilling to spend, so that we may 
seem to preserve such great wails of the countryside. 

'cf. Claudian Carm. Min. 26. 20-22; 57-58. 

' h tenor ,  a Trojan who wanted to end the war with the Greeks by returning Helen. 
After Troy fell, he went to Italy and was the founder of Patavium. See Livy 1.1. 



Appendix 5 
Principal Literary Citations for Healing Spas and Mineral Springs 

In the following lia, 1 have provided the main literary citations which contain information 
about healing spas and thermal-minerai spnngs in Italy. Passages are included especiaily 
if they reveai some aspect of the manner of use, location, or date of a parh'cdar spa. A 
translation is given for each citation. When available, the English text from the easily 
accessible Loeb series or other standard translations is used. For these passages, the 
translator is indicated at the end of the English text. If no translator is given, the 
translation is my own. 

Ausonius M a  8.341-348 
wüi ego defessos mufto sudore favack / fastidisse lacus et 6igora pisciaarum, / ut Mvls hennrur 
aqws, mmox amoc refitos /plaudentigefidm ffumen pepulrsse natatu. / quod si CumanrS bue adforet 
hospes ab onk, / crederer Euboicas simulacm enLia Baias / bis donasse locis: mras culhrsque 
nitorque / adlicit et nuiium pani oblectatio luxum. 

1 myself have seen sorne. exhausted by the intense heat of the baths, scom the pools and cold 
plunge-bath, and, straightway refreshed by the river, buffet the cool Stream, threshing it with their 
strokes. But if a manger were to anive here from the shores of Cumae, he would believe that 
Euboean Baiae had bestowed on this region a miniature copy of its own delightsso great is the 
c h m  of its refinement and distinction, while its pleasures breed no excess. (trans. H.G. White) 

Avitus Aath-Let 23 
Exultent Apooo Venea; Campama Baias / Graecia Thennopolis: bis ego bal~eolis. 

Let the Venetians boast about Aponus, the Campanians about Baiae, the Greeks about Themopylae: 
1 rejoice in these baths. 

Caelius Aurelianus C b n  1.1.42 
utendum etiàm famentis sive vebemention'bus i'llsiom'bus aquanun, quas Graeci caraclysmos 
appelfant, et pnho c a l i d m .  deinde fi~'dmm. ordidaadae cb'am mutahunes eanun ad usus 
naturafium aquanun, scilicet e a m  quae non odom pcrcutz'ao~ nautiones vero sub divo tien' 
reprobamus. cetens e h  c o p m s  parîibus aqua compkz's, sofum supernatans rcmanet caput, quod 
necessario pc&gescens inaequalitatem CO-TORS ficit. 

Also empIoy douches or strong strearns of water (Greek cataclysmoe), using first warm, then cold 
water. After this treatment a change to baths in natural waters may be prescribed, but the latter 
should be free fmm pungent odour. Do not, however, permit swimming in the open air. For, whde 
the other parts of the body are covered with water, the head alone remains above water and 
necessarily becomes chilled, producing a lack of balance in the body. (trans. LE. Drabkin, Chicago, 
1 %O) 

Caelius Aurelianus C ~ C L  1-1-44 
nroc etiam naturaljbus squs utendun vel siccis vaporationibus et longa per mana nawgatione. 

Then make use of natural waters, dry heat, and long sea voyages. (trans. I.E. Drabhn) 



Caeiius Aurelianus C h n  1.4.1 1 1 - 1 1 2 
utendm etiàm quis naRualjbus, hoc est naturaii -te medentibus, sed quae nulla d o n s  vexahune 
adaciànt segrorantem. adhibenda igitur netatio et sole corpus ton-cndwa, quod Graeci heliosin 
vucane sed praetecto capite. 

Natural waters, i-e.. those having a natural curative p r o p q ,  rnay also be used, provided that they 
have no mong odor which might affect the patient. Prescribe swimming [in such waters]' also 
baking in the sun (Greek heIiosis), with head protected. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n .  1 -5.169 
utendum quoque nahuafibus aqluS, ut sunt nittosae, et magis si odons non ficrint tem; quo 
membmae capihs quah'anm 

Use should also be made of natural waters, such as alkaline springs, particularly those free from any 
pungent odor which might injure the membranes of the brain. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chn 2.1.48 
turc resumendos arque osruralibus aquk dandos et magr's celidion'bus, ut srnt in kalia pataviaae, 
veseviaae, et seaanae, er cswctanae appeliatae. Etenrnrm dbae sive albuhie quae sunt appellatae, quod 
sint fig'dae virtutis, solubone labomtibus vel ffuore quonunlibet o f i c i o m  nahmiiiunt a veten'bus 
sunr approba fae. utendum eh-km natahom'bus m&s, vei supradicta~rm aquanun: et p h o  partr'bus 
passione viaabs inffatae vesicae s u t  adiuogendae, quo natandi laborem mhuaat. item aquanun 
nuius partes in passione consb'tutae sunt subiciendae, guas Graeci cataciysmos appellant. plwiiun 
etenim eanun percussiones corponun faciunt mutationem. 

Then give restorative treatrnent and have the patient use natural waters, especialiy the warm spring, 
such as the springs of Padua, Vesuvius, Sena, and Caere in Italy. And, in fact, the so-called 'Alban" 
or "Albulann springs, by reason of their cooling properties, are recommended by the ancients for 
persons suffering from a condition of looseness or excessive flux in any of the natural functions. 
Also prescribe wimming in the sea or in the springs we have just mentioned; at first, however, an 
infiated bladder should be attached to the paralyzed parts to reduce the effort required in swimrning. 
The strong impact of the water is ver). effective in bnnging about a change in the condition of the 
body. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chn. 2.3.70 
tunc e t im tobus capibS curatio~ern ex illisione aquanrm supemdeatim, quam Graeci catac1ysmum 
appellat; quibus e b ~ m  suiium wcina smt  maxlme concranda. dehhc acopis et hpac is  et 
msiagmahh~s acn'on'bus et aquk nahuafibus utcndum. sic enim intardara coqon'bus ernoven' afque 
exfudj mutahone p o t m t  cumti01u's. 

Then prescnbe the veatment in which the whole head is placed under a shower of water (Greek 
cataclysmes). It is particularly important that these measures benefit the parts near the eais as well 
as the ears themselves. In addition, prescribe restorative ointments, pitch plasters, sharp emolIient 
plasters, and natura1 waters. For by the metasyncntic effect of the Watments chronic disorders can 
be removed and dnven from the body. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chma 2.4.78 
ZUQC intepositis duobus vel maus &bus, ex humore in quo firent dccocm rnalr' punici cortex 
sdbibcmus ons colIutionem, vel in quo sit praeti~cta igolgolta galla, vef ex qu i s  sua *te 
m edentibus. 



Then after an interval of two or three days presfribe as a mouthwash water in which porneganate 
~d has been boiled, or in which bunied oak galls have been soaked, or other waters with curative 
properties. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h a  2.7.1 09 
dehinc mumion foconun appetenda et megis manantUnorum, turn usus aquarum naturaiium ex puibus 
e d  caput fovendum. 

Again, change of clirnate, especially by a x a  trip, is helpful; and so is the use of spring waters for 
fomenting the head. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C k a  3.1.1 0 
et aquanrm nahuau'um usus, quarutu pniesmt ia Zrslia cotiiise appellatee sive albae vel nepesiaae, 
hua eham cataciymus, hoc est a q u m  iifisio superne iisdem iucis qui patiuntur; utiiis demque 
mmama et pimima mare tenus coversatio, atque consuetudo hg id  Iavacri, quam psicMusian 
appellaat 

The following prescriptions are also beneficial ... the use of natural waters, of which the ben in Italy 
are the Cutilian, Alban, and Nepesine springs; and the shower bath, i.e. the playing of a stream of 
water from above upon the affected parts. Finally, frequent sea trips and sojouming at the seashore, 
as well as the habit of taking cold baths (Greek psychrolusia) will prove beneficial. (trans. I.E. 
Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n .  3.2.45 
W C  ae+goraotes man'bina natahone exercendi atque cataciysmo curaodi, hoc est aguansm jiiisioae, 
supposihs parobus patientibus. ammo praeterea securo arque tàcili esse coovenit curaodos, et 
aquanun naturaliurn usum adbibere, ut sunt in IMia quae cotiliae appellame nepesinae. la vacro atque 
potu apbssimo utendum 

Then have the patient take the exercise afforded by swimming in the sea. And prescribe the use of 
a shower, i.e., the playing of a Stream of water over the affected parts. The patient should be kept 
unwomed and calm. And it is well also to prescribe the use of aatural springs, for instance, the 
Cutilian and the Nepesine in Italy; have the patient bathe in these waters and dnnk hem,  for this 
will be most beneficial. (tram I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n .  3.4.54 
tum alia mutetionc resumendi aegrotantes, adbibito usu aquanrm nahriafium arque natatione man-thna 
et vaporatione ioconun nahua spitaatium, quo e t im  sudons moveaahu; non ob Wiwn fitigah'ooern, 
sed quo possir caiida spiratione ac natüraii coporatio fimm patientium partrartrw. 

Then make another change and apply restorative measures, having the patient use natural s p ~ g s  
and also swim in the sea. And let him make use of the vapors from places having natural 
emanations. These wann, natural ernanations wiH induce sweating and will have the effect, not of 
fatiguing the patient, but of promoting the rnetasyncrisis of the affected parts. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n  3 S. 72 
&n'tu enùa statim pcr nares quac vuitum tenuerat fcfis idectio, et ma* si acger ingrediens calidas 
cellas fcrveos descenden1 s o h  atque requiescens diumo tempo= squa caiià'a fieni vapomms 

For the yellow bile which had suffused itseü over the face will thus be swiftly cam'ed out through 
the nose, especially if the patient passes through the steamrooms before descending into the hot bath, 



and then remains in the bath a long while and is thus thoroughly steamed by the hot water. (uans. 
LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Cnroa 3 -5.73 
ct proptena recorporativa in su* provocantia fëllis hfectionem, hoc est h p a x  i~giiw adhibitus 
vel sofis f ~ ~ o r  tomdus, quem Graeci heiiosia appellanc item natunihm aquanrm exbalabo vel 
medicamnum sudonm moventiutu usus. aspergendum denique copus stnrt4i0, m-tto sulpbute, et his 
arpersionibus quae ob pmiium coqon's adroventae smt, a Gnrecis sympamata appelleta. f~~en t io re  
squa fùveodi aegrotaotes. 

So, too, employ metasyncritic measures that cause the bile suffused through the body to pass into 
sweat, e.g., the continual application of pitch plasters, intense baking in the heat of the sun (Greek 
heliosis), vapors from natural spring waters. and the use of sudonfic dmgs. Also dust the body with 
soapwon, soda, sulphur, and those powders, called sympasrnata by the Greeks which have k e n  
found suitable for an itching condition. And foment the patient with hot water. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n  3.5.74 
uîendum eham aens mumione et gestahone v m k  et littoran'a moratione, animi quoque faxamentu 
ac iucunditate et s q u m  nahrralium vofuptate, natanime vani ... 

Prescribe also a change of climate, varied passive exercise, and sojouming at the seashore. See that 
the patient is mentally relaxed and diverted, and have him enjoy the use of natural springs and do 
various kinds of swimming. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n .  3.6.89 
utendum eham foconun atque aens muiahone, hun fiefiosin, quam nos corpons fonorern &mus. 
ita cùopacis adbibendus usus et pulvens aitri ficatib et sinapisrnus speciaiiter et usus a q u m  
aarurafium vef natatio man'oma. 

Also have the patient visit new places and change climate. And prescribe heliosis ['su-bathing'], 
which we ma- cal1 in Latin corporis torror ['baking of the body'], pitch plasters. rubbing with 
powdered nitrum, and especially mustard plaster. Afso prescribe the use of natural springs and 
sea-bathing. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chron 3.7.93-94 
con veml praeterea foconun atque aenun commutaîio ... . utilis praeterea littoran'a na vlgaoo a que 
nataho mankirna vel naiurau'um aquanun; 

In addition, a change of locale and climate is beneficial .... Again, a boat trip along the shore and 
swimming in the sea or in natural springs are helpful. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chron. 3.8.1 12 
adbibeada e t i m  acopa fmentia, et sudationes ex n a W  matenk provocarc. habet enrin 
recorpomdi virturem ex quacumque metalIomm maten8 cxba/abo naturai's. 

And induce sweating by means of natural substances; for the vapors that arise naturally from any 
mineral substance have a metasyncritic property. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C%ma 3.8.117 
tum profèchr acccdcat regula c y c I o m  aàbibends nataho mariaina vel aquanun na~rraIium. aiii 
vcro non absurde etiam aquae mmdac vaporah'oacm probant adbibendm,quo sudons provocaotur. 



ioquiunt enim impfendum solium aqua m h a  fcrvcnti, tunc quadraogufam compaginem 
uamittendam pmefigatam ions io q u a  eni includendus aegrotaos. sed praefiganda compago pelle 
ut aquae probibeat hps sum,  quo cxbafaaone vapons calefactus septans ia sudorem venite 
cogam.sed en? aqua calefacienda I'aoovatione fiequenri fem caodentk imrmssione m~ss~ l~ l l f l .  

Then as the patient improves, prescribe swimming in the sea or in naturd springs, in harmony with 
the standard cycle of treatments. Some physicians, not without reason, recommend a hot vapor bath 
with sea water to induce sweating. They have the bathing pool fiIled with heated sea water, then 
place the patient in an oblong box and let this box d o m  into the water with the help of ropes. The 
box. however, is first covered with leather to prevent water fmm seeping in, so that the patient may 
be warmed by the hot vapors and thus made to sweat. But keep renewing the heat of the water 
constantly by immersing masses of red-hot iron. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C b n .  4.1.1 
beliosis, dropacismus et h i V I ï  ceIidliperfUsio et psichrofusia al cataclysmus, hoc est aquanun e 
supems iILisi0, mtatio man'tima et a q u a m  riatüralium, et ma.@ figidanrm quae alumims naturam 
exbafent, quas srjpteniusas voca verun&, sive fëmgzkeas, quas sideliz11sa.s 8ppeffanL 

... [prescribe] su-bathing, pitch plasters, a dousing with hot lye, cold baths, a shower bath, that is 
to say, a Stream of water from above, and swirnming in the sea or in mineral springs. Cold springs 
that give off vapors of alum (Greek stypterizusae) and iron waters (Greek siderizusae) are the best 
for ths purpose. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chon. 4.3 -76 
item perpkah'o Btque nataho mmhma eC nahlraiium aquanun 

A trip abroad and swimming in the sea and in natural waters are also beneficial. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C ' n  4.7.104 
peregn'oetio quoque adbibenda er long navigahb, et usus aquiinim naturali Wrute medeatim, et 
magis su@buns ac medicmims Wtutem redofenh'um, item man'tlmanun, et pnino fèrvenhüm tum 
&gidanrm. 

And let hirn take a trip abroad or a long sail, and make use of waters having naturaI therapeutic 
properties, preferably those with a sulphurous and medicinal odor. Sea water should also be used 
for bathing, first hot and then cold. (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Chn. 5.2.40 
item usus adbibendus aquanrm naturalium calidanun, tum fip'darum, ut sunt in Italia quae 
appeflatae sunt afbufae vef cotiliae. 

Also prescribe the use of natural springs, both hot and cold, e.g., the Aibulan or Cutilian springs in 
Italy . (trans. I.E. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus Che 5.4.77 
~ r m  encat&ismatibus utendum ex aqua manha vef S B ~ B  caiida, et maes bis qui rnor&icefibne quedam 
locorum in üsdem passionibus taagudrw. mm cauclysmo utendum cuius n ~ r n ~ m s  vrai ptacscn@tis 
libns saepius latinaw-mus. im natetio adliibcnda aquanrm sua mcdentim, qguibus magis en1 in 
solutiom'bus utendum. cu'gendae sunt namque specialittcr quae alumims babeant qua fitaitem, ut suot 
in Italia albulac appcIIate et ncpcsinae cr cobïtàe et au@e. bt's vem gui fapidibus vel scabro 



wsicae aAiciunhir m t  eligendae aquae salsae, vef quae aiUi habeant qualitatem, ut apud A enm-am 
insdam, quac pomdae atque la vacro adbibendae sunt. 

Again, prescribe sitz b a t h  of hot sea water or salt water. especially in cases of these diseases in 
which sharp pains are present in the parts. And use a shower bath (Grk cataclysnos, which we have 
often vanslated to Latin in previous books). Aiso prescribe swimming in waters that have curative 
properties, employing this measure chiefly in cases uivolvuig a state of looseness. In such cases 
choose especially those waters that contain alum, e.g., the ço-called Albulan, Nepesine, Cutilian. and 
Augurian springs in M y .  But in cases of  bladder stone or scabies. choose waters containing salt or 
nitrum, e.g., the springs on the island of Aenaria; these springs should be used for botb drinking and 
bathing. (tram LE. Drabkm) 

Caelius Aurelianus C'on 5.1 O. 126 
utendum e t i m  8qurS sua Wtute medentibus, quas supra mernoravimus, itemque bis quae in AG- 
iasula et Teauiranrm prowkcia esse perhibennu, c e t c m  quuque resumtivanun matmenamm usum 
adbibentes, ut nuh7'bilionun suconun. 

Also employ waters having curative properties; to those mentioned above we rnay add the waters 
on the island of Aenaria and those in the region of Teanum. In addition, prescribe other restorative 
substances, e.g. nutritious juices. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Caelius Aurelianus C h n  S. 1 1.1 34- 1 3 5 
et nunc fè~ed&k favacm quae phmmufn detrabant, nunc figida quae co/pus in densitatein cogmt: 
denique psycluo/u&rum copra  densa ac veiuti testea sentiuntur. con venir ehàm arenae littoran'ae 
adbibeadus fervor, &un nataho mantirna ve/ aquanun natudi  h t e  rnedentim; et in lavacns 
sudore perfecto asperginem salis adbibere 

Prescribe some hot b a h ,  for these are very effective in reducing flesh, and hlso some cold baths, 
for these condense the body; in fact, the bodies of persons who bathe in cold water are found to be 
hard and like shelIs. In addition, let the patient bake his body with the hot sand of the beach. Also 
prescribe swimming in the sea or in waters that have natural curative properties. And in the hot 
baths, after sweating is completed, have the patient's body sprinkled with salt. (trans. LE. Drabkin) 

Cassiodonis Viy, 2.39 
oam etsi bominum cura fabncam noscuohu, naturalibus certe mimsten7s exhibennu. fornaces ibi 
non robora con vecra succenduot; cessante ffamma perpetuus caior operatur; ilfic globi îîmifenn 
nesczmhu; aura est pun'sssima, quae &sb-at vapores, sudores pràvocat dulciter anbelos. 

For although the manufactured concems of men are known, certainly they are produced by natural 
services. There the furnaces do not bum gathered up wood; perpetual heat operates by unattended 
flame; here smoking balls are not known; the air is v e q  pure, which provides stem, it gently 
induces sweating. 

Cassiodonis Var. 9.6 
See Appendix 4. 

It is useful sometimes to use the bath, and sometimes to use coId spring water. 



Celsus 2.17.1 
Sudor ebam duobus mods eiicitur, aur sicco calore aut baineo. Siccus caior est et barenae calidae 
et Laconici et cu'bmi et quarundam nahualim sudationum, ubi t m  profûsus calidus vapor aedificio 
iociuditur, sicut super B U  ia murte05 habernus. 

And sweating is brought forth by two methods, either by d q  heat or by the bath. There is the dry 
heat either of hot sand, or of the Laconicum, or of the oven. or of some places of natural sweating, 
where hot s t e m  pouring forth from the ground is enclosed in a building, just as we have above 
Baiae in the myrtles. 

Celsus 3-21.6 
Evocandus est sudor non per excrcitationem taohun, sed etz-rn ia h m a  cidida vei LBconjCO vel 
ciibano s&ilibusque alüs; maxineque utires natudes et siccae sudaoodes suat, quales super Baiias 
ia murtetis babemus. 

Sweating should be brought about not through too much exenion, but also in the hot sand or by the 
Laconicum or by oven or by other similar methods; and especially useful sweating places are the 
natural and dry ones, just as we have in the myrtles above Baiae. 

Celsus 3.27.1 
Ac si quo loco vel naturaies vel e t im maau fàctae &les natationes sunc üs potissimwn utendum est; 
pniecipueque in üs agitaoda membra, quae maxime debciunr; si id non est, baloem tamen prodest. 

And if there are pools available, either natural or even the son made by hand, the- ou@ to be used 
as much as possible, the limbs which are most injured most espeically ought to be moved in them; 
if there is not a ppol, then a bath is useful. 

Celsus 4.3.3 
Rodest eh-km movere sternumenta; caput radere, idque perfùndere aqua calida vel rnarioa vel certe 
salsa, sic ut ei sulpur quoque adciam 

It is also useful to cause sneezing; to shave the head, and to bath it with hot water or sea water or 
at least with salt water, if sulphur is also added. 

Celsus 4.12.7 
Huic geaeri inuh~isshum baheum est: iech'ones exercitationesque supenons p h  oecessan'ae, item 
unctiones fictionesque; his pcrfirndi atque in eadem na-, mmübus eiwdem subicere et 
stomacbum @ s u  et magis e&.m a scapulis id, quod stomacbum es4 com'stcre ia fig-~dis 
medicehsque foatibus, quaies Cubliarum Sumbnunanitnque sut ,  dutare est; 

In ths sort of disease the bath is most hannful; reading aloud and exercise of the upper limbs are 
needed, as also anointing and rubbings; it is good for the patient to have cold water poured over 
him, and to swim in cold water, also to submit his stomach to jets of it, especially at the back of 
the stomach from the shoulder-blades downwards, to bathe in cold medicinal springs. such as those 
at Cutiliae and Sumbruina. (trans. W.G. Spencer, LCL, 1935) 

Cicero Art 1.16 
S w p i  pulcbeiius puer, obicit miai me ad Baia fisse. hi'sum, sed m e n  "quid? boc simile et" 
ioquam "quasi r0 operro dicas hisse?" f'qquid" iaqwt '%ornim. Aqinsti cum aqurs calids?" 'hm" 
inquam ';betrono tuo, qui Arpinatis squas concupiwt". 



Our little Beauty (Clodius) gets on his feet and accuses me of having been at Baiae - not true, but 
anyhow, "Well," 1 reply, "is that like saying 1 intruded on the Mysteries?" "What business has an 
Arpinum man with the hot springs?" "Tell that to your cornsel," 1 retorted: "he was keen enough 
to get certain of them that belonged to an Arpinum man." (trans. E.0 Winstedt, LCL, 1913) 

Cicero Att 5.2 
Habuimus i~ Cummo quasip~csiifam Romain; tanta trat ia xïs Iocis multitude; cum iaterim RuGu 
nostcr, quod se a Vcstono obse- debah "strategemati" bominem pcrcussit; nam ad me non 
accessi~ "?me? cum Hodemius veniet et iaftnnus et tam longe et Honemius, c m  maxima 
praeterea muftirudo, iiie non vemt? 

My place at Cumae was a Rome in miniature - so many people about d o m  here. Among them was 
our linte Rufus, who, fmding himself under observation by Vestorius, foiled him by a ruse - he came 
nowhere near or by me. Odd, you rnay think, Hortensius called - a sick man, such a long way, and 
Hortensius to boot - and a great multitude besides, but not Rufus? (trans. E.0 Winstedt, LCL, 1913) 

C i c m  Art. 10.13 
tu antoni feones pertunescas cave. &il est ~ f l o  bomine iucmdius. anende MLV X O A L ~ L K O ~ .  
Evocavit tittcns e rnmctpiis denos et ED Wos. venenmt ad d l m  eius mane. pnmum donmit ad 
H.LU? deinde, c m  esset nuatiatum vemsse Neapoiiîanos et Cumaas (bis erum est Caesar ktus), 

posaidie redire iussit; fava~i se veife et s p i  MULA roAiMWv yivê&r 

Don't be too much afraid of Antony's lions. He is a jovial fellow. Just hear how he plays the 
statesman. He nuarnoned by letter ten leading men and the board of four from the municipal towns. 
The? came to h i s  country house in the morning. First he slept till nine. Then, when he heard the 
men had corne from Naples and Cumae (for Caesar is angry with them), he bade hem return on the 
next day, say ing that he wished to take a bath and a lasative. (trans. E.O. Winstedt, LCL, 19 13. 
reprint 1984) 

Cicero Atî 14.16 
pepucis diebus in Pompeiauo, post in baec Puteoiana et Cumana regna +renawgare+. O Ioca 
cereroqui vaide expetenda, intexpeffantium autem muitftfm&ne paene fupenda! 

In a few days 1 am going to Pompeii and after that sailing back to my domains here at Puteoli and 
Cumae. What attractive places they are, if it were not that one almost has to shun them on account 
of the crowd of visitors. (trans. E.O. Winstedt) 

Cicero Art. 2 1.40.3 
si quk requini cur Romae non sim: quia dscessus et; cur non sim in fis meis pmcdioiis quae sunt 
buius tempons; q u i  Gequentiàm iifam non fide ferrem. ibi sum iphu ubi is qui opahas Baias 
babebat quorffnnls boc tempus consumm sofet. 

If anyone asks why 1 am not in Rome, it is because it is vacation. If they ask why I do not stay in 
those of my little properties which are for this time; it is because 1 would not endure the crowd 
easily. Therefore 1 am here where someone who has the best Baian villa is accustomed to pass this 
time every year. 

Cicero F m  9.2.5 
Te ver0 noio, msi @se nunor iam mucus en2 ficrus, ad Buks ve&. fit  enim nobk honcsa~s, 
ch'm cum di'sccsswimus, w'dmGn vemsse in ifia foca plonluin polius quam na&~hun. 



Truly I do not Iike that you are coming to Baiae, unless that nunour now will have become hoarse. 
For it wilI be more honest for us, even when we wiil have left, to seem to have come CO these places 
as a weeper rather than as a swimmer. 

Cicero Fm. 9.12 
Grarulor BmYs nostns, srqw'dem~ut scn'bis,saJubns npcntc factae suntpsi forte te amant, et hbi 
assentanm,ct tamdiu,dum tu ades,sunt obiitac sui Quod quidem si i& est, mbkne miror,caelum 
etiam et r e m s  h suam,si tibi ira convenia~dinu'nen. 

I congratulate o u .  dear Baiae, if it be m e ,  as you write, that it has suddenly become salubrious; 
unless of course it is fond of you, and f l a t t a  you, and ~ u s t  so long as you are present, has forgotten 
its former tricks; and indeed if that be the case, 1 am hardly surprised at al1 that heaven and earth 
should desist from their usual violent behaviour in consideration of your convenience. (W.GIym 
Williams, LCL, 1952) 

Cicero F m .  12.20 
Gratae mai m e  litteme, nki quoà siauessanuin devmonoium contempsiszi Q u a .  quidem 
conhuneliam d l 8  pusilla hiquo a i n o  feret, nisi in Cumano er Pumpeiano reddidens ';banta peri 
pan ton ". 

Your letter picased me, except that you expressed contempt for my IittIe lodgings at Sinuessa, an 
insult which will be bitterly resented by my tiny little villa, unless you make the "amende honorable" 
at my Curnan or Pompeian house. (W.GIym Wi!liams, LCL, 1952) 

Cicero Quia 2.10 
Memihi enin, c m  b o d e m  portarem ad Bais, Neapoii, octophoro Asiëiano, macbaeropbons 
ceohun sequentjtrus, miros nsus nos edere, c m  ille, igaanrs sui comibtus, repente apcnui lech'cam, 
et paeae ifle bore, ego nsu comi  .... Sed hominem iuiErmum in d I a m  apemm, ac ne mdem 
quidem etiarn nunc, invime nolui. ... Manirs et valetudne est et n a m  imbecrïlior. 

For 1 rernember hou. when I was giving the man Narius] a lift from Naples to Baiae in Asicius's 
eight-man litter, with a hundred swordsmen in our train, 1 can't tell you how 1 laughed when Manus, 
al1 unconcious of his escort, suddedy opened the litter and nearly collapsed with fright, and 1 with 
Iaughter. ... But to invite a man in feeble health to a villa exposed to the weather and, up to the 
present, not even even roughly finished-1 simply hadn't the heart .... Marius is sornewhat feeble 
bothin health and character. (trans. W. Glynn WiIliams, LCL, 1954, reprint 1972) 

Ciccro Planc. 65 
At ego, cum casu diebus 13, iûbens faciendi causa, decedeos c provl'nc~ii~ Puteulos firte vemss~m, 
c m  plurimi et iauhssimi ia iis locis solent esse, concidi paenc, iudiccs, c m  ex me quà'am 
quaesisset quo die Roma exissem et num quidaam esset no w: .. .. Qwii mulra ? destiti sîomacban; et 
me unum ex lis &ci, quid ad aquas vemssent. 

It happened that on my way back fmm the province I had amived by PuteoIi, intending to rnake the 
joumey then by land, just at the season when the place was thronged with fashionable people; and 
1 nearIy swooned, gentlemen, when someone asked me on what day 1 had left Rome, and whether 
there was any news .... To cut rny s t o ~  short, 1 dropped the dudgeon, and made myself just one of 
those who had come for the waters. (trans. N.H. Watts, LCL, 1923, reprint 1979) 



Fons, Anteaoreae wiam qui pornaps urbi / fitaque v~cim's no& pcllis aqws, / c m  tua veI mubs 
hibuam miracula vocem, / c m  tibi plebeim carmioa dictet honos / [5] et sit nulla maaus, cuius non 
pollice ductae / testentur memorcs prospera vota notae:. .. f / /]Alto colle miaor, pl& crectior ms 
/ conspicuo c 6 w  mollïtcr orbe tumet / ardentis fècundtls aquae; quacumque cavemas /@orar, 
offenso tnrditur i p e  latex. / [I5] spirat pu& sohm, conclusaque subtw anbelo / pumice ninosas 
perfodit uada w'ss. / mumida ffimmanrm reg;ro: Vdcamà terne/ ubera, dphureae fcmd~ ngna 
pfagae./ quis stedcm non credat bumurn? fùmantia vernant / [20] pascua; iuxuriat gramine coca 
silex / et, c m  sic ngidae cautes f w o n  Liquescant, / contemptis audax ign3us hcrba Viret ... in 
medio pelagi Iate f f a p a s  h a g o  / caemius iamcnso paoditur oie Iac us... [31] densus nube sua 
tactuque W t i s  et h a ~ t u ,  /scd wYItreis itkm lucidus usque va&. .... [si] haercnt mgna Iacu plenas 
aequantia n@as / p raes~ tumque  tirnent mm.ikr'sse modum,. / quod supemh fluvius devexa rupe 
volurus /tg& et campi d o m  / c c m  peîit /[55] deveht exceptum aetivo vira meaîu; /iopahr/as 
plumbi labi' inde wYIas; nu10 c m  s~r~pi tu  madidis Mecta fi Mifis / despumat aiveum fistula cana 
salem. / mulbb6d&s di'sper, opes arttmque secuhrs, / [6O] qua iwsere manus, mobile torquet iter 
/ et iunctos rapido pontes subrcnaeat aestu / adffamque vago temperat i p e  tbolos. / acn'or hterius, 
rauci cum murmure sari, / spumeus e h o  pelIihu m e  vapor.- / [65] hinc p i p s  repemt fèssi 
sudore lacunas,/ figora quis longqe bianda deden morne./ Salve Paeomiie largrtor nobilis undae./ 
Dardanü salve glonà magna soli publica morbonua requis, commune medenturd [70] auxr'ium, 
pmcsens numen, iaempa saius. /seu mpos hfèma nruat hcendra npid et nos&o Pblcgetbon devius 
orbe calet,/ sulpbuns in venas geiidus seu decidit timmkl accensusque t7wt (quod manifestar odor),/ 
[75] sive pares fiammas u n d m  lmce repeadens / arbiter in fiedus mons clementa vocat, / ne 
cedànt superau sib4 sed legibus aeqrus / altenus vires possit u&umque pati: / qudqwd ent causae, 
quocumque eminens ortu, /[80] non sine consilio ciurere certa fides. / qurk casum menlis adscn'ber 
ra fibus sudet?.. . Ille pzter renun... [86] teIIunun medicas fuadere iussit aquas. ... Fefices, p r o p h  qui 
te memere, colonr; f9U fs quibus est Aponoa iunS babcre su: ... [PS]quodsi hrte malus membris 
exubenit umor / langui'da vel mmio wscera M e  rubmt, / non venas ~ s c n i n t  nec vulnere vulnera 
sanant / pocula nec m'Sbb grarmnc mixu bibunt: / ~lzussum l'ptus npBIgllt h p m e  wgorem, / 
pacaturque aegro luununmte dolor. 

Spring that prolongs the life for the dwellers in htenor 's  city, banishing by your neighbouring 
waters al1 hamful fates, seeing that your miracles stir utterance even in the mute, that a people's 
love bids poets to honour you in song, 151 and that there is no hand whose fingers have not traces 
for you some lines in thankful witness of prayers granted .... Lower than a high hill yet higher than 
the level plain rises a gentle eminence, clear to see from al1 around. It is prolific in hot springs, for 
wherever water penetrates its recesses encountering fires dnve it foxth. [IS] The stinking p u n d  
exhales vapours, and the water, closed down in its prison of burriing rock, forces its way out through 
fissured charnels. It is a region of Iiquid fire where Vulcan's flames s p ~ g  forth from earth's breast, 
a land of buring and of sulphur. Who would not thuik it barren? The smoking fields are green; [20] 
the heated rock is thick with gras and, although the rigid rocks tum to Iiquid from the heat, bold 
plants grow in the despising fires .... In the middle of the hi11 is what seems a broad, steaming sea, 
a blue lake of vast extent .... [3 i l  A thick cloud of s t e m  hangs over it; its waters cannot be touched 
nor durnk though they are transparent as crystal to the very bottom .... [SI] The water in the lake 
stands rnotionless, filling it to the brim and fearing to go over its appointed limit. The ovefflow runs 
in a Stream dowu a sloping rock and seeks the undulating plain below. [55] A natural but tortuous 
channel carries the water away and thence it flows into an open conduit of lead. These pipes, 
noiselessly impregnated with some powderous minerai that the water carries down, produce a white 
salt. The streams branch off in a11 directions carxying with them this naturai wealth [60] wherever 
art has directed their going, tuming this way and that their errant courses, flowing in swift torrent 
below aqueducts and warming the arches with the heat of their rushing waters. Within the arches, 
arnid the roarings of the echoing rock, issues forth fiercer steam and vapour as the water rushes out. 
[65] Then the sick, weak with sweating, seek next the stagnant pools that long time has made 



pleasantly cool. Hail to thee, strearn, generous giver of the waters of healing. chief glory of the Iand 
of Italy, doctor of al1 that corne to you, common helper of al1 Aesculapius' sons; (701 a very present 
deity for whose aid there is nothing to pay. Whetiier is is that hell's fiery streams have burst their 
banks and that Phlegethon gone astray bestows bis heat upon the upper world, or that a river, 
originally of cold water, sinks down into veins of sulphur and rises from there af3e (as one would 
think fiom the smell) (751 or that the mountain in arbitration summons the two elements to a treaty, 
balancing a certain amount of water that neither yield to the other but under a just law of equipoise 
each rnay withstand the other's might - whatsoever shall prove to be the cause, whatever the origin. 
[80] of this we may be sure - that you flow not without design. Who would dare to ascribe such 
a miracle to chance? Who could deny that the over-ruling gods have so ordained: The father of 
nature ... has ordered that healing waters flow from the exth. ... Happy ones, whose Iot it is to dwell 
by those banks and [go] to possess Aponus for their own....[95] If it chance that noxious humours 
swell their limbs or that excess of bile infimes their ailing bowels they need not to o p  their veins 
nor to cure one wound with another nor yet to drink medicine of bitter h&s. By your watefs aid 
they renew their lost strength without suffenng; amid luxuxv, the sick find relief from pain. (adapted 
from M. Platnauer, LCL, 19 19) 

Columeila De A g i  2.21.2 
Verg~lius quod Iiceat fènïs ffumine abluere gregem praecipit et idcirco sdrcit "ffuvio mersare 
salubn; " id est salutan1 sunt emh viba, q u o m  causa pecus utile sit favare. 

Vergil is instnicting us as to the lawfulfuIness of washing the flock in a river on hoiidays, and for 
that reason he adds "to dip in a wholesome stream," that is, in a healing strearn; for there are 
ailments because of which it is expedient to bathe the cattle. (trans. H. Boyd, LCL, 1941) 

The mountains here, which lie close to the imer bodies of water, have springs which send forth a 
great deal of fire rningled with water, and neither of the two elements is found anywhere by itself 
(that is, neither pure fire nor coid water alone is to be seen), but from their association the water is 
heated and the fire moistened. The water on its way down the foot-hills to the sea nins into 
reservoirs and the inhabitants conduct the stem from it through pipes into the upper rooms, where 
they use the s t e m  for vapour baths; for the higher it ascends fram the earth and water, the dryer 
it becomes. Costly apparatus is in use for îuming both the vapour and the water to practical use, and 
they are very serviceable indeed for the uses of daily life and for effecting cures .... So much for the 
description of Baiae. (trans. E. Cary, LCL, 191 4) 

Dio Cassius 53.30.1-4 
'O 6' A U y o w s g  Cv&azov p e ~ a  K d n c u p v i o u  n i o m v q  Ü&cy q p p & u n p ~ v  a M y ,  a>ar~ 
pq5spiav CÂxiGa aanlpioy a ~ ~ î v - . x a i  a 3 t o v  p$Èv k r i  pqôÈ tGv &VU a v u y ~ a b v  lro~eîv 
buvckpevov ' A v d v i &  % M o w q  mi ~ v ~ p o x o o i q  uvkumae ..A j ~ È v  A o y o w r g  0%- kuaq, 
6 6é S? M6rp~E;Mq v d p r r y ,  06 mU@ .Ud't~p~v  ai d v  a h b v  Çn~îvov 31t' a+.coQ .toû Mo+aa 
~ p b m v  € ) E ~ ~ L E ' u ~ ~ E v ~  adûave .  



When Augustus was consul for the eleventh time, with Calpurnius Piso, he fell so il1 once more as 
to have no hope of recovery; ... And although he lost the power of attending even to the rnost urgent 
matters, yet a certain Antonius Musa restored him to health by means of cold b a t h  and cold potions. 
... for though Augustus had been saved in this manner, yet when Marcellus fell iH not long afterward 
and was treated in the same way by Musa, he died. (trans. E. Cary) 

Agnppina was able to do this dced owing to the fact that she had previously sent Narcissus off to 
Campania, feigning that he needed to take the waters there for his gout. (tram E. Cary) 

It was after the events just narrated that Vespasian fell sick, not, if the tniîh be known, of his 
accustomed gout, but of a fever, and passed away at Aquae Cutiliae in the Sabine country. (trans. 
E. Cary) 

But in the nest year, in the consulship of Flavius and Poilio, after the dedication of the buildings 
mentioned, he passed away at the sarne watering-place that had bcen the scene of his father's death. 
(trans. E. Cw) 

Now this lake lies between Misenum and Dicaearcheia near the hot waters ....( trans. C.H. Oldfather, 
LCL, 1933) 

It remains for us now, as regards the city of the Liparians, to give an explanation of the causes why 
in later times it grew to a position, not only of prosperity, but even of renown. These, then, are the 
reasons: The city is adomed by nature with excellent harbours and s p ~ g s  of warms water which 
are famed far and wide; for not only do the baths there contribute greatly to the healing of the sick, 
but they also, in keeping with the peculiar propers of such warm springs, provide pleasure and 
enjoyment of no ordinary kind. Consequently. many people throughout Sicily who are afflicted by 



illnesses of a peculiar nature come to the city and by taking the baths regain their health in a 
marvellous manner. (tram. C.H. Oldfather) 

F l o w  An& Lat 99 
See Chapter 7, note 43. 

Flonis h r b .  Lat 108 
Aspice firlgentis tectis et gtqgrte bm81às,/ dm& quibus <&>au2 parnim pictor et unda dectis./ namque 
g e m t  pulchras spIendentia culmioa h a s J  bl'daque perspicuo hnte ffueota caduot/gaudïa qui 
gemino gestit decezpcrre bucfdet w h  nobit praetereunte 6wJ hic llavet; hic c o ~ u s  rcparaas 
meotemquc re1àxan.s J lumina pichrns, m m  bra f ~ v e b i t  aqtus. 

Look at the spa with shùung roofs and stream, to which a painter and the w a t m  give glory not at 
al1 small. For the shining heights show beautiful fonns, and pleasures flowing from a clear stream 
tumble d o m .  He who desires to gather joys from double pleasure and knows how to delight in life 
passing by, here he bathes; here refreshing his body and relaxing his mind, his eyes by pictures, he 
will lather his lirnbs with water. 

F l o m  An&. L ~ L  109 
See Chapter 7 note 39. 

Florus Anh Lat 1 10 
Quisqur's Cumani lustra vit iitons antdatque bospes cab& saepe natavit aquis,/ bic la vet, insani 
wYItans dr'scn-mina ponti;/ B a k m  superant balnea oostra decus. 

Whoever has washed himself at the caves of the Cumaean shore and as a P e s t  has suvm frequently 
in the hot springs, here let him wash, avoiding the dangers of the stormy sea; our baths surpass the 
glory of Baiae. 

F l o m  An&. Lat. 1 1 1 
Ffmmea peqicus 6Weiinr hic luunna l p p b i d  dantque novum miraa Phoebus et uoda diem./ 
demque succeiiit nostns lux tanta lavacnç/ ut cernas nudos erubusse sibi 
Fiery lights come together with clear springs and Phoebus and water united give a new day. In shon 
so much light cornes into our baths that you may perceive that naked bodies are reddened by it .  

F l o w  h t b ,  La& 1 12 
hfirodiz nosmS T i m  sue lumina b~~~dinclusumque tenet @endida cella iubar./ subiec~s caieanr 
aiionun bahea flamms;/ haec nddi poteruut, Phoebe, vapom tu&. 

Titan pours hs Iipht into our spas and enclosed light fills the shining rooms. May baths of others 
be heated by f î m e s  underneath: thex vapours are able to be given over. Phoebus, by your flames. 

Flonis An&. Le& 1 13 
Deiectat vmïs hfùndere co~pora lympbidet mutare vagk saepe ffuenta libet./ nam ne consuerae 
p d t  fastidia thermae,/hiac iuvat alterno tingm membra lacu. 

1t is delightful to pour over bodies with many springs and it is agreeable to frequently change 
streams with oceans. For here it pleases to dip the limbs in another pool so that the usual baths 
might not give way to contempts. 



See Chapter 7, note 4 1. 

Florus An&. Lat 169 
See Chapter 7, note 4 1. 

Fronto Ad M. Caes. 1.3.4 
B a r a r ~  ego calidos specus ma10 quam isîas foraacuias bah-, ia qu'bus ifles cum sumpru 
arque h o  accendihu brewque exîzbgtugtuhrthrt At ilïi ingenui vapms pwipeqch~que sunt grab'panier 
et gratzùti. 

Fronto to h s  own Caesar. To me the hot grottoes of Baiae are better than your bath-furnaces, in 
which the fire is kindled with cost and srnoke, and anon goes out. But the natural heat of the former 
is at once pure and perpetual, as grateful as it is gratuitous. (trans. C.R. Haines, LCL, 1919, reprint 
1982) 

Indeed those medicated waters which fa11 on the outside of the body, either medicated or coId 
waters, and the surrounding air itself, are able to produce either constipation or excessive lamess 
in the body part. 

Therefore even old doctors discovered remedies of palpitations, which they are able to lessen and 
to make warm; in a certain way some regular remedies are this kind, those which are denved from 
euphoribius, pyre*chnis, limnesia, sulphur and pepper, also among waters which flow forth hot from 
the earth, and from these especially they approve waters of nitre, sulphur, and bitumen. But they 
also use sea water, having been heated, and brine, if sea water is lackmg. 

For it is said in these bodies fever excites the crowding of the nerves, through which what breathes 
is not breath, in the manner it seerns in hem, which are good medicines, but biting and sharp, not 
unlike with some and lightening. Therefore for these bodies, a modest wash with fresh water is v e q  
healthfd, then a mbbingdown which makes it thin, and gentle exercises and food which completes 
the sweet draught. But a cold and alum bath is very disadvantageous, abstinences from bathing and 
from hard exertion; and ~ b b i n g  either completely none or hard, and food of unwholesome 



medications and watches and anger and sadness and concem, and cauterizing in the sun and 
exhaustion. 

For 1 will recall for you, when ail the maining things were neglected. him who in dum springs, 
which they cal1 Albula, he bathed, and from this with this skin having been thickened, dernards  
he began to have a fever, for this satisfies from the clarity of our discussion just as an example. 

For if the head is made bad by a hot bad temperament, such type of medicine is harmful. Then it 
is necessac to advise them with many baths of freswsweet water, and at the same time. to pour 
water which is becoming hot s t e m  on the head, and the entire mixture will be made better. The 
power of naturaily heated waters is hannful for them. For how many of h e m  are sulphur and 
biturnen, it is most contrary to the head which is hot by nature to heat, but as many as are alum, so 
many are covered. if therefore, they should use sweet waters only of a natural spring, they may be 
unharmed. For thIs is said to be safe, since sornething is helped by the same things is not equally 
safe. 

Thus far there is much variety between water dnnks and brine and sea water, moreover equally brine 
and sea water and sulphur and bituma and nitrum waters and those [??] , or another simply from 
nature by a taste they consider of a hot medication, al1 are hamful for those having been weakened 
by the heat of our body. 

Gaien De SimpLicium mcdic8camcnhrnun tempmmcotis ac fscuiaitibus iik 1 (K&n X.393) 
ra pivror orupmp* r ô v  606r~mv. oîov ru mra dp I r d i c r v  ' A ~ o ~ o u ~  npuayoprutyr~va. 
mi ro"y W o y  pkv a r n a i v  dariv kxi.d$eia m i  rik heupan& 6é I t a v ~ a  @ p x i v ~ i  Wb. 
oihcg &pa r 6 v  & A ~ J N  W r c o v  o36Èv +ypaiveiv ~ L É ~ K E v .  h p.$' &p Co.Éiv CrvgôS, CrM' 
~ X ~ ~ L K ~ O V  te mi vaûov *OL arumpioy re  mri p ~ A K i t e q ,  fi UV. fi m v g  aMov r o i o h o u  
npooe~Aqp6ç. MEV a6rGv (via m p ~ u v r i r C r  rGv & X d v  Èuriv. k a  r E  6 p ~ p i a  i m v e  S n b p x ~ ~  
  ai 6 u r ~ v M q .    ai pÈv 6$1  ai 6 ~ y G v r i  rb pév 66cup rrcrpqyoprrcbv iapa. rà 6' &Axa &vra 
rccxpo+~t~a,  ai 70% GEPLKO~ é v a v ~ ~ a r o v  PCV   ai t 6 p a  Xourpbv r b  i i b p  sb yXuici, rà 6' 
&Aqv@q mi v i r p S q   KU^ 8 r d q  mi aanaAr&q l t a v ~ a  xpqa'ta-   ai pyiprrdai 8' â v  
65vaio. raebmp ~ r r a v .  o O m   ai rGv ciM<ov Ëmorcuov &nqu@i rî; O+*, $ris â v  i v  



But alurn waters, such as those in Italy called Albula, are usefil wounds and al1 fluxes dry up easiIy. 
Thus none of the other waters is able to moisten, because it is not exactly water, but mixed and 
adulterated, having received either alum and copper, or salt, or some other sort. Wherefore some 
of these also imtate wounds, certauily those which are quite sharp and biting. But even for one 
thirsting, sweet water is a remedy as it appeases; indecd the others leave a sharp thirst untouched. 
Then sweet water both as a drink and a bath is very hamiful for those exerting themselves; indeed 
salt and nitrum and sulphur and biturnen waters are al1 very useful. Moreover just as it is possible 
that sea water is imitated, thus however much of the others, the resource having been mixed is 
evident, which seems to ovemme which; for you will made sulphurous water when suiphur 1s added 
to fresh water, alum when aluminum is added, and in each the same. 

But there is not this power of other natural waters, which sulphur, bitumen, and nitmm represent by 
their qualities. For none of these, when applied by another person without hotness or coldness, was 
seen to chill. 

Moreover 1 say the best water is lacking from al1 blemish which neither has any mud nor smells 
badly nor has any quality before it by tasting. For some have a few allowable qualities, the kind 
with salt, or nitrum, or sulphur, or bitumen, or alum. 

Also in the same manner there is evacuation which is made through the womb, which is made 
through haemonhoids, through exercise, rubbings, al1 movement, and which is done by warm or hot 
baths, especially if they are nitnim or sulphur or bitumen and from fasting happening. indeed al1 
these things seem equally able to entirely cIear the body. 



The next worst will be those whose springs are from rocks - for they must be hard - or from earth 
where there are hot waters, or iron is to be found, or copper, or silver, or gold, or nilphur, or alum, 
or bitun, or soda. For al1 these result from the violence of the heat. So from such earth good waters 
cannot corne, but hard, heating waters, d X ~ u l t  to pass and causing constipation. (tram. W.H.S 
Jones, LCL, 1934) 

Horace Ep 1.1 5 
nam mibi Baiad Musa supervecuas Antonius, et tamen ilfid me facit iawsum, gelid8 c m  perluor 
uoddper medium figus. sane murteta tehqur;/dicteque cessantein nems ciidem m o r b u d s u l h  
contemm; vicus gemit, iovi'dus aegn's, qui caput et stomacbum supponere fontibus audenu Clusims 
Gabiosque p e u t  et figrda nrra./mutaodus locus est et iievenond nota pfnetemgendus equus. "quo 
tends? non mihi C u m d  est iter aut B a i a  

For Antonius Musa makes Baiae useless for me, and yet îhwe he makes me unwelcome, when I 
wash myself with cold water in the middle of winter. Indeed the town laments the abandoned 
mgrtles and the sulphur baths despised, said to drive out from the nerves lingering disease, who 
dues  to place his head and stomach under the springs at Clusium and seeks Gabii and the cold land. 
The place ought to be chanped and 1 m u s  dnve my horse by known lodgings. " Where do you go? 
Cumae nor Baiae is the place for me." 

Both of them had made port at Dicaearchia and had found Gaius at Baiae. This is a little ci' in 
Carnpania situated at a distance of about five furlongs from Dicaearchia. There are royal residences 
there lavishly furnished, for each of the emperors was arnbititious to outdo his predecessors. The 
locality also affords hot bath, which s p ~ g  naturally from the ground and have a curative value for 
those who use them, not to mention their contribution to easy living in other ways. (tram. L.H. 
FeIdman, LCL, 1926) 

Livy 22.1.10 
et aquas Cseretcs sangune m.iXtas flwsse fontemque @sum Hercufis cruentis maoasse respersum 
rnaculis 

and the Caeretean waters flowed mixed with blood and the fountain of Hercules itself sprinked with 
spots flowed with bIood 

Livy 22.13.10 
Usque ad aquas Sinuessams popdaho ca pervem't. 

And the devastation spread also to Aquae Sinuessanae 

Livy 22.36.7 
Nam et Romlie in A ventino et An'ciae nuntrahrm mat su& idem tcmpus lapidibus puvisse, et rnufto 
c m  sip8 ia Sabinis, Caere aquas finte cslido mmdsse-id guidem ct im,  quod sacpius accident, 
maps tembat. 



For a shower of Stones had been reported as having fallen at Rome on the Aventine, and about the 
same time at Ancia; in the Sabine country the images of the gods, and at Caere the waters that 
flowed from the hot spring had been drenched with blood a prodigy al1 the more alarrning from its 
having occurred so ofien. (trans. R. O. Foster, LC', 1 953) 

Livy 41.16.3 
Accesscrat ad reti~bnem, quod Cn. Cornelius conus1 ex monte Albano miicns concidit ec parte 
membrumm c8ptu.s 8d A qua Cumanas pro fëctus hgra vcsccnte morbo C m s  deccssit. 

It added to their religious (fear), that Cn. Cornelius the consul returrilng from the Aiban Mount feil. 
and suffenng in some of his Iimbs having set out for Aquae Cumanae he died at Cuma when the 
disease grew worse. 

L U C ~ U S  6.747-748 
is locus est Cumas aput, acn- su/purc monted oppleti cau'dis ubi h a n t  foob'bus auca: 

Such a place is close by Cumae, where mountains, filled with rank sulphur, smoke, al1 covered with 
hot springs. (trans. W.H.D. Rouse, LCL, 193 1 ) 

Martial 1.12.2 
canaque sulphureis .41bula h a t  aqws 

and grey AlbuIa smoked with sutphur waters 

Martial 1.59 
Dat Baiana mihi quadnürtes spomla ceohun./ uJter dciicias quiù k i r  i s t ~  fames?/redde Lupi oobis 
tenesbrosaque balnea GYHI;/ ram male c m  cenem c m  bene FIacce laver? 

The sportula at Baiae gives me one hundred quadrantes. What is nich poverty doing amonp delights? 
Return to us the dark baths of Lupus and Gryllus. When my dinner's this bad, why should my bath 
be good? (adapted from D.R. Shackleton BaiIey, LCL, 1993) 

Martial 1.62.4-6 
dum modo Lucrino, modo se perminet Avemo/ et dum Baiaru's sacpe hvctur aquis,/ incidit in 
flammax iuvenemque secuta reIicto/ conÎuge Penelope ve& abit Heleae 

But as she tnisted herself to the Lucrine or anon to Avemus and often let the waters of Baiae relas 
her, she fell into the furnace and left her husband for a younger man. Arnving Penelope, she 
departed HeIen. (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 4.57.5-10 
bom'da sed fervent NGmeaei pectora rnodsm; /nec satis est B a h  i p e  caiere SUO. U ; ~ O  sacxi fintes 
et iitora grara vafetc, Nppbanun pantv Ncxeidumque domus. HcrcuIeos coiïes gelida vos vincite 
bnuna, nunc Tibuhms cedite figon'bus. 

But the shaggy breat of the Nemean monster glows and 'tis not enough that Baiae is hot with her 
own fire. Therefore. sacred springs and beloved shores, home of Nymphs and Nereids alike, fare 
you well. Beat the hilis of Hercules in winter's cold, but now yield to Tibur's chill. (trans. D.R. 
Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 5.1.6-9 



... sive salurifns candidus AQXW quis,/ mim.mus, o rcnrm fëlix niteia salusque, soqife quo p t u m  
credunus esse lovem A.. 

... O gleaming Anxur with her health-giving waters, O blest protector and savior of the world, whose 
safety assures us of Jove's gratitude ... (tram. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 6.42 
Emsci nisi tbenauhs lavan3 / iffonts monnens, Oppiâne./ nulltie sic tibi blandienhlr undae / non 
fintes ApoPi mdes puelujJon molfis SIouessa fènidque / fluctus Parens aut superbus Amur / 
non Pboebi vada princ~pesquc BaheJnurquam mb'dum nicat serenum: /lux ipsa est ibi longi'or, 
diesque /nuiio tardius a loco  cedi dit. / M c  Taygeti *t metalia / e t  cmmr mo ~ C C O T C  saxa, / 
quae P m  et Libys aihm cecidi& / Siccos piogurs onyx anbelat seshrs / et ~~a tenui calent 
ophitrie : / nhrs si pfacemtt &ai ïaconum, / contentus potes arido vapore / c d  Virgrbe Matci8 ve 
mer@ ; quae fa.m candid, tam semm iucer / ut nullas ibi suspicens undas / er c n d s  vacum nitere 
lygdon. /Non adtends et a m  me supha / iam dudm quasi aeglegenter au& : / inIofus monen's? 
Oppime. 

Unless you will bathe in the little baths of Etniscus, Oppianus, you will die unbathed. No waters 
will please you thus, not the springs of Aponus ignorant of girls, not soft Sinuessa and the hot waves 
of Passer or proud Anxur, nor the shallows of Phoebus or Baiae the paramount. Nowhere is the 
clear, open sky so bright. The very light aays longer there, from no place does the day depart more 
slowly. There the quaries of Tayptus are green and nones which the Phrygian and the Libyan 
have deeply hewn contend in varied beauty. Sleek alabaster breathes arid heat and snakestones are 
warm with slender flame. if you like the Laconian style, having satisfied yourself with dry warmth, 
you can plunge into the native Virgin or Marcia, so bright, m clear and transparent that you would 
not suspect any water there, you would think the shining lygdus was empty. You pay no attention 
and h e u  me this while with languid ear, seeming not to care. You will die unbathed, Oppianus. 
(trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 6.43 
Dum Obi Iélices indulgent, ~iwtnce, Bmae / canaque suIphureis nympba oabhr 8qu& / me 
Monentani conhan t  oo'a nrns / et cesa iugen'bus non onerosa sur's. / boc m3i BaiBImi soies 
mollisque Lucnnus, / hoc mihi sunt vesme, C8srnccJ divitiae. / quondam /audams quocumque 
libebat ad undas / c m  nec longas pertimusse ~ 8 s ;  /nunc urbis wcina iuvant ficilesque recessus, 
/e t  saos est p i ~ o  si licer esse mihi. 

Wùile happy Baiae indulges you. Castncus, and you swim in water white with wlphur springs, the 
ease of Nomentan f m  and a cottage not oppressive to its acres restores me. This is for me the 
sunshine of Baiae and soft Lucrine, this is for me, Castricus, your rich men's resorts. Tirne was 
when 1 would gladly nui anywhm 1 fancied to fashionable waters, had no fear of long joumeys. 
But nowadays 1 like places near the city, retrcats w i t h  easy reach; it's enough if 1 can be l a q .  
(trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 6.47 
hrympba rnei Stellae quae fonte domestica puru/ fabens et domrki gemmea tecta subis,/ sive Numae 
coniunx Tnnwae te msit ab anbis/ sive Camenanrm de p g e  nona, vemY exolwl votis &ac se hh' 
Wgne p o n d  M a u s ,  Mvam quod bibir aeger aguam./ tu contenu meo iam crimne gaudia fontid 
da secura mi.- sir mihi sana sib's. 

Nymph, gliding with pure fount in my Stella's home and entenng beneath its master's jewelled roof, 
whether Numa's wife sent you from Trivia's grot or one of the nine Camenae, corne hither. U'ith the 



virgin porker does Marcus absolve himself to you of his vow, because in sickness he furtively drank 
your water. Be content with my offense and gant  me safe joy of your strem; let rny thirst be 
healthy. (tram. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 9.58.1-4 
Nympha s a c ~  regiaa lacus, cuipra Sabhudet mansura pio muacre templa ded&/sic montana tuos 
semper colar Ombnb foated nec tua Bararmas Sassioa malit a q u c  

Nymph, queen of the sacred lake, to whom Sabinus gave a thanks temple and coming fiom pious 
gift, thus may hillly Umbria dways honour your springs and may not your Sassina prefer the Baian 
waters. (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 10.51 -7-10 
O nemus, O fontes soiidumque madenos &maad 1iîz1.s et aequoreis spiendidus Anxw aquis./ et non 
unius spectator lechdus undae,/ qui d e t  bine puppes ffum~ms, h i e  mms! 

Ah wood and fountains and the firm shore of moist çand and Anxur gleaming in her sea waters and 
the couch that gazes on double wave, seeing on one side river craft, on the other marine! (trans. 
D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 10.58.1-2 
Amuns aequorei placides, Fron~e,  recessud et propius Baias litoreamque domum 

When 1 dwelt in the c a h  retreat of h x u r  by the sea and a Baian villa closer to Rome, a house on 
the shore ... . (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Martial 1 1.7 
lm certe stupido non dices, Paula, manio, / a d  moechum quohens loogius ire voles, / 'Caesar Ia 
Albanum iussjt me mane venire, / Caesar Cuceios.' im stropba talis abit-..quas i @ n ~  Gaudes 
iagenbsa paras? / diceret bystencam se finitan altera moecba / in Sinuessano velle sedere lacu.. .. 

Now at least, Paula, you wilI not be saying to your fool of a husband, whenever you want to go to 
a lover at a distance: "Caesar has commanded me to go to Alba tomomow morninp. Caesar has 
commanded me to Circeii," The day for such a ruse has pone by .... .So, my clever one, what fraud 
are you hatching? Perhaps another of your kind might say she was hysterical and wanted to sit in 
the waters of Sinuessa .... (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 

Maxtial 11.80 
Litus beatea Venen's aureum B a h ,  /Baias superbae blmd8 dona N a m e ,  /ut mille laudem, Flacce, 
versibus Baias, / llaudabo aIgac non saas tamen Ba.8~. / scd marb'aiem malo, Flacce, quam Bazks. 
/ oprare utnrmque panier hprobi v o ~  est, / quod si deonun muoere boc mibi dew, / qur'd 
gaudiomn est Maroilis et Bakie! 

Baiae, golden shore of happy Venus, Baiae, proud nature's beguiling gift, though 1 praise Baiae in 
a thousand verse, Flaccus, 1 shall never praise Baiae as Baiae deserves. But, Flaccus, 1 want 
Martialis more than Baiae. To ask for boîh together would be a p~sumptious prayer. Yet if this were 
granted me by a gift of the gods, what bliss - Martialis and Baiae! (trans. D.R. Shackleton Bailey) 



A Siauessams cooviva Ptuïostmtus undis /'conduchun repetens nocte iubente larem /paene irni~tus 
obi[ saews Ilpenora fatis, /pmeceps per iongos dum nu't usque gradus. /non esset, Npphae, tam 
magna pencuia passus / si potius v e s m  ille bibisset aquas. 

As Philostratus was rehming at night's behest from a dinner pany at the b a t h  of Sinuessa to his 
rented lodging, he almost copied Elpenor and lost his life by a cruel fate, plunging down a long 
flight of steps. Nymphs, he would not have endured so great a peril if he had drunk your waters 
instead. (tram. D.R. Shackieton Bailey) 

Ovid Fd 1 -267 
Cum mm venntus committere oumioe p u g n d  @se meae movi ca/lidus aro5 opus, / oraque, qua 
pollens ope sum, fontana reclud sumque repentina eiacuiiitus aquas; / ante m e n  maàidrs subieci 
sulpbuni vems,/ clauderet ut Taho fimidus bumor iter. 

Fearing to engage in fight with so redoubtable a deity, 1 sIyly had recourse to a device of my owm 
craft, and by the power 1 wield 1 opened the fountains' mouths and spouted out a sudden p h  of 
water; but first 1 threw sutphur into the water channels, that the boiling liquid mi@ bar the way 
against Tatius. (trans. J.G. Frazer, LCL, 193 1 ) 

Ovid Meta15713 
hinc caiidi foares 

here the hot springs (at Baiae) 

We can assuredly admit the truth of his statement, when in our days at Dicaearchia (Puteoh), in the 
land of the Tyrrhenians, a hot spring has been found, so acid that in a few years it dissolved the lead 
through which its water passed. (W.H.S. Jones, LCL, 1918) 

Pliny Ep. 8.8 
Vidish'oe aliguando Ciihrinourn fôntem 3.. Madicus coliis adsurgzt, amqua cupressu nemorosus et 
opacus. H u c  subter exit foas et expnnmihirplun3us vems sed impari'bus. ...R@ ae h i n o  muita 
m u h  populo vesbm hrr...figo r aquae cemueni nivibus, nec color cedit. Adacet templum pnscurn 
et religrosum. Sîat Cfitumnus @se m c t u s  ornafusque praetexta; pmcsens numen atque eh'am 
fàhdicum indicant sones. Spma sunt circa saceifa compfm, trotidemque dr. Sua cuique veneratio 
suum nomen, qu'bus dam vcro c i i m  fontes. Nam praeter illum ... sunt miaorcs capite dscreti-.. 
Baheum Hispellares, quibus illum locum divus Augustus dono de&, publice pracbent; praebent et 
bospitium ... 

Have you ever seen the Clitumnum spring ... A mal1 hi11 rises up, wooded and dense with old 
cypress; below it the spring rises spring rises and gushes out through several channels of unequal 
size ..., The banks are covered with many ash trees and poplars .... The coldness of the water could 
contend with snow and the colour would not give ground. It cornes near an ancient and holy 
temple. Clitumnus himself stands garbed and decorated in a toga; tallies show the god is present 
and is even prophetic. Many sfirines are scattered around, and just as mmy gods. For each there 
is a name and a worship, and also for each there are springs. For beyond this there are srnalier 



springs separated from the main source.. .The people of HispeIlum, to whom divine Augustus gave 
this spot as a gift, provide a bath for the public and they provide lodgings .... 

Pliny Ep. 8.20 
Exegem prosocer meus, ut A m e ~ a  praedra sua hispicerem. Haec penrnbufmh- d i  ostenditur 
subiacens iacus nomine Vadimonxs; &id quaedam incredibilia narniolur. Peneni ad 3;Osum. Lacus 
est lo simlimdinem iacentis ratrie cuCumscnjbtus et undrque aqualis: nulfus &us; 061rqwWtas nulle 
omnia dùaensa partk..Coior caedo albidior; miidor et pnsszo~ suipuns odor saporque medicahrs; 
th qua h c t a  sou'dmtur. 

My wife's grandfather had asked me to look at his property in Arneria.While going round 1 was 
show a lake at the foot of the hills called Lake Vadimon, and at the same time told some 
extraordinar- I'acts about it. I went down to look at it, and found it was perfectly round and regu1a.r 
in shape, l k e  a wheel lying on its side, without a single irregular bend or curve ..At is subdued in 
colour, pale blue with a tinge of green, has a me11 of sulphur and a mineral taste, and the property 
of healing fractures. (trans. B. Radice, London, 1963, reprint 1969) 

Pliny HN2.106.227 
Sed faooirm pIurimonun oatura mba est fimore, idqque et im in iugjs Alpium @sape h man' ioter 
ltaliam et Aenan*m in Bai8130 sinu et ia Lin' fluvio muitisque au'is. ... Parawhonun aqru's calids 
berbae Wentes innascuotw, Pisanonun mae ,  ad Verulonios in Etnu73 non procul a man- pisces. 

But the nature of many sprinps is wondrous because of the boiling temperatures, such as those in 
the Alps and those in the sea between Italy and Aenaria in the Bay of Baiae and those of the Liris 
river and many others .... Flourishing grasses grow in the hot springs of Patavinae, frogs in the 
springs of Pisanae, and fishes in the springs at Vetulonia in Etruria, not far from the sea. (trans. H. 
Rackham, LCL, 1938, reprint 1 967) 

Pliny HN 18.29.1 I4 
ln eodern repenhrr et sulpru, emcmtque foates Aneri oculorum clmBn&ri et volnenun medicinae 
dentiumque 1Snnitati. 

In the same hi11 sulphur is also found, and the springs of the Araxus which issue from it are 
efficacious for improving the &in, healing wounds and strengthenîng the teeth. (H. Rackham, LCL, 
1950, reprint 196 1 ) 

Plhy HN3l.2 
Emicaot bemjpe passinque in piunms tems alibi figidae, alibid caiidae, aiibi iuoctae. .. alibi 
tepidee egehciaegue, auxiiia morbonun profitentes et e cuoctis animafibus bominum tanhua causa 
enunpentes. augent numemm deorum nomi1v'bus v a n 3  urbesque conduor, sicut Puteofos in 
Campm'a, StahelIas in Ligu na.... nusquam tamen largius q u m  in Baràoo sinu nec plwibus 
auxiu'andigencxibus, f i e  suipims vl; aiiae aiulllf~s, d a e  salis, aliae nim; a h e  bih~mim's, nomuflae 
et im acida salsave OrU~ua.  vaport IPSO aliquae prosunt taataque est vl's, ut balocas cafefeciant ac 
iZgr'dàm edam in solrs fcnerr c o g m  quae ia Bahno Pusidianse vocantur nomne accepto a Cfaudti 
Cacsank u'berto obsonia quoquo percocun& vapomt et in man' @su q u e  Liciaü Cmsi  fiare, 
mediosque inter ffuctu exMt ahqux'd valefudXni salutarc. 

Everywhere in many lands gush forth beneficient waters, here cold, there hot,there bo th... in some 
places tepid and lukewarm, prornising relief to the sick and bursting forth to heIp only men of al1 
the animals. Water adds to the number of the gods by its various names, and founds cities, such 
as Puteoli in Campania, Statiellae in Liguria ... Nowhere however is water more bountiful than in 



the Bay of Baiae nor with more variety of relief, some has the power of sulphur, some of alum, 
some of salt, some of soda, some of bitumen, some are even acid and salt in combination; of some 
the mere steam is beneficial, of which the power is so great that it heats baths and even makes cold 
water boil in the tubs.The water called Posidian in the region of Baiae, getting its name from a 
fieedman of Claudius Caesar, cooks thoroughly even meat. In the sea itself, steam nses from the 
water that belonged to Licinius Crassus, and there cornes sornething valuable to health in the very 
midst of the billows. (trans.W.H.S. Jones, LCL, 1938) 

P h y  HN31.3 
lam generatim n m s  prosunt pedibuvc aut coxendicibus, dise luxafis hctisve, i0azuBZllunt alvos, 
sanant vulnua. capib; am'bus p h û i n  medentur, oculis vero Ciceronianae. aY;pnum mernomtu, 
vjh est ab Avmo Iacu Puteulos tc~dentl'bus ihposir'ta fitom, celebmta pom'cu ac nemon, quam 
vocabat M. Ciccro AcademIIUàm 86 exemplo Arbenamm .... huim in parte prima cxiguo post obiîum 
ipsïus Antistio Vctere possidente e.wpemt fontes calidi perquam salubres ocuhs, celebmti carmioe 
Laureae Tufi'. qui fit e iiberb's eius-... ponam etuin zpsum canaen: Quo ma, Romanae wndex 
cfanssime Iinguae, / srïva loco mefius surgere iussa Viret / atque Academke ceiebratam nomine 
d f a m  / nunc reparat cultu sub potiore Vehls, / hoc ebam eppatcnt I'pbae non ante npertae / 
languidn quee infiso lumina rore levant. / mininun locus @se sui Ciceroms honon /hoc dedit, bac 
foates cum patefècit ope. / ut, quonia totum fegrgrtur sine fie per orbem, / sint plures ocuiis quae 
medeantur aquae. 

To corne now to the classes of water: some waters are good for sinews or feet, or for sciatica; others 
for dislocations or fractures; they purge the bowels; heal wounds; are specific for head, or for ears; 
while the Ciceronian are so for the eyes. It is worth while recording that there is a country seat on 
the Coast as you go from Lake Avemus to Puteoli, with a farnous portico and grove, which M. 
Cicero, copying Athens, caIled Academia .... In the front part of this estate, when the owner was 
Antistius Vetus, a short time after Cicero's demise there bwst out hot springs, v e q  beneficial for eye 
complaints, whch have been made famous by a poem of Laurea Tullus, who was one of Cicero's 
freedmen .... For 1 will quote the actual poem ... : O famous champion of our Latin tongue, where 
p w s  with a fairer green the grove you bade rise, and the villa, honoured by the name of Acaderne, 
Vetus keeps in repair under a more careful tendance, here are also to be seen waters not revealed 
before, which with drops infbsed relieve wearied eyes. For indeed the site itself gave this gift as 
an honour to Cicero its master, when it disclosed springs with this healing power, so that, since he 
is read throughout the whole world, there may be more waters to give sight to eyes. (trans.W.H.S. 
Jones) 

Pliny HN31.4 
In eadem Campanihe regione Sinuessanec aquae steditatem fèmnanua et vucnun insaniain aboiere 
produntur. 

In Campania too are the waters of Sinuessa, which are said to cure barremess in women and 
insaaity in men. (trans. W.H. S. Jones) 

P h y  M V 3 1 . S  
in A eam'a hsda  calculos~s mcdcn; et quae vocatur Acidda ab Téano Sidiciao p. haec figrgrda, 
item in Srabiuo quae Dimidia voca m.... idem conangr'r irr V e h o  iacu potaatibus. ... 

The waters in the island of Aenaria are said to cure Stone in the bladder, as does also the water 
called Acidula-it is a cold one-four miles from Teanum Sidicinum, that at Stabiae called Dimidia .. . 
The same result cornes from drinking the water of Lake Velia .... (trans. W.H.S. Jones) 



Pliny HN31.6 
Iuxta Roman Albulee aquae voloenbus medenm, egelidae bae, sed Cutiliac iu Sabims gelidissimae 
suctu quodam coqon iovadunt, ut propre morsus ~~'deripossit, apossaac stomacbo, aems, miverso 
colpon' 

Near Rome the waters of Albula heal wounds. These are iukewarm, but those of Cutilia of the 
Sabines are very cold, penetrating the body with a sort of suction, so that they might seem alrnost 
to bite, k i n g  very healthful to the stomach, the sinews, and the whole body. (trans. W.H.S. Jones) 

PIiny HIV3 1.8 
. . . Leucogaei h t e s  inter Puteofos et Neapoh ocufis et vuloenhs meden m..... 

White Earth springs between Puteoli and Naples is good for cornplaints of the eyes and for wounds. 

PI;~Y ~ ~ 3 1 . 3 2  
Homenun caiidom fontium mentionem non iècisse demitor, c m  alioqui Ievari calida fiequenter 
induceret, w'delicet quia medicina tunc non erat bae quae nunc aquanun pefigio uhhu. est autem 
utilis sulpbmt nervis, afuminara paralflcis aut szmili modo solutis, bihuninata aut nitrosa, quafis 
CutiLia est, bibendo arque purgatiom'bus. plebque in gioxià ducunt pluninis bon's peqezi caforem 
eanun, quod est inirm'cissimum, amque paulo diuhO1ls quam balineis uii oportet, ac postea figide 
du& nec sine oleo discedentes, quod yuljps afienum arbi îra~,  idcirco non alibi coipon'bus magis 
obnoxris, qwppe et vastit~te odonS capita replenhu et figorc Idfcstaatur sudaotia, reliqua coqonua 
parte mersa. similis CITO~, quam plurimo potu glon.'aotur. wY7dique iam hrrgr'dos bibendo i~ û ~ t u m  
ut anuli integerentur cure, c m  reddi non posset hausta muloiudo aquae. nec hoc crgo fien- convenir 
sine crebro ~ 8 h  gustu. utuohu et caeno hnh*m ~ p s o m  utiïiter, sed ifa si inlitum sole hwescaf. 
nec vero omnes quae sint calidae medicatas esse credendum, sicut I'o Segesta Siciliae, Laris Troade, 
Magnesisa, Mefo, hpm. nec decolor species aeris mgenove, ut mufti extsbbmavwuor, medicaminum 
argumenhun est, qumdo mail e o m  in PatawYIms footibus, ne odons quidem Merentra aliqua 
deprebendiw. 

I wonder that Homer made no mention of hot springs, and that though he frequently speaks of hot 
baths, the reason being that modem hydropathic treatment was not then a part of medicine. Sulphur 
waters, however, are good for the sinews, alum waters for paralysis and similar cases of collapse, 
waters containing bitumen and soda, such as that of Cutilia, are good for drinking and as a purge. 
Many people make a matter of boasting the great number of hours they c m  endure the heat of these 
sulphur waters - a very injurious practice, for one should remain in them a little longer than in the 
bath, afterwards rime in cool, fresh water, and not go away without a rubbing in oil. The cornmon 
people find these details irksome, and so there is no greater risk to health than this treatment, 
because an overpowering srnell goes to the head, which sweats and is seized with chill, while the 
rest of the body is immersed. Those make a like mistake who boast of the great quantity of water 
they cm drink. 1 have seen some already swollen with drinking to such an extent that their rings 
were covered by skin, since they could not void the vast amount of water they had swallowed. So 
it is not good to drink these waters without a frequent taste of sait. The mud too of medicinal 
springs is used with advantage, but the appiication should be dried in the sun. We m u s  not think, 
however, that a11 hot waters are medicinal; for there are those at Segesta in Sicily, at Larisa in the 
Troad, at Magnesia, in Melos and Lipara. Nor is the discoloration of bronze or silver a proof, as 
many bave thought, of medicinal properties, since there are none in the springs of Patavium. (trans. 
W .H. S. Jones) 



And yet some deny that stores of ready water lie hidden away beneath the places from which springs 
flow, and that they mereiy come to light or force a passage when they issue forth; they hoId rather 
that the water is generated and cornes into existence then and there through the liquefaction of 
matter, and that moist vapour is liquefied by density and cold, whenever, that is, it is compressed 
in the depths of earth and becomes fluid .... Moreover, they are refuted by the expenence of men who 
dig mines, either for sieges or for metals, and in the depths enounter rivers of water, which are not 
graduaIly collected, as must naturally be the case if they come into existence at the instant that the 
eartti is agitated, but pour forth in a great m a s .  (trans. B. Penin, LCL, 1918) 

But when the Italians had at Iast made their submission, and many persons at Rome were suing for 
the command in the Mithridatic war, with the aid of the popular leaders, contrary to al1 espectation 
the tribune Sulpicius, a most audacious man, brought Marius fornards and proposed to make him 
pro-consul in command against Mithridates. The people were divided in opinion, some prefening 
Marius, and others calling for Sulla and bidding Marius go to the wann b a t h  at Baiae and look out 
for his health, since he was wom out with old age and rheums, as he himself said. For at Baiae, 
near Cape Misenum, Marius owned an expensive house, which had appointments, more luxurïous 
and effeminate than became a man who had taken active part in so many wars and campa ip .  This 
house, we are told, Cornelia bought for seventy-five thousand drachmas; and not long aftenvards 
Lucius Lucullus purchased it for two million five hundred thousand. So quickly did lavish 
expenditure spring up, and so great an increhse in luxiuy did life in the city take on. (trans. B. 
Perrin) 

For Marcellus was unable to pursue him, owing to the multitude of his wounded, but withdrew by 
easy marches into Campania, and spent the summer at Sinuessa recuperating his soldiers. (uans. B. 
Perrin) 

Plutarch Otbo 2.3 



Accordingly, Otho sent a messenger to fetch hirn [Tigellinus] from his country estate at Sinuessa; 
for he was staying there. where vessels lay at anchor, that he might fly to more distant parts. (trans. 
B. Perrin) 

hpertius 1.1 1.1-2 
Ecguid te medüs cessantem, C'yn&4is, Baiis /qua iacet Henuleis semira iiton'bud et modo Thesproti 
miraatem subdita regno /promina Misems aequora nobt'libus 

While you dally in the h e m  of Baiae, Cynthia, where lies a causeway on shores made by Hercules. 
and marvel that the waters but recently ùelow Thesprotus' kingdom are now close to renowned 
Misenum. (tram. G.P. Goold, LCL, 1990) 

Propertius 1.1 1.30 
ah pereant Baiae, crimen amoris, aquae! 

a curse on the waters of Baiae, that bring reproach on love! 

Regianus Anth. Lat 264 
Quis deus bas Iocedit squas? quis footibus ipedmiscuit et madidas fècit d s c m r e  flammas?/ in 
r e p s ,  Neptune, hus Vuicanus anbefat. 

Whar god heated these waters? Who mised fires nith spnngs and caused wet flames to spread 
about? Vulcan breathes in your kingdom, Neptune. 

Regianus Anth. Lat 265 
Ante bonam Venerem gelidee per fitom Baiae./ifla natare lacus cum fmpade iussit AmoremJ dum 
natal, algentes cecidit schtdla per undas./ hioc vapor ussit aques. qwcumque nata&, ame vit. 

Before lovely Venus (came) to the shores of cold Baiae, she bid Love to swim with a light in the 
pool. While he swims, a spark fell upon the chilling waters Here the heat burned the waters. 
Whoever has swum there, f i e  has loved. 

Regianus An&. Lat. 266 
Befipotens Mavon, Vcnen's ptrssine &o./ hic seccunrs ma locus hic dmplex~ibus eptus;/ 
Bufcanus prohibehu sqruS, Sol peliitur um bxa 

Warlike Mars, secretly with very graceful Venus, here is safe in love. Here the place is fitting for 
embracings: Vulcan is prevented by the waters, Sol is driven away by the shade. 

Rutilius Namatianus lk d î u  suo 1.249-254 
nosse iuvat taun' dictas de n o m e  thmas.- /nec mon, difacilis m1ibuç in m h s /  Non i f i  gustu 
18oces vitantur amoro / ljmpbaque firmifico sulphure hcta caleu Punis odor mollisque sapur 
dubitare favaated cogit qua mclius parte pctanhv squee. 

We pay a pleasant visit to the hot springs named after a bull. the distance of three d e s  seems no 
troublesome delay. There the wells are not spoiled by a brackish flavour, nor is the water coloured 
and hot with fuming sulphur,the pure srneIl and delicate taste m&e the bather hesitate for what 
purpose the waters should be better used. (trans. J. W. Duff, LCL, 1935) 



Scribnius Largus Compositiones 1 46 
Ad hunorem et doIorem vesicae et exulcerationem bene k i t  squa, ia qua fimua candeos demissum 
est. hoc ego ab aqws c8fid.s quae suof h~ Tuscia fcmitac et aïinfice nmcdraat vcsicae viba 
(appellmhrt i q u e  ves~can'at), quoadam MilomS Brochi praetoni, h o a s  op&, ad 
qrunquagc&um fapidem. 

For a tumour and injury of the bladder and soreness, water makes it well, water in which shining 
iron is denved. 1 extract it from hot springs in Etniria which are femginous and wondrously cure 
defects of the bIadder (thus they are called [Aquae] Vesicariae), fomerly by Milo Brochus, the best 
of men, at the fiftieth milestone. 

Seneca Ep. 4 1.3 
Magnonua ffumuium cspita vmcramur; subita ex sbdiro m t i  amms empt~o aras habec coluotut 
a q u m  c8fentIÙm &tes, et stagna quaedam vei opcitas vel immensa altitudo sacra vit. 

W e  worship the sources of mighty rivers; we erect altars at places where great streams burst 
suddenly from hidden sources; we adore springs of hot water as divine, and consecrate cenain pooIs 
because of their dark waters or immeasurable depth. (trans. R.M. Gummere, LCL, 19 17) 

Seneca Ep. 5 1.1 
Nos utcmque possumus, contenri sumus Bas, quas postero die quam adtigema nliqtu; locum ob 
boc dewYItaadum, c m  babeat quasd' nahrrales dotes, quia ilim sibi celebmdum lmmh 
desumpsit. 

1 do whatever 1 c m ,  1 am contented with Baiae, which after the day on which 1 amved, 1 left, 
because this pIace ought to be avoided, although it has natural resouces, because l u n q  has claimed 
for itself as a celebrated place. (trans. R.M. Gurnmere) 

Seneca QNat 3.1.1 
Quaremus erg0 de temstri'bus aqrus aut et inves&gemus qua maone fiant, sive, ut ait 0wV7dius: 'Fons 
erat illimis mtïdis argenteus undis, " sive, ut ait Vergihüs: "Unde per ara novem vasto cum munnure 
montis It mare praeruptum et pehgo premit arva sonaoti, " sive, ut apud te, Iunior cmssime, invenio: 
*'Elius Siculrs de fmtz'bus enlit amms. " 

Let us, then, study the waters of the earth or investigate also the causes that produce them. whether 
as Ovid says: "There was a fountain sllvery clear with shining waters," or, as Virgil says: "Whence 
through nine mouths with a mighîy roar from the mountain a sea goes bursting forward and presses 
down the fields with its resounding expanse. Or, as 1 fmd in your poem, dear junior: "A Stream of 
Elis leaps from Sicilian springs." (tram. T.H. Corcoran, LCL, 1971) 

Seneca QNat 3.1.2 
Nunc vuigares aquas persequamur, &am figïdw quam calentes. In quibus csjeotibus quacrcndum crit 
u m  calrdae aascaiur an fiant. De ceteB's quoque aXsseremus, quas hignes aut Sapor aut al~qua 
reddit uoiitas. Quaedam cniot oculos, quaedam nervos iuvant; quaedàm invctwate et despexata a 
mcdicis w3a penuraat; quaedam medemur ulccn'bus; quaedam iatenora pom hvent et pulmonh ac 
viscenun quemias levant; quaedam supprùnuot sangwhem. T m  vmbs siog~fis usus quam gustus 
est. 

At present, let us study common waters, both hot and cold. In studying hot waters it must be 
determined whether they are produced hot or become hot. We will also discuss other waters, those 
which a flavor or some special usefulness makes temarkable. For example some cure eyes, some 



sinews: -me cornpletely cure chronic ailments and given up by doctors. Some heal sores; some 
on being dnink relieve interna1 pain and alleviate cornplaints of the lungs and bowels. Some check 
bleeding.individua1 uses are as varied as their tastes. (trans. T.H. Corcoran) 

Seneca QNa& 3.2.1 
Aut stant omnes aquae, aut eunl, aut colIiguotur, aut rn-as b-t venas. AAle dukes suut, abae 
vané asperae. Q@pe intervenimt salsae ammeque aut medrëatae, ex quibus sulpburam dicùnus, 
femtas, alminosas; iodicat vlin sapor. Habent praeterea mula discn.iniaa, pprimum tact: @gr'dae 
ca fidaeque sunt; deiode pondens: feves e f p v e s  su t ;  dehie colons: p m e  sua< hrrfiidae, caeniieae, 
lundae; deiade salubnhiîzk sunt e n h  utifes, sunt momTente. 

All waters are d l ,  running, collected, or occupy various underground channels.Some are sweet, 
others have flavors that are disagreeable in different ways; among them are the salty, bitter, and 
medicinal. In the last category 1 mean sulphur, iron, and alun waters. Taste indicates properties. 
They have many other distinctive qualities as well. First touch: they are hot or cold. Then weight: 
theg are Iight or heavy. Then color: they are clear, muddy, blue, yellowish. Then healthfulness: for 
some are wholesome, others deadly. (trans. T.H. Corcoran) 

Seneca QNat 3.10.1 
Adicias etiam licet quod buof omnia ex omnibus, ex squa aer, ex acre aqua, igms ex aere, ex &ne 
aer- quare ergo non ex terra fiat aqua? 

You rnay add, a h ,  the principle that everything cornes everything: air from water, water from air, 
fire from air, air from fire. Therefore why not water from earth? 

Seneca QNat 3.1 1 -5 
Idem ait circa Arcadiam,quae urbs in Creta insula fit, fontes et nVos substitisse,quh desienf col; 
rem dituta urbe;postea ver0 quam cuitores recepeni, aquas quoquc recepisse. Càusam siccitabs ban 
punir quod obdunrenl constncta tellus nec poruen't imbres inagitata transmittere. Quomodo ergo 
plunnlos videmus in locis desemssimis fontes? 

He said that around Arcadia, which was a city on the isiand of Crete, fountains and fivers ceased 
to exkt because the earth ceased to be cultivated after the city was destroyed; but after the earth got 
back its cuItivators, it also recovered its waters. He proposed this reason for the dryness: namely, 
that the constricted earth became hard and while it was not being stirred it was unable to transmit 
rainwaters. So why do we see very many springs in the most uncultivated places? (trans. T.H. 
Corcoran) 

Seneca QNat 3.20.1 
At quare aquk sapor vananus? h p t e r  quattuoi causas. Ex solo pxha est per quad fërtur;secuoda ex 
eodemsi rnutetione eius nascjhu;ferb'a ex spuitu qui in aquam b'an~figuratus esqquarta ex viho quod 
saepe concipiut comp&te ptr Laiununant.Hae c e m m  S8pOEul dmt quis  vanb,bae medicatam 
poten&-àm,bae p ven spin'îum odorcmquc pestif- p vitatemque,bae sut caionrn aut minium 
rigorem. htwest uüum loca sulptrurc an aibo an bitunheplena transierUrt;bec ratione cornptae c m  
vitae penculo bibunhir. 

But why variety of taste in watei3There are four causes: 1) from the soi1 through which the water 
is canied; 2) also depends on the soi1 if the water is produced by a change of earth into water; 3) 
cornes from air which was changed into water. 4) from pollution which water often receives if it has 
been compted by hannful substances.Tbese give water its difTerent taste,medicinal power, 
disagreeable exhalation,and pestilential odour, as well as its unwholesomeness, heat or excessive 



cold. It makes a diff'erence, whether it passes through places full of sulphur, nitre, or bitumen. When 
water i s  polluted this way it is a risk of life to dnnk it. (trans. T.H. Corcoran) 

Seneca QNat 3.20.4 
si noteven's Albui" et fcre sulpburatam aquam c h  canales suos repasque d m i  

if you wiil have noticed the waters of Albula and water bearing sulphur are hardened around therr 
channels and their banks. (trans. T.H. Corcoran) 

Seneca QNat 3.24.3 
Idem sub t em Empedocles exktimat fim;quem non fe l l j  d e  Baims, qu'bus baloeana =ne ijpe 
calefiun& Spintus in iila fèmens loco aestuaati ihfhdihrr; hic per tubos lapsus non aliter quam Igae 
subàito pananetes et vasa bdnei caiefecit; o u ' s  denique @grda transitu mutatur calidam nec oabit 
saporem c vaponno, qui prae/abifur. 

The people at Baiae believe Empedocles, whose baths are heated without fire. Burning air from a 
burning place is fed into them; here gliding through tubes not other than as if fire was applied, it 
heats the watls and tubs of the baths. Finally, al1 the cold water is changed in hot water nor does 
it pick up flavour from the s t e m  pipe, because it goes through in a closed pipe. (trans. T.H. 
Corcoran) 

Seneca QNar 3.24.4 
Qu'dam existimanr per ioca suipbure pleoa vel nitro euntes aquas calurem beneficio matexiae per 
quam fluunt ûabere. Quod @O odore gustuque teslaam; reddunt em-m qualitatem eius qua cauere 
rnaten'ae. Quod ne accidere mircns, vivae calci aquam innfirnde, fèrvebif. 

Some suppose chat water passing through places full of d p h u r  or nitre takes on heat from the 
properties of the material through wtiich it flows. The water indicates this by its special odour and 
taste, for it reproduces the quality of the material which made it become w m .  If you are surprised 
that this happens, pour water on quicklime, it will boil. (trans. T.H. Corcoran) 

Seneca QNat 3.25 -8 
lpse ad Cutiiiks natantern insulam wYIdi.... Cutl'ianun insula et arbores habet et berbas nu&; tamen 
aqua sustineiur et in banc arque iIIam partem non vento tao- scd aura compelIim, nec umquam 
ilii per diem ac nocfem uno ioco statio est; sdeo movehrr ievi Hatu. Huic duplex causa est: aquae 
gravitas medicat;ae et ob hoc ponderosac, ... utique c h a  medicaturum fontium n'vos, ubi purgamenta 
aquanua coaluemt et spuma solidam Necessano leve est quod ex ventoso iamque concretum est. 

1 myseif at Cutiliae saw a floating island.,.. The island of Cutilae has both trees and grows grasses: 
nevertheIess it is sustained by water and is driven by the wind and breeze here and there. and never 
is there a single place through day and night; it is moved by a lîght puff. The cause is double for 
this: the heaviness of the mineral waters and because of this it is heavy ... where around the streams 
of minera1 springs, where the deposits of the waters hardened and foam is solidified ... (tram. T.H. 
Corcoran) 

SHA Anmninus AiLS 5.1 
sed Hadnano apud Ba.ias morhro reu'qwWas eius Romam pesvexit smcfe ac reveteater arque tn boms 
Domb'ae conloca vit 

But when Hadnan died at Baiae, he bore his remains to Rome wiîh sanctity and reverence and 
buried him in the gardens of Domitia. 



SHA Ha&m 22.7 
ante octavam b o m  in public0 neminem msi aegnun favari passus est. 

Before the eighth hour no one except the sick was allowed to bath in public. 

SHA H ' B ~  25.5-7 
Posr haec Hadnaaus Baias pet12 Anronho Romae ad imperandm relicto. ubi c m  &il proficeret, 
iucessiro Antomnu in conspecru eius apud ipsas Baias penit die W iduum lul ihm. inwsusque 
omnibus sepulrus est ia w7la Ciceromha Puteolis, 

m e r  this Hadrian travelled to Baiae, and Antoninus was left in Rome to rule. But he received no 
benefit there, and Antoninus was summoned, and in his presence he died there at Baiae on the sixth 
day before the Ides of M y .  Hated by all, he was buried at Puteoli on an estate that had belonged 
to Cicero. 

Sidonius Apollinaris Ep. 5.14 
Cidentes nunc te Baiae et scabns cavematim ructata pumicibus aqua sulpuns arque iecorosis ac 
pbthisiscentibus lmgwgwdis medicabilis piscina delectat? 

Are you enjoying your wann Baiae and the sulphurous water forced out from the hollows in the 
rough porous rock and the bathing-pool so heaithgiving to liverish and consumptive invalids? (trans. 
W.B. Anderson, LCL, 1965) 

Sidonius Apollinaris h. 18.12 
Si qurS A vicacum dignms wsere nostram,/non &bi disp1iceat:sic quod habes p/aceet./aemula Bax-ano 
tollunrur culrmna cono/parque cotbuntato vertiice fÙ1get apex . /gda  G a m s  plus m m m t  unda 
fluen~'d contip- colfi lapsa supen:ilio./ Lucnnum Campama noller/ aequora si nosoi cerneret illa 
lacus./ iffud puniceis ornarur litus echimis:/ piscibus in nostn's, boqes, utrumque vides./ si Iibet et 
placido partin's gaudr'a corde,/ qlusqutS ades, B a h  tu hcis hic amino. 

Wboever you belif you care to visit our Avitacurn, let it not displease you:so may what you possess 
satisfy you. Here a roof rises that rivals the cone of Baiae, and no whit iderior shines the peaked 
tip with a proud crest. There chattering water falling from a brow of a neighbouring hi11 babbles 
more busily than streams that fiow from G a m .  Rich Campania would be ill-pleased with Lucrine 
mere if it beheld waters of our lake. That other shore is adorned by red sea-urchins, but in our fish, 
guest, you see both .... (W.B. Anderson, LCL, 1936) 

Silius Italicus Aut. 8.529 
Sinuessa repens fluchrgue 

Sinuessa of warm springs 

The woman should indulge in ba th  more frequently in order to provide for relaxation of the parts 
and should swim in sweet wann water, for natural waters which have relatively pungent qualities 
differ in no way from drugs inserted for abortion. (trans. O. Temkin, Baltimore, 1991) 



if, even sa the condition is unrelieved, one m u t  mske the patient choke with white hel lebo~ and 
must aftenvards prescribe prolonged traveling, the use of natural waters, and, in general. diversion 
of the mind. For if by thus keeping on with the same things and adding more active ones, the 
condition is relieved, menstntation becomes umimpeded. (trans. O. Temkin) 

If, however, the condition does not clear up, then one m u t  also make the patient choke by means 
of white hellebore d e r  having provoked vomiting by means of radishes, order traveling on land and 
sea, and prescribe natural waters. We have described the proper use of al1 of thew things in our 
work On Therapeutics. (trans. O. Ternkin) 

And one should make use of everything that 1s apt to cause metasyncrisis, such as natural waters, 
shower baths and wirnrning, the temperature wam at fim, later on cold; thus gradually accustorning 
the body to stand the cold so that the affected parts may be strengthened. (trans. O. Ternkin) 

If the condition progresses one should also try a pungent diet, the cyclic cure, the use of natural 
waters and shower baths and swimming in the sea or in natural waters, and should tq to provoke 
vomiting with radishes and - if the strength of the patient allows - with helIebore too. (uans. O. 
Temhn) 

if' however, having becorne chronic, the flux exhi bits exacerbations as weil as remissions, one should 
use simple remedies during the exacerbations in order to give s r n e  relief. During the remissions, 



however, one should use things capable of giving strength and effecting metasyncrisis; for instance. 
various passive exercises, promenades, vocal exercise, the restorative cure, baths, wine in 
moderation, varied foods, intense heat, sun baths, metasyncritic cupping, pitch plasters, massage with 
the bare hands or with a linen towel, depilatories or metasyncritic unguents, mustard plasters, 
radishes to effect vorniting, a pungent diet and the cyciic cure, swimming, shower b a t h  in natural 
waters, a change of air by Iand and sea travel, Stz baths and vaginal suppositories which have and 
initating action. (trans. O. Temkin) 

Statius Silv, 1 S.60 
nec si BmBIaruS vem8r n o m  bospcs ab on$/ tau's despiciet - ffas sir componere magnis / p m a  - 
Neronea nec qui modo Iotu ia unda,/ hic i t m  s u d m  ncget. 

Nor if a new guest should amive from the Baian shore, would he despise such things - if it is 
allowed to compare great things with mal1 - nor would one who just now had bathed in Nero's 
baths, would he deny to sweat again here. 

Derton is a considerable city, and it is situated about midway of the road which runs from Genua 
to Placentia, being four hundred stadia distant from each; and this is the road on which Aquae 
Statiellae is situated. (trans. H.L. Jones, LCL, 191 7) 

But the city, once so spiendid and iIlustrious, now presemes rnere traces of its former self; and the 
hot springs near by, which are called Caeretanian Springs, have a greater population than it has - 
because of those who visit the Springs for the cure. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

Furthemore, there are abundant hot springs in Tymhenia, and, because of the fact that they are near 
Rome, they have a population not less than the sprkgs at Baiae, which are by far the most widely 
renowned of all. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

The country the Sabini live is is narrow, but taken Iengthwise it reaches even a thousand stadia from 
the Tiber and the little town of Nomentum, as far as the country of the Vestini. They have but few 
cities and even these have been brought low on account of the continual wars; they are Amiternum, 
and Reate (near which is the village of Interocrea, and a h  the cold springs of Cotiliae, where 



people cure their diseases not only drinking from the springs but also by sitting d o m  in them). 
(trans. H.L. Jones) 

Sinuessa is situated in the Caietan "Kolpos," and hence its name; for Kolpos means Sinus; and near 
Sinuessa are hot b a h ,  which are most eficacious for certain diseases. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

In this plain, a h ,  flow what are called the Aibula waters - cold waters from many springs, helpful, 
both as drinking-water and as b a h ,  in the cure of various diseases; and such, a h ,  are the Labana 
waters, not far from the former (Albula), on the Nomentan Way and in the neighbourhood of 
Eretum. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

Af'ter you double Cape Misenum you irnmediately corne to a harbour, at the base of the cape, a d  
after the harbour, to a stretch of coast which runs inland and fonns a deeply indented gulf - the coast 
on which is situated Baiae, and those hot springs that are suited both to the taste of the fastidious 
and to the cure of disease. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

In earlier times Nisenuml was only a port-town of the Cumaeans, situated on the slope of a bill, 
but at the tirne of Hannibal's expedition the Romans settled a colony there, and changed its n m e  
to Puteoli from the wells there-those some say that it was from the foul smell of the waters, since 
the whole district, as far as Baiae and Curnae, has a foul smell, because it is full of sulphur and fire 
and hot waters. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

Furthemore Neapolis has springs of hot water and bathing-establishments that are not infenor to 
those at Baiae, although it is far short of Baiae in the number of people, for at Baiae,where palace 



on palace has k e n  built, one after another, a new city has arisen, not inferior to Dicaearchia. 
Greater vogue is given to the Greek mode of life at Neapolis by the people who withdraw there 
from Rome for the sake of rest - I mean the class (Greeks) who have made their Livelihood by 
training the young,or d l 1  others who, because of old age or mfirmity, long to live in relaxation. 
(trans. H.L. Jones) 

But what Pindar says is more plausible, since he starts with the actual phenonena; For this whole 
channel, beginning at the Cumaean country and extending as far as Sicily, is full of fire, and has 
caverns deep down in the earth that form a single whole, comecting not only with one another but 
also with the mainland; and therefore,not only Aetna clearly has such a character as it is reported 
by al1 to have, but also the Liparia Islands, and the districts round about the Dicaearchia, Neapolis, 
and Baiae, and the island of Pithecussae. a s ,  1 say, is Pindar's thoght when he says that Typon lies 
beneath this whoie region. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

The hot springs in the isIand are thought to cure those who have gall-stones. (trans. H.L. Jones) 

Suetonius Aug. 8 1.1 
Graves etpencufosas valitudines per omnem wYItam afiquot expertus est; praeczpue Caambnk domita, 
cum etiam desa'llatrom'bus iocinere wVftiaro ad despexiitionern redactus coamàm et ancipiem 
rationem medendi necessanb subiit; qu'a d i d a  fomenta non prodemt, f i ~ ~ d i s  CURU? coacrus 
auctore Antom8 Musa. 

He esperienced serious, dangerous illnesses al1 through his life; especially after Cantabria was 
conquered, when he was in such a desperate pIight from abscesses of the liver, that he uTas forced 
to submit to an unprecedented and hazardous course of treatment. Since hot fomentations did not 
deliver him, he was compelled by the doctor Antonius Musa to try coId ones. 

Suetonius Aug. 82.2 
At quozi'eos n e r v o w  causa m&s Albufisque caiidis umdum esset; confenhs &oc crat ut insidens 
ligne0 sofio, quod @se Hspanico verbo durem vocabar, manus ac pedes altenus iaccaret. 

But when he had to use sea water and hot water from Albula for his nerves, he was content titting 
in a wooden tub, which he called by the Spanish name dureta, he threw in his hands and feet 
alternating. 

Suetonius N m  3 1 -2 
balheae rnanms et albulis fluentes aqru's 

the baths were flowing with sea water and water from Albula 

Suetonius Neto 3 1.3 



Praererta incobabat piscihm a Miseno ad A vcmum hcum contecm portxcibusque concfusam, quo 
quidquid tuos Ba% c s l i d m  squanua esser converterern. 

Besides this, he began a pool from Miseoum to lake Avernus which was covered and endosed by 
coionnades, to which he might tum however much of hot waters there were in ail of Baiae. 

Suetonius T h  1 1 
Excessit in cdem qua pater d a  Id Sept 

He died in the same villa as his father the Ides of September 

Suetonius V-. 24 
COLI SUI.^^ suo non remputus ia Campma motiuncuiïs Ievibusprobnusquc urbe npctita, Cuoïias ac 
Reatina nua, ubi aestivare quournr~s soleb8t, petif. Hic cum super urgentem valihrdinem cnbemmmo 
fig-~dae aquae usu etiam intestins wtiasset nec co m h s  munexibus liapenitorUs ex consuetudine 
fùngerehu, ut etiiun k g a h e s  auditet cubans, alvo repente usque ad defèctionem sofuta, 
impemtorem air stanrem mon' oportere; dumque cotlsu~gri ac mtiiw, inter manus sublevanh'um 
exohcms est 9 Kal. Iuf. ... 

In his ninth consulship attacked by gentle illness in Campania and immediately retuming to the city, 
he sought Cutilian and the Reate countryside, where each year he used to spend the summer. Here, 
aithough in addition to his oppressing illness, he damaged his intestines by too much use of cold 
waters he did not less perfonn his imperial duties as usual, so that lying in bed, he heard legates. 
Taken suddenly by diarrhoea, he said an emperor ought to die standing; then he stood up and he 
died in supporting hands. 

Symmachus Ep. 1-7 
Nunc properato opus esr, ut d m  anni tempus calet, sutumnrnr bons r a p h  fiamur. His qwppe 
mensibus Campania miet agri ubcre et arbusti bonore, Brü'ae imbre m u ,  sole modico tempemm, 
mensae ab edulibus copiosae suot, quibus tu amiconun catervas mnm's. 

Now there is need to hurry, so that, while the tirne of year is hot, we may enjoy the good things of 
auturnn speedily. During these months, Campania looks beautiful from the abundance of the field 
and from the charm of the tree, Baiae is temperate from little rain and from a bit of sun, the tables 
are full with things to eat, with which you promise your group of friends. 

Symmachus Ep. 2.26 
Baiarum solihrdr'nc vebcmcnrer offensus Puteolis malui commoniri.. . . 

Displeased with the solitude of Baiae, 1 prefer to stay in Puteoli .... 

Under the weight of anxiety, his health broke d o m ,  and he left for Sinuessa, to renovate his strength 
by the gentle climate and the medicinal springs. 



donec Tigelfinus accepto apud Sinuessanas squas supremee necessiraas nmoo inter stupra 
concubinanun et oscula et definais rnoras sec& novacula hucibus Ïnfamem w V I m  hedavit co8m 
e h  sero et inbonesto. 

FinaIly TigeIIinus, at the Sinueçsanae waters, receiving the message that the hour of his supreme 
necessity had corne, amid the embraces and kisses of his mistresses, sharnefully deiaying his end, 
finally cut his throat with a razor, still M e r  defiling a notorious Me by a tardy and ignominious 
death. (trans. C.H. Moore, LCL, 1925) 

TibulIus 3.5 
Vos tenet, Ebuscis mmaf quae hntibus unda,/ mda su& aesb'vum non adeunda Canem,/nunc autem 
sacns Bahmm proxima Iymph.~s,/ c m  se pqureo  vere rermrmttx5 humus. ... atquc uriaam vano 
nequiquiun tcnear aestu!/ faagucnt ter qwnos sed mea membra dies./ at vobis Tmcae ccfebranm 
nluniaa l ' a d  et ficifis /enta peILitur uads manu./ viwk fèliccs, memorcs et wYIwtc nosai,/ sive 
eninus seu nos fata fisse v e h t J  intcrea m@s pecudes promIaItbte D i u  et nivei factis pocuh nuira 
mero. 

You, my friends, stay by the stream which flows from the Etruscan springs, a stream which should 
not be approached in the Dog-star's heat, but now second only to the hoIy waters of Baiae when the 
ground loosens in bright-hued spring. ... And would that it were no real fever, but some vain alarm! 
But for tbrice five days strength bas left my limbs. But you, resort to the haunts of Tuscan water 
spntes, and the stream parts lightly to the strokes of your leisurely anns, May ye live happy and 
with thoughts of me ... (adapted from J.P. Postgate, LCL, 1913, reprint 1962) 

Valerius Maximus 1 -6.5 
Caenfes aquas sanguihe mixas i lwsse 

at the Caeretean waters mixed with blood flowed 

Varro Liag, 5.25 
A puteis oppidum ut Puteufi, quod iacircum eum locum aquae @$dae et caldae m h e .  niri a putore 
potius, quod putidus odoribus saepe ex suiphure et alunune. 

Frcm putei, welis, cornes the townname, such as Puteoli, because around this place there are man- 
hot and coid spring-waters; unless rather from putor, stench, because the place is often putidus, 
stinking, with smells of sulphur and alum. (trans. R.G. Kent) 

V m  Liag. 9.69 
Sic squae caldae ab loco et aqua quae ibi scateret, cum U r  colerentur vemssent in usum nosm's, c m  
siiae ad alium morbum idoneae essent, eae c m  pIures essent, ut Puteolis et in Tmcis, quibus 
utebmnu, mufti~diais ptim quam Siog~~m~ vocabulo appeIfemt. 

So also, the hot springs, on account of the locality and the water which gushed out there, came to 
be frequented for our use, since some of the s p ~ g s  were beneficial to one disease and others to 
another, and because those which they used were several in number, as at Puteoli and in Etruria, 
they called them by a plural word rather than by a singular. (trans. R.G. Kent) 

Varro Lhg. 4 1.68 
hem reprehcndunr malog81asJ quod dicanrur multituMs n u m e  pubiicae bdneae, non ba fnea .... et 
aquae cddae, pfmque c m  causa, muititudims vocabuiis sint appeiiats neque eonun singuiank in 
usum venmht; idemque item contra. 



Lkewise they f i d  fault with the Regularities, because public baths are spoken of as balneae, with 
the form in the plural, and not as balnea, in the singul ar.... and aquae caldae 'hot springs,' mostly with 
good reason, have been called by plural names and the corresponding singulars have not come into 
use; and vice versa. (trans. R.G. Kent, LCL, 1938) 

Vitnivius 2.6.2 
Ardores autem esse in fis locis edam haec nspotest iodicarc, quod 2 montibus cumanonrm Bm-ms 
sunt loca sudatiom'bus excavata, ia qu~bus vapor fm'dus ab ùao nascens ips vehemenha pdorat 
eaa, t e m  per eamque manando io fis Iocis onniur et ita sudationum e&regrgras efficif utilitates. 

In the hiils of Baiae of Cumae sites are excavated for sweating-rooms. In these hot vapour rising 
deep down perforates the soi1 by the violence of its heat, and passing through it rises in these places, 
and so produces stnking advantages in sweatiag-rooms. (tram. F. Granger, LCL, 1970) 

Viûuvius 2.6.4 
quonikm its sunt in Ems ex aqua calida c r e b ~  fontes 

since there are in Etruria frequent springs from hot water 

Vitruvïus 8.2.8-9 
... uti multo melion iavenx*ànw capita hntium, quae ad septeomonem aut aqu70nem specmt, msi 
si hciderior in sui'p~urosum Iocum aut alminosun seu bi~minosum. Tuac em*m pennutanhu cet, 
aut calidse aquae sut @idae  odotc mai0 et sapore profùndunt fontes. 9. Neque enim calidae aquae 
esr ulla propnetas, sed figida aqua, cum &cidit percmens in ardentem locum, effervescit et 
percalefàcta egreditur per venas extra terram. Ideo diutius non pofest pemanere, sed brevi spatio 
f7t &@ida. Namque si namaLiter esset calida, non refigwarehrr c a h  eius. Sapor autem et odor 
et color eius non restifuihu, quod intincrus et co&RIs est propter n a m e  mitatem. 

.. it remains that much better sources are found to the north and north-east, unless they come upon 
sulphur, alum or bitumen. For then they are changes; and either hot or cold, bey send forth springs 
of a bad flavour or odour. 9. For there is no special character attachng to hot water, but when cold 
water, as it nins, cornes upon hot ground, it seethes and cornes out warm through the cracks above 
ground. Therefore it cannot retain its heat, but soon becornes cold. For if it were naturally w m ,  
its warmth would not be subject to chill. But taste and meIl and colour are not surrendered, 
because it is steeped and blended with these qualities owing to its rarefied texture. (trans. F. 
Granger) 

Vimvius 8.3.1 
.. .Hacc autem ab narura periTciunîw his rahoni'bus. C m  in imo per alumen aut bihunen seu sulpbur 
i p s  excitahrr, ardorc percandehcir twram, quae est supra se; autem fem'dum emim't in supenOra 
loca vaporem, et ira, si qui 2 is locis, qui sunt supra, hates dulcis aquae naseunfur, offensi eo 
vapore c f f ~ v ~ s c e n t  kter venas et ita profluuat incormpto sapore. 

... Hot springs &se naturalIy in the following way. Fire arises underground owing to alun or bitumen 
or sulphur, and by its heat makes the soi1 above it to glow. It further sends a warm vapour to the 
d a c e  of the ground, and whatever springs of sweet water rise in such places, meeting this vapour 
they surge further between the cracks and flow without darnage to their flavour. (trans. F. Granger) 

Vitmvius 8.3.2 
Sunf eo8m otiore et saporc non bono figisdi fintes, qui ab infenbn'bus focis penitus om- per foc8 
afdeatia mset int  et ab eo per longum spah'um teme sapore odore coloreque conupto, uti in 



Tiburtrha via f f w e n  Albula et in Ardeao'oo fontes liîgidi eodem odore, qui sulpburari dicuohrr, et 
rdiqws /mis similibus. Hi aufem, c m  sunt fij~~idr; ideo wdentur aspectu fèrvere, quod, cum in 
ardentcm locum aite pcniîus incidemg umorc et lgni iatcr se congntcntibus offensa vehmenti 
hgonr validos nc~piunf io se spin'tus, et it~ lnilab: yj venfi coacti buiiicntes m b n  per fibres 
egrcdiuntur. Ex his autcm qui non smt apm;  sed a saxis condneotur, pwangrrstas veoas vcbemcnti'a 
spin'm cxmd1l11hu ad summos grumonua rumulos. 

ïhere are also cold springs not of pleasant srnell or taste, which, rising far below, p a s  through hot 
mil, and thereupon nianing a long distance are chilled and reach the surface with damage to their 
flavour, such as the river Albula on the Via Tiburtina and the cold springs near Ardea, with the 
same snell, and called sulphur springs, and in other lilce places. Now these springs, king cold, 
have the appearance of bubbling, because when, deep down, they corne upon a hot place, the fue 
and water meet; and because of the collision, the springs take up with a loud noise the violent 
currents of air. They are thus forced by the power of wind driven into hem, to issue with much 
bubbling through the fountains.But those which have no outlet and are contained by rocks, are driven 
forth through narrow passages by the vehemence of the aircurrents to the tops of hillocks. (trans. 
F. Granger) 

Vitruvius 8.3.4 
Omnis sutem aqua calida ide0 quod est medicamen fusa, quod in pra VIS rebus percocta aliam vUtutem 
rec~pif ad wum. Nmque sulpburosi &tes nervonrm labons re6ciuntpercslefàciendo exurendoque 
cdonbus e copofibus umorcs wtiosos. A lumhosi autem, c m  djssoiu& membra c o p n m  pmlysi 
aut aliqua vi morbi recepemf, fovendo per patentes venas refigemb'onem conitm7'a calons vi 
reficiunt, et hoc cononenter restituuntur in mtiquam membronun curabunem. Bituminosi autem 
fitenons c o p m s  viaa potionibus purgando solent meden: 

As to the curative power of hot springs, the reason 1s that the water being throughly heated in 
vitiated soils, takes up an additional and useful quality. For sulphur s p ~ g s  refresh rnuscular 
weakness by heating and burning poisonous humours frorn the body. Alurn s p ~ g s  affect parts of 
the body which are dissolved by paralysis or some stroke of disease; they warm though the open 
pores and overcome the cold by the opposing power of the heat, and thus forthwith the diseased 
parts are restored to their ancient health. Biturnen springs furnish draughts which purge and heal 
intenor defects. (trans. F. Granger) 

Vitmvius 8.3.5 
Est autem aquae fig'dae gcnus ni&osum, uo' Pemae Vesthae, Cub'liis aljisque locis simdibus, quae 
potioni'bus depwgat p w  afvumque hanseundo c t i m  saumanun mhuit tumores. 

There is an alkaline sort of cold spring, as at Penne and Cutili and other Iike places, which when 
taken, purges, and passing through the intestines, also lessens scrofulous tumours. (trans. F. Granger) 

Vitnivius 8.3.17-18 
Item suat nomuhe acidac venae fontium, u& Lynccsto et A!D hh8 Veho, Catnpama Teano afisque 
locis plwibus, quae banc babent Wtutem, ut cafcu/os, i~ vcsicis qui nascunfur in corpon'bus 
bomioum, potionibus discutiant. 18. Fien* autem hoc natualiter idco videhu; quod acer et acidus 
sucus subest in ca t m ,  per quam egrcdientes venae hübgunhu acnntudine, et ita, cum ia corpus 
inienmt, dr'ss~pant quae ex aquanua subsideda ia corpon'bus et concrescenoa offendertint. 

There are also some acid springs, as in Lyncestis and in Italy at Velia, at Teanum in Campania and 
many other places, which have this property that, when they are drunk, they dissolve the Stones 
which f o m  in the h m a n  bladder. 18. This seems to happen by nature, because a sharp and acid 



juice is present in the soil, and when cunents of water p a s  out of it, they are tinctured with acidity. 
Hence when they enter the body, they disperse what they meet as the water settîes and solidifies in 
the body. (trans. F. Granger) 
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